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ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes an investigation into the reasons 
underlying particular errors in elementary algebra or 'generalised 
arithmetic ' which an earlier project at Chelsea College - the 
Concepts in Secondary Mathematics and Science project - had shown were 
widely prevalent among 13 to 15 year old children. 
The investigation comprised three phases: (1) an exploration of 
the conceptual bases of the errors under study, by means of a total of 
72 individual interviews with children identified as making the 
errors; (2) the monitoring, via a series of small-group teaching 
experiments using three groups of 5-6 children aged 13 to 14 years, of 
children's interaction with a 'cognitive-instructional' programme 
based on the interview findings, and which aimed to help children 
restructure their thinking so as to avoid making the errors; and (3) 
the development and trial of this instructional programme for use with 
with whole classes, using four groups of 12 to 15 year olds taught by 
the researcher, and seven classes in the same age range taught by the 
usual class teachers. The schools used were mainly in the Greater 
London Area. 
The results of the research indicated three main areas of 
difficulty contributing to the errors in question, namely (i) the way 
in which children view letters in algebra (as 'objects' or as specific 
rather than generalised number), (ii) children's difficulties in 
formalizing and symbolising arithmetic procedures, and in particular 
the use by children in arithmetic of informal 'child-methods' which do 
not readily extend to the algebraic case, and (iii) difficulties with 
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particular aspects of algebraic notation and convention (i. e. the 
representation of algebraic addition and the use of brackets). 
In general, the teaching programme designed to help children 
overcome these difficulties was successful, in terms of an improved 
performance on relevant test items administered both immediately after 
the teaching, and after a two to four month delay. Variations in 
effectiveness of the programme with respect to the different areas of 
difficulty were, however, noted, and possible reasons for this 
occurrence put forward. 
The findings from the research suggest that children's 
performance in elementary algebra may relate both to the child's 
general level of cognitive maturity, and to the kind of 'knowledge 
framework' with respect to arithmetic and algebra which the child has 
constructed. The implications of the findings for the teaching of 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
This thesis describes an investigation into the causes of 
secondary-school children's errors in selected aspects of elementary 
algebra, or 'generalised arithmetic'. The investigation formed part 
of the Strategies and Errors in Secondary Mathematics (SESM) project, 
which was funded by the Social Science Research Council and based at 
the Centre for Science and Mathematics Education, Chelsea College, 
from January 1980 until December 1982. This project itself followed 
on from the work of the mathematics section of an earlier research 
programme, the Concepts in Secondary Mathematics and Science (CSMS) 
project, which was likewise funded by the Social Science Research 
Council and based at Chelsea College. In common with the area of 
algebra delimited for study by the CSMS (Mathematics) project, the 
SESM project and hence the investigation reported upon here has used 
the term 'algebra' in the sense of 'generalised arithmetic', by which 
is meant the use of letters for numbers and the consequent writing of 
general statements representing given arithmetic rules and operations. 
The algebra. of solving equations, factorising, and the simplification 
of complex, rational, or higher order expressions has not been 
included in the study. 
In essence, the aim of the SESM programme was to investigate the 
causes underlying particular errors in secondary mathematics which the 
earlier CSMS (Mathematics) project had shown to be widely prevalent 
among second to fourth year children in English secondary schools 
(Hart, 1980b, 1981a). Taking as a starting point the assumption that 
such widely occurring errors were unlikely to be the result of 
carelessness or casually idiosyncratic reasoning, the project adopted 
the view that errors of this kind were symptomatic of the operation of 
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fundamental misconceptions on the part of those children making the 
errors. Consequently an investigation of the errors was expected to 
provide insight into the nature of these misconceptions. Such insight 
was considered necessary in order to best help children avoid making 
the errors, by indicating instructional procedures which would help 
children rectify the misconceptions upon which the errors were based. 
A second aim of the SESM project was therefore to investigate the 
effectiveness of short teaching modules which were based upon the 
information derived from the analysis of the causes underlying the 
errors and which aimed to help children restructure their thinking so 
as to avoid making the errors. The approach adopted by the team was 
to divide the research programme essentially into three main phases: 
(1) an investigation into the causes of the errors under 
study by means of individual interviews with children 
identified as making the errors, 
(2) the conducting of small-scale teaching experiments 
based on this analysis, and 
(3) the development of prototype teaching modules for trial 
with whole classes. 
The topic of elementary algebra was considered to be a 
particularly important one for this kind of analysis. That children 
have considerable difficulty with this area of mathematics has been 
highlighted by the results of both the CSMS (Mathematics) research 
(see Küchemann, 1978,1980,1981) and the Assessment of Performance 
Unit's secondary surveys (1980,1981.1982), thus reinforcing what 
teachers of algebra have long observed. The Department of Education 
and Science report on "Aspects of Secondary Education in England" in 
1980 noted that "the teaching of traditional algebra has long 
presented difficulties in schools" and that "the time has come for a 
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careful reappraisal of the aims and content of algebra courses, and of 
ways of teaching the subject" (p. 128), a point also reiterated more 
recently by the Committee of Inquiry into the Teaching of Mathematics 
(1982). 
Such a reappraisal itself requires a careful consideration of 
children's capabilities and needs in this area. Certainly children's 
ability to work with understanding in any aspect of algebra must 
depend upon a firm grasp of those concepts most fundamental to the 
topic. In this regard, the notion of 'variable' assumes particular 
importance. Not only is this notion "fundamental to algebra and all 
higher mathematics (Wagner, 1981b, p. 107), but an operational 
understanding of the concept is important to work in other subjects 
such as science, and to a constructive understanding of computer 
usage. It was therefore thought especially useful to investigate more 
closely some of the specific difficulties which children have 
concerning the meaning of letters and the uses to which letters are 
put. By virtue of its focus on just these issues, the work of the 
CSMS team in generalised arithmetic provided a particularly valuable 
starting point. 
As a result of the approach taken by the present study, it was 
anticipated that the products of the research described in this thesis 
would be of two kinds. Firstly, it was hoped to provide an improved 
understanding of the difficulties which children have in attempting to 
learn algebra, and of the misconceptions and erroneous procedures to 
which those difficulties might relate. Secondly, it was hoped to 
produce an actual teaching programme designed to allevi ate some of 
these difficulties and which could be used by teachers as it stands, 
but which would preferably form the basis for future curriculum 
development in this topic. In addition, it was hoped to use the 
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results of the investigation to reflect upon the status of some 
current theories of cognition as they might apply to the learning of 
algebra, and to make suggestions for further research in this area. 
The thesis is divided into three main parts. The first of these 
looks at the background of the study, considering such aspects as the 
notions of 'error' and 'strategy' to be adopted, the psychological and 
methodological framework appropriate to the investigation, and the 
contributions of other research on children's understanding of 
algebra. The second part describes the research programme itself, 
presenting first the 'functional analysis' or interview phase and then 
the teaching experiments and class trials. Part three discusses the 
findings in the light of more recent research evidence, and considers 
the implications of the findings for teaching and further research, 
and for the development of a psychological model for children's 
learning of mathematics in general. 
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PART I 
BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
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CHAPTER 2: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SESM PROJECT 
General Background 
Prior to the work of the CSMS (Mathematics) project, there had 
been relatively little research in England which had specifically 
addressed the question of the kinds of mathematical concepts which 
children acquire at different stages of secondary school study. The 
curricular and organisational reforms of the 1960's and 1970's had 
resulted in tremendous changes in curriculum content and teaching 
approaches in secondary school mathematics, and in a widening of the 
ability range to which the subject was taught. There had been, 
however, little research upon which to base these changes, and little 
guidance from the psychological literature to permit a clear 
description of the kinds of mathematical activity and concepts that 
were likely to be understood by children at different stages of 
secondary schooling. At primary school level the work of Piaget had 
had a profound effect on teaching methods and curriculum content in 
mathematics, and had focussed educators' attention more sharply on the 
need to match instruction to the cognitive level of the child. A 
'concept map' in primary school mathematics had even been drawn up on 
the basis of the kind of cognitive abilities which Piaget had 
indicated that children of primary school age acquire (Nuffield 
Mathematics Project, 1970). Teachers who acknowledged the same need 
to match instruction to children's cognitive functioning at secondary 
school level, however, looked in vain for research or theory to guide 
them. The CSMS (Mathematics) project attempted to help remedy this 
situation by endeavouring, among other aims: 
"1. to identify order of difficulty throughout the treatment of 
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individual topics in currently developed courses in... 
mathematics and to formulate and test hypotheses concerning 
the difficulties; 
2. to extend the concept 'map' to secondary level and to 
indicate probable outcomes of different partially-ordered 
teaching sequences within its framework; 
3. to provide evaluatory procedures designed to help teachers 
to identify the stages reached in their pupils' thinking and 
which would also stand up to external scrutiny. " 
(CSMS Research Proposal, 1973) 
The Work of the CSMS Project 
By administering separate paper and pencil tests of understanding 
in different topic areas of mathematics (such as decimals, fractions, 
ratio, algebra, graphs and so on) to large representative samples of 
secondary school children aged from 11 to 16 years, the CSMS 
(Mathematics) team aimed to delineate a hierarchy of levels of 
understanding of concepts in each area, and to characterise the levels 
of the hierarchy so established by cognitive or mathematical 
descriptors. The tests of understanding were developed on the basis 
of the concepts in each topic which the researchers thought important, 
and on the basis of textbook analyses, discussions with teachers, 
psychological considerations and reference to the relevant research 
literature, and most importantly, upon the findings from individual 
interviews with children. These tntcrviews provided information which 
was useful in determining the format and language of the test items, 
but even more importantly, gave insight into the kinds of concepts 
which children actually have, and the kinds of procedures that they 
employ in solving different mathematical problems. In the case of the 
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research on algebra, 27 children aged from 13 to 15 years were 
interviewed, and a total of 3550 children in the same age range 
received the final written test. 
In essence, the results of the CSMS research suggested that a 
hierarchy of levels of understanding could be identified within each 
topic area studied (Hart, 1980b, 1981a). This 'hierarchy' was formed 
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as the result of a statistical procedure based upon An initial ranking 
of the items of a given test in terms of facility, followed by a 
grouping of selected items within that facility array in such a manner 
that individual children who correctly answered a specified proportion 
(two-thirds or more) of a 'higher' (harder) grouping of items had also 
correctly answered this proportion of items in each 'lower' (easier) 
grouping (Figure 2.1; see Hart, 1980b; Hart & McCartney, 1979 for 
details of the statistical procedure). By examining the items in each 
grouping it was possible to describe 'levels of understanding' 
according to the concepts and procedures upon which the items were 
based. The number of levels of understanding identified in this way 
varied according to the topic, ranging from three for graphs to seven 
for vectors. In order to permit comparison across the different topic 
areas, these levels were subsumed into four main 'stages', of which 
stage one was the lowest and stage four the highest stage of 
understanding. Consideration of the number of children operating at 
each stage showed that there was a wide variation in understanding 
demonstrated by children of the same age, that items representing the 
highest stage of understanding were answered successfully by a 
surprisingly small percentage of children (given that items of this 
kind are typically taught in all secondary mathematics courses), and 
that in many cases the child's understanding as defined by the CSMS 
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Figure 2.1 Diagram illustrating formation of CSMS 
hierarchy by ranking items (shown by 
crosses) in each test in order of facility, 
followed by statistical grouping into 
'levels of understanding' for each topic. 
The array thus formed is then divided into 
four 'stages of understanding' in order to 
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second year (age 13) to fourth year (age 15) (see Chapter 4 for 
details of these results in algebra). In addition, the results 
revealed certain commonly-made errors in secondary mathematics, 
sometimes being observed in 40 per cent or more of the children 
tested, and which appeared to signal the operation of wide-spread 
basic misconceptions among children in this age range. Findings from 
the interviews conducted as part of the research programme had 
indicated that some of these misconceptions were associated with the 
use by the child of naive, non-taught procedures in mathematics. 
However, more information on this issue was needed. 
The Aims of the SESM Project 
Of perhaps even more interest than the kind of question that 
children solve correctly at each level is the nature of the errors 
they make, especially when the same kind of error is made by large 
numbers of children. The study of these errors is particularly 
important because of the information it provides concerning the ways 
in which the child views the particular problem, and the kinds of 
concepts and strategies that are used in attempting to solve the 
problem. The value of studying children's errors, therefore, lies in 
the insight which such study can provide into the child's underlying 
cognitive processes. This information is of interest not only because 
it might help to suggest ways of encouraging children to avoid making 
these particular kinds of error by helping them to first restructure 
their thinking in this regard, but also because it might explain 
secondary school children's apparently slow progress in attaining 
higher levels of understanding in mathematics, by giving a clearer 
picture of the cognitive mechanisms by which children's actual 
mathematical performance is determined. Consequently the SESM project 
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set out to investigate this issue by analysing the reasons for those 
errors which occurred most frequently, and by investigating the 
effectiveness of teaching programmes designed to help children avoid 
the misconceptions thus identified, or to correct them if already 
formed. The stated aims of the project were therefore: 
"1. to investigate in depth the reasons why children commit the 
errors already identified in the wide scale CSMS survey; 
2. to ascertain the connection between the types of errors 
committed and the general level of mathematical 
understanding exhibited by the child (in terms of the CSMS 
hierarchy); 
3. to investigate selected methods of improving the strategies 
and preventing the errors. " 
(SESM Research Proposal, 1979) 
It was intended that the investigation be carried out primarily 
by means of individual interviews with children identified as making 
the errors in question, followed by the development of teaching 
programmes based upon the findings derived from these interviews and 
which would then be tested with small groups and eventually whole 
classes of children. 
The Notion of 'Error' 
Overview 
The interest in children's errors in mathematics shown by SESM 
is, of course, by no means new. There exists a substantial volume of 
research into children's errors in computation in particular, and also 
on the errors children make in attempting to solve arithmetic word 
problems, ranging from early class-based research (e. g. Brownell & 
Moser, 1949; Uhl, 1917, in Radatz, 1980), and analysis of written 
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scripts (Arthur, 1950; Cox, 1975; Knifong & Holtan, 1976; Roberts, 
1968) to investigation via individual interviews with children 
(Erlwanger, 1973; Ginsburg, 1977a; Lankford, 1974), and computer 
assisted research (Brown & Burton, 1978, Brown & Van Lehn, 1980, 
1981). While some error studies have been concerned with using the 
information gained to improve instruction (e. g Ashlock, 1976; 
McAloon, 1979; Reisman, 1980) or as a positive stimulus to 
investigate new areas of mathematics (Meyerson, 1976), much of the 
research has concentrated on the definition of error categories and 
the distribution of errors (e. g. Brueckner, 1935; Buswell & Judd, 
1925; Englehardt, 1977; Grossnickle, 1939; Roberts, 1968). By this 
approach, attention was focussed on the errors themselves, and while 
some errors at least were recognised as surface manifestations of 
consistently applied misconceptions, in the main researchers stopped 
short of attempting to analyse the thought processes which led to the 
errors. Consequently, few attempted to relate their findings to a 
particular theory of cognition (although Radatz, 1979, noted the need 
to complement research on error patterns with cognitive models of the 
causes of errors) and few were able to suggest reasons for the 
development of the misconceptions. More recently, a growing number of 
researchers have been less concerned with classifying errors and more 
concerned with using error analysis as a means for investigating basic 
structures in the mathematical teaching-learning process (e. g. Davis, 
1975a, b; Davis, Jockusch & McKnight, 1978; Davis & McKnight, 1979, 
1980; Erlwanger, 1973,1975; Ginsburg, 1975,1977a, b). Similarly 
Reisman (Reisman, 1980; Reisman & Kauffman, 1980) has suggested that 
children's errors in mathematics often arise as the result of a 
teaching sequence which does not take adequate account of the 
psychological (as opposed to logical) prerequisites of a given 
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learning task, giving several examples from primary school mathematics 
to show how a discrepancy between the traditional approach to teaching 
these topics and the psychological complexities of the task involved 
can lead to confusion for the child. For Reisman, error analysis 
(accomplished by task analysis, observation, and individual interview) 
is essential as a first step towards improved curriculum design aimed 
at minimising such errors. 
This latter approach, by which children's errors are related to 
their thinking processes, owes much to the Piagetian tradition, not 
only in terms of methodology used, but also in terms of its basic 
assumption that errors are symptomatic of a particular way of 
reasoning. Piaget drew attenion to the fact that an analysis of 
children's errors can often reveal as much information about the 
child's reasoning processes as can an analysis of the child's correct 
responses. He also drew attention to the similarity in erroneous 
answers given by different children of comparable age, and the 
differences which appeared between successive age groups. 
Consequently he used these apparent errors in reasoning demonstrated 
by children at different ages in order to elaborate his theory of 
cognitive development marked by a series of stages of cognitive 
'structure', each of which permitted certain kinds of logic but denied 
the child access to others. The errors which children made thus 
provided insight into their actual ways of thinking, and into the kind 
of psychological apparatus which underlies those ways of thinking and 
which is common to children of a given age (Piaget, 1926a, b; 1950, 
1953; Piaget & Inhelder, 1964). 
The variation in research interests and methodology indicated by 
the above discussion both reflects and results in a variation in what 
is implied by the use of the term 'error'. Researchers concerned with 
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the identification of error types, for example, typically give equal 
regard to non-systematic errors due to such occurrences as misreading 
a question or guessing a solution, and to systematic errors, whether 
these be the result of wrong or misleading information which the child 
has been given, or of misconceptions or incorrect procedures which the 
child has constructed. Those who use errors as a means of studying 
children's reasoning processes, however, concentrate attention on 
systematic errors founded on basic misconceptions which the child 
consistently applies. Even here, a difference in approach can be 
distinguished between those (e. g. Davis, Erlwanger, Ginsburg) who 
stress the individual nature of errors, considering these to be due to 
very individual problem-solving strategies and rules which go back to 
a given child's earlier experience and understanding, and researchers 
such as Piaget, whose work focusses on those errors which are common 
to different children, and which are therefore suggested to be 
indicative of general ways of reasoning characteristic of the given 
population at large. This distinction, and its possible implications, 
will be referred to again at a later point in the thesis. 
A Definition of 'Error' 
In view of these different emphases and perspectives in the 
analysis of errors, it is useful to specify at the outset where the 
present study stands in this regard. As will be clear from the aims 
of the SESM project described earlier, the view taken by the project, 
and hence by the research described here, is that an 'error' may be 
regarded as reflecting a consistent way of viewing a situation or of 
handling a problem's solution which is consonant with the child's 
current cognitive apparatus. Analysis of the child's error therefore 
gives insight into the child's cognitive functioning and how the child 
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fails to cope correctly with the particular kind of problem. In this 
regard, 'errors' are to be distinguished from wrong answers due to 
guessing, misreading, or mis-information, and from mistakes resulting 
from miscalculations of a non-systematic nature, or from idiosyncratic 
responses due to other kinds of carelessness and which may be readily 
rectified by the child when attention is drawn to the occurrence. In 
order to merit such a status, it is necessary that an 'error' should 
fulfil certain criteria. Thus to be classified as an 'error', as 
defined, a particular incorrect response should be: 
1. consistent, i. e. occur in at least other items of the 
same type, so that it is not readily attributable to 
the features of a single isolated item; 
2. stable, i. e. made by the child over a given period of 
time; 
3. resistant to casual re-education. 
Errors which meet these criteria may be regarded as manifestations of 
particular ways of cognitive functioning with regard to the kind of 
problem under study. It is only by its regularity of occurrence that 
an error can be interpreted as indicating that a child is 
systematically attempting to use what he or she knows in a consistent 
application of the procedures which that child has constructed. In 
addition, the errors chosen for study by SESM were: 
1. wide-spread, i. e. made by large numbers of children; 
2. course-independent, i. e. not readily attributable 
solely to a particular syllabus, text, teaching method 
or teaching style. 
This suggests that the errors in question signify a communality in 
cognition among children which arises despite apparent variations in 
learning experience. Whether this is due to the operation of 
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Piagetian-like cognitive stage structures, or to some other construct, 
or whether indeed the same wrong answers can be attributed to a range 
of different perceptions and procedures, is left open at this point. 
Implications of the Definition 
One implication of a definition of error as reflecting the 
child's cognitive functioning is that unlike a 'mistake', an 'error' 
as defined is an error only to the teacher or investigator. In so far 
as it is the outcome of a particular way of reasoning, it may not be 
considered to be an error by the child. Any subsequent attempts to 
develop teaching programmes aimed at the removal of such errors will 
therefore almost certainly need to address themselves to this point 
concerning the child's likely non-recognition of the limitations of 
his or her current ways of reasoning, if they are to achieve success. 
By adopting an interpretation of errors as marking a way of cognitive 
functioning in this way, and by its commitment to the development of 
teaching programmes aimed specifically at the avoidance or correction 
of such errors, the SESM project committed itself to a consideration 
of ways in which this recognition of error might be effected. 
The Notion of 'Strategy' 
Overview 
Error of the kind described can arise as the result of what a 
child 'knows' or as a result of the kinds of procedure which he or she 
constructs; the misconception which forms the basis of the observed 
error may lie in the child's conceptual or knowledge store or in the 
strategies which are developed in order to handle the problems under 
study. These 'strategies' may be general learning or problem-solving 
approaches characteristic of a given individual and hence indicative 
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of that individual's cognitive structure and/or personality, or they 
may be related to the kind of problem under study and hence task 
rather than individual-dependent. In his work on learning strategies, 
Pask (1976) has attempted to distinguish between responses to the 
requirements of a particular kind of task which he terms 'strategies', 
and learning 'styles', which he sees as being a relatively stable 
preference of an individual for a particular way of learning (see also 
Entwistle, 1978). Nevertheless, the 'strategies' which Pask describes 
appear to be strongly related to the styles considered to be 
characteristic of the individuals employing them, so that it is not 
easy to clearly differentiate between the two, despite Pask's stated 
intention that this be done. Other workers concerned with learning 
strategies have stressed both the consistency in approach to learning- 
tasks shown by given individuals (e. g. Svensson, 1977), and the 
variation in approach according to the task involved (e. g. Marton and 
Säljä, 1976a, b; Laurillard, 1978, quoted in Entwistle, 1979). Thus 
Marton and Sälja (1976b) have emphasised that the strategy used by a 
given individual depends critically on the content and context of what 
is learned, as does Entwistle in his reminder that "the verb 'to 
learn' takes the accusative" (Entwistle, 1976). 
While the content and context of what is learned may affect the 
strategy an individual adopts on a particular occasion, it seems clear 
that there may also be observed consistencies in approach which may 
more appropriately be attributed to the general mode of cognitive 
functioning characteristic of the individual. As a result of a series 
of investigations into children's approaches to the solution of 
specially designed tasks, for example, Bruner and his co-workers 
(Bruner, Olver & Greenfield, 1966) were able to distinguish a 
progression of problem-solving strategies from 'trial and error', 
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through 'systematic trial and error' and 'successive pattern matching' 
to an 'information selection' approach. Not only was a given 
individual observed to use a particular strategy on different tasks, 
but the same strategy was also observed to be used by other children 
of comparable age. While this progression was 'developmental' in the 
sense of strategies which were observed to occur spontaneously in an 
order which corresponded to successive age groups, there was no 
suggestion that the appearance of a particular strategy was 'fixed' to 
a given stage of development, as was the case, for example, for 
Piaget's cognitive structures. Indeed, Olson (1966) took care to 
show that there can be a great difference between what the child 
spontaneously does and what the child is capable of doing once the 
existence of a superior strategy is known to him. Working within a 
Brunerian framework, Olson presented seven-year-old children with a 
task which required them to identify which of two given patterns (e. g. 
Tor-L) was 'correct' in the sense of having been pre-programmed on 
a board equipped with rows of small push-buttons. If all the buttons 
were pressed, those that formed the selected pattern would light up; 
the rest would remain unchanged. The child's task was to find which 
pattern was 'hidden' in this way on the board. 90 per cent of the 
seven year olds tested spontaneously adopted the successive pattern 
matching strategy by which each pattern was tried in turn, with all 
the buttons relating to the first pattern being depressed before the 
second pattern was investigated, again in its entirety. However, when 
Olson included a 'constrained' condition in which the child was asked 
after each button-press such questions as 'Do you know now which 
pattern is correct? ' and 'Can you find out with just one more button- 
press? ', the results were quite dramatic, with 80 per cent of the 
seven year olds now moving onto the information selection approach 
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characteristic of older children and adults. 
Thus while the particular cognitive structure or system that a 
child 'naturally' works within at any given time may promote a 
particular kind of strategic approach to solving problems, it is by no 
means certain that other more sophisticated strategies are necessarily 
unavailable to the child at that stage, Indeed, it may even be 
suggested that it is by becoming exposed to more advanced strategies 
that the child's cognitive system is stimulated to undergo a 
restructuring which may pave the way toward the next level of 
cognitive functioning. Certainly there exists evidence to show that 
concrete and formal operational thinkers differ in their use of such 
strategies as random trial and error, systematic trial and error, and 
use of 'deductive algorithm' (Days, Wheatley & Kulm, 1979), indicating 
that strategic approach and cognitive level are linked. The apparent 
ability of individuals to improve their level of cognitive functioning 
after strategy instruction has also been noted elsewhere (e. g. Lawson 
& Kirby, 1981; Lawson & Woilman, 1976; Rosenthal, 1975) and forms 
the basis of the cognitive enrichment programme developed by 
Feuerstein (see for example, Feuerstein, Rand, Hoffman & Miller, 
1980). One is tempted to suggest that any hopes of improving 
cognitive functioning may rest on a two-fold approach by which the 
child is both encouraged to perceive the limitations of his or her 
current way of reasoning (i. e. to recognise existing 'errors' in 
conception or reasoning), and to investigate the superiority of more 
advanced kinds of strategy. Certainly attempts to promote cognitive 
acceleration by other considerations have proved equivocal (e. g. 
Danner & Day, 1977; Shyers & Cox, 1978). 
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A Definition of 'Strategy' 
With this possibility in mind, the importance of studying 
children's strategies and errors in any given area of intellectual 
activity assumes greater proportions. By 'strategy' will be meant any 
generalisable approach that constitutes a plan for executing selected 
procedures aimed at the solution of a given problem. By contrast, the 
term 'procedure' will be used to refer to the particular sequence of 
operations which is selected to solve the particular problem under 
consideration, or other problems of the same type. For example, 
'looking for an appropriate algorithm' constitutes a strategy; 
'multiplying length by width to obtain a measure of area' represents a 
procedure. Since strategies are thus defined as generalisable 
approaches appropriate to a wide range of problems, it would be 
expected that some consistencies in strategy-use might be observed 
both within and across individuals. As in the case of the cognitive 
factors underlying 'error', however, the question as to whether the 
kind of strategy used by a child is a consequence of some particular 
cognitive 'stage' structure, or whether it is more dependent upon some 
alternative structure related to the content and contextual features 
of the task itself, is left unspecified at this point. 
The Nature of Mathematical Strategies 
In defining what will be meant by 'strategy' in the present 
study, it is useful in addition to indicate the kinds of strategy that 
might be observed within the context of answering mathematical 
questions. While the kinds of strategy appropriate to mathematical 
activity have not been fully researched, the work of such researchers 
as Krutetskii (1976), Karplus (Karplus, Pulos & Stage, 1981), and 
Bruner and his colleagues (Bruner, Olver & Greenfield, 1966) provides 
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a base from which a range of suggested strategies might be described. 
While Krutetskii's work was more particularly concerned with 
specifying the components of mathematical ability, it was apparent 
that the possession of 'mathematical ability' was related to the kind 
of approach adopted in solving mathematical questions. Thus 
Krutetskii noted that: 
"significant qualitative differences were observed on 
the nature of the trials by capable and incapable 
pupils. The trials made by mathematically inept pupils 
always bore the character of blind unmotivated 
manipulations, chaotic and unsystematic attempts to 
find a solution (more accurately, they were attempts at 
guessing, at coming across a solution at random). 
Capable pupils, however, were marked by an 
organised system of searching, subordinated to a 
definite program or plan. " 
(Krutetskii, 1976, p. 292) 
In particular, one of the basic characteristics of mathematical 
thought was described as: 
"an ability to formalize mathematical material, to 
isolate form from content, to abstract oneself from 
concrete numerical relationships and spatial forms, and 
to operate with formal structure" 
(Ibid, p. 87) 
The recognition of formal structure and consequent selection of an 
appropriate mathematical procedure might therefore be suggested to be 
an important strategy in mathematical problem solving. 
While Karplus is perhaps not especially associated with the 
notion of strategies in mathematics, his 'reasoning patterns' might in 
fact be more appropriately termed strategies, providing a list which 
includes unrelated trials, trial and error cycles progressing 
systematically, and (in the context of 'number puzzle' problems) 
forming an equation and solving it (in this case a particular 
procedure which is an example of the strategy of recognising formal 
structure) (Karplus, Pulos & Stage, 1981). Similarly the definitive 
work on strategies by Bruner and his co-workers has already been 
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referenced, and indicates a range of strategies including random trial 
and error, systematic trial and error, successive pattern matching, 
and information selection (Bruner, Olver & Greenfield, 1966). Whilst 
not developed specifically within the area of mathematics, this latter 
analysis appears to have considerable applicability to this subject, 
and forms a useful basis for the elaboration of a more complete list 
of strategies than that provided by Krutetskii's or Karplus' work. 
Starting from the above mentioned research, therefore, it is 
suggested that the following analysis describes a plausible range of 
strategies that might usefully be explored in reseach on children's 
mathematical activity: 
RTE - random trial and error, 
STE - systematic trial and error, 
IS - informal ('intuitive') strategy, 
SP - search for pattern (e. g. in numerical data), 
SA - search for algorithm (i. e. taught rule), 
RFS - recognition of formal structure of problem (and 
consequent selection of appropriate procedure). 
In its investigation of children's errors and strategies, therefore, 
the present study set out to investigate the possible operation of 
strategies of the above kind. 
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CHAPTER 3: PSYCHOLOGICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 
Whilst a specific theoretical framework had not been rigorously 
decided upon for the present research, it was j. ntended to work broadly 
within a Piagetian framework. However, mindful of the criticisms 
levelled against the Piagetian theory, particularly in terms of such 
issues as the invariance of the 'stage' construct across different 
tasks and contexts (e. g. Brown & Desforges, 1977; Flavell, 1982; 
Smedslund, 1977), the apparent uncertainty concerning the age at which 
children might progress from one stage to another (see Dale, 1970; 
Lovell, 1961a, b; Lunzer, 1965,1970; McNally, 1970; and Shayer, 
Kiichemann and Wylam, 1976; with regard to the age of concrete to 
formal operational transition) and the concern over the validity of 
the formal operational stage description (e. g. Bynum, Thomas & Weitz, 
1972), it was considered inappropriate to adopt the theory in toto as 
the guiding paradigm for research into children's understanding of 
mathematics in the 12 to 16 years age range. 
The problem concerning the age at which transition from concrete 
to formal operational thinking occurs is, of course, readily met by 
allowing for the possibility of either mode of reasoning to be 
demonstrated by children in the age range studied (namely 12 to 16 
years). The criticism concerning the validity of Piaget's 
description of formal operational thinking is of greater concern, in 
that the usefulness of any attempts to explain or predict children's 
mathematical performance in terms of their general cognitive 
capabilities requires that the model adopted for the latter 
description be accurate. However, perhaps of most fundamental 
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importance is the criticism concerning the invariance of the stage 
construct, in that this reflects upon one of the central tenets of the 
Piagetian theory. 
The Piagetian Model 
Overview 
Piaget's model was based upon the notion that despite the 
possible variety of patterns of intellectual behaviour which may be 
observed in any individual, there is underlying them a specific way of 
reasoning which explains these behaviours and gives rise to a unity of 
consistency in the individual's intellectual approach. This mode of 
reasoning was not to be thought of as fixed, however, but as 
undergoing change through a series of 'stages' in a predetermined 
manner and as the consequence of maturation and experience. Piaget 
argued (Piaget, 1950) that each mode of reasoning was the outcome of a 
particular kind of 'cognitive structure', or way of organising 
experience and dealing with the environment, which defined the limits 
of the child's intellectual functioning and so determined the kind of 
logical thinking available to the child and hence the kinds of task 
which could be successfully handled. Progression beyond these limits 
must await a re-organisation of this structure so as to permit ways of 
reasoning which had not been possible before. The differences in ways 
of reasoning attending successive structures were therefore 
differences in kind and not merely of degree, so that while adult 
forms of reasoning developed out of the child's, the two were 
qualitatively different and admitted a different kind of logic 
(Piaget, 1953; see also Beilin, 1971). The same kind of logic would, 
of course, be applied to all intellectual activities exhibited at any 
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given stage. 
Criticisms of the Piagetian Model 
Piaget's theory thus looked to the operation of general 
capabilities which develop through a series of stages but which are 
largely independent of the specific contents or contexts of the tasks 
to which they are applied. This notion has been attacked on several 
(related) grounds: 
(1) there is no evidence for a single unified structure at 
any stage, 
(2) children may show reasoning of a kind generally taken as 
representative of a much later stage, 
(3) children may show an absence of expected logical 
operation, and 
(4) there is evidence for task specificity in behaviour. 
Evidence for a unified stage structure. one of the most widely 
quoted criticisms in this regard is that of Brown & Desforges (1977; 
see also 1979). Whilst accepting that at times of transition from one 
stage to another there may be some variation in appearance of 
operations characteristic of each stage, Brown and Desforges stress 
that there must be 'a substantial degree of homogeneity' (1977, p. 9) 
among behaviours manifested by children for the greater part of each 
stage if the notion of 'stage' is to have any validity (see also 
Novak, 1977). From a consideration of various studies reporting 
correlational data for stage-linked behaviours, Brown and Desforges 
conclude that such a homogeneity is in fact not observed, and that the 
stage concept is therefore untenable. Shayer (1979) has criticised 
this conclusion, arguing that not only were Brown and Desforges highly 
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selective in their choice of correlational data and that other studies 
report substantially higher correlations (e. g. Bart, 1971; Lee, 1971; 
Lovell, 1961a, each cited in Shayer, 1979), but also that the values 
quoted by Brown and Desforges are themselves found in many cases to be 
of a substantial order when adjusted to compensate for restricted 
range of measures. Nevertheless, even these 'higher' correlations, 
including those reported for Shayer's own data, are generally of the 
order of 0.6, leaving open the question as to whether this value is to 
be regarded as high enough to support the notion of stage unity or 
'structure d'ensemble'. Certainly correlations of this magnitude, 
consistently reported, indicate some communality of functioning; 
however, it would seem that the assignment of a given cognitive 
developmental stage provides only a first approximation of children's 
abilities on different tasks. A reasonable proportion of the variance 
is still left unaccounted for, a proportion which may be explained by 
factors specific to the different tasks involved, thus perhaps 
providing some evidence for the view that task-related factors are 
also important in determining a child's level of response (see point 
(3) above, also the discussion later in this chapter). ; lowever, the 
value of using correlational data from Piagetian studies in order to 
assess the utility of the stage construct is in any case open to 
doubt. The use of the Piagetian clinical interview has typically 
resulted in small sample sizes, the criteria for judging level of 
response in Piagetian terms have often not been rigorously specified, 
and disagreement has existed perhaps as a consequence between 
different researchers as to the level at which to categorise various 
behaviours. In addition, the magnitude of correlation values can be 
markedly affected if the range of measures is very narrow. In view of 
this, the wide range of results indicated by Blasi and Heoffel's, I 
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review (1974) of studies on formal operational reasoning may reflect 
procedural differences or sampling variation as much as heterogeneity 
of performance, as Shayer has' pointed out (1979, p. 272). In either 
event, the evidence for the idea of unified stages appears to be mixed 
(see Flavell, 1982). Hence some researchers continue to remark upon 
the apparent differences in behaviour shown by children on tasks of 
comparable structure: 
"All kinds of discrepancies crop up with children of all 
ages and with adults, and with all kinds of concepts and 
structures. A child behaves in one way in one situation 
and in another way in another situation which may appear 
strictly equivalent to the first situation as far as task 
structure is concerned. " 
(Smedslund, 1977, p. 2) 
whilst others seem compelled to retain the stage concept even if "like 
a spectre it eludes capture" (in Driver, 1978, p. 58). 
Precocious demonstrations of higher-stage reasoning. A number of 
studies have shown that, by varying the features of a given Piagetian 
task (e. g. Bryant & Tabasso, 1971, but see Halford and Galloway, 1977, 
for an alternative interpretation of these findings; Gelman, 1972; 
Povey & Hill, 1975), by altering the form of the questions asked 
(Donaldson, 1978), or by the intervention of minimal training 
procedures (e. g. Brainerd, 1974,1978; Gruen, 1965; Hamel & Riksen, 
1973; Rosenthal, 1975), children have been observed to demonstrate 
attainment of certain logical operations at a much younger age than 
that specified by Piaget. Such observations do not, of course, 
dispute the existence of the operations described by Piaget. Indeed, 
they acknowledge their appearance, albeit at a much younger age than 
indicated by the Piagetian analysis. However, nor do they merely 
contest the Piagetian age-stage relationship. Rather they present an 
attack on the validity of the Piagetian tasks to determine whether or 
not a given operation is indicated, and hence upon the whole argument 
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that operations or abilities appear in the specified clusters and 
fixed sequence described in the Piagetian theory. Donaldson (1978), 
for example, considers that children's understanding of and response 
to the questions posed in the Piagetian task situation depends upon 
their 'sense of the situation', which is determined by such factors as 
their view of the experimenter's intent and by the way in which they 
use and interpret language (the recognition that children and adults 
may use language differently presumably also requires explanation). 
Smedslund has also commented upon the question of the child's 
understanding (Smedslund, 1977), pointing out that there is a circular 
relation in the Piagetian interview situation between logicality and 
understanding: 
In order to decide whether a child is behaving logically or 
not one must take it for granted that he has correctly 
understood all instructions and terms involved. On the 
other hand, in order to decide whether or not a child has 
correctly understood a given term or instruction, one must 
take for granted that the child is behaving logically ... " 
(Smedslund, 1977, p. 3) 
Smedslund concludes that rather than assume that the child has 
understood appropriately and then study the child's logicality, it 
makes more sense to assume the child's logicality and then investigate 
the nature of the child's understanding. Such an approach would 
presumably also reveal differences between child and adult, however, 
differences which it may well be that the Piagetian theory i§ already 
attempting to explain. 
Hence while it can be demonstrated that a greater attention to 
the child's understanding of a given task (and the subsequent 
modification of task or instructions in line with this understanding) 
may result in the demonstration of more mature ways of reasoning on 
the part of the child, it would seem that this very difference in the 
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nature of understanding between child and adult does itself require 
explanation. 
In a similar way, the findings from studies demonstrating an 
improved level of response after training intervention are also 
generally less conclusive in their criticism of the Piagetian position 
than might initially be supposed (see Kuhn, 1974). While Beilin, for 
example, was able to obtain improved performance on number and length 
conservation (Beilin, 1965) and the representation of horizontal water 
levels (Beilin, Kagan & Rabinowitz, 1966), these findings have been 
criticised as being attributable to stimulus/response generalisation 
rather than the acquisition of 'true' operational structures. 
Assessing the value of studies which show, or of course, which do not 
show, enhanced performance after training, requires a careful analysis 
of the training which is involved. The same kind of criticism has 
been levelled against other training studies, such as Piaget's (1964) 
comments on Smedslund's (1961,1962) 'successful' training for weight 
conservation but not transitivity, Inhelder and Sinclair's (1969) 
criticism of Kohnstamm's (1963) demonstration of class-inclusion 
training, and comments attributing the success of studies cited by 
Brainerd (1978) to children's overlearning of specific rules or 
strategies (see Kuchemann, 1980; Pascual-Leone, 1976). The 
demonstration that improved performance after training results from 
the development of more complex structures rather than reflecting a 
learned response requires that attention be paid, among other issues, 
to the explanations which children give for their new performances (so 
that children are not, for example, merely parrotting explanations 
given during training), and that some demonstrations of transfer to 
associated tasks be made. As regards the first point, it seems that 
such information is often not reported (KÜchemann, 1980; but see 
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e. g. Hamel & Riksen, 1973; Sheppard, 1974). The issues concerning 
transfer of training, or generalisation, is more problematic because 
of the necessity to decide what kinds of transfer should be required 
i 
in order to allow for training to have been successful in promoting 
cognitive structuring (see Anthony, 1977). Gruen (1965), for example, 
trained children in number conservation and found transfer to the same 
task with different objects, and also some evidence of transfer to 
conservation of length and substance. Hamel and Riksen (1973) found 
transfer from conservation of continuous and discontinuous quantity to 
different dimensions, namely two-dimensional space, substance and 
weight. Brainerd (1974) also found some transfer between dimensions 
(from length to weight) with respect to different tasks of 
transitivity, conservation and class-inclusion, but no transfer 
between these three different kinds of task. The above mentioned 
studies all relate to the acquisition of concrete operational tasks. 
The same picture is obtained where training for formal operational 
performance is concerned. Hence Danner and Day (1977) and Siegal and 
Leaver (1973) found improved performance on the pendulum task after 
training, but it was not clear that this reflected anything more than 
the result of specific response or strategy training, although Danner 
and Day did find some evidence of transfer between the pendulum and 
the bending rods task (both requiring 'control of variables'). 
Transfer between these tasks was also observed by Lawson and Wolluran 
(1976) but this transfer did not extend to tasks involving other 
formal operational schemas such as proportionality. Shyers and Cox 
(1978) found no evidence of transfer either within a schema 
(proportionality) or between schemas (however, the nature of the 
'training' used in this study is open to criticism). On the other 
hand, Kuhn and Angelev (1976) and Rosenthal (1975) found improvement 
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on combinational problems and control of variables tasks respectively 
which could not be attributed to direct algorithmic training and which 
appeared to be associated with transfer effects to other tasks. 
According to the 'structure d'ensemble' notion of the stage 
construct, one might expect transfer between schemas, since if 
training has been successful in restructuring cognition after the 
ý 
Piagetian model, then all the stage-related kinds of logic should 
presumably appear together. However, where the concrete operational 
stage is concerned, Piaget himself has written that the "logical forms 
are not yet independent of their content. They are a structurisation 
of the particular content and there is no necessary generalisation" 
(Piaget & Inhelder, 1969, p. 170), so that the issue concerning 
transfer of this kind is not clear cut, at least where concrete 
operationality is concerned. Since it is in any case accepted that at 
times of transition there is likely to be some variation in appearance 
of operations characteristic of the new stage (Brown and Desforges, 
1977), it would not be expected that training programmes conducted 
with children in or near to the transitional phase would necessarily 
induce the simultaneous appearance of all such operations. Since 
Inhelder, Sinclair and Bovet (1974) have suggested, as the result of a 
series of 'naturalistic' training studies involving cognitive 
conflict, that successful enhancement of the child's level of 
functioning depends upon the child already being near the transitional 
phase (see also Sheppard, 1974), this consideration would mitigate 
against the expectation of necessary transfer of function even when 
transfer is to the formal operational stage, where the same 
restriction concerning content does not apply. "Until the 
generalisation question is satisfactorily answered, then pronouncing 
any given training study a success (or not) remains equivocal. " 
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(Kuhn, 1974, p. 593). From the above discussion, it would seem that 
the resolving of this issue is itself problematic. 
Nevertheless, the finding that young children can, under 
circumstances different to those of the Piagetian tasks, or as the 
result of training, exhibit reasoning patterns characteristic of 
later stages, suggests that the notion of non-availability at any 
point of various logical operations be questioned. Hence Harris 
(1975) concluded from his study of the abilities of young children 
(aged 5 to 7 years) to infer the attributes of nonsense concepts from 
knowledge of the class membership of the concept, that the difference 
between 'pre-formal' and 'formal operational' thinkers may lie in the 
"spontaneous deployment of rules of inference rather than their 
availability as such" (p. 151). The similar finding by Olson (Bruner, 
Olver & Greenfield, 1966) concerning the availability, albeit non- 
spontaneous, in young children of higher order strategies, has already 
been discussed in Chapter 2. 
This observation suggests both that children may be capable of 
using 'more advanced' logical operations, and that they may not 
spontaneously do so. The argument with the Piagetian analysis thus 
becomes not so much one of validity of description, but rather one of 
what it is that is being described. The Piagetian theory, it would 
seem, may accurately be depicting what children 'normally' do, rather 
than what they may be capable of doing under optimal circumstances. 
Analysis of the factors contributing to the child's-attainment of such 
'optimal' performance may provide useful information concerning the 
nature of children's cognition. Gelman's study (1972), for example, 
suggests some interesting ideas in this regard. Contrary to the 
expectations of the Piagetian conservation paradigm, Gelman found that 
very young children (aged 6 years down to 3 years) possessed the 
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capacity to treat number as invariant. Why, then, do children at this 
age typically not conserve? On the basis of the results obtained in 
her own study, Gelman suggested that rather than being a test purely 
of logical capacity, the conservation task in fact evaluates a variety 
of factors: 
"Put another way, it seems that children who pass the 
conservation test are demonstrating many extralogical skills 
as well as their logical capacity; whereas children who 
fail are doing so for any number of reasons .... Thus it 
seems that the conservation task is, at a minimum, a test 
for logical capacity, the control of attention, correct 
semantics, and estimation skills. Hence the ability to 
conserve represents a sophisticated level of cognitive 
development in which many separate abilities are co- 
ordinated. " 
(Gelman, 1972, pp. 88-89) 
The suggestion is thus that the difference between children at 
the pre-concrete and concrete operational stages lies in the fact that 
the younger children do not spontaneously coordinate all the skills 
and knowledge needed to solve concrete operational tasks such as 
conservation. This may be because the younger child lacks the 
capacity to deal with the number of factors involved and their 
coordination (see Case, 1974a; Halford, 1978; McLaughlin, 1963; 
Pascual-Leone & Smith, 1969 for an argument re-interpreting the 
Piagetian theory in terms of the develoment of short-term memory 
capacity and the consequent number of elements or operations that can 
be coordinated at any one time). The onset of concrete operationality 
may thus coincide with the capacity to spontaneously coordinate the 
logic and other skills necessary for successful handling of tasks such 
as conservation. By this analysis, if the conditions of a task 
situation were such as to permit the younger child to coordinate the 
required factors (assuming that such task conditions exist), then 
performance characteristic of a more mature stage of cognitive 
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functioning may occur. Such an account accommodates the findings from 
all three kinds of study discussed, namely those dealing with 
variations in task feature, with training intervention, and with 
modification of the language of communication between child and 
experimenter. Conversely, of course, one might suggest that the 
older child who has the capacity to spontaneously coordinate the 
relevant factors may not in fact do so, hence resulting in the 
appearance of responses characteristic of less' mature ways of 
reasoning (see the discussion on point '3' below). 
This perspective is very close to that adopted by the 'skill 
integrationists' (e. g. Bruner, 1973; Klahr & Wallace, 1973; 
Schaeffer, Eggleston & Scott, 1974). Each of these studies is based 
on a model in which the development of various logical capacities is 
dependent upon the integration of skills or procedures appropriate to 
specific settings. Integration of these skills permits increasing 
generalisation to new situations, results in 'chunking' which reduces 
the demand on available 'memory-space', and allows the development of 
schemes relating various skill elements. Such a model is still 
structuralist, in that it presupposes the organisation and 
coordination of skills in particular ways and the subsumption of 
earlier coordinations into later ones. However, it differs from the 
Piagetian perspective in considering that logical capacities such as 
conservation develop from specific skills rather than as the 
consequence of a 'spontaneous cognitive reorganisation' such as that 
associated with the transition between successive Piagetian cognitive 
structures. What is as yet lacking from this model is an analysis of 
how these skills become integrated in the particular manner supposed. 
Such explanation would seem to require either a commitment to 
associationism, or the positing of more fundamental psychological 
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mechanisms which enable the coordination of skill described. To what 
extent these mechanisms may differ from the 'general psychological 
capabilities' described by Piaget must remain a matter for conjecture. 
The non-appearance of expected operations. Concern over the 
validity of the Piagetian stage descriptions has also been expressed 
as the result of observations that children do not always demonstrate 
the availability of a given logical operation despite its apparent 
manifestation on other task situations, or despite the manifestation 
of other stage-linked patterns of reasoning. This concern has been 
expressed with regard to both concrete operations (e. g. Lovell, 1968; 
Lovell & Ogilvie, 1961; Lunzer, 1960) and formal operations (e. g. 
Lunzer, Harrison & Davey, 1972; Martorano, 1977; Pulos & Linn, 1981; 
Wason & Johnson-Laird, 1972). Piaget himself (e. g. 1971) noted the 
'decalage' or variability in children's performance on different 
tasks, and introduced the idea of the 'resistance' of some tasks to 
admit the application of operations which are otherwise available to 
the child. Where the concrete operational stage is concerned, the 
appearance of such d6calages does not in itself invalidate the 
Piagetian formulation of integrated structures, as discussed in the 
preceding section. Since the "development of concrete operations ... 
can never be dissociated from the intuitive content to which such 
operations need to be applied" (Infielder & Piaget, 1958, p. 26S), then 
where the content to which the operations under question relate is 
outside the child's experience or conceptual range, it would not be 
surprising if the child's ability to solve tasks. involving this 
content should be delayed. Reasoning involving displacement volume, 
for example, might be delayed relative to the same reasoning with 
regard to number. 
The same argument does not, of course, apply to the formal 
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operational stage, since at this level "the operational form is 
entirely dissociated from thought content" (Inhelder & Piaget, 
op. cit. ), so that the same logical operations appear "in the most 
diverse areas". 
However, apart from the recognised likely unevenness of 
appearance of all the formal operational structures during the early 
phase of the stage, it has been suggested that in any case one must 
not assume that the formal operational thinker always makes use of 
formal reasoning. Thus Inhelder states (Tanner & Inhelder, 1960, 
p. 126) that "both adolescent and adult are far from reasoning formally 
all the time. The attainment of a cognitive stage merely means that 
the individual becomes capable of behaving in a certain way which was 
not possible before. " The same point seems to underlie Piaget's 
remarks that: 
"Finally, and above all (for it would be impossible to 
emphasize this point too strongly), each stage of development 
is characterised much less by a fixed thought content than by 
a certain power, a certain potential activity, capable of 
achieving such and such a result according to the environment 
in which the child lives. " 
(Piaget, 1971, p. 171-172) 
For example, whether or not an individual makes use of formal 
operational thinking in a given situation may depend on the task's 
complexity and the individual's familiarity with the task content 
(e. g. Lunzer, 1965). Peel (1960) suggested that an adolescent or 
adult who is capable of full propositional (formal), thinking may not 
use it on any given occasion since such thinking may require 'more 
effort' than the problem warrants. Consequently the individual may 
rely on concrete operational thought, or else may 'play a hunch' 
(Bruner, Goodnow & Austin, 1956). Of course, if the complexity of the 
task has been misjudged, perhaps because of the individual's lack of 
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familiarity with the subject of the task, such an approach may lead 
the individual into error, and the researcher into thinking that the 
individual lacks the appropriate formal strategy. 
It is, however, unlikely that perceived 'pay-off' alone determines 
the non-application of formal operations to a given situation. Lovell 
(1971) has discussed the question of the characteristics of the 
content of a task, as opposed to the intellectual structures needed to 
solve it, which may determine whether or not formal operational 
thinking is brought to bear on a particular problem. As a result, he 
reinforces the idea of the possible involvement of such factors as 
familiarity with the content of a task, credibility or 'direction of 
belief', and so on (see also Lunzer, 1965). To these have been added 
other factors such as cognitive style (Case, 1974a, 1975,1978; Linn, 
1978) and expectation or 'mental set' (Linn & Swiney, 1981). 
The role of task content. The influence of task content on the 
child's reasoning at both concrete and formal operational levels has 
in fact been' demonstrated by several workers. Where the concrete 
operational stage is concerned, such demonstration may not be 
unexpected in terms of the Piagetian theory, as previously discussed, 
although too extensive a demonstration of d4calage may be less readily 
reconciled with the model. In the case of formal operational 
thinking, the demonstration of decalage has typically been regarded as 
more problematic for the theory (but see the preceding discussion). 
That task content can be important even at the formal operational 
level was shown by Wason and Johnson-Laird (1972; see also Lunzer, 
Harrison & Davey, 1972) in their demonstration that a task in which 
the content was familiar was much easier for subjects to solve than 
was a structurally equivalent problem but which involved unfamiliar or 
more abstract content. In an investigation of adolescents' 
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understanding of abstract economical and historical concepts and moral 
dilemmas, Peel (1975,1978) showed that the ability to deal formally 
with social problems appeared much later than the ability to handle 
physical problems in the same manner. From this he concluded that the 
ability to reason formally was subject-linked and depended upon the 
possession of appropriate experience and knowledge as well as upon the 
availability of formal operational logical. capabilities. In line with 
this suggestion, Pulos and Linn (1981) found that groups of 'experts' 
performed more effectively on 'control of variables' tasks involving 
content specific to their area of expertise than they did on tasks 
involving 'unfamiliar' content, even though the nature of the content 
was irrelevant to the task's solution. The nature of the task seemed, 
from these studies, to be important in that (a) it may determine 
whether or not formal thinking is invoked, as suggested also in the 
preceding section, and (b) it may determine whether a successful 
outcome can be achieved even if formal operational reasoning is 
utilised. For example, an individual may be unsuccessful on a formal 
operational task not because the 'control of variables' schema is 
missing but rather because the individual lacks the knowledge as to 
which variables are important in that particular task. Thus Linn and 
Swiney (1981) found that late adolescents' views of which variables 
were important in the springs task (a 'control of variables' task 
designed by Linn and Rice, 1979, cited in Linn, 1982) differed from 
those presented by the experimenter. Despite being presented with the 
experimenter's more comprehensive list of potentially important 
factors, however, the students went on to perform the task as if only 
their own expected variables were at issue. In another study 
involving the pendulum task (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958, chptr. 4), Pubs 
and Linn (1978, in Linn, 1982) observed that subjects expected the 
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wrong variables to be important (i. e. weight of pendulum bob rather 
than length of pendulum), and directed their responses accordingly. 
From the results of these and similar studies, the authors concluded 
that whilst knowledge of task content is not part of the Piagetian 
description of intellectual performance, consideration of this factor 
is necessary to an understanding of children's actual performance. 
The same point was made by Wason and Johnson-Laird: 
"From some considerable time we cherished the illusion that 
.. o only the structural characteristics of the problem 
mattered. Only gradually did we realise first that there 
was no existing formal calculus which correctly modelled our 
subjects' inferences, and second that no purely formal 
calculus would succeed. Content is crucial, and this 
suggests that any general theory of human reasoning must 
include an important semantic component. " 
(Wason & Johnson-Laird, 1972, pp. 244-5) 
Summary 
In summary, it would seem that the evidence against the validity 
of the Piagetian theory is at best less strong than some critics have 
suggested, and at worse ambiguous and inconclusive. Nevertheless, the 
evidence available must provide a caution against adopting the 
Piagetian theory in toto and as a model which uniquely predicts an 
individual's intellectual behaviour on a given task (if indeed this 
was ever Piaget's claim). In particular, it is considered that 
attention must be paid to the nature and content of the task concerned 
and to the individual's knowledge and experience with respect to that 
task. Even this information cannot permit a firm prediction, since 
much must still depend upon the influence of such factors as 
motivation to complete the task, perception of the task goal, ease of 
retrievability of required knowledge, and personality and attentional 
factors. 
At the same time, it is perhaps premature to abandon the 
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Piagetian position completely. Summarising some of the research 
findings criticising the Piagetian theory, Entwistle (1979, p. 125) 
remarked that "clearly if children's capacity to exhibit formal 
operations depends on the wording of the question, the nature of the 
task, the extent of previous knowledge, and the content of the subject 
area, we are left with serious problems in describing a child in terms 
of a 'stage' of intellectual development. " Such a comment must 
be 
aimed more to those who have followed Piaget rather than to Piaget 
himself, since it is not clear that Piaget intended that such 
labelling was either appropriate or desirable. However, the caution 
is a sound one, but should not be taken to assume that the whole 
Piagetian formulation is thereby discredited. True, in view of the 
factors apparently affecting a child's performance on Piagetian and 
other tasks, the Piagetian stage analysis must not be religiously 
relied upon. However, it can provide an extremely useful first 
approximation, and in the absence of any more comprehensive theory 
(i. e. comprehensive of task and other factors), it provides a viable 
model which can usefully inform research into the question of 
children's cognition. 
Because of the difficulty concerning the application of the 
'stage' notion to individual children, Entwistle took Marton's (1978, 
in Entwistle, 1979) point that this perspective should be abandoned in 
favour of its use as a descriptor of how a particular task is 
approached or what level of understanding is demonstrated in a given 
situation. This approach has been adopted in particular by Collis and 
Biggs (Biggs, 1978,1980; Biggs & Collis, 1982; Collis, 1980) who 
found such variations in performance across subject areas that they 
considered it necessary to abandon the idea of stages of cognitive 
development. "Accordingly, we relabelled the levels with a more 
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descriptive terminology in order to distinguish our levels from 
Piagetian stages: levels apply to the classification of observed 
responses .... " (Biggs, 1978, p. 3). As a consequence, a taxonomy of 
'observed learning outcomes' was developed for classifying responses 
in a variety of subject areas. Under this model it is thus the 
response which is classified according to a structure of Piagetian-11 
like levels, and the freedom of the individual to exhibit responses at 
different levels in different subject areas is thereby allowed. 
This 'modification' of the Piagetian model represents an 
interesting approach. However, while it answers the problem of 
labelling individuals, it is not clear that it presents a theoretical 
advance. Without recourse to the Piagetian analysis, the question of 
what determines the nature of the various levels of response, and by 
what processes an individual may progress from one level to the next, 
remains largely unspecified. 
Relevance to the Present Research 
It was therefore considered that in the present research little 
would be gained by a total abandonment of the Piagetian model, and 
indeed that such an abandonment was in any case not justified by the 
evidence available. However, in view of the various criticisms and 
the equivocal nature of the research findings both in support of and 
refuting this criticism, it seemed preferable to keep an open mind on 
the subject and to allow for the possible modification of parts of the 
theory and the potential operation of other factors, especially task- 
related ones. As a result, the theoretical model for children's 
cognitive functioning adopted for the present research was based upon 
the Piagetian structuralist theory in so far as the following points 
were concerned: 
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(1) The child possesses a kind of mental organisation or 
'cognitive structure' which determines the kind of logical 
thinking available to the child. 
(2) This 'cognitive structure' exists at the level of the 
'psychological machine', i. e. it is not available to 
conscious introspective review. 
(3) The cognitive structure is not immutable but changes or 
develops as the result of experience or'maturation. 
(4) The cognitive structures thus developed are constructed 
as a consequence of the child's actions on the environment. 
(5) A constantly-made error to a given task reflects a way of 
viewing that task, or handling its solution, which is 
consonant with the child's current cognitive structure. 
Analysis of this error provides valuable insight into'the 
child's mode of cognitive functioning. 
(6) The development of cognitive structures depends upon the 
attainment of successively broader and more stable 
equilibrations brought about by the incorporation or 
'assimilation' of new experiences to existing cognitive 
structures and the consequent modification or 'accommodation' 
of the latter to these new experiences. 
This last point relates to an aspect of the Piagetian theory 
which has not yet been discussed, namely the functional as opposed to 
structural properties of intelligence. Not only was Piaget concerned 
with specifying the nature or structure of successive stages (this 
aspect having formed the substance of this chapter so far), but he was 
also concerned to describe the processes by which development took 
place. This aspect of Piagetian theory has received very little 
empirical criticism though it should also be noted that little 
research into this particular question has in fact been attempted (see 
Brown & Desforges, 1977). The equilibration model, and in particular 
the role of 'conflict' as an important feature of the equilibration 
process, has been used by Inhelder, Sinclair and Bovet (1974) as a 
means of facilitating progress from one stage to the next, and will be 
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considered again in discussing the precedural model adopted for the 
teaching phase of the present research. 
From all these points of view, the Piagetian model was considered 
a useful one to inform the present investigation. In addition, it was 
thought useful to bear in mind Piaget's description of concrete and 
formal operational thinking lest they prove of value in describing or 
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explaining children's functioning with respect to algebra. The 
description of formal operational thinking in particular has been the 
source of much debate, to the extent that Furth (1975) has professed 
himself uncertain of what a 'formal' task is. Different researchers 
have imposed their own interpretations upon the issue, concentrating 
variously on such characteristics as levels of abstraction from 
concrete referents (Lovell, 1974), the difference between abstraction 
and generalisation (Peel, 1971), and the involvement of second-order 
as opposed to first-order relations (Lunzer, 1968), 'complex' versus 
'simple' inference (Lunzer, 1973), and 'acceptance of lack of closure' 
together with the ability to handle 'multiple interacting systems' 
(Lunzer, 1976). Collis (1973c, 1975b), however, has presented an 
interpretation of concrete and formal operationality specifically in 
terms of mathematical abilities, and it is to his work in particular 
that this thesis looks. This description will be discussed in the 
next chapter. 
The Ausubelian Model 
Overview 
Whilst bearing in mind the Piagetian model of general cognitive 
capabilities, however, the need was also felt (as expressed earlier) 
to take into account the nature of the task presented to the child. 
That the nature of the subject matter itself is important in the 
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question of the child's learning and understanding of a given 
discipline such as mathematics has already been emphasised by 
theorists such as Gagne (1968,1977) and Ausubel (Ausubel, 1967; 
Ausubel, Novak & Hanesian, 1978). In his earlier work Gagn6, for 
example, stressed the need to specify a structured learning hierarchy 
of concepts and principles needed to learn a given task, and 
considered that the nature of this hierarchy is dependent mainly upon 
the logical structure of the subject itself. Gagne's concern in 
mathematics, therefore, has been largely with specifying the 
particular learning hierarchies associated with a given mathematical 
learning task (e. g. Cagng, Mayor, Carstens & Paradise, 1962) and with 
defining the 'conditions of learning' relevant to the various steps of 
those hierarchies, rather than with providing a description of general 
mathematical abilities as such. Ausubel similarly concerned himself 
with the importance of the subject matter in determining a child's 
performance on or learning of a given task, but drew a distinction 
between objective and subjective knowledge. Thus for Ausubel it is 
the 'framework of knowledge' that an individual has constructed with 
regard to a given task that is of crucial importance in determining 
his or her performance on or learning of that task. It is the 
"substantive and organisational properties of previously acquired 
knowledge in a particular subject-matter field that are relevant for 
the assimilation of another learning task in the same field" (Ausubel 
et al, 1978, p. 29). As a consequence of experience, both incidental 
and school-taught, each child constructs a framework of knowledge 
which will direct that child's subsequent learning in that field. 
Since different individuals may therefore construct different 
frameworks of knowledge, task-related variations in performance among 
individuals of comparable age and intellectual capacity may not be 
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surprising, so that Ausubel is thus able to account for the 
'decalages' that have proved problematic for the Piagetian theory. By 
this account, the 'expert' differs from the 'novice' mainly in terms 
of the knowledge structure which he or she has acquired in the area 
under consideration, and the primary aim of instruction must be to 
assist the novice to build up an efficient and effective framework of 
knowledge in the given domain. The role of theory in this regard is 
therefore to suggest ways in which such frameworks of knowledge may be 
most readily constructed, and much of the work of Ausubel and his co- 
workers has been devoted to that end (e. g. Ausubel 1964; Ausubel & 
Fitzgerald, 1962; Ausubel, Novak & Hanesian, 1978). 
While the role of some factors, such as the need to follow a 
concrete-to-abstract progression in the construction of each new 
framework of knowledge, has been fairly readily accepted to be of 
importance, however, the role other factors such as the posited 
'advance organiser' has been disputed (Barnes & Clawson, 1975), and 
precise guidelines for the construction of knowledge frameworks remain 
to be specified. Despite this, the notion of a 'framework of 
knowledge' construct in mathematics learning appears at this stage to 
be a useful one; by this view, it is the lack of an appropriate 
operational knowledge structure which underlies children's lack of 
success in mathematics. 
However, while the Ausubelian theory provides some useful 
constructs and a framework within which to investigate how appropriate 
knowledge structures may be built up, it is clear that there are other 
observations concerning child behaviour which the theory may less 
comfortably subsume. As a result of its emphasis on individually- 
constructed frameworks of knowledge and its overlooking of any general 
psychological structure defining general ways of reasoning, for 
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example, the same theory which so cogently accounts for subject- 
related variations in performance is less effective in explaining 
consistencies of approach observed in children attempting tasks which 
make little discipline-specific demand. The operation of some non- 
subject-linked cognitive structure defining general reasoning patterns 
seems to be required in order to overcome such objections as this. 
The results of the CSMS (Mathematics) research also highlight a 
finding which, while not contradicting the Ausubelian theory, suggests 
an area in which further investigation is necessary. While a novice 
in any particular discipline may be expected to be functioning (at 
least initially) in a manner characteristic of the concrete thinker as 
Ausubel suggests, the experience of long-term instruction and 
experience in that discipline would be expected to result in the 
construction by the learner of more powerful frameworks of knowledge 
permitting more abstract reasoning within that subject. The finding 
by the CSMS (Mathematics) team that large numbers of children 
(approximately 50 percent or more: see Booth, 1981a, p. 30; Hart, 
1981a) are apparently functioning in mathematics at a relatively low 
level of understanding despite many years' experience and instruction 
in that subject, and that little progress in understanding seems to be 
made over the two to three years of secondary-school mathematics 
education monitored by the research project, seems to require some 
additional explanation. To say that for none of these children was 
the subject 'meaningfully taught' (Ausubel at al, 1978) is in some 
sense to state the obvious. What is required is an explanation of 
what constitutes meaningful learning in mathematics, and why it is 
that current teaching practice in mathematics is apparently so much at 
variance with the requirements of meaningful learning, if the theory 
is to be usefully applied to the construction of a model of 
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mathematical understanding. 
Relevance to the Present Research 
While the Aunubelian model may require extension and/or 
modification in order to account for observations of the above kind, 
the notion of a 'framework of knowledge' construct in mathematics 
I 
learning was considered to be an extremely valuable one which would 
usefully supplement the (modified) Piagetian model in informing the 
present study. In addition, various suggestions from the Ausubelian 
theory concerning the ways in which frameworks of knowledge may be 
constructed were also felt to be of value: these will be considered 
in the discussion on the procedural model for instruction which 




The influence of both the Piagetian structuralist model and what 
might be termed the 'constructivist' model of Ausubcl (after Kelly's 
(1955) personal construct theory) is also to be seen in the choice of 
research methodology. The emphasis on analysing children's errors is 
based upon the Piagetian view that a consistently made error to a 
given problem is a marker to the child's way of interpreting and 
solving that problem, and hence to the kind of cognitive framework 
within which the child works. 'Functional analysis', or analysis 
based upon the child's perspective and way of functioning with respect 
to that task rather than upon the logic of the task, therefore 
provides insight into the child's cognition, and the clinical 
interview procedure developed by Piaget was adopted as the best way of 
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achieving this analysis. It was intended, however, that the 
interviews should aim to ascertain both the child's more general mode 
of functioning in the area under study, and the particular knowledge 
of and concepts relating to the specific area of mathematics being 
investigated. 
Having elaborated a hypothesis concerning the child's conceptual 
and procedural structures with regard to the topic under 
investigation, ways must be found of both examining this hypothesis 
and helping the child to construct the cognitive framework necessary 
to a correct handling of the problems in question. This may be done 
by such means as the Piagetian training or 'acceleration' study 
(Inhelder, Sinclair & Bovet, 1974), or the 'teaching experiment' (see 
Kantowski, 1979; Menchinskaya, 1969a, b). The Piagetian approach is 
based on the view that: 
"under certain conditions an acceleration of cognitive 
development would be possible, but that this could only 
occur if the training procedures in some way resembled the 
kind of situations in which progress takes place outside an 
experimental set-up. " 
(Inhelder, Sinclair & Bovet, 1974, p. 24). 
Since the Piagetian theory proposes that such development takes place 
by process of successive equilibrations brought about by the 
accommodation of 'old' schemes to admit new experiences, the method 
adopted by Inhelder et al focussed upon the stimulation of this 
process, particularly by the use of 'conflict'. Experiences are 
designed by which the use of the inadequate conceptual schemes leads 
to conflict between contradictory results. The child is thus 
stimulated to seek resolution of this conflict, by means of a 
restructuring of the child's conceptual system so that the task in 
question can be successfully handled. 
The teaching experiment also aims to help the child construct the 
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kind of conceptual framework required for the correct solution of the 
tasks under study. This is done by means of an instructional 
programme based (as in the Piagetian case) upon the information 
obtained from interviews concerning the nature of the conceptual 
system within which the unsuccessful task-performer is operating, 'and 
how this differs from that of the successful child. The essential 
differences between this approach and that of the Piagetian training 
procedure are that: 
(1) emphasis is placed upon the specific content to which 
the conceptual framework under study relates, and both 
interviews and instruction are firmly embedded in the 
subject context; 
(2) no prior assumption is made concerning the mechanisms 
by which conceptual development may proceed - indeed, 
part of the purpose of the teaching experiment is to 
make and examine hypotheses concerning the processes 
by which this learning may take place; and 
(3) having developed and tried the instructional programme 
with individuals or small groups of children, the 
teaching experiment incorporates the idea of 'large 
group' verification, in order to confirm the results of 
individual experiments on a wider quantitative basis. 
Application to the Present Research 
Since the present research was concerned to admit the importance 
of specific content and the development of 'frameworks of knowledge' 
relevant to this content, and since one aim of the study was to 
develop a teaching module which could be used with whole classes and 
hence more directly inform curriculum development in the selected 
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area, it was considered that the teaching experiment paradigm was a 
more useful one to adopt. The adoption of a more subject-biased 
approach also required that other procedures than the 'conflict' 
method be invoked to facilitate the construction of the required 
knowledge frameworks. Suggestions concerning these other procedures 
could be derived both from Ausubel's work and from the general 
principles of instructional psychology. 
The total approach adopted in the present research therefore 
comprised two aspects: 
(1) the investigation of the child's cognitive functioning 
with respect to the area under study, using the 
Piagetian clinical interview method (in the context of 
the teaching experiment paradigm this phase is referred 
to as the 'ascertaining' or 'assessment' experiment - 
see Menchinskaya, 1969b). 
(2) The teaching experiment itself, by which an 
instructional programme based upon the hypotheses 
derived from the interview phase, and aimed at helping 
children construct a more appropriate cognitive 
framework relevant to the tasks at issue, was developed 
and its effectiveness monitored. 
The Ascertaining Experiment 
The Piagetian Interview 
As indicated, the model used for this phase of the research was 
the Piagetian clinical interview. The essential feature of this 
procedure is that it presents a hypothesis-testing situation (Opper, 
1977) which allows the interviewer to deduce aspects of a child's 
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reasoning by observing the child's performance on certain tasks and by 
witnessing the explanation which the child gives. At the start of an 
interview session, the interviewer has some guiding hypothesis 
concerning the kinds of reasoning that the child may bring to bear on 
the problems presented. Various items designed to reveal different 
facets of the child's thinking with respect to the problem-area 
investigated are then presented, and the child's responses to these 
used to test and clarify the experimenter's original hypothesis. 
Application to the Present Research 
In the present study, the interviews were conducted in two 
rounds, by which the modified or elaborated hypotheses derived from 
the first round of interviews were used to guide the second stage of 
inteviewing. By this means it was hoped to attain a greater degree 
of specificity with respect to the hypotheses eventually used as the 
basis for the teaching programme. Also, since the hypotheses of 
interest concerned the reasons for particular identified errors, the 
children interviewed were children who were known to be making those 
errors. While some 'mathematically able' children were also 
interviewed during the research, this was primarily in order to 
clarify some particular aspects of the hypotheses formed, and to 
investigate their involvement in the reasoning processes of 'more 
able' children. 
The standard guidelines for interviewing with regard to 
establishment of rapport, non-directive probing, etc. (see Opper, 
1977; also Collis, 1981) were adhered to. Since part of what 
constitutes successful mathematics activity requires the child to be 
conversant with various aspects of mathematical notation and 
convention, it was necessary to establish the child's interpretation 
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of any symbols used, and the child's facility in mathematically 
encoding the answers produced. These questions were therefore also 
built into the interview procedure. Details of the interview 
schedule used in the present study are given in Chapter 5. 
a 
The Teaching Experiment 
General Principles 
Components of the teaching experiment. As indicated in the 
earlier discussion, the focus of the teaching experiment is on 
'cognitive instruction' (Belmont & Butterfield, 1977), i. e. 
instruction which aims to lead the child to develop a conceptual 
framework which will enable the correct solutions of the problems 
under study, rather than which aims to teach the correct solutions of 
those problems directly. The questions which guide the researcher 
are those relating to an identification of the general cognitive or 
knowledge-based abilities relevant to the tasks of interest which the 
unsuccessful task-performer lacks, and those relating to the processes 
by which these abilities may be developed. The assumption is made 
that successful inculcation of these abilities will result in the 
successful handling of the tasks under study, and also of tasks of 
related structure. Since a major function of the teaching experiment 
is to examine how the chosen process of instruction and the process of 
constructing the required cognitive framework relate to each other it 
is necessary to study the changes in mental activity that occur under 
the influence of instruction, that is to form hypotheses concerning 
the learning process and hence to monitor the child's interaction with 
each step of the instructional procedure. From this point of view, 
the teaching experiment represents an extension of the interview 
situation. Whereas the latter forms and examines hypotheses about the 
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conceptual framework that the child already has, the teaching 
experiment forms and examines hypotheses about the processes by which 
the required new conceptual structures may be attained. The 
components of the teaching experiment are therefore: 
(1) the formation of hypotheses concerning the nature of 
the cognitive framework required for correct handling 
of the tasks involved and which the child appears to 
lack (this being done on the basis of the information 
obtained from the interviews); 
(2) the formation of hypotheses concerning the process by 
(3) 
which this required cognitive framework may be 
developed; 
based on these hypotheses, the development of a 
teaching strategy aimed at stimulating the required 
learning; 
(4) the trial of this teaching strategy with individuals 
or small groups and the close monitoring of its 
effectiveness in order to ascertain the psycho- 
pedagogical reasons for its effectiveness; 
(5) subsequent modification and re-trial of the teaching 
programme; and 
(6) verification of the teaching strategy with large 
groups. 
The problem of direct measurement. In order to permit the 
monitoring of the programme's effectiveness as outlined in (4) above, 
it is necessary that the researcher observe as directly as possible 
the child's responses to the instructional process. The teaching 
experiment must contain prepared probes to test the learning at the 
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time that it is occurring. The problem of the means by which such 
direct measurement may be achieved is not a trivial one and has been 
discussed in detail by Belmont and Butterfield (1977). Among other 
requirements of direct measurement, Belmont and Butterfield list those 
of minimising both temporal and logical distance between task and 
measurement. Temporal distance is minimisc*d when the activity is 
measured at the time that it occurs; the minimising of logical 
distance requires that the activity measured be closely related to the 
conceptual aspect under study, so that it can be considered unlikely 
that variations in any other factor are accounting for observed 
variations in the measure. Various techniques suitable for use in 
laboratory experiments are described, but most of these are not 
readily applied in the classroom situation. Consequently, Kieran 
(1981c) has suggested the use of the 'dialogue' approach in the 
teaching process, as a means of obtaining a more natural probing 
devise and one which can be used to provide an ongoing analysis of the 
teaching-learning situation. Since the questions posed can be related 
directly to the conceptual foundations under study, this technique 
also fulfils the requirement for logical proximity of measurement* 
A procedural model for teaching. As mentioned in the discussion 
of Ausubells theory on the construction of frameworks of knowledge, 
Ausubel had been concerned to consider the processes by which this 
construction might be most effectively promoted. In this regard, 
particular mention had been made of the need to follow a concrete-to- 
abstract progression in the development of each new knowledge 
framework. Also important in this regard was suggested to be the 
'advanced organizer'. Learning, according to Ausubel (Ausubell Novak 
& Hanesian, 1978), should be 'meaningful', that is, it must be 
integrated into already existing cognitive structures. For Ausubel 
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and his colleagues, the "most important single factor influencing 
learning is what the learner already knows" (Ausubel et al., 1978, 
frontispiece). The learning task must be related in a 'non-arbitrary 
substantive fashion' to the learner's existing knowledge structure. 
In order to do this, the learner must adopt an appropriate learning 
set. Consequently, Ausubel postulated the importance of the 'advance 
organizer', an introductory overview which indicates the relationship 
of the new material in the framework of knowledge already possessed, 
and which induces a set of higher-level organizing concepts which 
facilitate assimilation of the new material. The role of the advance 
organizer has been much debated, and empirical evidence in its support 
appears to be equivocal (Barnes & Clawson, 1975; Harley & Davies, 
, 
1976; but see replies by Ausubel, 1978; Lawton & Wanska, 1977). Part 
of this debate appears to be founded upon a confusion as to what an 
advance organizer is. However, it is also possible that some of the 
discrepancies in reported results may be due in part to a differential 
effect of the organizer for individuals at different stages of 
conceptual framework construction. Ausubel (1960,1978; Ausubel, 
Novak & Hanesian, 1978) has defined advance organizers as introductory 
material at a higher level of abstraction, generality and 
inclusiveness than the material to be learned itself, but which is 
relatable to presumed ideational content in the learner's current 
cognitive structure. It may be that different characteristics of the 
organizer are more crucial for learners at different stages. For 
example, the child whose conceptual framework is still of a highly 
concrete nature may benefit most from organizers which are 
characterised less by degree of abstraction than by degree of 
generality and inclusiveness. The reverse may be true for 'experts' 
whose knowledge structure is more formally organized. 
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Despite the equivocal nature of the evidence in support of the 
role of the advance organizer, it was felt that the potential value of 
an advance learning frame of some kind was sufficiently great to merit 
inclusion in the present programme. In particular, the importance of 
relating new material to existing cognitive schemes was taken as a 
sine qua non (see also Skemp, 1968,1971l 1979). The view of the 
child as actively constructing cognitive frameworks (cf. Piaget) 
further requires that the child be actively involved in learning. In 
addition, the need to incorporate into the design of teaching 
programmes such principles as feedback and reinforcement, pacing of 
learning-material presentation, and discrimination training in concept 
formation, has been variously exhorted by other workers. As a result 
of such considerations, as well as the established principles of good 
teaching and the researcher's own experience in this regard, the 
following guidelines for a procedural model for cognitive instruction 
were adopted: 
(1) Learning must be related to children's existing 
conceptual structures. 
(2) Children learn better given an appropriate 'learning 
frame' (such as an advance organizer). 
(3) Children's learning must be 'active'. This does not 
mean that the child must necessarily physically 
manipulate material (Anthony, 1977; Inhelder, Sinclair 
& Bovet, 1974), nor that activity per se is what is 
critical, but rather that the child must be 
actively involved in the learning process. 
(4) The new material must be presented in small sections so 
as to keep down the number of items of information to be 
attended to at any one time, and so minimise 'working 
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memory load' (see Case, 1974a, 1975,1978 for a 
discussion of the relationship between conceptual 
develoment and information processing capacity or 
'memory space'). 
(5) Practice is necessary to allow 'chunking' (cf. Miller, 
1956) of information and conceptual elements and to 
permit a strengthening of the links being established 
between new material and existing conceptual structures. 
(6) Feedback and reinforcement is likewise needed to both 
form and strengthen these links. 
(7) Children learn concepts better by appraising both 
instances and non-instances of the given concept. 
Application to the Present Research 
The components of the teaching experiment as outlined in the 
previous section were adopted in full, with the initial teaching 
trials being conducted with small groups rather than individuals in 
order to permit information from a larger number of children to be 
obtained. This phase was followed by modification of the teaching 
programme in the light of this information, and the programme's 
subsequent re-trial and verification with large groups. 
The requirements for direct measurement were met, as far as 
possible, by adopting the 'dialogue' approach as, for example, 
discussed by Kieran (1981c; see also flerscovics & Kieran, 1980), and 
also by organising the teaching around a serie of worksheets and 
answer-recording sheets so that a full written record of each child's 
responses to different sections of the work could be obtained. 
The guidelines for a procedural model for 'cognitive instruction' 
outlined above were likewise adhered to. The precise way in which 
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these principles were translated into classroom practice is described 
in the notes to the teaching module in Appendix 5. Details of other 
aspects of the methodology followed are given in Chapters 5 to 8. 
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CHAPTER 4: EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVES - CHILDREN'S UNDERSTANDING 
OF ALGEBRA 
The Nature of Algebra 
Despite the fact that algebra appears, to greater or lesser 
extent, in all secondary school mathematics syllabuses, there is 
sometimes some difference of opinion among those involved in the 
learning and teaching of algebra as to what algebra is, and what are 
the aims in teaching it. In 1956 Saad (in Saad & Storer, 1960) 
undertook a survey of children's understanding and attainment in 
algebra and noted that children tended to view algebra as a set of 
manipulative techniques, a view which also seems to be currently held 
by teachers (Department of Education and Science Report, 1980). 
Gattegno (1980, quoted in Wheeler, 1981), on the other hand, saw 
algebra as the essence of all mathematical activity, a subject whose 
content matter was "operations on operations ... the dynamics of 
relationships" (p. 29). In similar vein, Wagner (1981b) suggested 
that algebra, like all higher mathematics, is "the study of relations, 
from simple equations and functions to complex patterns and 
structures" (p. 107). Noting the extension of the term 'algebra' to 
cover work on such aspects as sets, groups and matrices which as 
apparent in many new school curricula, Bell and O'Brien (1981) 
nevertheless drew attention to 'an important objective' of teachers of 
algebra in the early secondary school, namely the development of an 
understanding of algebra as 'generalised arithmetic'. By this view, 
algebra is to be regarded, at least in its elementary stage, as the 
representation in general form of the operations and structures of 
arithmetic, as "the expression in algebraic form of quantitative 
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relationships, either given in verbal form or induced from arithmetic 
examples" (South Notts Project, 1980, p. 5), as well as the 
manipulation of the expression so constructed in order to derive new 
aspects of the relationships which have been symbolised in this way. 
It is this aspect of algebra which was taken as the subject of 
investigation by both the CSMS research and the present study. 
Prior to the early 1970's, when the CSMS work in algebra 
commenced, there had been little research in algebra which 
specifically looked beyond the acquisition of algebraic skills to a 
consideration of the conceptual framework within which those skills 
might be constructed. Curriculum development in algebra proceeded 
upon the basis of content analysis, and the intuitions of good 
teachers, and while this led to some major innovations in the teaching 
of this topic, it seemed that many children still had difficulty in 
understanding algebra, a difficulty which was informally noted by 
teachers and which has since received more formal recognition (e. g. 
Assessment of Performance Unit, 1980,1981,1982; Committee of Inquiry 
into the Teaching of Mathematics, 1982). 
Evidently, consideration of the content matter and logical 
ordering of algebra is in itself insufficient where the question of 
algebraic instruction is concerned. In making decisions about the way 
in which algebra tuition should proceed, therefore, it seemed 
necessary to look beyond the subject matter itself to the 
characteristics of the learner. As a result, the interest of 
mathematics educators and researchers began to centre upon the 
conceptual viewpoint of the learner. The issues which were 
consequently focussed upon were those relating to the nature of the 
cognitive structures which children bring to the study of algebra and 
how these affect what is subsequently learned, the meanings that 
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children ascribe to algebraic concepts and symbols, and the kinds of 
strategy or procedure that are used by children in solving algebraic 
problems. Only by gaining an insight into the kinds of conceptual 
framework which the learner brings to bear in attempting to learn this 
topic was it thought possible to begin to suggest ways in which it 
might be more meaningfully taught. 
A 
The Development of the CSMS Algebra Test 
It was within this context that the CSMS investigation into 
children's understanding of generalised arithmetic commenced. As 
described in Chapter 2, the CSMS team approached the question of the 
relative levels of difficulty of various notions in elementary algebra 
by developing a test of understanding in algebra which could be 
administered to a large sample of children. By this means it was 
hoped to describe both the kinds of concepts that children acquire and 
the order in which these are typically attained. The approach was 
Piagetian in its assumption that children "went through the same 
stages in their grasp of a given concept and that their level of 
understanding was consistent across different concepts" (Kiichemann, 
1980 p. 13), and also in its focus on children's thinking as shown by 
their responses and explanations. 
The Interpretation of Letters 
The work of Collis. The decision to limit the CSHS algebra test 
to notions of generalised arithmetic was taken in the test's 
development (Küchemann, 1980, pp. 16-17). In devising the test, 
Küchemann was influenced in particular by the work of Collis (1969, 
1971,1973c, 1975a, b), who had argued that one of the difficulties 
which children have in algebra relates to the abstract nature of the 
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elements used. Collis had in fact set out to apply the Piagetian 
analysis of concrete and formal operational stages (Inhelder & Piaget, 
1958) to the particular context of mathematics. The abilities which 
Collis concentrated on initially as differentiating between concrete 
and formal operational thinkers were those concerned with the degree 
of reliance on 'reality'. Concrete operational thinking, Collis 
reminded us, is restricted to concrete-empirical experience, one 
consequence of which is that the child considers only what is 
empirically verifiable. Consequently, where mathematical notions are 
concerned, Collis suggested that concrete and formal operational 
thinkers would differ in their ability to handle abstract elements and 
operations (Collis, 1969,1971), so that a progression would be 
discerned in the child's ability to handle small numbers of immediate 
experience (such as 3 or 7), larger numbers which lie outside the 
immediately verifiable range (for example, 758), and finally algebraic 
elements. These latter elements would in turn be handled initially as 
standing for particular unique numbers and only later as Igeneralised 
number' and eventually as 'variables' (Collis, 1975c). Interacting 
with this development in abstraction with regard to the elements of 
mathematics, Collis described a similar progression in terms of degree 
of abstraction of operation. While for the early concrete operational 
thinker each operation is viewed as having a distinct physical meaning 
such as 'taking away' or 'sharing, the older child begins to work 
with operations as such, until the final stage at which an operation 
may be purely symbolic with no necessary relationship to physical 
reality (Collis, 1973c). 
Closely related to this progression was, Collis suggestedl a 
growth of tolerance for, or acceptance of, lack of closure (Colliss 
1969,1973c, 1975a). Part of what is meant by the physical 
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interpretation of an operation is the requirement for the operation to 
be actually performed and the result observed. Hence at the early 
concrete operational level, the operation 12+31 has meaning only when 
the action is performed and the replacement 151 is made; arithmetic 
closure is thus necessary to the child's understanding of the 
operation. At the late concrete operational level, closure is also 
required, but the child can now handle a series of operations such as 
2+9+6, provided that each operation is closed in turn before 
attempting the next operation (i. e. 2+9+6 - 11+6 - 17)s Since the 
child now begins to regard the outcome of an operation as necessarily 
unique, the meaning of operations upon numbers outside the empirically 
Justifiable range (such as 897+538) can now be understood. 
Halford (1970,1978) has interpreted this in terms of the number 
of judgements that can be combined at one time. Ile suggested that 
concrete operational thinkers can only combine numbers or judgements 
two at a time, hence the requirement for closure on a single operation 
between two elements which Collis has demonstrated to hold at this 
level. 
By contrast, the formal operational thinker's ability to think of 
operations in a 'formal' (not-neces sari ly-related-to-reali ty) sense 
enables the child at this level to separate the operation from the 
elements upon which it is performed. The operation thus acquires 
meaning as a unit, apart from the elements to which it relates. At 
this stage the child is able to refrain from closure, and considers 
the relationships involved in operational statements, rather than 
merely contemplating the obtaining of a unique result. Hence the 
generalisation a/b - (nxa)/(nxb) is seen to be true in terms of the 
relationships which obtain between the operations involved$ and is 
therefore independent of the nature of the elements (be they integers, 
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fractions, irrational numbers, and so on), rather than being a 
generalisation which is true because of a property of the specific 
elements involved. The child can also now work with formulae of the 
kind v- lxbxh (where v represents the volume of a cuboid and l, b and 
h its length, breadth and height respectively), which can be used not 
only to obtain specific results by substitution, but also to consider 
the effects of various combinations of transformations on the formula, 
such as simultaneously increasing 1 and b and decreasing h. This 
stage of operating is preceded by a 'concrete generalisation' stage 
(Collis, 1973c, 1975a), in which the child can also work with such 
formulae, but only in order to obtain particular answers by given 
substitutions. In this case the child handles these apparent formal 
statements not by formal reasoning as such, but rather on the basis of 
argument by analogy from concrete examples. While the statement 
represents a formalization of the volume-finding rule for a cuboid, 
the procedure which underlies its use is essentially concrete. 
A criticism of Collis' interpretation. The development of the 
child's reasoning ability in algebra was thus related in this way to 
the child's 'degree of reliance on reality', as indeed was the child's 
progression in handling small numbers (defined by Collis as numbers 
less than 10) prior to large numbers. Whilst neither the value of 
such an explanation, nor the empirical fact of such a progression in 
understanding is disputed, it may be that a slightly different view of 
its basis is more accurate. For example, there are certain problems 
with the interpretation given by Collis of the child's successively 
acquired facilities in handling small as opposed to large numbers. 
Thus the term 'concrete' in the Piagetian description does not imply 
that the child must have objects to manipulate, nor that an immediate 
physical representation is necessary in order to ascribe meanings to 
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symbols. Rather it implies that the child's thinking is restricted to 
things and events that can be acknowledged to be 'real'. From this 
point of view, concrete-as-opposed-to-formal is not the same as 
concrete-as-opposed-to-abstract, and there is nothing inherently 'less 
real' about larger numbers, compared with small ones, or indeed even 
about numbers represented by some other symbol such as letters. What 
does differ where these various kinds of data are concerned is the 
degree of complexity of the symbols used, the manner in which meaning 
is ascribed to them, and the way in which they are used. The symbol 
'3' may be directly matched with a particular set of objects or 
perceptual configuration, and this is the manner in which meaning is 
attached to the symbol. The same matching procedure is not economical 
in the case of '379', and its meaning is therefore assigned in a 
different way. Since '379' is a more complex symbol than '3', 
involving as it does notions of place-value as well as the values of 
individual numerals, it would not be surprising that the former 
presents more difficulty than the latter. However, both symbols 
represent particular unique 'real' values, and there is nothing in 
Piaget's theory that one kind of data should be less accessible to 
understanding than the other. 
The problem concerning the use of algebraic elements as the data 
of mathematical operation is suggested to be similarly complex. 
Hence, while the 'meaning' of a letter can be considered apart from 
the use to which it is put, the two aspects are closely interrelated, 
and part of the difficulty which children appear to have in handling 
letters may relate not so much to the 'abstractness' of the letters 
per se, but to the fact that letters are often used to describe a 
pattern in data. Thus the statement '2x +x" 3x' describes the 
pattern which underlies all statements of the form '2x4 +4"3x 4'; 
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appreciating the Igeneralised number' aspect of letters is therefore 
difficult to separate out from the recognition and statement of the 
pattern which the letters are used to describe, and indeed from the 
perceived need to do so. The difficulty observed with respect to the 
meaning of letters issue may therefore relate as much to difficulties 
associated with the recognition and statement of data patterns as to 
the 'abstractness' of the letter symbols per so. 
An alternative account. This interrelationship between the 
meaning ascribed to letters and the way in which letters are used, and 
the corresponding ability of children to handle letters and algebraic 
statements at a generalised number level, may, however, still be 
accounted for in Piagetian terms, even if at the expense of modifying 
Collis' interpretation. Such an account requires focussing upon the 
direction of thought between reality and possibility rather than upon 
the child's degree of reliance on reality per se as Collis suggested. 
The critical property of formal operational thought is in fact not so 
much that it extends to abstractions but that it represents a reversal 
of the direction of thinking between reality and possibility in the 
subject's method of approach (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958; Flavell, 1963). 
For the concrete-operation child, there is also a sense in which 
possibility can be dealt with, but only as a 'simple potential 
prolongation' of actions applied in a given situation, such as 
imagining the 'possibility' of continuing a seriation having begun it. 
Thus concrete thought deals with 'possibility-as-an-extension-of -the- 
actual-situation' (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958, p258), and the child 
proceeds to the 'possibility' (in this restricted sense) from the 
reality. By contrast, for the formal operational thinker, it is 
reality which is secondary to possibility; 'reality' is thus that 
particular event in a whole set of possible events, which has actually 
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occurred, and thinking thus progresses from what is (logically) 
possible to what is (empirically) 'real'. It is this reversal of the 
direction between reality and possibility which Piaget regards as the 
most general characteristic of formal thought (ibid, p255), underlying 
as it does most of the abilities demonstrated by the formal 
operational thinker. This difference in approach may be seen to have 
implications for the way in which concrete and formal operational 
thinkers view both 'variables' and generalised statements. For 
example, for the concrete-operational child, it might be predicted 
that a symbol representing a variable would be interpreted as having 
that particular value appropriate to a specific ('real') case; as a 
consequence of the ability to deal with 'possibility-as-an-extension- 
of-the-actual-situation', however, the child would also be able to 
conceive of that symbol possessing another, different value in another 
similar case. The child's notion of algebraic variable, therefore, 
would be of a set of particular individual values, each appropriate to 
a set of particular individual 'real' cases. In similar fashion, it 
might be expected that the child's concept of a 'rule' or generalised 
statement would be that of a 'pattern' statement which describes what 
would be true in the next comparable 'real' situation, rather than 
describing what is true of all possible situations of that kind. Such 
a pattern-statement would be derived directly from (and only from? ) a 
consideration of a set of particular-value cases. This is, of course, 
the way in which general statements are typically developed in 
mathematics classes: the child investigates several particular 
numerical example of a given rule, records the numerical values 
involved, inspects the values in order to discern the relationship 
involved, and then symbolises this relationship as a rule or 
generalised statement. The only problem with such an approach would 
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seem to be that, from the concrete-operational child's point of view, 
it makes nonsense of the need for variables or for generalised 
statements. If all the rule does is express what would be true in the 
next (real) instance of that class of events, then it would seem to 
constitute an unnecessary complication. All one needs to do is 
determine what the particular numerical parameters of the next 
instance are, and then solve the problem accordingly. 
By contrast, in progressing in thought from what is logically 
possible to what is empirically real, the formal-operational thinker 
is suggested to be able to conceive of a variable as assuming a range 
of values, only one of which might be applicable to any particular 
given situation. Similarly, a generalised statement is perceived by 
such a thinker as a 'summary' statement of the relationship 
appropriate to a given class of events; any particular problem 
situation is merely one instance of the range of possible occurrences 
of that class. Again, for the formal thinker, reality is subordinate 
to possibility. The formal operational child, therefore, unlike the 
child at the concrete operational stage, begins with hypotheses, whose 
truth or falsehood is recognised to be irrelevant to their status as 
hypotheses, but which is recognised to be open to empirical 
determination if required. This change in approach underlies the 
development of hypothetico-deductive reasoning, so that "instead of 
deriving a rudimentary type of theory from the empirical data as is 
done in concrete inferences, formal thought begins with a theoretical 
synthesis implying that certain relations are necessary, and thus 
proceeds in the opposite direction" (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958, p. 251). 
In the case of algebra, the direction of thinking is from the 
generalised state to the consideration of particular numerical 
instances which may reflect upon its truth or falsity. 
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Application to the CSHS research. However, despite the possible 
variation in detail of the explanation underlying the child's 
progression in understanding algebra, the main point derived from this 
analysis is that development of understanding in algebra may 
correspond to a progression in the ways in which letters are 
interpreted and operated upon, and in the ways in which relationships 
expressed in algebraic terms are handled. Consequently, the CSMS 
algebra test was developed primarily on the basis of the meanings that 
children might give to letters. Attention was therefore focussed on 
the notion that difficulties in algebra may largely "stem from the 
extent to which the elements lack meaning for the child", and that 
children "may give different meanings to the letters, which in turn 
would affect item difficulty in that some items might be solved in 
unexpected ways" (Kiichemann, 1981, p. 103). As the result of the 
preliminary CSMS testing (based on Collis' analysis of level of letter 
interpretation) and interviews with individual children held as part 
of the test development programme, KUchemann was in fact able to 
discern six categories of letter usage: 
Letter evaluated: This category applies to a response where 
the letter is assigned a numerical value 
from the outset. 
Letter not used: Here the child ignores the letter, or at 
best acknowledges its existence but 
without giving it a meaning. 
Letter as object: The letter is regarded as a shorthand for 
an object or as an object in its own 
right. 
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Letter as specific unknown: 
The child regards a letter as a specific 
but unknown number, and can operate upon 
it directly. 
Letter as generalised number: 
The letter is seen as being able to take 
several values rather than just one. 
Letter as variable: The letter is seen as representing a 
range of unspecified values, and a 
systematic relationship is seen to exist 
between two such sets of values. 
These categories were used both to construct the CSMS algebra 
test and to describe the levels of understanding revealed by the test 
analysis. For example, the five CSMS algebra items shown in Table 4.1 
were suggested to represent different categories of letter usage, as 
described above, in terms of the minimum level of letter 
interpretation required for their solution. Thus item 1 in Table 4.1 
requires only that the child evaluate the letter directly. Item 2 can 
be solved by viewing the letter as an object, which merely has to be 
'collected up', a way of handling letters which is not, for example, 
appropriate to item 3. In the latter case it is the '2's' which must 
be collected up, and the letter must here be understood to represent a 
value, albeit perhaps a specific value, which determines the number 
of 2's which must be so collected. While the form of the answers to 
items 2 and 3 is identical (namely '3e' and '2n' respectively), it can 
therefore be seen that the answers can nevertheless be differentiated 
in terms of the minimum level of interpretation which must be afforded 
the letters involved. In a similar way, item 4 requires not only 
that the child recognise that the letter can assume a numerical value, 
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Table 4.1 
Examples (Abridged) of CSMS Algebra Items Illustrating 









3. Perimeter: 4. What can you say about c if 
c+d-10andcis less 
2 than d 
n sides, each 





but also that it can represent a whole range of values, a requirement 
which was not necessary in the case of item 3. Item 5 goes further 
than item 4 in its turn, by requiring that the child take into account 
the relationship involved, in appreciating that the relationship 
between the two expressions changes as does the value of n. In this 
respect the item represents a 'letter as variable' usage rather than 
just a 'generalised number' usage where (as in item 4) the letter is 
seen as taking on several value instead of one alone. By varying the 
item demand in this way, it was hoped to examine children's 
understanding of the meaning of letters in algebra. 
The Role of Structural Complexity 
The influence of the neo Piagetians. At the same time, attention 
was also given to the question of the 'structural complexity' of tasks 
(see Collis, 1975c; ilalford, 1978), in terms of the number of 
elements or operations that had to be dealt with in handling that 
task. McLaughlin (1963) had suggested that children at different 
Piagetian stages also differed with respect to their short-term memory 
capacity, and hence with regard to the number of elements, concepts or 
operations that could be considered at any one time. lie further 
suggested that an analysis of the various Piagetian stage-related 
tasks revealed a progression in structural complexity in this respect 
which precisely matched this development in short-term memory 
capacity. Consequently it was proposed that the development in 
cognition described by Piaget could be explained in terms of the 
growth in the child's memory capacity. This approach, but focussing 
upon 'processing' capacity rather than 'storage' capacity was also 
adopted by Pascual-Leone (Pascual-Leone & Smith, 1969; see also Case, 
1972a, b, 1974a; lialford, 1978). ilalford in fact attempted to apply 
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this model to the definition of cognitive development stages in school 
mathematics, thereby subsuming 'the various characteristics of 
concrete and formal reasoning under the single factor of operational 
complexity' (Ralford, 1978, p. 298) and ignoring the question of the 
nature of the elements involved. In an experiment in which 
mathematical tasks of varying degrees of structural complexity were 
given to different age groups of children from approximately 10 to 17 
years of age, Halford found evidence to support the view that 
increasing structural complexity resulted in decreasing facility, at 
least for the younger children, and that this decrease was of the kind 
predicted by the informational processing expectations of the model. 
Consequently, fewer children in the younger age group were able to 
successfully handle items such as item 2 in Table 4.2, which contained 
two operations, than were able to deal with the less complex item 1 
which involved only one operation. That the two items had comparable 
facility levels for the group of 17 year olds was explained by tile 
fact that the older children were at a stage of development at which 
their processing capacity had expanded to the size necessary for a 
satisfactory handling of the more complex item. As a result, these 
children were just as able to handle the two-operation item as the 
single-operation one, so that no resulting difference in facility was 
observed. From this point of view, it seemed possible that 
'threshold' effects with respect to structural complexity might be 
obtained, whereby children at a given level of cognitive maturity may 
be able to handle tasks up to a given degree of complexity, but not 
beyond. 
Applicatinn r- rh- CSMS research. In developing the CSMS algebra 
test, therefore, it was thouglit necessary to consider the question of 
structural complexity of item as well as the level of letter 
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Table 4.2 
Examples of Items from Halford's (1978) Study 
Illustrating Variation in Structural Complexity 
t 
Item aLo Facility 
(Find the operation) 10 years old 17 years old 
1.3o6 -9 84 97 
2. (4 * 2)03 =2 51 91 
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interpretation required for the item's solution. Variation in 
structural complexity was related mainly to the number of elements or 
operations contained in an item, as for example in the two items 
illustrated in Table 4.3, where 'structural complexity' is defined in 
terms of the number of (different) letters involved. Item 2 in Table 
4.3 thus represents an item of greater structural complexity than item 
1. 
Results of the CSMS Algebra Research 
A test paper of 50 items (counting each part of every question 
separately), of the kind illustrated above, and designed to examine 
the ways in which children interpreted letters and their handling of 
items of different structural complexity, was consequently 
constructed. This test was then administered to a large sample of 
approximately three thousand children aged from 13 to 15 years in the 
second to fourth years of secondary schooling (see Ktlchemann, 1980 for 
details of sampling and test administration). 
Levels of Understanding 
As a result of this testing, KUchemann was able to define a 
hierarchy of four 'levels of understanding' in which these levels were 
described in terms of an interaction between complexity and category 
of letter usage (Kuchemann, 1980,1981; see also Appendix 1B for a 
description of these levels). Of the six categories of letter usage 
upon which the test was based, the first three (letter evaluated, not 
used, or treated as object) in fact describe ways of avoiding 
generalised arithmetic, by not using the letters as representing 
unknown numerical values. KOchemann suggested that in order to be 
able to handle algebra in any satisfactory manner, the child must at 
least be able to view letters as specific unknowns (Kiichemann, 1978). 
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Table 4.3 
Examples (Abridged) from CSMS Algebra Test Illustrating 
Variation in Structural Complexity 
e 
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Ile also drew attention to the fact that while these different ways of 
handling letters could be viewed as partially ordered, they did not 
form a strict hierarchy (KUchemann, 1980). Thus the interpretation 
made of a letter may be expected to depend upon the context in which 
the letter appears, and the same child may view letters differently in 
different problems. 
Nevertheless, it was apparent that items at the lower two levels 
of understanding defined by CSMS could largely be handled by the child 
on the basis of a 'weaker' category of letter usage than letter as 
specific unknown. It was only at the third level of understanding 
that the view of letters as necessarily representing numerical values, 
albeit specific ones, was essential to the correct solution of the 
items. An analysis of the percentages of children tested who appeared 
to be operating at each of the four levels described (see Table 4.4) 
showed that a significant number of children appeared not to be able 
to 'handle algebra in any satisfactory manner' if this was accepted to 
require the ability to view letters at least as specific unknowns. 
Furthermore, while there was a notable improvement between second and 
third year children in this regard (as shown by the decrease in 
percentage of children operating at the lower two levelsl see Table 
4.4), there was still a relatively large number of children who even 
by the fourth year of secondary schooling had not progressed beyond 
the lower one or two levels. Indeed, it appeared that the level of 
understanding as defined by the CSMS algebra hierarchy in many cases 
improved very little as the child progressed from second year (aged 
13) to fourth year (age 15), an observation that was supported by the 
results of a longitudinal study also carried out as part of the CSMS 
research (see Table 4-5). 
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Table 4.4. 
Levels Attained by CSMS Sample : Algebra 
Levý1a 





4th Year b 
(Age 15) 
10 50 23 15 2 per cent 
6 35 24 29 6 
1 30 23 31 9 
a. Level 0 is the lowest and Level 4 the highest level- 
descriptions of the levels are given in Appendix 1D. 
b. Percentages do not total 100 due to rounding error. 
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Table 4.5 
Progress of Individual Children in Algebra 
From Second Year (Age 13) to Fourth Year (Age 15): 
Results from CSMS Longitudinal 'Study 
Number of . Number of oho Levels Moved Children 












a. A regression is a failure in 1978 to achieve the 
pass mark of 2/3 on a group of items which had 
been passed in 1976. 
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Common Errors in Elementary Algebra 
Besides determining the number of children in each age group who 
had correctly solved each item, the CSHS teach also coded various 
incorrect responses and ascertained the incidence of each of these. 
As a result, it was possible to identify certain errors in generalised 
arithmetic which were made by large numbers of children, in some cases 
by 40 percent of more of the children tested. Examples of these high- 
frequency errors in algebra are given in Table 4.6. In many cases 
the error produced could be related to an inappropriate category of 
letter usage in handling that item. For example, giving the answer 
7ab or 8ab to the item 2a+Sb (item 7 in Table 4.6) may reflect the 
child's treating the letters as objects which may simply be collected 
up. Similarly, providing the answer 7 to the item 'Add 4 to 3n' (item 
5 in Table 4.6) may be regarded as an instance of not using the 
letter, but rather ignoring its presence and operating simply upon the 
numbers involved. In the item requiring the perimeter of an n-sided 
figure in which all the sides are 2 units long (item 4), a sizeable 
proportion (25 percent) of 13 year olds gave straight numerical 
answers (32i etc. ) which seemed to have been obtained by substituting 
the actual number of sides in the diagram for W, or, less 
frequently, gave the answer 1281, which appeared to derive from a 
substitution of 14 for n, representing the ordinal position of n in 
the alphabet. Both of these ways of handling the letter may be 
regarded as 'letter evaluated' techniques. Viewing letters as 
specific unknowns rather than generalised number or variables may 
account for the answer 'never' to the question of whether L+M+N can 
ever equal L+P+N (item 8, Table 4.6), and may also account for giving 
a single valued answer rather than a range of values to item 9 (c+d-10 
and c is less than d. What can you say about c? ). Consequently, 
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Table 4.6, 
CSMS High Incidence Errors Selected for Study by SESM (Algebra) 
CSMS Item 
(Abridged) 








(n sides of 
length 2) 
S. Add 4 onto 3n 
6. Multiply by 4: 
n+5 
7. Simplify if you can: 
2a + 5b 
'Error'a o/o Giving b 
Answer Error b Facility 
Answer 
5e2, e10,10e, e+10 42 
hhhht, 4ht, 5ht 27 
uu556,2u16 20 




4n5, n45 12 










8. L+M+N-L+P+N Never 55 11 
True: 
always/never/sometimes 
9. c+dA 10 and c is single value 0,1,43 7 
less than d. 2,3,4 (or 5) 
Ca? 
a. Only the main errors for each item are shown. In some cases 
these categories comprise errors which were coded separately 
by CSMS. 
b. Data given are for the sample of 13 year olds. 
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children's incorrect responses could be used in the same manner as 
their correct responses in order to throw light on their possible 
views of the meanings of letters in algebra. 
Contributions from Other Research 
The Interpretation of Letters. That the interpretation of letters 
was not a straightforward matter for many children had also been 
indicated by other researchers. Wagner (1977,1981b), for example, 
found that even 17 year old students may consider that the value 
represented by a letter is in some way associated with the actual 
letter used. In a study in which twenty-nine students aged from 12 
to 17 years were asked if different solutions would be obtained from 
pairs of equations such as: 
7w + 22 - 109 
and 7n + 22 a 109 
only 50 percent of the 12 year olds and 80 percent of the 17 year olds 
appeared to regard the solution as being necessarily the same. The 
remaining students, described as equation 'non-conservers' by Wagner, 
answered either that the solution of the first is greater than that of 
the second, because 'w' comes later than 'n' in the alphabet, or that 
it was impossible to tell until both equations had been solved. 
These results indicated that some children at least did not realise 
that the value of an unknown is independent of the letter used, but 
rather appeared to believe that 'changing a variable symbol implies 
changing the referent' (Wagner, 1981b, p. 116), and also that there 
may be a correspondence between the linear ordering of alphabet and 
number system. These results need to be treated with some caution: 
Wagner herself (pp. 115-6) drew attention to the small size and 
somewhat arbitrary nature of the sample of students used in the study, 
and also discussed the possible effects of the way in which the 
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conservation questions were phrased (the wording used was deliberately 
misleading - 'which is larger, w or 01). Donaldson (1978) has drawn 
particular attention to the way in which a child's response can vary 
according to the way in which a question is put, pointing out that 
children do not approach experimental situations in a totally 
objective manner, but rather strive to make 'human sense' of the 
situation, taking into account such variables as perceived 
experimenter intent. Certainly, when Kieran (1981b) gave the same 
problem to ten 12 year old pupils but changed the question to 'Are the 
solutions to these two equations the same or differentV, all ten 
indicated that the solutions were necessarily the same. However, 
Kieron's sample was also small, and unlike Wagner's subjects, had had 
no previous exposure to algebra, so that the two groups differed in 
experience as well as in precise nature of the task set. Despite 
these somewhat equivocal findings, however, the possibility must 
nevertheless be recognised that children may endow letters in algebra 
with connotations other than those intended by the text book or 
teacher. 
Letters have, in fact, been used in algebra by mathematicians in 
somewhat different ways (see Wagner, 1979,1981a). Harper (19781 
19790 1980,1981) touches upon this point in his analysis of the way 
in which letters have historically been used in mathematics. Harper 
distinguished in particular two categories of letter usage which 
correspond roughly to KUchemann's 'specific unknown' and Igeneralised 
number' or 'variable'. The first of these he labelled 'Diophantine'l 
after Diophantus (circa 250 AD), whose use of letters was essentially 
as classical (i. e. specific) unknowns, and the second was termed 
'Vietan', after Vieta (circa 1600 AD), to represent the notion of a 
letter as a 'given', or value which does not need to be specified. 
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Elsewhere this latter usage is described as a 'non-ordered numerical 
entity' (Harper 1980), akin to Vietals 'species' by which it was hoped 
to impart the notion of an entity which existed in its own right and 
was not a specific, albeit as yet undetermined, number (in this 
respect the non-ordered number is akin to K6chemann's Igeneralised 
number'). Hence using a letter to represent a specific unique (though 
currently unknown) value represents a Diophantine uset as in the case 
of the student who, given the following problem: 
"If you are given the sum and difference of any two numbers, 
show that you can always find out what the numbers are. Make 
your answer as general as you can. " (Harper, 1981, p172). 
solves it by choosing a particular numerical sum and difference, 
writes down two equations containing two unknowns (e. g. x+y= 109 
x-y- 4) and solves them for the particular numerical values of X 
and y. By contrast, the student who produces a solution by first 
writing the general equations: 
x+ywa, x-y-b 
and then 'solving' these to yield the general solution: 
x-a+b, y -a -b 
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reveals a Vietan useage of letters. Harper (1981) suggests that 
'algebra' be considered to begin when the letter is first used in this 
latter manner, considering the Diophantine usage to be more akin to 
'arithmetic'. By testing grammar school pupils ages from 11 to 16 
years, Harper (1978) showed that there was considerable variation at 
each age group in the degree of sophistication of letter usage as thus 
defined, and indicated that a relationship could be discerned between 




As anticipated, the factor of structural complexity had featured 
in the definition of children's levels of understanding described by 
CSMS. However, evidence from other studies suggests that this factor 
is itself somewhat complex. Halford's (1978) work on the effects of 
varying structural complexity has already been referred to. While he 
was able to demonstrate age-related differences in the ability to 
handle items of increasing complexity, it was also clear that 
structural complexity was not the only factor involved in producing 
those effects. For example, the two items shown in Table 4.7 had the 
same degree of complexity and were both classified by Halford as 
If ormall. However, there was a marked difference in facility between 
the two items and this was observed at both age-levels studied. 
Although not discussed by Halford, it was clear that some factor other 
than structural complexity was involved. In this case it could have 
been that the difference was due to the difference in nature of the 
elements involved, as suggested by the Collis-KUchemann analysis. 
Other research, however, suggested that there may be yet another 
aspect to the situation. Firth (1975), for example, used items such 
as those shown in Table 4.8 in order to test children's knowledge of 
equation manipulation. While the logical structure of each item is the 
same, and each item involves two letters, it can be seen from a 
consideration of the facilities that the items are certainly not the 
same as far as the pupils are concerned. Similarly, the three items 
from Ekenstam and Nilsson's (1979) study shown in Table 4.9, in which 
the children were asked to solve the equations, indicate that there 
are psychological factors affecting the understanding of such items 
which go beyond that of mere structural complexity, and which do not 




Examples of Items of Equal Structural Complexity from 




(Are expressions same 
or different or is it 
impossible to tell) 
1.6x4,6x8 
24 
2. axb, ax 2b 
c 2c 






Extract from Equation-Manipulating Item 
from Firth's (1975) Study 
c 














Examples of Equation-Solving Items 
from Ekenstam and Nilsson's (1979) Study 
Item % Fdcility (16 year oldsa) 






a. Sam le of approximately 200 children representing the top 
20o%of the ability-range (Swedish) 
to 
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terms of mathematical structure, items I and 3 (Table 4.9) would 
appear to be comparable, with item 2 being more difficult. Ilowevers 
the dimension of 'psychological difficulty' results in a different 
ordering, with item 3 being now the most complex. Analysis of this 
item reveals that, unlike items 1 and 2, item 3 has a non-integer 
solution and is not readily solved by inspection or trial and error, 
procedures which can both be effectively brought to bear in handling 
items 1 and 2. This suggests that a possible important factor 
underlying children's success on a given item may be the kind of 
procedure or strategy that can be used to solve that problem. 
The importance of the nature of the strategies available to the 
child, and those which may be appropriate to the solution of a given 
task, had in fact been indicated by Case (1974b, 1978). Working 
within a neo-Piagetian information processing paradigm, Case (1974b) 
found that older children's superior performance on a sequence 
completion task was due as much to the employment of a more efficient 
strategy as to any structural increase in processing capacity. This 
suggested that two tasks of similar logical structural complexity (and 
which should therefore require equal processing capacities for a 
correct solution) may nevertheless differ markedly in difficulty level 
if the strategies used in solving the tasks are of different orders of 
efficiency. 
The same point was made specifically with reference to algebra 
by 
Petitto (1979). Petitto (1979) investigated the strategies that 
secondary school children use in solving algebraic equations, and 
noted two main kinds of approach which she labelled 'intuitive' and 
'formal' respectively. Using the clinical interview method, Petitto 
examined the methods used by children to solve equations which were 
identical in algebraic form, but which differed in 'degree of 
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perceptibility of embodied numerical relationships' (Petitto, 1979, 
p. 71), for example: 
1ý2 and 14 56 
x+ý 77 x 
Petitto found that the children interviewed solved the first of these 
equations by a method which was inappropriate to the second, 
numerically more obscure, example, namely by working in terms of the 
number relationships involved. Thus several of the children solved 
the first equation by noticing that the numerator of the right-hand- 
side of the equation was double that of the left-hand-side, and so 
doubling the denominator allowed them to conclude that x equalled 5. 
The children were, however, not able to apply the same approach to the 
second equation. Those children who solved the latter correctly did 
so by means of the taught equation-solving procedure. As a result of 
these observations, Petitto described two kinds of solution process, 
namely the 'formal' method which she defined as: 
"One which consists of a linear sequence of steps and which 
is explicitly described as a set of verbally expressed 
instructions or rules. In addition, the instructions or 
rules must apply to some general form without reference to 
specific instances or content. " 
(Petitto, 1979, p. 72). 
and the 'intuitive' approach, defined as: 
"A process which is organised with reference to the perceived 
properties and relationships of the particular elements to be 
manipulated. " 
(ibid, p. 73) 
Children's ability to handle different equations of comparable logical 
structure could therefore be seen to depend upon the extent to which a 
more 'intuitive' equation-solving procedure could be successfully 
applied. 
Child-Methods in Mathematics 
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The possible relevance of the use of such 'intuitive' procedures 
for the question of children's performance in mathematics had also 
been noted by the CSMS project. Evidence from the transcripts of 
interviews conducted by the CSMS team in other areas of mathematics as 
well as algebra indicated that many children appeared not to use the 
standard 'formal' mathematical methods taught in the classroom, but 
rather used more informal methods of their own. These 'child-methods' 
(Booth, 1981a; Hart, 1981b) appeared to be essentially correct 
procedures which enabled the child to solve simple examples 
successfully. Whilst appropriate to the solution of easy problems, 
however, these methods appeared to be of limited applicability and 
would not readily extend to more complex questions or questions in 
which the numbers were large or non-integer. It was suggested that 
it was often the child's attempt to use the same informal approach in 
the case of the more complex problems which caused the child to make 
predictable errors. In the CSMS investigation of children's 
understanding of ratio, for example, Hart (1980c) reported that of 
2257 children taking the written test, only 20 wrote down an equation 
of the form a/b - c/d and used it correctly. During the CSMS 
interviews conducted on ratio it was apparent that most children used 
1. some kind of 'building up' method which was essentially a method of 
addition" (Hart, 1980c, p-211). While these additive methods could be 
successfully applied in the case of easy examples, such as those 
involving ratios of the kind 1: 2,1: 3 or even possibly 2: 5, however, 
they often broke down when the problems or the ratios became more 
complex. At this point the children would often produce an incorrect 
addition procedure based on the additive rather than multiplicative 
difference between the quantities concerned (for example, enlarging 
something in the ratio of 3: 7 would be interpreted as adding on 4 
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units), and thus leading to predictable kinds of error. 
The possibility of differences existing between the expected 
method and the methods actually used by children had also been noted 
during the course of the CSHS investigation of children's 
understanding of number operations (Brown, 1981b, c; Brown & Mchemann, 
1976). During interviews with 12 and 13 year old children, Brown and 
Mchemann observed that many of the children were apparently unable to 
select the correct numerical expression to match a given problem such 
as that given in Figure 4.1. If asked to try and solve the problem, 
however, the children were often able to do so, but they did not do 
this by means of the formal mathematical process of considering the 
structural nature of the problem and then selecting the appropriate 
mathematical model (391 -*. 23 in the case of the example illustrated)$ 
as the above finding shows. Rather they handled the problem in a more 
informal way which was usually based upon some kind of adding-on 
procedure: 
YG (12 years old, in response to the item in Figure 4.1): 
"You er .... I know what to do but I can't say 
it. 
MB (Interviewer): Yes, well you do it then. Can you do it? 
YG: Those are daffodils and these are flowerbeds, large you 
see .... 0111 they're being planted in 
different 
flowerbeds, you'd have to put them in groups..... 
MB: Yes, how many would you have in each group? What would 
you do with 23 and 391, if you had to find out? 
YG: See, if I had them, I'd count them up .... say I had 20 
of each ... I'd put 20 in that one, 20 in that one. 
MB: Suppose you had some left over at the end when you've 
got to 23 flowerbeds? 
YG: I'd plant them in a pot(!! )" 
(Brown & Küchemann, 1976, p. 15-16) 
Here the method used is appropriate to a range of problems where the 
numbers involved are relatively small (and integer), but becomes 
cumbersome when the values are large or non-integer, and does not 
extend to questions involving algebraic terms. Attempts to apply the 
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A gardener has 391 daffodils. 391-23 23; 391 
These are to be planted in 
23 flowerbeds. 23-391 391x23 
Each flowerbed is to have the 
same number of daffodils. 391+23 23+23 
How would you work out how many 
daffodils will be planted in' 23x17 391: 23 
each flowerbed? 
Figure 4.1 Example of item from CSMS Number Operations test. 
Item required children to select the operation 
from the list given which they would have to do 
in order to solve the word problem. 
." 
Item 1 Item 2 
In a baker's shop 3/g of 32 
the flour is used for bread 8+8 
and 3, '8 of the flour is used 
for cakes. 
sm 0...... 
What fraction of the flour 
has been used? 
Figure 4.2 Two items from CSMS Fractions test. 
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same method in such cases might be expected to lead to considerable 
difficulty. 
Other examples of the possible use of informal methods on easy 
items could also be inferred from the CSHS written test data. Thus 
while 77 percent of 15 year olds could successfully solve the problem 
in item 1 in Figure 4.2, only 68 percent correctly answered the 
corresponding computational item (item 2, Figure 4.2), showing that 
some children at least used methods other than the standard fraction 
algorithm to solve the word problem. Similarlyt the difference in 
facility between the two CSMS items shown in Table 4.10, where the 
child was asked to find the area of each shape, indicated that some 
children who were able to solve the first item were not able to use 
the formal 'rule for area of a triangle' which was needed in order to 
solve the second item. 
In general, it was considered that the CSMS research provided 
strong indications that "children frequently tackle mathematics 
problems with methods that have little or nothing to do with what has 
been taught" (Kuchemann, 1981, p-118), and that "although children 
were able to use a strategy which was at least roughly correct, they 
did not recognise how the problem could be symbolised" (Brown, 1981c, 
p. 29). This issue concerning the nature of the procedures which 
children adopt in solving mathematical problems may be one of 
considerable importance. In particular, it can be seen that the use 
by the child of non-standard methods may be expected to lead to 
especial difficulty in algebra, where the formal representation of 
problem structure is often required. In so far as generalised 
arithmetic may be regarded as "the writing of general statements 
representing given arithmetic rules and operations" (page 1 of this 
thesis), then the possibility of non-use and non-recognition of these 
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Table 4.10 
Example of Two 'Area' Items from CSMS Measurement Test 










(14 year-olds) 1 92 47 
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rules and structures in arithmetic itself may have considerable 
consequence for children's performance in algebra. For example, if a 
child does not recognise that the total number of elements in two sets 
of 23 and 17 elements respectively can be represented by 23+17, then 
the chances are perhaps slight that the child will readily appreciate 
that x+y represents the total number of elements in the case of two 
sets containing x and y elements respectively. 
Points for Investigation 
Summary 
In summary, it seems that any investigation into children's 
understanding in elementary algebra, and particularly into the reasons 
for the consistent errors which they may make, must take into account 
at least two main factors. Firstly, it seems that children may 
interpret and use letters in a variety of ways which are not always 
anticipated by teachers,, and which may influence the child's ability 
to successfully handle algebraic problems. Children may avoid viewing 
letters as numbers altogether, either by ignoring the letters or by 
treating them as objects. Even where letters are regarded as 
numbers, they may be 'removed' by immediate numerical substitution, or 
at a more sophisticated level, may be regarded as 'specific unknowns', 
their possible role as generalised number or variable not being 
recognised. In addition, the possible significance of alphabetical 
sequencing for the values ascribed to letters, and the possibility 
that children equate changes in variable symbol witli changes in 
referent value, must also be taken into account. In investigating 
children's errors in generalised arithmetic, therefore, it was decided 
that the likely involvement of level of letter interpretation must 
receive careful and particular attention. 
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Secondly, while degree of (logical) structure complexity of an 
item may have implications for a child's success on that item, it 
seems that this effect may operate by virtue of the kinds of procedure 
which the child brings to bear in handling that problem. 
Consequently, it was thought necessary, in the research adopted here, 
to investigate this issue of the use of 'child-methods' as well as 
that of level of level interpretation. 
The Present Research 
The Strategies and Errors in Secondary Mathematics investigation 
into the causes of errors in generalised arithmetic identified by the 
earlier CSMS project therefore commenced within the framework of two 
'hypotheses': 
(1) the errors observed depend (in part) on the child's 
interpretation of the letters involved; 
(2) an error may also arise as a consequence of the 
procedures that the child uses in solving arithmetical 
problems of a similar kind. 
The precise errors investigated were those which had been found by the 
CSMS research to have a particularly high incidencet and which were 
summarised in Table 4.6 earlier in this chapter. 
The following four chapters describe the research programme 
itself, beginning with the 'ascertaining' experimento and then 
presenting details of the teaching experiment phase, in terms of the 
initial small group investigation and the subsequent re-trial of the 
modified teaching programme and the final whole class verification. 
The ascertaining experiment itself comprised two phases, namely (a) a 
preliminary round of interviews designed to elaborate more specific 
hypotheses (within the framework described above) concerning 
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children's difficulties in algebra, and (b) a 'follow-up' round of 
interviews designed to test and clarify these hypotheses further. 
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Part 2 
THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME - METHOD AND RESULTS 
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CHAPTER 5: THE ASCERTAINING EXPERIMENT - PHASE ONE 
The aim of the interview phase of the research was to analyse 
those specific errors in algebra identified by the CSMS team, in order 
to obtain information on the conceptions and strategies upon which 
these errors are based. The approach selected as appropriate to this 
objective constituted individual interviews with children identified 
as making the errors under study. The interviews were conducted in 
two phases. Phase one, the subject of this chapter, was designed to 
enable specific hypotheses (within the framework already established 
by consideration of the CSMS results) concerning the causes of the 
observed errors to be derived. Phase two (see Chapter 6) was designed 
to test and elaborate those hypotheses further. 
Description of the Interview Sample 
Selection of Schools 
Five comprehensive schools, representing as varied a sample as 
possible with respect to such features as ability-range and socio- 
economic background of students, geographic area (within Greater 
London), and school size, type and organisation, agreed to participate 
in the programme. Assessment of each school's description with regard 
to such factors as ability-range and socio-economic level was made in 
general terms only, and on the basis of information provided by 
individuals familiar with the schools and their environments (such as 
teachers, teacher-trainers and other researchers), and from 
information provided by the schools themselvers. 
Four of the five schools were used in phase one of the 
interviews, the remaining school being included only in the second 
phase because of internal conditions at the time of the first phase of 
interviews (the school was holding examinations). A brief description 
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of each school is included in Table 5.3 entitled 'Phase One Interview 
Sample'. 
Selection of the Sample for Testing 
Following the procedure adopted by the CSMS Algebra testing 
programme, attention was confined to students in the secondo third and 
fourth years of secondary schooling (ages 13 to 15 years) in the first 
instance. 
A total sample size for the phase one interviews of approximately 
50 students, or approximately 16 students from each year group under 
study, was decided upon. This apparently arbitrary figure was arrived 
at as the result of a compromise between the desire to base the 
research upon as large and representative a sample as possible, and 
such considerations as (i) the requirements of economy of researcher 
time (each half hour of interview requires approximately two hours of 
transcribing), (ii) feasiblity of analysis (it is as difficult to 
extract essential information from too much interview material as from 
too little), and (iii) the need to delimit intrusion into each 
participating school. 
In order to obtain a total sample of this size from the four 
schools used in phase one, it was therefore sufficient to select 
approximately four students from each of the three target year groups 
in each school. This was done by administering the CSMS Algebra test 
to half a class (approximately 16 children) in each year group in each 
school. Since it was intended to interview (at least initially) only 
children who were making the identified errors, and since the CSMS 
data had indicated that approximately 40 per cent of each age group 
were in fact making those errors, such a procedure was expected to 
generate a set of potential interviewees of the required number. The 
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classes chosen for participation in the testing were selected at 
random from the full year group in the case of schools with mixed 
ability classes in mathematics, and from the middle ability groups in 
those cases where the children were streamed or banded for 
mathematics. In the latter event, the choice of middle ability groups 
as the sampling base was made in order to ensure the identification of 
a sufficient number of interviewees, since higher ability groups would 
presumably contain fewer children maýing the identified errors, and 
to permit selection of children for interview who would be reasonably 
confident in explaining their methods and ideas, which may be less 
true were the selection made from lower ability groups. 
Half of each class thus selected was given the CSHS Algebra test, 
the remaining half being presented with the CSMS Ratio. test, as a 
prelude to the investigation of children's errors in ratio which also 
formed part of the SESM programme. The Algebra and Ratio tests were 
given to alternate children, in order to randomise their allocation 
and to reduce the likelihood of cooperative efforts in completing the 
tests. 
The CSMS Algebra Screening Test: Administration and Results 
The CSMS Algebra test was used as a screening test in order to 
permit identification of children making the errors under study. The 
test was presented in its original form (see Appendix JA for examples 
of items) and according to the administration procedures outlined by 
CSMS (Kuchemann, 1980). 
In essence, this involves the administration and checking of two 
trial items, the exhorting of children to make an attempt at as many 
items as possible, and the completion by the pupils of the test paper 
under examination conditions, but without the imposition of a time 
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limit. The time generally taken to complete the paper was 
approximately 25 minutes. The test was administered in each case by 
the class teacher and marked by the experimenter. The marking scheme 
used was essentially similar to that used by CSHS (see Hart, 1980bg 
pp. 178-180), except in so far as some answer-categories were 
combined. The marking scheme as thus amended for use in the present 
study is given in Appendix 2A, together with a brief rationale for the 
conjoining of answer-categories thereby effected. 
All items on the CSMS Algebra screening test were coded for 
correct and various given categories of incorrect answers. 
Consideration of the pattern 'of correct answers permitted the 
allocation of one of four 'levels of understanding' to be ascribed to 
each individual, according to the criteria described by CSMS 
(Mchemann, 1980). Children who, had not met the criterion for Level 
1, the lowest of the four levels, were ascribed to Level 0. As a 
sampling check, the distribution of levels of understanding in the 
total sample from the four schools tested in phase one was compared 
with the data for the sample of 3550 children in the CSMS algebra 
programme. It was expected that in the case of the second and third 
year groups (aged 13 and 14 years respectively) the fit should be a 
close one, since the majority of classes sampled by SESH in these year 
groups were mixed ability and could therefore be regarded as being 
drawn from the same ability range as were the children tested by CRIS. 
In the case of the fourth year group, however, all four schools used 
in the present study employed a streaming or banding method of 
organisation for mathematics, so that the policy of sampling only from 
middle ability groups would be expected to result in a decrease in 
proportion of children at the highest and lowest levels of 
understanding, and a consequent enhancement in proportion observed at 
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the middle levels. Both of these expectations were fulfilled. The 
closeness of fit of the SESM test sample with the CSMS total sample 
(allowing for the expected departure in the case of the fourth year 
group) enabled these two samples to be regarded as being drawn from 
the same population (see Table 5.1). 
The incidence of 'level misplacements' (children who performed at 
a higher level of understanding, as defined by the CRIS criteriag 
without successfully mastering all lower levels) was 1.9 percent for 
the second year group (aged 13), 2.9 percent for the third year group 
(aged 14) and 0 percent for the fourth year group (age 15). These 
figures are well within the seven percent limit for scalability of 
levels set by the CSMS team (Hart, 1980b). 
Selection of Children for Interview 
In terms of the interpretation put forward by KUchemann (1981)o 
inspection of the error responses for selected items indicates that 
these errors appear to be based upon: 
a) the conjoining of numerical and algebraic elements, 
suggested by Kuchemann to reflect the child's treating 
the letters as objects which may simply be collected up 
(e. g. items 2,3 and 7 in Table 4.6). 
b) the handling of algebraic items by ignoring the letters 
or by numerical substitution (e. g. items 4,5 and 6 in 
Table 4.6). 
C) the viewing of letters as specific unknowns rather than 
generalised number (e. g. item 8, Table 4.6). 
Answers which appeared to relate to each of these kinds of letter 
usage were coded separately and the incidence of each code-type was 
recorded for the test as a wholeg including other items as well as 
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Table 5.1 
Comparison SESM Test Sample and CSMS Large-Scale Algebra Sample 































a. Percentages based on a sample of 167 children for SESM 
and 3550 for CSMS 
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those of particular concern to the study. Children producing an error 
answer of the appropriate kind to a given number of items (the 
criteria are given in Table 5.2) were selected as being eligible for 
interview. A total of 48 children were consequently interviewed in 
phase one, these being distributed among the four schools as indicated 
in Table 5.3. 
The Phase One Interviews 
As a basis for the individual interviews to be held with children 
making the errors under study, a set of questions comprising parallel 
items to the CSMS 'error' items and some extension items was prepared. 
The use of alternative items for interview discussion rather than the 
original testpaper items was considered preferable for a number of 
reasons. Firstly the requirement that children now perform a similar 
item to one previously answered incorrrectly permits an assessment, 
albeit crude, of the stability and generality of the error strategy or 
concept concerned, and enables errors due to particular idiosyncratic 
features of the original item to be identified. Secondly, the 
inclusion of extension items permits more specific exploration of 
item-type, in terms of the effects of particular variations in item 
and the points at which given errors may arise or be abandoned, and 
also allows for the removal of distracting features of an item where 
these are considered non-relevant to the issue being investigated. 
Thirdly, the presentation of items different to those on the CSMS test 
reduces the likelihood of the children being distracted by questions 
relating to their earlier test performance, and likewise minimises the 
chances that children will try to remember what they had done 
previously instead of explaining what they are currently doing - it 
being considered that chldren's description of remembered activity is 
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Table 5.2 
Criteria for Selection of Children for Interview 
Indication 
1. Letter as object 
2. Letter ignored 
3. Alphabetic 
Substitution 
Number of CSMS IL 














A Boys Comprehensive 
School School Type Number of Children Interviewed 
(Location) 2nd yr 3rd yr 4th yr Total 
e(Age 13) (Age 14) (Age 15) 
Phase One Interview Sample 
----ý --------- -5 13 (surrey) 44" 
II Girls Comprehensive 
(N. London) 
C Co-ed. Comprehensive 
(S. W. London) 





Total: 14 16 18 48 
I 
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less reliable than that of current activity. Finally, presentation 
of separate items prevents the risk of distraction by other (non- 
target) items as may occur if the whole test paper were presented in 
interview discussion. In line with this latter consideration, each 
item used in interview was introduced individually by being presented 
on a separate card, a procedure which also permitted changes in 
sequence of presentation or of actual items submitted, depending on 
individual children's responses. The set of items available for use 
during the interviews is given in Appendix 2B, together with a brief 
rationale for inclusion in the case of amended or extension items. 
Design of Interview Schedule 
When a child produces an incorrect answer to a problem, the error 
resulting in that answer may have occurred at one of several points in 
the process of solving the problem. The children may have mis-read the 
question, or may have mis-interpreted the question or part thereof. 
Alternatively, despite a correct interpretation, an incorrect method 
may have been used in solving the problem, or, finally, the answer may 
have been wrongly encoded. There is, of course, the possibility of 
any combination or interaction of such errors. For example, consider 
the child who gives the answer 5e2 or e1O or 10e to the item requiring 
the area of a rectangle measuring e+2 by 5. This wrong answer may 
have resulted because the child: 
a) interpreted the letter as a 'thing' which could be merely 
collected up with the numbers (an interpretation or 
'input' error); 
b) did not know how to interpret the letter or did not know 
how to operate with it and so performed the numerical 
calculation and wrote down the letter afterwards (an 
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input/process error); 
C) knew that lel represented a number expressing part of the 
length of the base, but thought that area meant 
multiplying everything together (a process error); 
d) interpreted the letter correctly, applied the correct 
method, but recorded the 'answer' to 'e added to Z as e2 
or 2e (an output error). 
There may, of course, be other possibilities. The consideration of an 
input-process-output model of this type permits a clearer picture to 
be obtained of the point(s) at which the child's understanding of the 
problem breaks down. An interview schedule designed to separate out 
these components of the child's problem-solving process and based upon 
the error-analysis approach elucidated by Newman (Newman, 1977; see 
also Casey, 1978; Clements, 1980) was thus developed for use in 
individual interviews. An outline of the schedule so developed is 
given in Appendix 2C. 
In order to allow the child freedom in following and explaining 
his or her own train of thought, and to permit the interviewer 
flexibility in pursuing other aspects of interest, the interview 
schedule was not rigorously adhered to. Nor was it appropriate to 
ask every question of each child on every item presented. The 
schedule was used rather as a framework to give a general structure to 
the interview, and to indicate the overall direction that each 
discussion should take. Regardless of individual variations in 
interview, however, care was taken in every case to ascertain the 
child's interpretation of any item presented, and the child's way of 
encoding each answer. 
Attention was also paid throughout the interviews to the kind of 
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strategy that the child brought to bear in handling the problems. Of 
the list of possible strategies in mathematical activity outlined in 
chapter 2, it was considered unlikely that the strategies of random or 
systematic trial and error would be observed, in view of the nature of 
the items selected for investigation in the present study. The 
'search for pattern' strategy was similarly considered unlikely to 
occur. Consequently attention was largely confined to the possible 
involvement of the following three strategies indicated in chapter 2: 
IS - informal ('intuitive') strategy 
SA - search for algorithm (i. e. taught rule) 
RFS- recognition of formal structure of problem and the 
consequent selection of the appropriate procedure. 
In view of the indications in the CSMS data, as well as in the work of 
researchers such as Petitto discussed earlier (Chapter 4), of the 
possible use of 'child-methods' and the likely implications of this 
for children's performance in algebra, interest was particularly 
focussed on the possibifty of employment of informal or 'intuitive' 
strategies in children's responses to the interview items. 
The Interviews 
Each child was interviewed individually by the experimenter on a 
subset of the interview items (see Appendix 2B) and according to the 
interview schedule outlined in Appendix 2C. The particular items 
given to any child depended upon that child's responses to the target 
items on the CSMS algebra screening test, and to the items already 
presented in interview. Each interview lasted approximately 30 
minutes and was tape-recorded and later transcribed. In addition, the 
child was encouraged to show any workings-out on a sheet of paper, 
and also asked to record the final answer. The experimental data thus 
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comprised the interview transcripts and the children's written 
scripts. 
Analysis of Interviews 
The verbatim interview transcripts were examined by the 
experimenter in conjunction with the written scripts from the 
interviews. After several readings of these, a summary of each 
transcript was prepared. This set of summaries was then closely 
examined, and a list of salient points suggested to describe the 
various areas of difficulty revealed by the interviews was extracted. 
As a check, a random sample of interview transcripts was given to each 
of two other researchers working with the SESH project, and their 
summaries and list of points compared with those of the experimenter. 
The number of children demonstrating each kind of difficulty was 
ascertained per item and per interview, and individual response- 
profiles with respect to selected areas of difficulty were also 
derived, in order to determine both the consistency of reponsep and 
whether certain constellations of response were found to be 
associated. 
Findings 
The difficulties children have in algebra which were revealed by 
the interviews appeared to relate to three main areas, namely the 
meaning children attached to letters, the process of operating with 
letters, and questions of notation and convention in algebra. 
Meaning attached to letters. A summary of the points 
derived from the interviews with regard to this area of 
difficulty is given in Table 5.4. Illustrations of each of 
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Table 5.4 
Difficulties Identified in Interviews - Meaning Attached to Letters 
Points Derived from Interview 
Number of 
Childrena Proportionb 
1. Letter as representing number confused with 
letter as representing object, usually in 11 0.48 
5x + 8y type example. 
2. Different letters represent different numbers 
(as converse of 'same letter represents same 26 0.74 
number', also as result of experience). 
3. Letters represent whole numbers. 
I 6 0.75 
4. There is a 'pattern', in the relationship 
between letters and the numbers they represent 
(result of experience with 'codes'? ), e. g. 
a) x, y, z -j 3,4,5 or 10,20,30 etc. 
b) y is 'higher' than p 







5. Meaning of letter ignoreds occurring in - 
labstract' examples (3 + 5y; 2x + 8y + 3x etc. ) 
i. e. such problems treated as mere manipulation 
of symbols 
'and 'rules' invented to govern 
manipulation: 
a) add up all the numbers$ then put down 18 0.58 
each letter that occurs (once only) 
b) add up all the numberst then put letter 4 0.13 
for every time it occurs in expression 
C) add up all the numbers, then put down 1 0.03 
'highest' letter i. e. one that occurs 
most often. 
a. 'Number of children' refers to the number of individuals demonstrating 
a given conception or procedure etc. at any stage of an interview. 
b. 'Proportion' represents the ratio of that number of children to the 
total number of children receiving item(s) or questioning relevant 
to such demonstration. 
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these points can be taken directly from the interviews themselves. 
For example, in discussing the meaning of 'y' in 'add 3 onto 5y', or 
of 'x' and 'y' in simplifying 3x+8y+2x: 
(Interviewer: I; Benedict: B, 14 years) 
I: What does 'y' mean (in 'add 3 onto 5y')? 
B: It can mean anything. 
I: Like what? 
B: Pineapples, grapes........ 
I: So it could mean something like pineapples? 
B: Yes. 
(Julie: J, 14 years) 
I: (Re simplifying 3x + 8y + 2x. ) Do the x and y 
mean anything there, do they stand for anything? 
J: No, they're just letters, you have them in 
algebra. 
In some instances this view of letters does lead to a workable rule 
for simplifying algebraic expressions: 
(Interviewer: I; Leon: L, 15 years) 
(Discussing an answer of 5q - 3w to an 
alternative item invented during the interview. ) 
What do the q and w mean? 
L: Well, yes, it could be various things. 
I: So what could the q be .......... 
L: It could be ... 5 bananas minus 3 apples, 
something like that. 
I: I see. Could it be anything else? 
L: Yesl It could be anything - chairs, tables ... 
I: And is that why you can't take them away? 
L: Yes, they aren't the same sort, you can't take them 
away. 
However, this is not to be relied upon: 
(Tristan: T, 15 years) 
T: (Simplifying 5x + 8y to 13 xy. ) Well, then, I 
could write that as 13xy. 
I: Could you? 
T: Yes, well, what I've done is, Vve gor- the 8 
blankets (y interpreted as blankets) and just the 5 
sweets (x interpreted as sweets) on them. 
1: And does that give you 13xy? 
T: Yes, 13 altogether. 13 of ... xy. And the same for the 2qw (another item). 
I: And is that what the q and w mean, like sweets 
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and blankets? 
T: Well, anything really. I'm just giving that as 
an example. 
1: What else could you give as an example? 
T: Well, desks and chairs. Cards, buttons, 
houses.. 
I: Oho I see, all sort of ... 
T: Yes, things. 
I: Coming back to this one (number of goals scored 
by West Ham and Manchester United), what was the 
x and y standing for there? 
T: Goals. Amount of goals. 
I: And here (x +y+z-x+p+ z)? 
T: Well, anything again. y could be ... a tape 
recorder. And pa tape. Different things. 
At a more sophisticated level it is clear that, while 
representing numbers, different letters do not represent the same 
value. This is illustrated by students' responses to the question as 
to whether x+y+z can ever equal x+p+z and is considered to 
reflect children's views of letters as specific unknowns (i. e. as 
representing a particular unique although as yet unknown value) rather 
than as generalised number, i. e. taking on a range of values (see 
also Table 5-5). For example: 
(Interviewer: I; Trevor: T, 15 years) 
T: It won't be true, never. 
I: Never? 
T: Never, because, it'll have different values... 
because p has to have a different value from y 
and the other values, so that'll never be true. 
I: So p has to have a different value ... why do 
you say that? 
T: Well, if it didn't have a different value, then 
you wouldn't put p, you'd put y. You see, you 
put a different letter for every different 
value. 
(John: J, 13 years) 
J: (In response to the suggestion that p might equal 
y). ... it's a bit pointless because you 
probably wouldn't have that. 
I: Wouldn't have what? 
J: Wouldn't have down ... two letters for one 
number. 
(Mandy: it, 15 years) 
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Table 5.5. 
Meaning Attached to Letters - 
Number of Children Interviewed Giving Identified Responses 
Item Total number of children given 
item 35 
'+ + Z X y 
X-+"p+2 Answer correct 8 
True: always Letter as specific unknown: 




when .......... Letter as specific unknown: Total 23 
Literal reading 1 
Sum (values) required 3 
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M: But if y and p were the same, you'd have thought 
they would have put x, y and z, instead of x, p 
and z. 
(Tristan: T, 15 years justifies his opinion that y and 
are different values): 
T: ... y couldn't be the same as p. 
I: Oh, I see, so using different letters... 
T: Means they're different amounts. 
I: Oh, I see. And are they always different 
amounts? 
T: Well, I've always found they're different. I've 
never come across one where they're the same. 
P 
The number of children giving this kind of response on interview is 
given in Table 5.5. 
operating with letters. The difficulty concerning the process of 
operating with letters is less explicitly expressed and became 
apparent mainly from a consideration of the analysis of responses to 
particular items (see Tables 5.6,5.7 and 5.8). This difficulty 
appeared to be compounded of several aspects, including the use by 
children of informal approaches to the solution of items, and their 
non-recognition of the formal structure of the problems presented. 
Thus children's errors in this regard related to the choice of a 
correct but inappropriate method which could not be adequately 
symbolised in algebraic terms, the inability or perhaps unwillingness 
to record an algebraic statement (possibly linked to an assumption 
that what is required is a specific numerical answer), and a possible 
absence of an operational model in arithmetic itselft so that 
generalisation to the algebraic expression was perhaps unlikely. 
These ideas were only tentatively broached at this stage and required 
further investigation in the ensuing phase of interviewing. 
Consideration of responses to two of the 'perimeter' items (Table 
5.7) may illustrate some of these points. Whilst all the children 
given item (a) in Table 5.7 were able to describe a correct method for 
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Table 5.6 
Difficulties Identified in Interviews - Operating with Letters 
liumber of b Points Derived from Interview Childrena Proportion 
1. When operation (method) involved is firmly 18 0.56 
establishedj letters appear to present 
relatively little problem. Children 
for whom the operation 
, 
is itself unclear 
have great difficulty in handling letters 
, (e. g. some children, while adding 2 and 
5 and getting 7 do not represent what 
they have done as 2+5, but either 'know' 
the outcome, or use column additioi4). 
2. Using letters - 'I can't do it because 1 17 0.46 
don't know what the numbers are'. 
(Assumption that what is required is an 
actual answer; not understood that an 
'answer# can be an expression) 
When pushed, will fall back on: - 
a) measuring to get value 13 0.35 
b) attempt to handle by assuming 6 0.16 
a particular value and hence 
getting an 'answer' 
attempt to handle by alphabetic 3 0.08 
substitution. 
3. Successful approaches to the handling of 
letters included: 
a) reference to a specific numerical 6 0.17c 
example, e. g. 'if x were 2 and y were 
3 I'd add, so x+ y' 
b) a more generalised version of 'add 29 0.83c 
whatever number x is to whatever 
number y is' 
a. 'Number of children' refers to the number of individuals demonstrating 
a given conception or procedure'etc, at any stage of an interview. 
b. 'Proportion' represents the ratio of, that number of children to the 
total number of children. receiving item(s) or questioning relevant 
to such demonstration. 
c. Proportion represents the ratio of the number of instances of use 
of the indicated strategy to the total number of successful 
approaches, e. g. 0.17 of successful solutions were obtained by 
reference to a specific numerical example. 
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Table 5.7 
Operating with Letters (Perimeter Items) - 
Number of Children Interviewed Giving Identified Responses 
Item Total number of children given item 28 
a) Perimeter of Answer correct, including: 
Initial confusion powers 7a 




(! n +m+m+m+p 




Method correct, answer incorrect, 
including: 
Unconventional recording -2 
No symbolic recording 4 
Method correct, answer incorrect: Total 6 
'Primitive' method (Count up, measure) 2 
b) Perimeter of: Total number of children given item 13 
5 Answer correct 
S, 
5 Method correct (multiplication)p 
answer incorrect, including: 
(p sides) Inappropriate (column) recording 
No symbolic recording 4 
Method corrects answer incorrect 
Total 5 
'Primitive' met)-- ., count up) 
7 
a. Numbers total to more than 20 s.,, ce some children's answers 
included more than one aspect. 
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finding the perimeter of shapes, two children (out of 28) revealed a 
more informal and 'primitive' counting-on approach which necessitated 
the provision of numerical data and could not be related to perimeters 
given in algebraic terms: 
(Interviewer: I, Maureen: M, 14 years) 
(After M has been unable to suggest anything 
for the perimeter of the shape with four sides of 
length m, and one side of length p. ) 
You know how to find it for this shape7 (A new 
shape B provided with sides 5,5,4,3 and 2. ) Right7 
What did you do there? 
M: Counted all the numbers up. 
I: Right. What do you think you'd do here7 
H: Can't, it's got no numbers. 
I: If there were numbers you could do it? 
M: Yes. But not if it's got no numbers. I don't 
know what m means. And what p is. 
1: Suppose I tell you, that m just means some 
number and p means a number, but it's a game and 
you don't know what the numbers are. Could you 
tell me anything about how you'd find the 
perimeter, what you'd do to the m1s and p to get 
the perimeter7 
M: I suppose I'd have to measure them or something. 
I: And then what? 
M: Count them up. 
Item (b) in Table 5.7 is more interesting in this regard, in that 
seven out of 13 children now used a 'more primitive' adding-sides 
method which was inappropriate to the correct algebraic expression of 
the perimeter, which now required that the child recognise that 
perimeter can be expressed in this kind of item by the prod of side 
length and number of sides. The same Table shows that four out of 28 
(item (a)) and four out of 12 (item (b)) children gave a correct 
verbal description of the required method in each case, but were 
unable or unwilling to produce a written symbolic representation of 
that method as an answer. This apparent reluctance to produce an 
algebraic expression under such circumstances was noted also in 
response to other items. For example, Table 5.8 shows that nine out 
1J/ 
Table 5.8 
Operating with Letters (Additional Items)- 
Number of Children Interviewed Civing Identified Responses 
Item Total number of children given item 
a 28 
Answer correct 10 1. West Ham 
scores x goals, 
H. U. scores y. Method correct# answer incorrect, 
including: 
Total goals 
scored? Inappropriite (column) recording 3 
Conjoined answer 8 
Algebraic closure (e. g. x+y. -rz) 1 
No symbolised recording 9 
(also no rec6rding with numbers) (8) 
Method correct, answer incorrect: Total 18 
2. a) Area of: Total number of children given item 
34 
LJ 
Answer correct, with 
generalisation from numerical 
example 8 
Answer correct: Total 31 
Method correct, answer incorrect, 
including; 
No symbolised recording 3 
Method correct, answer incorrect: Total 3 
Total number of children given item 28 
b) Area of: Answer correct by means of 
alternative method (brackets 
not required) 1 
P 
CLI 
Answer correct: Total 2 
Method correct, answer incorrect 
including: 
*Brackets omitted, otherwise correct 10 
Conjoined answer 7 
, No symbolised recording 
6 
Method torrect, answer incorrect: Total 26 
Note: Other unconventional recording 3 
a Evidence of search for a 'final answer' (i. e. x+y not perceived as 
a final answer) was observed in 19 cases. 
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of 28 children in the West Ham item, and three out of 34 and six out 
of 28 in the respective area items, did not produce an algebraic 
expression at all. In the case of the West Ham item, eight of the 
nine children who did not produce an algebraic expression also did not 
symbolise their method in a subsequently given arithmetic example 
(West Ham scores 3 goals and Manchester United scores 2 goals, how 
many scored altogether? ). These children merely wrote down the 
replacement value, 5, remarking that there 'is nothing to put, you 
just add. One child who was considering larger numerical values 
(24 
and 25) resorted to the column method of recording additions. 
A 
further five children who also wrote down only the replacement value 
in the arithmetic case, did produce an algebraic answer in the x+y 
example, but the answer produced was the (incorrect) 'replacement 
value' xy. 
Notation and convention. Difficulties relating to the way in 
which algebraic expressions are symbolised are summarised in Table 
5.9. Two of these difficulties, namely non-use of brackets and the 
replacement of an open algebraic sum (e. g. a+ m) by the conjoined 
term (am), have already been indicated in Table 5.8. Table 5.10 gives 
the proportion of children producing a conjoined answer in each of 
three items to which such a response was possible. 
In some cases the conjoined term is seen as necessarily 
equivalent to the unclosed sum: 
(Interviewer: 1; Mark: H, 13 years) 
M: (Explaining his answer of k6 to the item 
'multiply k+2 by 3'. ) Well, I thought ..... k+2 
was the same as k2. 
I: Oh, I see, so k2 is the same as k+2? 
M: Yes. 
(Michael: MM, 14 years) 
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Table 5.9 
Difficulties Identified in Interviews - Notation and Convention 
Number of 
Points Derived from Interview Children a Proportionb 
1. Addition/'putting together' with letters, 17 0.49 
e. g. a+ in recorded as am, x"+ y as xy, 
k+2 as U. 
2. Meaning of 4m, xy: 
a) ambiguity re 4m as '4 m's', not 11 0.52 
necessarily recognising this as 
equivalent to 4xm 
b) confusion '2 lots of x -->2x' and 5 0.31 
'2 lots of 7 --> 27' written as -2 7 
to distinguish 
C) xy: if x- 3j y 2, xy --;, 32.5 0.29 
3. Equivalence of m+mm+m and 4m not recognised 10 0.32 
(this equivalence often not clear even 
in case of numbers). 
4. Confusion with powers (m +m+m+m --ý m4). 8 0.26 
5. 
. 
Brackets - need for use not appreciated 15 0.88 
a) first-written operation is performed 9 0.53 
first 
b) when child 'knows' which operation to 
do first, sees no need to record fact. 
9 0.53 
'Number of children' refers to the number of individuals 
demonstrating a given conception etc. 'at any stage of an 
interview. 
b. 'Proportion' represents the ratio of that number of children to 
the total number of children receiving item(s) or questioning 
relevant to such demonstration. 
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Table 5.10 ý 
Notation and Convention (Conjoining) - 
Number of Children Interviewed Giving Identified Responses 
Item Total number of children given item 28 
a) Area 
(a + m)x p 
Conjoined answer am 7 
b) West Ham Total number of children given item 28 
x+Y 
Conjoined answer XY 8 
c) multiply 
k+2b 3 Total number of children given item 
14 
y 
Conjoined answer k2 5 
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MM: (In response to the 'area of rectangle p by a+m' 
item. ) Well, I suppose I could put it down like am 
times p (writes am x p). 
I: Ohl right, now what's that am bit? 
MM: That is really the joining together ..., of the 
two lengths. 
I: Ohl I see, but how would you get that joining 
together, what would you do? 
1*1: First I'd have to measure what the length of a 
and m is, and then I'd add them together. 
Whilst in other cases the conjoined term seems to be more the outcome 
of a need to replace an unclosed sum by a single element answer, as 
was also apparently the motivation (together with an attempt to make 
some sense out of an otherwise apparently nonsensical situation) 
underlying MM's decision to use 'algebraic closure' on the West Ham 
and Manche6ter United item: 
(Interviewer: I; Michael: MM, 14 years) 
MM: I can't see any way really, I mean, x and y, 
it's really hopeless. Unless, of course, you 
put above it x-3 or y-2. I've seen that 
sometimes. And then they put down the question, 
and you put down the answer. 
I: If you did know what the x and y were, what 
would you have to do to get the answer? 
MM: I'd have to add the y goals onto the x goals, 
and that would be, say, z goals. 
I: So you'd say .... y 
MM: Plus x. Yes, so thereforeq if they left it like 
that, I suppose I'd better put down the 1z' 
really (writes just 1z'). 
Other children appeared to have achieved some measure of 
recognition of the conjoined term as a product rather than a sum, but 
appeared to now transfer this interpretation also to the case of 
numerical terms where these appeared in the same context: 
(Interviewer: I; TanikA: T, 15 years) 
T: (Regarding the perimeter of the shape with sides 
labelled 3,7,7, x and x. ) I'd do, two sevens, 
two x, and a one three ... (writes 27+2x+13). I: Now, look what you've written down there. Two 
seven. Now what do you mean by that? 
T: Ohl It should be smallerl 'Cos otherwise you'll 
think .... (writes 27, i. e. writes the 7 as a 
subscript). 
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I: Right, what do you mean by that? 
T: Two sevens, multipy it, 'cos even if you add it, 
it's still going to be 14, isn't it? 
I: OK, so you mean..... 
T: Two multiplied by seven, two multiplied by x 
006e 
I: OK, so you don't mean twenty-seven? 
T: Nol Two lots of seven. Oh ... (writes 13 instead 
of 13). 
Table 5.11 presents two further items to which a type of 
conjoined answer was observed (e. g. 3x + 8y + 2x --> 13xy), but as 
this appeared in these instances to reflect the operation of a rule' 
which stated 'add all the numbers and then put down the letters' 
rather than an explicitly additive conjoiningo the data have been 
presented separately. The same kind of 'rule' appears again in 
response to the item 'multiply k+2 by 3% where six out of 14 children 
describe their working in these terms (see Table 5.12), and this item 
also indicates a proportion of children (five out of 14) whose 
otherwise correct answer is rendered incorrect because of their 
apparent non-recognition of the need to use brackets, a point also 
illustrated in Table 5.8 (item (b)) where 10 out of 28 children may be 
likewise categorised. Indeed, in both items only one child (out of 14 
and 28 respectively) made use of brackets in recording their answerso 
although the need to perform the addition before the multiplication in 
each case was often clearly stated: 
(Interviewer: I; Neil: N, 15 years) 
N: (Re item requiring area of rectangle measuring a+m 
by p. ) p times ... a plus m (writes px a+m). 
1: Right, so you've written down px a+m. And what 
would you actually do, what would you need to do 
first? 
N: I'm not with you. 
I: Right, why did you say p, times a plus m? 
N: Because you're timesing that side (p) by that 
side (a and m), and that side (a and m) you 
can't do, so you've got to add that (a) onto 
that (m), to times the two sides together. 





Convention/Meaning Attached to Letters - 
Number of Children Interviewed Giving Identified 
Responses 
Item Total number of children given item 24 
a) Add 3 to 5y 
Answer correct 8 
Answer incorrect - 8y 
(add numbers and put down letter) 15 
Value of y required 1 
Total number of children given item 28 
3x+8y+2x Answer corrects explanation given 7 
Answer correct: Total: 18 
Answer incorrect - 13xy 7 





Notation and Convention (Brackets) - 
Number of Children Interviewed Giving Identified Responses 
a) Multiply 
k+2 by 3 




Method correct, answer incorrect, 
including: 
Brackets omitted, otherwise correct. 5. 
Use of rule 'place 3 in front' 1 
Method correct, answer incorrect: Total 7 
I 
Method incorrect (multiply numbers, 
_put 
doom letter) 
Note: Conjoined answer included S 
somewhere in working 
6 
Area Total number of children given item 28 
a+mbyp 
1 
Answer correct (brackets avoided) 1 
Answer correct (using brackets) 
Method correct, answer incorrect, 
including: 
Brackets omitted, otherwise correct 10 
Conjoined answer am 7 
Unconventional recording 3 
No symbolic recording 6 
Method correct, answer incorrect: Total: 26 
d 
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N: ... I'd add those two up (a and m), and then I'd 
times it by p. 
I: And is that what you've written? 
N: Yes 
1: Suppose I said I thought that (p x a+m) meant p 
times a. And then plus m. 
N: Oh no, it can't be that. If you did p times a, 
you'd only get a bit of it (area). You've got to 
do the a plus m to got the whole length, and 
then times p. You've got to add a and m first. 
An indication of the consistency with which given individuals 
apply the same concept or procedure to items of similar type, and of 
the degree of association of different areas of difficulty, is 
presented by a set of profiles for selected individuals with respect 
to the notions of conjoining in algebraic addition and other 
notational confusions, and with respect to use of the 'rule' for 
simplifying algebraic expressions which requires operating with all 
the numerical elements first, followed by a writing in of all 
algebraic elements involved in the item (see Table 5.13). 
Conclusions from Interviews: Elaboration of Initial HXpotheses 
As a consequence of the above findings, the following hypotheses 
were suggested as requiring further elaboration and testing in the 
next phase of interviewing: 
1. Error may arise as the result of children's ways of viewing 
letters in algebra, and that of particular importance in 
this regard are the following: 
a) that there is a confusion between 
letter as representing number and 
letter as representing object, the 
latter occurring more frequently in 
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b) that letter-as-number is frequently 
construed as letter-as-IL2cifýLc-number, 
so that the possibility of a letter 
assuming a range of values is not 
entertained, coupled with a view that 
'same letter means same number', and 
'different letter means different number'. 
2) Error may arise as the result of alternative conceptions of 
the appropriate method and the need and/or ability to 
formalize and symbolise this method, and that this may be 
compounded of several aspects: 
a) the use of correct but more informal 
'primitive' methods which do not 
readily lend themselves to algebraic 
representation, 
b) non-recognition of the formalized 
operational model in the arithmetic 
case, 
C) an unwillingness to present an 
algebraic expression of method as an 
tanswert, m 
3. Error may arise as the result of confusions over algebraic 
notation and convention, particularly with regard to: 
a) conjoining in algebraic addition, and/or 
b) the need to use brackets to specify 
order of operations. 
These hypotheses were then taken as the basis upon which items for use 
in the second phase of interviewing were developed. 
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CHAPTER 6: THE ASCERTAINING EXPERIMENT - PHASE TWO 
The aim of this second phase of interviewing, which took place 
approximately six months after the first phase, was to examine more 
closely the hypotheses derived from phase one. 
Description of the Interview Sample 
Seventeen of the children previously interviewed from two of the 
four schools used in phase one were interviewed again in this second 
phase. In addition, seven children from the f if th school selected 
for participation in the study, but which had been unable to take part 
in the earlier phase of the investigation were also interviewed. The 
interview sample for phase two was thus distributed among three 
schools as shown in Table 6.1. 
The Phase Two Interviews 
Design of Interview Items 
Since the areas of difficulty relating to 'operating with 
letters' and 'convention and notation' required further 
investigation, sets of items designed to study these aspects were 
prepared (see Figures 6.2 and 6.3 which appear later). In additiong 
one pair of items was used in order to check on the letter-as- 
number/letter-as-object interpretation within the context of 
'abstract' examples, as well as to affirm the 'simplification rule' of 
operating on numbers and letters separately which had been observed in 
the earlier interviews (see Figure 6-1). 
One of these items, item (a), was identical to that used in the 
phase one interviews. In order to check for consistency of 
error and approach with regard to the areas under study, three other 
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Table 6.1 
Phase Two Interview Sample 
School School Type 
(Location) 
'6 
Number of Children Interviewed 
3rd yr 4th yr 5th yr Total 
(Age 14) (Age 15), (Age 16) 
B Co-ed. Comprehensive 424 10 
(S. W. London 
D Co-ed. Comprehensive 
(Middlesex) 2237 
E Boys Comprehensive 3317 
(S. W. London 
Total 978 24 
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a) Add 3 onto Sy 
c 
b) Which expression tells you what you get if*. 
you add 2 to 5a? 









Figure 6.1 Interview items - meaning 
attached to letters 
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items identical or essentially similar to items used in phase one were 
likewise employed in phase two. 
Items for investigating the questions of conjoining in algebraic 
addition and the recognition of the need to use brackets in recording 
algebraic operations are given in Figure 6.2. Of these, 
items (a) and 
(c) were comparable with items used in phase one. Items 
(b) and (d) 
were included in order to check on the possibility that children were 
merely 'forgetting' to write the brackets in, and to obtain 
information on the kinds of expression that children saw as 
equivalent. It was hoped also to determine, for example, whether 
children who did not t. hemselves produce a conjoined answer 
for 
algebraic addition would nevertheless select the conjoined answer as a 
valid possibility when presented with this as an alternative. 
The issues relating to the notion of operating with letters were 
investigated by use of a set of items of the kind shown in Figure 6.3. 
The purpose of presenting items of this kind was to investigate to 
what extent the difficulty in handling the generalised form of a 
problem might disappear once it could be ascertained that a child was 
(a) using an appropriate method, (b) specifically attending to the 
operation to be used rather than the answer, and (c) aware that the 
'answers' could be left in the unclosed form. In order to encourage 
attention to these three points, the values used in the numerical 
items were made relatively large, so that children would be less 
tempted to use more primitive 'counting-on' methods, and so that they 
would be less likely to leap immediately to a final numerical answer. 
It was decided to restrict the study in this regard to only one 
operation, since the CSMS Number Operations research had indicated 
that it was not a trivial matter for children to model word problems 
by an appropriate arithmetic operation (Brown, 1981a, b, c; Brown & 
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a) Multiply k+3 by 4 
b) Which expression tells you what you get if you 
multiply e+2 by 3? 
















d) Which expression tells you the area of this 
rectangle? 
Write down every answer you think is 
correct: 
5 













a) What could you write for the perimeter of this 
shape: 
b) 
All the sides are 
of length 7. 
There are 19 sides 
al together. 
c 
Part of this shape is hidden. 
All the sides are of 
length 5 
There are n sides 
altogether. 
.1 
c) A space-ship travels in 'stages' which are all 
the same distance long. 
41 
If each 'stage' is 4 light-years long, what could 






If each stage is 11 light-years long, what could 
you write for how far the spac'e-ship goes in 
y #stages'7 
Figure 6.3 Interview items - operating with 
letters 
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Ku'chemann, 1976), and because the SESM phase one interviews had 
provided further evidence of this. In line with the kind of CSMS 
items being studied in this regard, and in view of the additional 
problems of recording introduced in subtraction or division problems 
(for example, the order in which the numbers are written), it was 
therefore decided to confine attention to multiplication problems. 
This inevitably introduces questions concerning the child's being able 
to handle the algebraic items merely by 'copying' the arithmetic form. 
However, it was felt that the interviews would clearly indicate if 
this was the case; also, since children had often not attempted to 
copy the arithmetic form in the phase one interviews, even when their 
attention had been directed towards a numerical instance, it was felt 
that this event, if it did occur, would still be of interest. 
Interviews and Analysis 
As in phase one, each interview lasted approximately 30 minutes 
and was recorded and subsequently transcribed verbatim by the 
experimenter. Children were again asked to record all working, and 
particularly the final answer. The interview transcripts were 
summarised as in phase one, and item analyses prepared according to 
the areas of interest delineated earlier. 
Findings 
Comparison across interviews. A comparison of the responses 
given by those children who were interviewed in both phase one and 
phase two to the common items presented in those interviews (Table 
6.2) showed virtually no change in type of response. This gives a 
crude indication of the stability of the conceptions upon which the 
error patterns are based, and also suggests that the earlier 
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Table 6.2 N 
Comparison of Responses in Phase One and Phase Two Interviews 
Comparison Item N=ber of 1110 Change 
Lower Alternativa 
Comparisons Changes to Order Method 
Correct Anewera 
Phase One Phase Two 
Area Area 
a+m by p M+4 by 3 11 9 1 
Multiply Multiply 
k+2 by 3 k+3 by 4 8 7 
West Ham scores x goals, 
M. U. scores y. Total 7 
scored? 
Add 3 to-5Y 8 
A 'lower order answer' is one which is 'less correct' than the answer 
previously given (e. g. writing 'x &y' after previously writing 'x-+-Y')o 
or which is incorrect after a previous correct answer. 
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interviewing experience did not present a significant learning 
situation. 
Meaning attached to letters. Table 6.3'describes the proportion 
of children giving the indicated interpretations of the letter 1y' in 
the item 'add 3 to 5y', and also analyses these responses in relation 
to-the answer given to this item. 
As indicated, there appears to be some confusion over the meaning 
of letters in items of this kind. As before, these misconceptions 
are often quite explicit: 
(I: Interviewer; P: Peter, 15 years) 
And what does the 'y' mean, in a question like 
that (add 3 to 5y)? Does it mean anything, 
does it stand for anything, or is it just a 
letter, or what? 
P: It's a letter, but it stands for something. 
It means 8 lots of y. 
I: And what is the y? 
P: Could be anything. 
I: Like what? 
P: Could be ..... a yacht. Could be 8 yachts. 
I: OK, anything else? 
P: Could be yoghurt. or a yam. 
I: Would it have to begin with y, like yoghurt, or 
could it be something else? 
P: Think it would have to begin with y, cos 
you've got a letter y there. So you need ay 
for the start of the word. 
And from another pupil, D, aged 16 years: 
And does the 'a' mean anything there (add 2 to 
5a)? 
D: No, it doesn't mean anything. It's Just 
there. 
It would also seem that the level of letter interpretation may 
bear little relation to success in answering this type of item, in 
that children interpreting letters as objects may get the item right 
as well as wrong, while children who recognise letters are 
representing number may still produce the erroneous answer (see Table 
6.3). It appears, therefore, that the meaning of letters may not be 
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Table 6.3_ 
Meaning Attached to Letters - Letter Interpretation 
Item: Add 3 to 5y (N - 21) 




Obj ect Just Number Other No Not 
Letter Interpretation Meaning Asked 
22 
343114 
Value needed 11 
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Table 6.4 
Meaning Attached to Lettero - Comparicon of Iteme 














8Y 1 5 7 2 1 
Value needed 1 
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something which children take into account in answering such items; 
and in fact during the interviews each of 16 children who gave the 
erroneous answer '8y' did so by applying the 'rule' of adding the 
numbers and writing down the letter, regardless of the meaning which 
they then went on to ascribe to the letter itself. 
The high degree of consistency between answers given to the two 
items in Figure 6.1 is shown by Table 6.4. It is interesting to note 
that the one pupil who answered item (b) correctly after giving an 
incorrect response to item (a) spontaneously noted his earlier error 
and subsequently corrected it. Also, two of the three pupils who 
selected only 7a as a correct response to item (b) explained their 
choice by indicating that 'the rest are sums9 not answers'. This 
distinction between what constitutes a question or statement of 
method, and what constitutes an answer, appears to underlie much of 
children's difficulty in algebra, as will be discussed in more detail 
later. 
Notation and convention. Conjoining in algebraic addition was a 
possibility in five of the items. Table 6.5 indicates the proportion 
of children producing this kind of response in each item. 
Table 6.6 shows the degree of consistency between responses of 
this type to each pair of items described in Figure 6.2, and also 
indicates that a significant proportion of children who do not 
necessarily spontaneously produce a conjoined answer may nevertheless 
select one when presented with the option (five of the 20 children 
given both items (c) and (d) in Figure 6.2 selected the option 
involving 'e2l in the latter item although they had not produced a 
conjoined answer in the former case). As in the first set of 
interviews, some children were very definite in their view of the 
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Table 6.5 
Votation and Convention (Conjoining) - 
Number of Children Interviewed Giving Identified Responses 
Item Response Number of Total 
Children Interviewe 
a) Multiply k+3 by 4 k+ý-*k3 or 3k 13 
b) Expressions for 
e+2 times 3 e+2-+e2 6 10 
C) Area 3 by M+4 M+4-+m4 or 4m 5a 20 
d) Expressions for e+2-+e2 9 16 
e+2 times 3 





Conjoining/Use of Brackets - Comparison of Items 
(b) Expressions for e+2 multiplied by 3 
Item No Expressions Brackets Not Conjoined 
(Number of incorrect with and. excluded asked answer 
children given expressions without 
included 
items - 13) brackets 
Correct 
answer 
(a) Multiply Brackets 2 1 
k+3 by 4 omitted 
Conjoined 4 3 1 6 
answer 
(d) Expressions for Area of rectangle 5 by e+2 
Item No Expressions Brackets Other Not Conjoined 
(Number of incorrect with and excluded wrong asked answer 
children given expressions without 
included 
items = 20) brackets 
Correct 2 
answer 
Brackets 2 3 2 3 5 
(c) Area of omitted 
Rectangle 
m+4 by 3 





meaning of the conjoined term: 
(1: Interviewer; C: Christopher, 15 years) 
C: (In reply to item (d), Figure 6-2) 1m 2 and 
5(e+2) - that's all. 
I: Why do you say 5xe2? 
C: ,5 times e2- So that means the e plus 2, 
the e and 2 put together, times 5. That's 
what the answer should be, 5 times e2- 
1: What does e2 mean? 
C: The answer to e add 2 ..... 5 times e2 ..... 
The e2 means you have to add the e and 2 
before. So it's ..... I think I'll stick to 
that one (5xe2) actually, because you've 
got to add the e and 2 first. 
I: And e2 tells you do do that? 
C: Yes, to get the answer. 
Other children showed evidence of viewing the conjoined term not 
only as the result of having performed an addition between two numbers 
as in the above example, but also as reflecting an 'implicit' addition 
in the place-value sense: 
(I: Interviewer; W: Wayne, 15 years) 
W: (Explaining the meaning of lyl in 'add 3 to 
5y'. ) y could be a number, it could be a4 
making that (5y) 54. or it could be g5 to 
the power 4. making it 20 (writes 54,5 ). 
I: How could you know which one it was, out of 
those two? 
W: (Pause) I don't knowl 
I: Do you think it could be either, or do you 
think it's one of those only you're not sure 
which? 
W: No, it could be either, you can't really 
say. 
I: So it's either ..... 5 with a little 4, or 
it's ..... read the other one out. 
W: What ..... five four ..... no, fifty fourl 
I: Fifty-four? 
W: Yes. 
I: Could y be anything else, besides 4? 
W: Yes, 7,8 anythingl 
I: So y could be any number? (WA nods). 
Suppose I made it 23. What would you write 
down then? 
W: Oh! (laughs). Welll (laughs) five hundred 
and twenty three! But I dunno - it doesn't 
sound very promisingl I dunno. Wait, it 
could be 28,5 plus 23 yes ..... (pause). There again it could 23 
be 5 to the 
power of 23. (Writes 5+ 23,5 ). 
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The confusion between products and powers has already been noted in 
Chapter 5 and continued to be observed in these later interviews. 
Table 6.6 also reveals a high consistency between each pair of 
items (a), (b) and (c), (d) (Figure 6.2) in terms of use and 
recognition of need for use of brackets in algebraic expressions 
A 
involving two operations. As indicated in the tables, very few 
children used or selected bracke t-expre ss ions correctlyg with two out 
of 20 and three out of 16 providing correct answers to the 'area' 
items (c) and (d) respectively, and one out of 13 and none out of 10 
doing so for the 'multiplication' items (a) and (b). A number of 
children considered expressions with or without brackets to be 
equivalent, maintaining that 'you can put the brackets in if you wanto 
it's Just the same' and a similar number excluded the bracket 
expressions altogether, either because they considered their presence 
unnecessary, or more rarely, because they did not know what the 
brackets meant: 
(I: Interviewer; M: Marie, 16 years) 
(Having selected the expressions 5xe+2, 
e+2x5,5x(e+2) and 5(e+2) in response to 
item (d), Figure 6.2. ) ..... only I'm not 
sure about those two (expressions with 
brackets). I don't think they're right 
(crosses them out). 
I: Why don't you think they're right? 
M: It's the brackets. I don't know why it's 
there. It might be alright. Only I don't 
think so. 
I: But you think 5xe+2 and e+2x5 are right? 
M: Yes. It (5xe+2) says multiply this side 
(5) by this side (e+2). And so does this 
one (e+2x5). 
In each case in which the expressions Sxe+2 and e+2x5 were 
selected as correct, Justification was given as in the above example, 
by reference to the context (area of a rectangle) of the particular 





where a particular context is not defined, such expressions tend to be 
evaluated from left to right, so that the two expressions may then be 
regarded as non-equivalent. Also of interest was the number of 
children who did not recognise the equivalence of the two bracket 
expressions (two out of the five children selecting bracket statements 
in item (b), and seven out of the 12 children selecting bracket 
statements in item (d)). However, all the children given this item 
interpreted the item appropriately and were able to explain correctly 
the method required to find the area. In this instance, therefore, 
while children were able to describe a correct and appropriate method 
(and it seems that finding the area of a rectangle is one formal 
method which these children did tend to know), they were unable to 
correctly record the answer, partly because of various notational 
confusions. However, there was evidence that these confusions were 
not solely related to the question of algebraic representation per se, 
but also may reflect an insecure understanding of representations in 
arithmetic. This point will be discussed more fully in the next 
chapter. 
__perating 
with letters. All the pupils interviewed in phase two 
were presented with a series of numerical items of the kind shown in 
Figure 6.3 (items (a) and (b)). In each case, the pupils were asked 
what they could write for the required perimeter etc., and told that 
they could 'leave the answer in its un-worked-out form'. Most of the 
pupils interviewed adopted the multiplicative operation for these 
items sooner or later, even if they began by suggesting a repeated 
addition approach (although three pupils in the 'space-ship' item 
(item (c) in Figure 6-3) recorded a division problem, showing 
themselves during interview to have been mis-cued by the phrase: 
'What could you write for how far the space-ship Loes in 97 stages', 
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apparently confusing this with 'goes into', which they normally 
associated with division). One pupil, howeverg consistently used 
repeated addition even though the language he used appeared to reflect 
a mutliplicative approach: 
(I: Interviewer; A: Adam, 13 years) 
A: (Long pause) 46 (for the perimeter of the 
shape with 23 sides all of length 2)- 
I: How did you get that? 
A: Twenty-three 2's. 
I: Right, could you write that down? Show me 
how you did it? 
A: (Starts to write a vertical column of 21s). 
I: Oh, I see, and is that how you did it just 
now, when you did it in your head? 
A: I did the times table. 
I: How? 
A: I went 2,4,6,8,10 ...... 
I: Oh, I see you counted on like that. How did 
you know when to stop? 
A: When I got to 23. 
I: I see. But you write it down like that 
(the column of 21s)? 
A: Yes. 
1: Is there a quicker way of doing it, without 
writing down all those 2's? 
A: (Pause). Yes. You can do two 23s 
(writes down two 23's in a column). 
I:. Suppose I had nineteen sides and they were 
all 7 units long? 
A: (Pause) You'd do seven 19's (writes 19 
seven times in a column) 
I: Is there a quicker way of writing down seven 
19's than that? 
A: No, only doing all the sevens, but that's 
longer. 
Faced with the problem of the perimeter of the shape with n sides all 
of length 5, this pupil (A, above) used an alphabetic substitution 
(n-14), and added the 14 five times, as did another pupil M see 
below) who reverted at this stage from multiplication to the more 
primitive adding-sides approach. However, it was clear that this 
adopting of an alphabetic substitution procedure was more the outcome 
of the use of an inappropriate method and of the desire to make sense 
of an otherwise meaningless situation, rather than the expression of a 
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deeply-hold belief that the values represented by letters did in fact 
relate to their ordinal position in the alphabetic sequence: 
(1: Interviewer; M, Michelle, 14 years) 
Can you write down anything for the 
perimeter? 
No, because n probably stands for a number 
and if that's n, I can't get how many sides 
that is. And I've got to add up all the 
sides, all the 21s, so I need to know how 
many. Unless n stands for ..... like say 
n's in the alphabet, somewhere along the 
alphabet, so going along the numbers ..... 
if n stands for one of those, then you can 
say what n is. 
How do you mean? 
M: Well, say n's 14. 
I: How did you get that? 
M: Same as I said before, to get n for a 
number, I got 14. It's 14 along. 
I: Ohl did you count along the alphabet? 
M: Yes, so that's 14, so I took that for n, so 
it should be ..... 28, to make up the 
quantity, the perimeter. 
1: 28? 
M: Yes, you add up all the 21s. 
I: Could n be another number, or does it have 
to be 147 
M: Well it could any n number, but if you write 
the question out like that, without 
, 
any 
indication of the number, then there's 
nothing ..... The only thing you can do is 
go along the alphabet and take whatever 
number n comes under to tell you how many 
two's you need. 
The majority of the pupils, however, were successful in recording 
their answers to the numerical items as multiplication. When 
presented with the algebraic items (those pupils who had previously 
received 'perimeter' type questions received ths 'space-ship' 
algebraic item first and vice versa) a large proportion of these 
pupils were now able to produce a correct algebraic statement (see 
Table 6.7), and to explain their answers, for example: 
(I: Interviewer; It: Mark, 14 years) 
M: (In reply to the 'space ship' item (d) in 
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a. See Pigure 6.3 for examples of items used. 
2 
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Each stage is 11 light-years long and you've 
got y number of stages, so you times 11 by y. 
(I: Interviewer; T: Tristan, 16 years) 
T: What'd it be, for y stages, well, it'd be 11 
times y (writes 11 x y). 
I: And why did you write 11 times y? 
T: Well, 11 light-years, times so many stages, 
would give the total distance. 
and for the perimeter of n sides each of length 5: 
(J: Janet, 16 years) 
J: Well, n times 5. There are n sides, each 
of them are 5, so to find the answer you 
times n by 5. 
Where the method required was clear to the pupil and could be 
explicitly stated, the'presence of the letter rather than a numeral 
appeared to cause relatively little difficulty. It is suggested that 
the use of the numerical 'training' examples, by focussing the child's 
attention on the operation to be used rather than the answer, and by 
'allowing' the children to leave their answers in unclosed form, 
thereby legitimising the notion of undetermined answers, served to 
reduce much of the difficulty which children otherwise have with 
generalised problems of this kind. Certainly the proportion of 
children successfully answering the generalised 'perimeter' problem 
was far higher under these circumstances than it had been in the first 
interview phase (see Table 6.8). 
That children appear to require (or consider that the question or 
the teacher requires) a particular numerical answer was still apparent 
even under these conditions, however, suggesting that even though the 
correct algebraic expression is supplied, children may not view it as 
a Oproperl answer: 
(I: Interviewer; A: Andrew, 15 years) 
A: If it travels in one stage 11 light-years 
then in y stages you don't know how much y 
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Table 6.8. 
Proportion of Children Interviewed Giving 






(Number of children given item - 55) 
Answer correct 0.11 




Answer correct (horizontal or 0.15 
vertical recording) 
Phase Two Interview (Number of children given item 24) 
Perimeter of: 
Answer correct (horizontal or 0.84 
vertical recording) I 
(n sides) 
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stands for, so if I did, you'd multiply, so 
I'd do 11 multiplied by y, but I can't get 
the answer if I don't know what y is (writes 
11 xy- lly). 
(C: Christopher, 15 years) 
C: How long is y stages? You really have to 
know what y is. As well as the length. 
You'll have to make it up. 
I: So what would you do? 
C: Well, then say it was 15 stages) then 
you'd do 15 times 11 (writes 15 x 11). 
I: OK, so that would be it if y was 15, now can 
write something if I don't know it's 157 
C: Only y (writes yx 11). 
and from 16 year old Marie in reply to the item concerning the 
perimeter of a shape with n sides each of length 5: 
(M: Marie, 16 years) 
M: n times 5. It's the number of sides times 
how long each side isl only you don't know 
how many sides, so all you can do is n times 
5. 
I: So the answer is n times 5? 
M: Well, you can't give a proper answer, 
because you don't know what n is. if I 
knew n, I could work it out, but as it is 
all you can put is 5n. 
That some at least of the observed difficulty in algebra may 
relate to a difference of opinion between teacher and child as to 
what constitutes a legitimate answer in algebra, and indeed what 
constitutes algebraic activity, is perhaps most clearly shown by the 
following discussion on the 'space ship' item: 
(I: Interviewer; W: Wendy, 14 years) 
W: There's a letter there. 
I: What does the letter mean? 
W: It's telling you how many stages 
I: Right. Can you write anything for how far 
the spaceship goes? 
W: Times it by that number. 
I: OK, could you write something down, then, to 
say how far it goes? 
W: What, shall I write down what I would do? 
(writes 'if y was a number I would times it 
U 
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by 111. ) 
Now can you write that without using words, 
using maths instead? 
W: What, how'd you mean, like 11 times y? 
I: Yes, OK. 
W: (Writes '11 x y'). Is that it? 
I: Fine. 
W: What, is that all it was? Why didn't you 
say so, I thought you wanted the answer. 
I: Do you mean a particular number? 
W: Yesl 
I: Well, is there a particular number answer? 
W: Nol Not unless you know what y is. 
I: Well, then, how could you give me a 
particular number answerl 
W: Well you can't, but I didn't know you only 
had to put that. 
For many children it seems that mathematics is an empirical 
subject which requires the obtaining of specific numerical answers. 
Consequently, children may be reluctant to give an algebraic answer, 
assuming that something else must have been intended, or they will 
derive a correct algebraic statement but then use various substitution 
devices in order to obtain a numerical answer. In Wendy's case (W, 
above), she had previously been unable (or unwilling) to write 
anything at all in answer to generalised problems, as can be seen from 
her response to the 'West Ham' item presented earlier in the 
interview: 
W: (West Ham scores x goals and Manchester 
United scores y goals: What can you write 
for the number of goals scored altogether? ) 
Don't know. It's the x and y, I don't know 
how many goals they are. 
I: Right, if you did know how many goals they 
are, how would you find the number of goals 
scored altogether? 
W: By adding them up. 
I: So can you add those? 
W: No, because they're not numbers. 
I: Could you write down what you'd do? 
W: What, adding them up? Well, what am I 
adding upl 
I: Suppose West Ham scored 2, and Manchester 
United scored 5 ..... W: 7 goals. (writes 17 goals'). 
I: And can you write down what you do to get 7? 
W: (Laughs) Just add them upi You don't 
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write it down. 
OK, let's say West Ham scored 73 goals and 
Manchester United scored 96 ..... 
W: Well, you add them (writes 73 
96 + 
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I: Can you write anything down with the x and y, 
to show you're adding them? 
W: Nol (Laughs). 
Here it is suggested that Wendy's view of the requirement for a 
specific numerical answer, together with a tendency to disregard the 
arithmetic representation of the problem so that she does not have an 
explicit arithmetical model from which to generaliset is largely 
responsible for her lack of success in handling algebra at this level. 
Child methods. The lack of an explicit model in arithmetic 
appeared to characterise many interviewees' behaviour. While 
children may have successful ways of solving easy problems in 
mathematics, it seems that these methods are often not explicitly 
attended to, so that they are not made the object of reflective 
scrutiny nor are their limitations explored. one consequence of this 
is, of course, that they are not easy to symbolise in any concise 
mathematical form. This appears to be due to the twofold issue of 
having an appropriate method in the first place, and of being 
explicitly aware of that method as an entity in its own right. As a 
result of the investigation into children's methods in other areas of 
mathematics as well as algebra, it is suggested that these 'child- 
methods' may be described as being: 
intuitive, i. e. based upon instinctive knowledge : not 
systematically reflected upon and not checked 
for consistency within a general framework. 
2. primitive, i. e. tied closely to early experiences in 
mathematics. 
3. context-bound, i. e. elicited by the features of the 
particular problem. 
4. indicative of little or no formal symbolised method. 
5. based largely upon the operations of counting, adding and 
combining. 
6. worked almost entirely within the system of whole numbers 
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(and halves). 
These methods are also characterised by being strongly adhered to and 
reluctantly abandoned by the child, possibly because of previous 
successful usage. Indeed, it might be suggested that, because 
children have been successful in their use of such methods (with easy 
problems), they see no point in attempting to- master the more formal 
methods taught in the classroom. For example, the finding of 
perimeter by 'counting on' the sides, or the finding of rectangular 
area by counting the unit squares contained within the figure, are 
suggested examples of such informal methods. other examples include 
the solution of division problems by grouping or successive 
subtraction (see also chapter 7), and the solving of ratio problems by 
successive addition of parts (e. g. Hart, 1981a, c, 1983). In each 
case the method can be successfully applied in the case of 'easy' 
problems but may be inappropriate, or applied only with great 
difficulty, when the problem becomes more complex (see Booth and Hart, 
1983; Hart and Booth, 1981). It is suggested that much of the 
difficulty which children have in algebra, and in mathematics in 
general, may be related to children's general 'informal strategy' 
approach to mathematics, and the attempted use of these non-explicit 
and informal child-methods to situations in which they are 
inappropriate. 
This issue relating to the kind of method used and the 
formalization of method can be seen to be distinct from (though 
necessarily related to) the question of symbolisation. Even where 
the child does have an appropriate method which is formalized at least 
verbally, it is not necessarily a trivial matter for the child to 
symbolise this in acceptable or appropriate mathematical terms, as 
has been shown by the findings on conjoining in algebraic addition and 
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on the use of brackets, and is further illustrated by the following: 
(I: Interviewer; S: Stephen, 14 years) 
S: Add 3 onto 5y, is 8y (writes 18y'). 
1: Can you write the question down as well, but 
using maths? 
S: (Pause) (Writes 1+3 - 5y'. ) Add 3 onto 5y. 
The way in which children record operations in arithmetic may 
also have relevance for ease of transfer to the algebraic case. For 
example, some children appear to have a preference for recording 
arithmetic operations in vertical 'column' form (see, for instance, 
the interview with Wendy, described earlier). of the 24 pupils 
interviewed on the numerical perimeter/space-ship type items (Figure 
6-3), six did in f act use this form of recording. Whilst 
appropriate and convenient for computational activity, this form of 
recording is not usual in algebra, and may well 'encourage' children 
to seek a 'closed answer'. Table 6.7 also shows the response pattern 
across the numerical and algebraic items from Figure 6.3 for the six 
pupils who used a column or vertical form of recording in the 
arithmetic case, and also for the pupil who consistently used repeated 
addition. Two of these pupils also used the vertical column format 
for the algebraic items by making a numerical substitution and 
recording a numerical answer. These three pupils were, in fact, 
the only ones who did not produce a correct algebraic answer to these 
items. 
Conclusions from Interviews : The Basis for 
Development of the Teaching Module 
The data from the two interview phases suggest particular areas 
of difficulty in algebra: 
&ý 
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Children's interpretation of letters: 
a) Children may handle letters as 'objects, especially in 
more abstract examples. 
b) Children may interpret letters as specific unknown 
numbers in situations which require consideration of 
them as generalised number. 
2. Non-formalization/non-symbolisation of method: 
a) Children may use informal or more 'primitive' methods 
which are difficult to symbolise concisely. 
b) Children may not have an explicit model in the 
arithmetic case from which to generalise . (even where the 'method' is appropriate). 
C) Children may use a form of recording in arithmetic 
which is not appropriate to algebraic recording. 
d) Even where children use a formal method and symbolise it 
correctly and appropriately, they may not see that this 
is an appropriate thing to do. 
3. Understanding of convention and notation: 
a) Children may attempt to perform an algebraic sum giving 
a conjoined term as answer (a+b->ab). This may be a 
consequence of a viewpoint which does not recognise an 
expression such as a+b as a legitimate 'answerlo but 
rather as indicating an operation which still needs 
to be completed. 
b) Children may see no need for brackets and consequently 
not use them. This may be partly a result of a 
viewpoint by which expressions are interpreted within a 
given context which defines the required order of 
operations. 
The next phase of the research was the teaching experiment phasel 
in which the difficulties indicated above were used as a basis for 
developing a 'teaching module' designed to help children overcome 
these particular difficulties. This teaching programme was prepared 
for exploratory investigation in a set of small-scale teaching 
experiments, each involving four or five children. 
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CHAPTER 7: TEACHING EXPERIMENTS 
Having ascertained various areas of difficulty in algebra which 
appeared to contribute towards the errors children made in this topic, 
the next phase of the research involved an investigation of how these 
difficulties might be alleviated by instructional intervention. Since 
many of the problems identified appeared to relate to and interact 
with each other (and indeed this was supported by analyses of the 
association between different areas of difficulty, for example see 
Table 5.15), it was decided that in order to be effective, the 
instructional sequence should address all these areas of difficulty. 
The sequence was developed and tested through a series of small scale 
teaching experiments by which the researcher monitored as closely as 
possible the interaction of a small number of students with each step 
of the proposed instructional sequence. The aim of these small scale 
teaching experiments was twofold: 1) to gain further evidence 
concerning the degree of consolidation of the areas of difficulty 
revealed by the interviews, and 2) to monitor any changes in cognition 
which the instructional sequence brought about. The first could be 
achieved by observing the incidence of the areas of difficulty in a 
(partially) new group of students, and by noting the case or lack 
thereof with which various misconceptions or erroneous viewpoints were 
abandoned. The purpose in monitoring changes in cognition was to 
assess the effectiveness of the teaching sequence in helping children 
to restructure their thinking and so avoid making the errors. It was 
also intended that the instructional programme developed would be of 
practical use in suggesting ways of teaching elementary algebra in 
school which might help avoid the development of the misconceptions 
described in the previous chapters, or help correct them if already 
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formed. For this reason, it was deemed necessary that the teaching 
sequence should be suitable for use with whole classes (since this 
style of teaching appears to be most prevalent at secondary level), 
and that it should not, at least initially, be of too long duration. 
The sequence was therefore designed to cover a period of approximately 
six 35-minute lessons, and was designed in'a form which would be 
appropriate for whole-class use. A requirement of the teaching 
experiment paradigm adopted for the research is that the instructional 
programme developed in the individual or small group situation be 
verified with larger groups (see Chapter 3). The organisational 
arrangements existing in many schools require that 'large groups' of 
children be whole classes: certainly this was the case in the schools 
used in the present study. In addition, since the teaching 
programme was intended to be of ultimate use in the class situation, 
or at least form the basis for curriculum development within that 
context, it was desirable to monitor the programme's effectiveness in 
this domain. Consequently, having been developed in the small-group 
teaching experiments (the subject of this chapter), the teaching 
sequence was then tried out with larger groups (half-classes) as a 
prelude to evaluation with whole classes taught by regular teachers, 
as described in Chapter 8. 
This use of whole classes for the verification process is in one 
sense less appropriate, since the teaching programme in question had 
been designed specifically to address particular misconceptions which 
only some of the children in a given class would be likely to have. 
The more appropriate 'large group', from the verification point of 
view, would therefore have been a larger group of children all 
identified as making the errors under study. However, it was thought 
useful to ascertain that the programme devised would not, in fact, be 
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disadvantageous to children who were not making the errors, especially 
if an ultimate view of the programme was to be as one which could be 
used in a whole class 'setting. For this reason, and for the reasons 
of school requirements indicated above, it was considered appropriate 
to use whole classes for this phase of the research in the present 
case. The decision to use the regular class teacher as the instructor 
in this part of the study was also made on the grounds of providing a 
more realistic test of the programme's feasibility in the normal 
teaching situation. 
The present chapter also describes the results of a paper-and- 
pencil test administered separately at this time, and which aimed to 
gain more information on the prevalence of the notions concerning 
conjoining in algebraic addition and non-use of brackets which the 
interviews had revealed. Illustrations relevant to the latter notion 
which were derived from interviews with mathematically-able students 
as well as from discussions with children of average mathematical 
attainment are also presented. 
. The Teaching Sequence 
General Principles 
It was decided that each area of difficulty described in Chapters 
5 and 6 should be addressed in the following manner: 
Area of difficulty Teaching requirement 
Children's interpretation Introduction of idea of letters 
of letters as objects or representing generalised 
as specific unknown number number, i. e. a letter may 
stand for a range of valuest 
not just one specific value. 
2. Formalization and Concentration on attention 
symbolisation of to the formal structure of 
method problems and on the need to 
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represent the 'rule' for a 
problem solution correctly 
and unambiguously. 
Notation and convention: Consideration of the legitimacy 
Conjoining in algebraic and status of indeterminate 
addition answers, and the meanings 
which might be ascribed to 
them. Direct comparison of 
sums and products and re- 
iteration of the meaning 
of the conjoined term. 
4. Notation and convention: Consideration of the possible 
Non-use of brackets ambiguity of expressions 
written without brackets, as a 
prelude to introducing the need 
for the use of brackets. (This 
had to be modified as a 
result of the preliminary 
teaching trials, as will be 
discussed later. ) 
While there are probably many ways in which a teaching sequence 
could be designed in order to meet these requirements, one context 
seemed particularly suitable for this purpos'e, namely that of giving 
instructions to a machine to solve given problems. One might think 
of this as analogous to programming a computer. The teaching 
programme was therefore designed around an idealised 'mathematics 
machine' (Figure 7-1), for which all instructions could be written 
using simply the 'language' of mathematics. 
The use of such a model enables the teaching requirements 
indicated previously to be handled by focussing attention on the need 
to make explicit the procedure by which a problem is to be solved, and 
on the need for precision in representing that procedure. It also 
permits the introduction of letters as generalised number or variable 
by using letters for number locations (as does a computer). The 
teaching programme was also designed to address the problem of 
indeterminate answers by specifically considering the kind of answer 

























Figure 7.2 Answer blank for chil6en's use in recording work done 
in Iching programme. Each sheet had roon, for 15 questions. 
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instruction such as 'add 3 to any number' (or In+31) when no 
replacement value for n is given. All operations were (initially) 
required to be written in full (e. g. nx3), and only towards the end of 
the sequence was the notation '3n' introduced as an abbreviation for 
the product nx3 or 3xn. 
It was also felt that the use of a 'machine' context such as this 
would serve one other important function. One aspect which had seemed 
during the interviews to be reflected in each problem area was that 
relating to the child's perceived need for or purpose of using letters 
or writing general statements. Children often saw no point in using 
letters. It was considered that children would not take the use of 
letters seriously until a rationale for their use became apparent to 
them. It was anticipated that the introduction of the 'mathematics 
machine' context would go some way towards fulfilling this objective. 
Outline of Programme 
The teaching programme as originally proposed was divided into 
six components. (A sample of each worksheet used is given in Appendix 
3. The full teaching sequence, together with teacher's notes, 
appears in Appendix 5, but for purposes of simplification only the 
final version is given there. ) Throughout the programme the child's 
task was to write the instructions (using mathematical notation) which 
would enable the machine to solve each problem or class of problems. 
In each instance the answer or 'print-out' was also recorded. This 
was done in order to enable the child to appreciate that specific 
numerical answers are not always appropriate. Where numerical answers 
were appropriate the children performed the machine 'processing unit' 
function by computing answers using a calculator. Instructions and 
print-outs were recorded on printed 'answer-blanks' (see Figure 7-2). 
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The six components or 'steps' in the programme were as follows: 
Step 
1. Introduction 
Note: In this 
preliminary version, 
only whole numbers 
were used. The final 
version was amended 
to include decimals. 
Outline of Content 
Description of 'mathematics 
machine'; discussion of rules 
for programming the machine - 
at this stage brackets are 
introduced as being needed by 
the machine'in ordpr to 'know' 
which of two or more operations 
to perform first. 
Example: 'I want the machine to 
add 15 and 8. How will I write 
the instructions? ' For each 
example, all alternative forms 
of recording are discussed, and 
attention drawn to the fact 
that not all operations are 
commutative. A calculator is 
used as the 'processing unit' 
and instructions and answers 
are recorded on the answer- 
blanks provided (Figure 7-2). 
Number Operations 
Generalisation I 
Here the examples are simple 
word problems and the child's 
task is to write the 
instructions for solving each 
problem, giving all alternative 
forms where appropriate. As 
before, the 'print-out' answers 
are derived by calculator. 
Example: 'A fat man wants to 
lose 57 lbs weight. So far 
he's lost 29 lbs. How many 





The notion of the use of 
letters to represent a range of 
values is introduced as is the 
idea of the indeterminate 
answer: 
Example: 11 want the machine to 
add 5 to any number I give it. 
How w 111 1writethe 
instructions? ' Again all 
possible alternative forms are 
discussed. 
Example: I Complete the print-out': 
Instruction Print-Out 
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The idea of specific 
replacement values is 
introduced and the numerical 
'answer' for each given 
replacement value is 
calculated. This situation is 
contrasted with the case where 
no replacement value is given: 
'What kind of answer will the 
machine print out? ' 
Note: Unforeseen confusions Example: 'I want the machine to 
over the meaning of add any two numbers I give it. ' 
terms such as 'any number' Discussion of when the same letter 
and 'same or diff- is needed, and when different 
erent valt; -e-sl resulted letters are required. 
in an elaboration of Introduction of idea that: 
this section in the final same letters -- same value 
version different letters -- same value 
OR different values. 
Generalisation II Simple problems. 
Example: 'Find the area of any 
square'. Discussion of the 
difference between axa and 
axb, etc. 
Notation 
Note: Symbolic re- 
presentation of this 
kind needs considerable 
reinforcement as 
children do not readily 
attach meaning to such 
expressions. This 
section was consequent- 
ly extended in the final 
programme. 
Consolidation 
Discussion of the equivalence 
of expressions such as a+a+a 
and 3 x. a. 
Example: 'Find the perimeter of 
6-sided shape which has all sides 
the same length. ' 
Representation of 3xa by 3a 
and contrast with 3+a. 
Example: 'What do these 
expressions mean? Write your 
answer as many ways as you 
can. ' 
4m; 6+y; etc. 
Example: Discrimination 
exercises. 'Tick the correct 
statements-' 
a) Divide 8 by any x-8 
number I give 8-x 
b) add together any x+x+x 
three numbers I give a+b+c 
5+x+y 
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The Teaching Experiments 
Sample 
Three groups of children were selected comprising one group of 
six 13-year-olds and two groups of five 14-year-olds from two 
schools, one of which was new to the study (see Table 7.1). The 
children selected were chosen on the basis of their responses to the 
CSMS Algebra test according to the criteria used for the selection of 
interviewees and described in Chapter 5. 
Design 
Pretest. A subset of the CSMS Algebra test items comprising the 
'error' items chosen for study by SESM (reported in Table 4.6), 
together with selected other items suggested to be relevant to the 
areas of difficulty identified through the interviews, was used to 
give a measure of pre-treatment performance. (The pretest items are 
given in Appendix 6. ) 
The instructional phase The teaching material was presented by 
the researcher in sequence and each section and worksheet was 
discussed with the children. All comments and questions raised by the 
children were noted, selected sessions were tape recorded, and all 
worksheets were collected to obtain a written record of answers 
(i. e. the completed 'answer-blanks', see Figure 7.2). For each of 
the three groups, the teaching programme lasted the equivalent of six 
35-minute lessons and took place over a period of five to six 
consecutive days. 
The immediate posttest. A posttest, comprising items parallel to 
the set of CSMS items used to measure pre-treatment performance was 





Small Scale Teaching Experiment Sample 
School School Type Year Class Number of 
(Location) Group Description Children 
C Co-ed. Comprehensive 3rd Yr Middle ability 5 
(S. W. London) (Age 14) band (CSE) 
F Co-ed. Comprehensive 2nd Yr Mixed ability 6 
(East Sussex) (Age 13) class 
3rd Yr Middle ability 5 
(Age 14) band (CSE) 
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The delayed posttest. The pretest act of CSMS items was 
compiled into a separate test for use as delayed posttest , and this 
was administered four months after the immediate posttest - This 
four month interval included six weeks' summer vacation. Teachers 
were asked to provide details of any algebra teaching done by them in 
the intervening period. Teachers were not at this stage given any 
detailed information concerning the nature of the experimental 
teaching module nor of the errors under investigation; consequentýy 
any teaching of algebra done by them would have been presumably 
carried out according to their usual style. 
Results of the Teaching Experiments: General Observations 
All three groups of children seemed interested in the general 
approach taken by the teaching programme though doubtless this may 
have been prompted by the 'computer' connotations. In both schools, 
several children from other classes who were not involved in the study 
came to ask if they were going to do the same work. It would seem, 
therefore, that the programme was fairly motivating. 
Motivation was also quite likely to have been enhanced by the use 
of calculators during part of the sequence. In both schools, children 
below fourth-year level (age 15) were not at that time 'allowed' to 
use calculators in mathematics. It was interesting to note, however, 
that all the children involved in the teaching experiment did in fact 
carry calculators with them. 
The use of calculators had a second benefit. None of the 
children were accurate in their recording of number operations, 
especially those involving subtraction or division. They were also 
totally unaware of the mistakes that they were making. A discussion 
of the kind of answer that was expected from a consideration of the 
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problem, followed by the use of calculators to compute the value of 
the expressions which they had actually written, was extremely useful 
in bringing these errors to the children's attention, and in 
encouraging them to think more carefully about such expressions and 
the way in which they should be recorded. 
At the start of the programme, the general attitude towards 
algebra was fairly negative. All the children said that they could 
not do it, and did not really see the point in learning it: 
I hate it (WM, 14 years); don't understand it (GH, 14 
years); what's it for? (CS, 14 years); nobody needs to 
know algebra (RD, 14 years); letters are stupid, they 
don't mean anything (CB, 13 years); I can't do it 
anyway (MM, 13 years). 
The idea of using letters to write general 'rules' to enable the 
machine to solve whole classes of problems seemed to make sense to the 
children, although several appeared to have some difficulty in fully 
grasping the idea, at least initially. It appears that the 
introduction of algebra requires two problems to be addressed* namely 
that of justification of use or purpose and that of conceptual 
difficulty. It is suggested that children who are not persuaded on 
the former point will make little effort to try and come to terms with 
the latter. Certainly the evidence from the teaching experiments 
clearly indicated this to be the case. By presenting a situation in 
which the use of letters and general statements was perceived by the 
children to be both reasonable and useful, it is suggested that the 
teaching programme was effective in addressing the former issue. 
Also of evident value was the presentation of a schematized 
'model' of the machine which gave the children a more concrete 
picture of the situation and in particular presented a breakdown of 
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the procedural steps involved, from the giving of instructions 
through the processing or computing stage to the representation of an 
output or answer,. It is suggested that this helped to focus the 
children's attention on a form of mathematical procedure with which 
they are not often explicitly aware. During classwork, it was 
interesting to note that several children drew in the 'start' button 
on their answer sheets, and actually pressed it after recording the 
instructions to each problem and before recording the appropriate 
output. The writing of both instructions and output was also of value 
in discussing ways in which expressions could be read or interpreted. 
For example, In+31 can be read as 'add 3 to n', 'the number which is 3 
more (or bigger) than n, 'the answer you get when you add 3 to n', 
and so on. The children's level of literacy in this regard was 
extremely low at the start of the programme, and they were evidently 
surprised that there were alternative ways of viewing the expression. 
In particular, the fact that an 'answer' can look the same as an 
instruction or 'question' appeared to be a revelation to them. 
Also of apparent sense to the children was the idea that the 
machine had to be instructed as to which operation out of two or more 
had to be performed first. This idea was readily accepted by the 
children and brackets were consequently used by them without apparent 
difficulty. Indeed, they appeared to take quite a paternalistic 
attitude towards the machine in this regard, and even reprimanded the 
experimenter-teacher when she accidentally omitted them in class 
demonstration examples. However, it was not clear that the children 
accepted that brackets might also be needed in 'non-machine' 
mathematics, and the teaching-experiment test results (discussed in 
the next section) indicate that this aspect of the algebra being 
'context-bound' was a weakness of the programme. 
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As a final comment on the interest which the programme seemed to 
arouse, three of the children participating in the programme came to 
see the experimenter during a later visit to the schools to say that 
they had bought computers and were using them at home. This may 
indicate, of course, that the programme might be less motivating for 
children who are already familiar with computers and their use 
(however, it may be that such experience may result in children not 
making the errors under study in the first place, so that such a 
programme would be less appropriate for them in any case). 
Results of the Testing 
Changes in total score. Figure 7.3 shows the pre- and posttest 
performances for individual children in the three groups in terms of 
total score. 
Since the children in both groups from school F had received 
teaching on indices in the intervening period between immediate and 
delayed posttests, their delayed posttest responses were inspected 
for errors due to the mis-use of indices in answers that would 
otherwise be correct (e. g. n4 +p instead of 4n+p). Table 7.2 shows the 
data for School F adjusted for the indices error, i. e. answers counted 
as correct. In each case the appearance of indices in this 
inappropriate manner was confined to the delayed posttest and was 
therefore presumably a consequence of the teaching that had occurred 
between immediate and delayed posttests. This would seem to suggest 
that more practice in discriminating between the notations '4n' and 
,n 4# might have been helpful for these children. 
Consideration of the adjusted data shows that for the group of 
14-year-old students in School F there appears to have been an 












Figure 7.3 Total test scores obtained on the pretests 
immediate posttest (PI) and delayed posttest 
(PZ) by individual children in the three 
teaching experiment groups 
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Table 7.2 
Changes in Total Test Score for School F with Delayed Posttest Score 
Amended for Indices Errors 
I 
Year Group Pupilc Pretest 
Immediate Delayed Amended 





4 12 67 
26 12 78 
37 10 11 11 
43 12 7 10 
57 14 9 13 
146 16 16 
29 16 12 16 
34858 
458 .79 
Answersinvolving an 'irrelevanto indices error (e. g. h4 +t instead of 
4h+t) are counted as correct. 
All tests have a maximum score of 21. 
c. Only those pupils who were present for all three tests have been 
included. This has resulted in a sample of 5 and 4 pupils out 
of the 2nd and 3rd year groups of 6 and 5 respectively. 
ý 
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posttestj and that this improvement was maintained over the following 
four months. The results for the group of 13-year-olds (School F) are 
more equivocal, in that although an improvement between pre- and 
immediate posttest was observed this was not maintained over the 
ensuing period, although delayed posttest performance was on average 
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slightly higher than pretest perf ormance. The children in School C 
received no teaching in algebra in the period between immediate and 
delayed posttests, and the notably higher level of performance 
attained by the immediate posttest was generally maintained over this 
period. 
In addition to an examination of overall performance as measured 
by total test scores, analysis was also made of changes in performance 
(in terms of number of correct responses and incidence of target 
errors) on groups of items or on single items suggested to be 
particularly relevant to each of the identified areas of difficulty. 
The results of this analysis for the group of 10 items in which 
conjoining is a possibility are given in Table 7.3 (the actual items 
are given in Figure 7-4). The results for individual items relevant 
to the use of brackets, the formalization and symbolisation of 
method, and the meaning attached to letters (viz. specific unknown or 
generalised number) are given in Tables 7.4,7.5 and 7.6 
respectively. In each case the analysis includes only those children 
for whom results on all three tests were available (one child from 
each group was absent for one or other posttests so that data for 
these individuals are incomplete). The data in these tables support 
the observations derived from the teaching experiments (discussed 
previously) and each area of difficulty is now discussed in turn. 
ConjoininE. Within the mathematics-machine context, it appeared 
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Item (Abridged) Item (Abridged) 
1. Add 4 on to: 3n 5. Multiply by 4: n+5 
2,3. What can yo u write for the 6. If John has J marbrles and 
perimeter of: Peter has P marblei, what can 
L4 




es altogether? mar 
Write more simply if possible: 
7. 2a+5b t 
8. (a+b)+a 
4. What can you write for the 
area of: 9. 2a+5b+a 
10. If c+f =8 
2. 
e+f +g = ............. 
Figure 7.4 CSHS test items '(used in SESH algebra research) in which 
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that children did not find it difficult to accept the notion of 
indeterminate or non-numerical answers (although several children 
noted with some surprise that 'the answer is the same as the 
question'). To the extent that refraining from conjoining reflects 
an acceptance of this notion, the teaching programme appears to have 
been reasonably successful in encouraging this acceptance, at least 
for school C and the school F group of 14-year-olds. In the case of 
the former, for example, the total number of instances of correct 
responses over the ten items increased from two to 32 (out of a 
maximum of 40), while the incidence of conjoined (error) answers 
decreased from a total of 14 to zero (see Table 7.3). The situation 
is, however, somewhat different for the school F group of 13-year- 
Olds. While the immediate posttest" showed an increase in the 
number of correct responses and a marked decrease in incidence of 
conjoined answers for this group, the delayed posttest results 
signify a regression to the initial state. 
Use of brackets. The issue concerning the need for brackets was 
found to be more complex than initially supposed, and was subsequently 
made the subject of a separate part of the investigation (discussed 
later in this chapter). During the teaching experiment the children 
appeared to readily accept the notion of brackets being needed by the 
'machine', but it was by no means clear that recognition of this 
requirement would be transferred to 'mathematics' or 'algebra, in 
general. 
Table 7.4 shows some modest improvement in recognition of the the 
need for brackets, but at the same time there is little decrease in 
the number of 'error' answers, namely those which were apparently 
correct but for the omission of brackets. As a result, it was decided 
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the need for brackets in ordinary arithmetic statements involving more 
than one operation. 
Formalization and symbolisation of method. As in the case of the 
idea of the need for brackets, the teaching experiment showed that 
for many children formalizing and appropriately symbolising a 
procedure for solving even relatively simple problems is not a trivial 
task. This issue was also studied further in a separate context 
(described later). However, where the items analysed in Table 7.5 
are concerned, the results indicate a significant improvement in 
success on items of this kind. This was accompanied by a decrease in 
the incidence of numerical or alphabetical answers, these being 
suggested to be indicative of a 'lower order' procedure based, for 
example, on such activities as adding on or counting back. 
Meaning attached to letters. A comparison of the results for the 
two items listed in Table 7.6 reveal a slightly different picture in 
the two cases. Whilst the results for item (a) show an increase in 
number of correct responses (i. e. answers giving a correct range of 
values) and a decrease in the number of single-valued answers 
suggested to indicate a 'letter-as-specific-unknown'. the same pattern 
is not discerned for item (b), where the incidence of both correct and 
error answers is relatively constant over the three tests. Part of 
the reason for this latter result is suggested to be due to an extra 
factor involved in the second item. Thus while success on item (a) 
requires a recognition that letters may represent a range of values, 
success on item (b) requires both this recognition, and acceptance of 
the notion that a value held by latter is not necessarily thereby 
excluded from the replacement set of a different letter. Discussions 
with children during the teaching experiment revealed a possible 
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between, say, a+a and a+b, the point had been made that in the 
former case the values of the two letters had necessarily to be 
identicial, whereas in the latter case the values could be the same or 
different. It seems that some children interpret 'or' in such 
situations in an exclusive, rather than inclusive sense. Remarks to 
the effect that 'the values can be the same or different, i. e. you 
have a choice' in fact reinforced this notion by suggesting that they 
could choose the values to be either the same or dif f erent, but not 
both. Even for children who did understand the inclusive nature of 
the argument, the idea of the same values occurring for different 
letters appeared to be somewhat unlikely: 
RD (14 years, during teaching experiment): Yess well I 
know they could be the same (i. e. the values of a and b), 
but most of the time they'll be different, won't they? 
You won't get them turning up the same very often. 
A similar difference in interpretation was observed for use of 
the word 'any'. Consideration of 'gene rali sat ion' items of the kind 
'add 3 to any number I give' initially produced responses from some 
children such as 13 + 1001. Whereas the teacher-experimenter viewed 
'any' as meaning 'all possible values in the world', many of the 
children interpreted it as meaning 'any particular one you choose' 
(which is, of course, its more common everyday meaning). It was 
consequently thought necessary to address both these issues more 
carefully in the subsequent teaching. 
An observation concerning the values ascribed to letters was also 
of interest. The majority of 'correct' answers to item (a) (Table 
7-6) comprised sets of discrete integer values (all positive)- Even 
though the children were familiar with the use of inequality symbols, 
which would enable them to symbolise a range which included non- 
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integral values, the evidence from the teaching experiment clearly 
showed that they typically conf ine themselves to whole-numbers. This 
point was clear from the CSMS findings, and had in fact been 
reiterated by the description derived by SESH of the general nature 
of informal 'child-methods' (see Chapter 6). Since the teaching 
programme had also largely ignored the existence of negative or non- 
integral values (despite familiarity with the above findingsl), it is 
perhaps not surprising that children do likewise. This issue was 
given special attention in the later teaching. 
Gains in delayed posttest performance. An additional point 
arising from the results of the teaching experiment relates to the 
observed gains in performance on some items between the immediate and 
delayed posttests (see diagrammatic representations in Tables 7.5 and 
7.6 in particular). If the teaching programme had succeeded in its 
aim of allowing children to restructure their thinking with regard to 
the various aspects under consideration, rather than to merely acquire 
knowledge which might be readily forgotten, then such an improvement 
would be expected. The observation of such a trend may lend some 
support to the view that the teaching programme was successful in 
achievi ng this aim for a large proportion of the children involved. 
Further Investigation: The Use of Brackets 
The issue concerning children's views on the need for brackets 
appeared, from both interviews and teaching experiments, to be 
unexpectedly complex. Consequently, it was thought useful to examine 
this aspect further. This was done by means of the analysis of 
selected items from a paper-and-pencil test. These items were 
designed to assess children's recognition of the need to use brackets 
in algebraic statements and their perception of equivalent expressions 
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in this domain (see Figure 7.5 for a sample item from the test; the 
test itself is included in Appendix 8). In addition, information was 
also obtained by discussions with mathematically-able pupils as well 
as pupils of average mathematical ability from the teaching experiment 
groups. 
A total of 991 children aged from 13 to 16 years from the full 
ability range and from three schools (not previously used in the 
study) were given the test. Table 7.7 shows the results for the item 
illustrated in Figure 7.5. From this it can be seen that a large 
proportion of children in each year group appeared to regard brackets 
as irrelevant in that they considered expressions with and without 
brackets to be equivalent. Also of interest is the fairly high 
proportion of children who excluded bracket statements from their 
answers. Inspection of the data analysed by ability groups (Table 
7-8) shows that both observations were not confined to the lower 
ability groups, but that children in the top ability groups also 
appeared to ignore the need for brackets. Since work during the 
teaching experiments had suggested that children in middle-ability 
mathematics groups knew about brackets but did not consider their use 
necessary, and so did not use them, it was thought useful to see if 
this was also the case with the mathematically-able pupils. This 
question was investigated in a series of 15 interviews with children 
aged 13 to 16 years from the top streams of two schools and who had 
been selected by their teachers as being particularly able at 
mathematics. 
As in the case of children from middle-ability groups, children 
from these high ability groups also appeared to be familiar with the 
bracket notation, but considered their use to be largely optional. 
This belief appeared to be founded on three main assumptions (see also 
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Which of the following can you write for the area of this rectangle? 












Figure 7.5 Example of item designed to test children's recognition 
of the need for brackets (item also includes test of 




Number of Children Making Co-rrect and Incorrect Responses to 
Illustrative Item from Paper and Pencil Test on the Use of 
Brackets and Conjoining 
t 
Year Group 
Item 2nd Yr 3rd Yr 4th Yr 5th Yr 
Response (Age 13) (Age 14) (Age*15) (Age 16) 
Expressions for area 5 by e+2: I 
Correct 6( 8%)a 29(10%) 80(20%) 82(34%) 
Brackets and non-brackets 
equivalent 34(32%) 105(37%) 184(46%) 92(38%) 
Brackets excluded 20(25%) 77(27%) 63(16%) 37(15%) 
5x e2 included 29(37%) 90(31%) 75(19%) 38(16%) 
Number Tested: 79 286 397 239 
0 
Percentages do nottotal 100 since response categories are not 
mutually exclusive, e. g. a child may both exclude brackets nnd 
include the conjoined answer 5xe2. 
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Table 7.8 
Number of Children at Different Levels of Mathematical 
Attainment a Making Correct and Incorrect Responses to Paper and 
Pencil Test Item on the Use of Brackets 
Year Responseb Mathematics Ability Band 
Group Top Middle Lower 
Correct 11 (12%) 10 (10,1. ) 








Other 24 (26%) 25 (25%) 26 (287. ) 
Correct 52 (36%) 18 (137. ) 10 ( 
Brackets and 63 (437. ) 75 (537. ) 46 (427. ) 
non-brackets 
equivalent 
Brackets 16 (11%) 22 (157. ) 25 (237. ) 
excluded 
Other 15 (107. ) 27 (19%) 28 (26%) 
a. Data given for 3rd year and 4th year age groups only. 
b. Response given to item shown in Figure 7.5 
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Booth, 1982d, see Appendix 13): 
1. you perform a string of operations in the order written 
(left to right computing); 
2. in cases where a context is given, this determines the 
order in which the operations are 
'to 
be performed, 
regardless of the order in which they are written 
(influence of context); 
3. the same answer will in any case be obtained regardless of 
the order in which a sequence of operations is computed 
(associability of operations). 
The following illustrations from the interviews with the children 
designated as mathematically-able demonstrate these viewpoints, and 
are remarkably similar to those provided by children from the lower 
ability groups: 
1. Left ýo right computing. P (12 years), explaining the 
difference between 18+27xl9 and 18x27+19 0: 
Interviewer): 
P: Well, they've got the add sign and multiply sign in a 
different order. That one (18+27xl9) says add first, and 
this one (18x27+19) says multiply first. 
1: How does it say that? 
P: By the order it's writtenI 
K (13 years), explaining his choice of e+2x5 for the area of the 
rectangle measuring 5 by e+2: 
K: 'Cos you add those together first (c+2) and so you get the 
length. 
1: And how do you know to add first? 
K: 'Cos it comes firstl 
2. Influence of context. R (15 years), explaining her choice of 
5xe+2 for the area of the rectangle measuring 5 by e+2 In 
terms of the diagram given: 
R: Well, you don't know the e, so that length is c+2, and 
then you've got to multiply this side by the width and 
that's 5 ..... so it's 5 times e plus 2. 
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And that tells me to add the e and 2 and then times it by 
57 
R: Yes, you need the e plus 2 first to give you the whole 
side (indicates on diagram). 
3. Associability of operations. K (13 years), computing 
18x27+19, having just calculated 27+19xl8 from left to right: 
K: Do... 27 plus 19, then multiply by 18. It's the same as 
the last one it's just the other way round. 
I: Right, well, suppose I came along and thought it meant 
multiply 18 by 27, and then add 19. Would I get the same 
answer? 
K: Yes 
I: Which way would you do it? 
K: Eitherl Either way. Depends what comes into my mind at 
the time. 
I: But would it matter which way you did it? 
K: No, you'd still get the same answer. 
Since these viewpoints appeared to be strongly held, it was considered 
that any attempt to persuade children to use brackets would be 
unrewarding unless children were first able to perceive that computing 
expressions in different orders did in fact lead to different results, 
and that some convention was therefore necessary to indicate which 
order (and solution) was intended. 
Amendments to the Teaching Programme 
On the basis of the above findings and the observations made 
during the small-scale teaching experiments, various amendments to the 
teaching programme were suggested. These are summarised under the 
appropriate teaching programme component headings (described 
previously in the section 'Outline of the Programme'): 
Step Outline of Content 
Introduction The inclusion of non-integral values 
in all class examples and worksheets, 
and the encouragement of replacement 
values other than counting numbers 
throughout the programme where 
applicable. 
2a. Notation-Brackets The inclusion of a section to point 
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out the importance of brackets in 
mathematics in general as well as for 
the 'mathematics machine'. It was 
decided, for present purposest to 
over-ridc the conventions for order of 
operations, and to introduce the 
notion that brackets would be required 
in order to indicate priority of 
operation. 
Example a: 3x2+4. 'Calculate 
two ways, doing the 'add' first, and 
doing the 'times' first. will you 
get the same answer? ' 
Example b: 'Put in 
brackets so as to arrive at the answer 
given': 
4x5+2- 28 
3. Generalisation I Discussions of instructions for the 
general case 'add 3 to any number'. 
Discussion of the meaning of 'any', 
and of the difference between, for 
examp1e, In+3' and 118+31. 
Discussion of possible replacement 
values for different letterso 
emphasizing that equal values can be 
ascribed to different letters. 
Encouragement of consideration of this 
case in pupil-generated replacement 
sets. 
Generalisation Il No amendments. 
Notation The inclusion of further practice 
examples to provide additional 
reinforcement. Provision of a 
'rationale' for the abbreviation 3x 
a to 3a in terms of providing a 
clearer distinction between the 
otherwise perceptually similar 
expressions 3xa and 3+a. 
6. Consolidation No amendments. 
The teaching programme was consequently amended in the manner outlined 
above, and this second version used in the pilot class teaching trials 
to be described in the next chapter. Examples of the amended material 
are given in Appendix 4. Otherwise the worksheets used in the class 
pilot study were the same as those used in the small scale teaching 
experiments (shown in Appendix 3). 
Since the 'dialogue' teaching approach adopted as a means of 
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permitting an on-going monitoring of the teaching-learning process, as 
required by the need to achieve some form of 'direct measurement' 
(see Chapter 3), had proved to be extremely useful also as a teachi 
device, it was decided to build this approach into the teaching 
programme. 
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CHAPTER 8: CLASS TRIALS 
Before assembling the teaching module into a form which could be 
used by teachers with their own classes, a study was conducted in 
which the researcher taught the programme in the class setting with 
groups of approximately 15 children in each of four age groups from 12 
years (first year) to 15 years (fourth year). The major aim of these 
trials was to check the workability of the teaching programme in the 
normal class situation, and to make any amendments to the teaching 
materials which might be suggested to be necessary for use with 
other teachers. Following this, a teaching module 'kit' was 
prepared which comprised a set of detailed teaching notes and class 
sets of worksheets and answer sheets. Volunteer teachers were then 
recruited to try the programme with different age groups of children, 
and briefed on the presentation of the programme and use of the 
material. As in the case of the first class trials by the researcher, 
these 'other teacher' class trials were evaluated using the same 
pretest, immediate posttest and delayed posttest procedure outlined 
in connection with the small-scale teaching experiments (Chapter 7). 
Class Teaching (Researcher) 
Sample 
One class from each of the first to fourth year secondary school 
levels (ages approximately 12,13, 
one school was used in this part 
the co-educational comprehensive 
phase of the research programme). 
teacher's timetable and covered a 
description (giving age, level and 
14 and 15 years respectively) from 
of the study (the school used was 
school 'D' used in the interview 
Iliese classes were tak(, n from one 
rangc! of ability levels. A brief 
number of children) of each class 
is given in Table 8.1, 'CSMS Number Tests - Results'. Except for the 
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group of 12 year-olds, each class was divided into two approximately 
equal groups on the basis of their performance on the CSMS Algebra 
test given as pretest as described in Chapter 7. The children chosen 
for inclusion in the algebra group were those best meeting the 
criteria (described in Chapter 5) concerning the kinds of error made. 
The 12 year-old children had received no specific teaching in algebra 
and this class was not given the CSMS Algebra pretest, but was 
randomly divided into two groups. The children not allocated to the 
algebra groups formed the sample for the SESH class trials 
(researcher) in the ratio programme. 
Because the question of the child's ability to represent formal 
mathematical method had been suggested in the interviews to contribute 
to the child's understanding of algebra, in the sense of generalised 
arithmetic, it was decided to administer the CSMS Number Operations 
Test or part of the CSMS Decimals Test as well as the Algebra pretest 
to the classes participating in the class teaching (researcher) phase 
of the algebra research. The sections of the CSMS tests used were 
those requiring the child to select from a given set of arithmetical 
, expressions 
those which were appropriate to the solution of a given 
word problem (see Figure 8.1 for examples of the items in question). 
Procedure 
The class teaching (researcher) phase of the research proceeded 
in the manner already described for the small-scale teaching 
experiments, using the amended programme described in chapter 7, but 
with one modification. In the case of the first year group (age 12 
years) who had received no previous teaching in algebra and the third 
year group (age 14 years) which was particularly weak in 
mathematics, the section of the programme on the more purely 
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Test c Item 
A gaidener has 381 daffodils. 391 -23 23 -*. 391 
These are to be planted in 
23 flowerbeds. 23 -391 391 x 23 
CSMS Number Each flowerbed is to have the 
Operations same number of daffodils. 
How do you work out how many 
daffodils will be planted in 
each flowerbed? 
391 +23 23 + 23 
23 x 17 391-L 23 0 
m ------------------- a ----------- M-M mm mm mm mm 
My car can go 41.8 miles on 41.8+8.37 8.37 -'41.8 
CSMS Place Value each gallon of petrol on a 41.8-L. 6.37 8.37--41.8 
and Decimals motorway. How many miles 
can I expect to travel on 41.8-6.37 8.37x 41.8 
8.37 gallons? 
Figure 8.1 Examples from CSMS Number Operations Tests and 
Place Value and Decimals Test. 
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notational aspects of algebra in the teaching module was omitted, and 
items of the 'simplify 2a+5b+al type excluded from the posttests 
given to these groups. The abbreviated posttests thus administered to 
the first and-third year groups are given in Appendix 9. 
The instructional phase commenced in the week following the 
administration of the pretest, and comprised five to six 40 minute 
lessons, conducted in a period of six consecutive days. The 
immediate posttest was administered in the lesson following the final 
teaching period and the interval between immediate and delayed 
posttests was eight weeks and included the Christmas vacation. Little 
algebra teaching was done 'during this time, although the fourth year 
group (age 15 years) did revision which included algebra, and the 
third year group (age 14 years) did some work on elementary equations 
of the form x+2-5. 
Observations 
Use of brackets. Two observations in particular may be made 
concerning the children's response to different sections of the 
teaching programme. Firstly, the apparent resistance of children to 
the idea of using brackets has already been commented upon, as has the 
complexity of the factors which seem to underlie this resistance. The 
teaching module had been amended to include specific work intended to 
alert children to the need to define the order in which operations 
should be performed. However, it quickly became apparent that this 
was too large an issue to be satisfactorily dealt with in the short 
space of time (and material) allocated to it. Children were convinced 
that strings of operations should be performed in the order in which 
they were written (see, for example, Worksheet 3 in Appendix 4). They 
were also generally convinced that the same answer would be obtained 
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regardless of order of computation; the demonstrated invalidity of 
this notion (achieved by actually calculating the same expression in 
different orders), was something they found hard to fully accept- 
While activity of this kind was useful in focussing children's 
attention on the problem, it was not in itself sufficient to resolve 
the difficulty. Since the necessary time could not be devoted to this 
issue within the confines of the present teaching programme, the 
decision was made to omit this sequence from future work on the 
module, and to revert to the initial procedure by which the need for 
brackets was introduced as a machine requirement. 
Representation of method. The second difficulty which arose 
related to children's ability to model word problems by the 
appropriate arithmetical expression (regarded as being a precursor to 
the ability to represent the structure of problems in the algebraic 
case). One of the first pieces of work that children meet in the 
teaching module requires them to write the 'instructions' (or 
arithmetical expression) appropriate to the solution of simple word 
problems. That this was not a trivial matter had been observed during 
the small-group teaching experiments, but it was not until the 
programme was tried with the larger groups of children used in the 
class teaching (researcher) study that the scope of this difficulty 
became fully apparent. The results from the preliminary testing on 
the CSMS Number Operations and Decimals Tests (Table 8-1) showed that 
many of the children had difficulty with this kind of question, with 
only five out of the 114 children tested getting every item correct, 
and 94 children making two or more errors (out of six or nine items 
according to whether the test used contained decimal or whole number 
values). (See also Brown, 1981c; Brown and Kuchemann, 1976. ) 
These results were supported by the observations made during the 
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Table 8.1 
CSMS Number Tests - Results 
Year a Level CSMS Test Number Number All 2 or More 
Group of Items of Children Correct Wrong 
Tested 
lst Year Mixed 
(Age 12) Ability 
Number 9 30 1 27 
2nd Year Top Stream Decimals 6 32 1 23 
(Age 13) 
3rd Year Lower Middle Number 9 22 0 22 
(Age 14) Stream 
4th Year Middle Stream Decimals 6 30 3 22 
(Ace 15) (CSE) 
Total 114 94 
A 
a. The school involved was school V (see Table 2.2) - Coed. Comprehensive 
(Middlesex). 
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teaching programme when it became apparent that a large proportion of 
children did not find this task easy, and also that they made a 
substantial number of errors in recording, especially when division or 
subtraction was involved. A possible basis for the observed error in 
recording division and subtraction is outlined in Booth, 1982d (see 
Appendix 13). These observations, of course, support the evidence 
derived from the interviews that the representation of formal method 
in mathematics is something which does not come readily to many 
children. 
Integral versus non-integral values. Initially all the examples 
which the children produced were concerned with whole number values. 
It was necessary to make a conscious effort throughout the programme 
to encourage children to suggest non-integer examples. Towards the 
end of the programme, however, children (especially the younger ones) 
appeared to be entering into the spirit of things and values such as 
three million two hundred and eighty-three point nine seven became a 
regular occurrence. 
The interEretation of letters. The notion that letters could 
represent a range of values and that different letters could be 
assigned the same value seemed to be a very intriguing idea for many 
of the children, particularly those in the first and second years 
(ages 12 and 13). The fourth year pupils were more sceptical about 
this, and reiterated that the whole point of having different letters 
was that the numbers represented should also be different. When their 
attention was drawn to the case of the graph y-X, they explained 
that 'this was different', as 'this was graphs' and had nothing to 
do with algebra. This group was also very resistant to the idea that 
a letter could be regarded as representing a range of values rather 
than just one single, if as yet unknown, value- Both of these 
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(related) viewpoints appeared to be based on previous experience, and 
were reflected in the results of this group on the items testing 
level of letter interpretation (see Figure 8.6 later in the chapter)l 
where virtually the same low level of performance was obtained across 
the three pre- and posttests. 
Where the children in the first and second year groups were 
concerned, the discussion on the use and meaning of letters was 
considerably facilitated by the mathematics machine context and in 
particular by the use of the 'model'. 
Test-Results 
Overall performance. Changes in total test score obtained on the 
pre- and posttests by individual members of the secondq third and 
fourth year groups, and changes in performance between the two 
posttests in the case of the first year group, are shown in Figure 
8.2. 
The results for pre- and immediate posttests for the three 
groups concerned show a significant improvement in performance 
between the two tests, and this improvement is generally maintained 
between immediate and delayed posttests (see Tables 8.2 and 8-3). 
The results for the first and second year groups are interesting 
in that they indicate an actual improvement in performance between the 
immediate and delayed posttests on the part of a large number of 
children. In the case of the first year group (who had received no 
previous teaching in algebra), this increase was significant and was 
demonstrated for all the children except one, this child obtaining the 
same score on both tests (see Figure 8.2 and Table 8-3). The absence 
of any algebra tuition during the intervening period between the two 


























2nd Year (Age 13) 
4th Year (Age 
Figure 8.2 Total test score obtained on the pretest, 
immediate posttest (P ) and delayed posttest 
(P 
2- 
) by'individuil children in tile four class 
teaching (researcher) groups. 
a, Maximum score on the pre- and posttests for the 
Ist and 3rd year groups was 16 as compared with 




. Mean Scores for. Pre- and Posttests 
for the Four ClAss Teaching (Researcher) Groups 
I 








21 3.5 14.4 15.4 




21 5.2 13.1 12.6 
The maximum score obtainable on the tests was lower for the 
first and third year groups as those items of a more notational 
nature (such as 'simplify 2a. + 5b'+ a') were excluded for 
these children (see text). 
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Table 8.3 
Pre- and Posttest Performance for the Four Class Teaching (Researcher) Groups 
Pretest vs Immediate Posttest 
Year Group Maximum Mean . .. s. d. 
N t df c 
Scorea Gainb 
2nd Year 21 10.87 4.27 16 9.86 15 p<. 001 
(Age 13) 
3rd Year 16 7.62 3.16 8 6.38 7 p<. 001 
(Age 14) 
4th Year 21 7.92 2.27 12 11.57 11 p<. 001 
(Age 15) 
Pretest vs Delayed Posttest 
2nd Year 21 11.94 3.59 16 12.88 15 p<. 001 
(Age 13) 
3rd Year 16 7.00 4.04 8 4.58 7 P<. 005 
(Age 14) 
4th Year 21 7.42 2.71 12 9.08 11 p<. 001 
(Age 15) 
immediate vs Delayed Posttest 
ist Year 16 2.00 1.24 14 5.82 13 p<. 001 
(Age 12) 
a. The maximum score obtainable on the tests was lower for the 
first and third year groups as those items of a more notational 
nature (such as 'simplify 2a + 5b. + a') were excluded for 
these children (see text). 
b. Gain scores are obtained by subtracting the pretest score 
from the posttest score for each individual, 
C, Values of p are for a one-tailed t-test. 
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effects of experience or practice with the kind of items under study. 
If the effect of the teaching programme had been to help the children 
to structure more appropriately their thinking, and if time were 
required in order to permit such structuring to proceed, then one 
might predict an improvement in understanding over time which would 
presumably be reflected in improved performance. It is suggested that 
the improved performance of those individuals concerned does in fact 
reflect an improved level of understanding brought about in this 
manner. 
A special word is due concerning the performance of the third 
year group. This group was considered to be very weak in mathematics, 
and their performance on the algebra pretest was perhaps not 
surprisingly very low (see Figure 8.2, also Table 8-2). As a 
consequence, the last part of the teaching programme, which is 
concerned with the more abstract notational aspects of elementary 
algebra, was omitted with this group, as indicated in the discussion 
on the class trials (researcher) procedure. This also permitted more 
time to be spent on the earlier part of the programme. Although the 
final level of performance of this group (as measured by mean delayed 
posttest score, see Table 8.2) leaves much room for improvement, the 
results are nevertheless encouraging in terms of the significant 
improvement in delayed posttest performance as compared with pretest 
performance. The results also showed that this group's delayed 
posttest performance was better than the pretest performance of both 
second year (top stream) and fourth year (CSE stream) groups, each of 
whom had studied algebra before. From this point of view it is 
perhaps not wise to assume that elementary algebraic notions are 
necessarily too difficult for children in lower streams (although the 
teachers of such children may well decide to omit teaching this topic 
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f or other reasons). 
A breakdown of changes in performance for individual items (or 
groups of items) which may be regarded as measuring understanding of 
the various areas of difficulty identified earlier in the study, 
provides some evidence of the efficacy of the teaching programme in 
addressing those different difficulties. Since several conceptual 
aspects may contribute to success or failure on a given item, it is 
not always possible to pinpoint a particular item as measuring only 
one given conceptual area. For example, the CSMS 'marbles' item CIf 
John has J marbles and Peter has P marbles, what can you write for 
the number of marbles they have altogether? ') requires both the 
ability to represent the solution by the correct mathematical 
expression (in this case the sum J+ P), and the ability to appreciate 
that this is an appropriate thing to do, and that the expression 
represents both a 'method' and an $answer' so that there is no need 
to seek a single-term, or conjoined, answer. Consequently, this item 
cannot be regarded as measuring solely the 'formalization and 
symbolisation of method' aspect, or that relating to 'conjoining'. 
Indeed, it is likely that these two aspects are themselves related, as 
discussed earlier. Nevertheless, on the basis of the kind of error 
mainly associated with an item, several items from the tests have 
been selected as providing measures of understanding primarily in one 
area or another. These items are therefore used to provide an 
indication of the changes in children's level of understanding in the 
various areas of difficulty described earlier, namely: 
a) conjoining in algebraic addition, 
b) the non-use of brackets, 
C) the meaning attached to letters (especially the 
interpretation of letters as representing specific 
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unknowns rather than generalised number), and 
d) the formalization and symbolisation of method. 
The changes in performance on the items suggested to be most relevant 
to each of these areas are illustrated in Figures 8.3 and 8.4 for the 
first and second year groups respectively, and in Figures 8.5 and 8-6 
for the third and fourth'year groups (these Figures appear later in 
the chapter). Items specifically relating to the difficulty in 
formalizing and symbolising method are less readily singled out, since 
many of the items in the test may be regarded as being associated with 
this aspect to one degree or another. However, a few items have been 
selected as being particularly relevant to this issue, and these are 
also indicated in Figures 8.3 to 8.6. The interview findings 
suggested that children who have difficulty either with the actual 
representation of method, or with perceiving that such representation 
may be appropriate, - typically seek a numerical or alphabetic answer. 
However, they may also produce an incorrect attempt at representing 
the cdrrect method, such as by writing -3k for 'subtract 3 from k1- 
Consequently, answers in either category have been grouped together to 
represent errors of 'formalization and symbolisation of method' in the 
analysis depicted in Figures 8.3 to B-6. 
Performance by item: first and 
-second 
year groups. As the first 
year group (age 12) did not receive the pretest, only posttest 
results are available for this group (see Figure 8.3). These results 
show that the items, and hence the associated conceptual areas, can be 
grouped into two sets according to the level of understanding (as 
measured by the level of success on an item and the incidence of 
competing 'error' answer) attained on the posttests. Those items 
primarily associated with a tendency to produce a conjoined answer 
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n+5 by 4 by e+, 2 
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Items: Formalization of Method 
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Figure 8.3 Proportion of children (n-14) giving correct 
(solid line) and 'error' (broken line) answers 
to individual items on immediate (pl) and 
delayed (P ) posttests-for lst year (age 12) 
class teacAing, (researcher) group. 
a. Brief descriptions only of cacti item are 
given here. Tile full items appear in the 
pretest given in Appendix 
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(alternatively viewed as those items reflecting the child's 
willingness to accept an unclosed answer) and those requiring the use 
of brackets show a high level of success accompanied by a very low or 
zero incidence of the related error. The absence of conjoining in any 
item was particularly notable, given the prevalence of this error 
observed elsewhere. 
A lower level of performance and a higher error incidence is 
observed for the level of letter interpretation items and for those 
associated with the representation of method. This would seem to 
suggest that the teaching programme was less effective in addressing 
these two aspects with this group of children. However, some of the 
representation of method items are of interest in that they reveal an 
improvement in performance between the immediate and delayed posttests 
(see Figure 8.3). Among these items may perhaps be included the use 
. of 
brackets question concerning the area of a rectangle measuring 5 by 
e+2. This item is suggested to reflect as much a 'formalization of 
method' aspect as a 'use of brackets' aspect, and indeed it can be 
seen from Figure 8.3 that the improvement in performance on this item 
between immediate and delayed posttests is greater than can be 
explained by the drop in incidence of bracket-omission errors. An 
improvement in performance of this kind might be anticipated if 
children were taking time to construct an appropriate cognitive 
viewpoint with regard to the ideas concerned. Consequently, while the 
teaching programme appears not to have been effective in stimulating 
an immediately high level of success on these items, it may have been 
effective in initiating a process which leads to improved 
understanding of the related issuesl but which takes time to reach 
fruition. 
Apart from these items, the results generally show virtually no 
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change in facility between the two posttesta. This would seem to imply 
that acceptance of the notions associated with the other Items (nnmely 
those relating to conjoining, the use of brackets and the level of 
letter interpretation) proceeds in an 'all or none' fashion, in that 
children either accept (and assimilate) the ideas when first 
introduced, or they do not. The fact of assimilation is indicated by 
the maintained level of performance over the two month interval 
between posttests. Thus the children appeared not to forget the 
principles involved, as might have been expected if the ideas had been 
more superficially received. 
The results for the second year group of children (age 13) 
similarly showed some high levels of performance and low levels of 
error incidence on the two posttests (see Figure 8.4). Where the 
items associated with conjoining are concerned, the posttest level of 
performance is in fact very similar for the first and second year 
groups, despite the apparent difference in mathematical ability 
between the two groups (the second year group was selected from the 
top mathematics stream whereas the first year group was randomly 
selected from a mixed ability class). 
Results for the 'use of brackets' items reveal a difference in 
favour of the first year group. However, it should be remembered that 
the first year group did not meet that part of the teaching programme 
dealing with simplification of algebraic expressions, whereas the 
second year children did. As a result, the first year group were 
writing all operations in full (e. g. 3xa and 2x(a+4) instead of 3a and 
2(a+4)), and so may have been less disposed towards a possibly 
incorrect abbreviation of answers. This may also, of course, explain 
(at least in part) the marked absence of conjoined answers noted for 
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The second year group appear, however, to have attained a 
posttest level of performance on the representation of method items 
and also on the level of letter interpretation items which is somewhat 
higher than that achieved by the first year group. The latter items 
in particular are of interest in indicating the same kind of delayed 
improvement between posttests as was noted for the first year group in 
the case of the formalization of method items. it seems that the 
same programme which had apparently little effect on the first year 
children's level of letter interpretation (in terms of their 
appreciation of letters as gcneralised number rather than specific 
unknowns) had a much more pronounced influence in this regard on the 
second year children's level of understanding, as measured by the 
increase in the number of -children successfully answering the items 
relevant to this issue. This may indicate the operation of a 
'readiness' factor, by which assimilation of a given concept requires 
a particular level of cognitive maturation in addition to the 
establishment of an appropriate contextual framework. One might 
conjecture that the pattern of performance obtained over time may 
provide information on the 'matching' of item difficulty with 
children's level of cognitive functioning. Viewed from this 
perspective, an immediate high gain in performance on a group of 
items, with little subsequent growth, may indicate that the ideas 
embodied in those items are of a kind which is readily assimilated by 
the child's existing cognitive structure. By contrast, a null or very 
small gain in performance level with no subsequent growth may suggest 
that the ideas involved are beyond the assimilative grasp of the 
child's existing cognition. The observation of some initial gain 
followed by a continued improvement over time, may indicate the actual 




process to be carried out, i. e. may reflect the process of cognitive 
growth. For the first year group, such a process of conceptual change 
would have been that associated with the aspect of method- 
representation, the relatively small improvement in performance on tile 
interpretation of letters items would, by this analysis, indicate that 
those children were not yet conceptually ready for the assimilation of 
this particular notion. By contrast, the second year children were 
able to demonstrate a ready assimilation of the representation of 
method ideas (as shown by the generally high gain on immediate 
posttest) which the younger children were in the process of acquirings 
and showed that in their case the growth in cognition was being 
demonstrated with respect to the notion of letter as generalised 
number, which the younger children had generally appeared unable to 
acquire. 
Alternatively, of course, the difference in effect of the 
programme with the two groups may have been due simply to a difference 
in emphasis of the teaching. As the experimenter taught both groups 
and noted no particular variation in approach in this regard, however, 
this explanation may be less likely, although it cannot be discounted 
on this basis alone. 
Performance by item: third and fourth year groups. As in the 
case of the second year group, the level of pretest performance of the 
third year group was uniformly low across items (see Figures 8.4 and 
8.5). However, whereas the second year delayed posttest results show 
a generally high level of performance across items, the same is not 
true for the third year group. In the latter case, whilst a notable 
improvement in delayed as opposed to pretest performance is discerned 
for the set of items associated with conjoining and with the use of 
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Figure 8.5 Proportion of children (n=8) giving correct 
(solid line) and 'error' (broken line) answers 
to individual items on pretest, immediate 
posttest (Pl) and delayed posttest (P2) for 
3rd year (age 14) class teaching (researcher) 
groups. 
Brief descriptioni only of each item are 
given-here. Tile full items appear in the 
pretest given in Appendix 6. 
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brackets, there is very little change in performance on those items 
considered to represent the interpretation of letters question, and 
those associated with formalization of method show rather mixed 
results. While three of the latter items show some considerable gain 
in performance (namely those asking the area of a rectangle measuring 
n by m, the perimeter of a figure with n sides each of length 2, and 
the area of a rectangle measuring 5 by e+2), two other items show more 
equivocal results. The 18+gl item ('if e+fm8, e+f+gw? ') is 
interesting in that a substantial improvement in performance was 
observed between pre- and immediate poattests, but that this was 
followed by a marked drop in performance on the delayed posttest. 
Since this class had been taught the solution of simple equations 
(e. g. x+3-8) in the period between the immediate and delayed 
posttests, and since of all the test items used the 18Xgl item Most 
resembles an equation, it is tempting to suggest that the decline in 
performance on this item may have been due at least in part to a 
confusion in the children's minds between this item and the equations 
they had recently been solving. The pronounced increase in incidence 
of numerical answers to this item between the two posttests may 
provide support for this explanation. Certainly the decrease in 
performance on this item between immediate and delayed posttests is 
greater than for any other item and would seem to warrant some 
external explanation. The item requiring an expression for the number 
of diagonals in a polygon (lk-31) was also answered correctly by only 
one child on the delayed posttest. However, this Item had the highest 
omission rate of the test, with five out of the eight children 
neglecting to provide a response. It may have been, therefore, that 
this item was simply not understood by the children, or that the 
children were discouraged by its perhaps unfamiliar nature. 
t 
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The teaching programme may, therefore, have achieved some measure 
of success with this group in terms of an improved ability to 
formalize and symbolise method, as it appears to have done for the 
issues of use of brackets and conjoining. It would appear to have 
been less effective where the appreciation of letters no gencralised 
number is concerned, although there is evidence of some gain in this 
regard. 
A similar lack of improvement on the level of letter 
interpretation items was also noted for the fourth year group (see 
Figure 8.6). As indicated in the observations made on the actual 
teaching, this group was particularly resistant to the idea that a 
letter could represent a range of values rather than just one, and 
especially reluctant to accept that different letters could be 
assigned the same value. The obtained results therefore reinforce the 
observation that the teaching programme was less successful in 
restructuring students' conceptions in this regard. Apart from these 
items, the results for the fourth year group indicate that the 
programme was successful in encouraging an improved level of 
performance in each of the areas of conjoining, use of brackets, and 
representation of method. 
Summary. In general, the difference in level of performance 
between pre- and posttests for each group on each set of items was 
sufficiently great to suggest that the teaching programme was 
effective in improving children's level of understanding (as measured 
by success on the items) in each of the areas of difficulty identified 
by the study with the exception of that relating to letter as 
generalised number. That success on the items does reflect 
I understanding' is suggested to be demonstrated by the maintained or 
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(solid line) and 'error' (broken line) answers to 
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(age 15) class teaching (researcher) group. 
a. Brief descriptions only of cacti item are 
given here. The full items appear in the 
pretest given in Appendix 6. 
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improved level of performance over the two-month period intervening 
between immediate and delayed posttests. Nevertheless, the results 
also show that there is still room for improvement in selected areas 
f or each group. The main area requiring improvement (for first, third 
and fourth year groups) is that concerning the level of letter 
interpretation. In addition, further work on the representation of 
method may have been beneficial for the first year group, and on the 
use of brackets for the second year group. These results thus bear 
out the observations made during the actual teaching. 
Modification of the Teaching Module 
The only modifications made to the teaching programme at this 
stage related to the material dealing with the use of brackets, and 
that relating to the algebraic representation of generalised method. 
In line with the observations made during the teaching and which have 
been discussed earlier, the work specifically dealing with the 
possible ambiguity of expressions in which brackets were not used was 
omitted, and the programme reverted to the earlier approach by which 
the conventions for the order of operations were overridden and the 
use of brackets was introduced as a machine requirement to specify the 
order in which operations were to be performed. 
In addition, some small changes were made to the work on 
generalisation, namely by including a wider range of problems in terms 
of both content and difficulty. The final version of the teaching 
module as thus amended is given in Appendix 5. The pre- and 
posttests were also amended slightly to include an extra item on the 
use of brackets and on the formalization of method. These test 
amendments are described in Appendix 10. 
The teaching module was assembled into a 'kit' comprising a 
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detailed set of teaching notes, including a brief outline of the 
research findings and a rationale for the programme, and a class set 
of all worksheets to be used in the programme together with a set of 
'answer sheets' on which all work done by the children would be 
recorded. This kit was then distributed to those teachers who had 
volunteered to participate in the next phase of the research. 
Class Teaching (Other Teachers) 
Sample 
Seven teachers from five schools (designated as schools A-E) not 
previously used in the study agreed to participate in the class 
teaching (other teachers) phase of the research. A brief description 
of the schools and classes is given in Table 8-4. 
Teacher Briefing 
The teachers received varying degrees of briefing from a 
discussion of the research and its findings to a very cursory 
introduction to the management of the teaching programme alone. In 
all cases, however, the teachers were asked to: 
a) follow the teaching notes and programme as closely as 
possible; 
b) teach in a continuous fashion so that one component of 
the module followed another, without necessarily waiting 
for a new lesson in which to commence a new part of tlie 
programme; 
C) make a note of any problems that were encountered; 
d) make a note of any deviations from the programme, or any 
additional material or explanation used but only to 
deviate in this manner if it were deemed absolutely 
essential to the children's understanding; 
e) collect all completed worksheets; 
f) keep a record of their own observations on the 
programme as teaching progressed, and to note the amount 
of time (approximately) spent on each section; 




Class Teaching (Other Teachers) Sample 
k 
School School Type Year Group Class and Description (Location) 
A Co-ed. Comprehensive lst Year la: Lower middle stream (Hertfordshire) (Age 12) (band above remedial) 
B Co-ed. Comprehensive 2nd Year 2a: top stream (Kent) (Age 13) 
2b: middle stream 
2c: lower stream 
C Girls Comprehensive 3rd Year Lower middle stream (North London) (Age 14) (lowest CSE group) 
D Co-ed. Comprehensive 4th Year Mixed ability (North London) (Age 15) (CSE) 
E Co-ed. Comprehensive 4th Year Middle stream (North London) (Age 15) (CSE) 
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Procedure 
Three teachers (schools C, D and E) carried out the teaching and 
testing programme with one class each, of their own choosing. In 
schools A and B it was possible to involve other classes and so a 
departure from the class teaching (researcher) approach was adopted in 
these cases in order to introduce an element of 'controlled' 
comparison. The teacher in school A arranged for another teacher to 
teach introductory algebra using the textbooks and approach normally 
used in that school (see Appendix 11 for details) to a parallel class, 
and administered pre- and poattests to both groups of children. In 
the case of school B, two more teachers in the same school were 
recruited to teach the programme, so that one class from each of the 
three ability bands in the school could be given the teaching module 
material, while a parallel class in each band was given the pre- and 
delayed posttests in order to ascertain that any observed improvement 
in performance on the part of the taught classes could not be 
attributed simply to maturation. In fact, the results from the CSMS 
longitudinal study had revealed relatively little improvement in 
performance in terms of level attained over a two year period 
(Ku'chemann, 1980; Hart, 1980b; see also Table 4-5), so that it was 
not expected that large gains would be observed over the three to four 
month period intervening between pretest and delayed posttcst in the 
present study. Nevertheless, it was thought useful to investigate 
this issue in a more controlled setting since the opportunity 
presented itself. The design of the class trial programme is 
summarised in Table 8.5. 
Results 
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Figure 8.7 Total test score obtained on the pretest, 
immediate posttest (Pl) and delayed posttest (P2) 
by individual children in the ist year (age 12) 
experimental and control classes (school A) in 
the class teaching (other teachers) study. 
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Table 8.6 
Comparison of Pre- and Posttest Perfomance for 
lst Year (Age 12) Experimental and Controla 
Classes (School A) 
Pretest vs Immediate Posttest (Maximum Score - 21) 
Class Pretest Posttest Mean S. d. N t df p 
Mean Mean Cain 
Experimental 1.1 7.1 5.94 2.86 19 8.81 18 <. 001 
Control 0.7 2.4 1. ýO 2.29 17 2.97 16 <. 005 
Pretest vs 
k Delayed Posttest (14aximum Score - 21) 
Experimental 
. 
1.1 6.2 5.10 3.31 19 6.54 18 <. 001 
Control 0.7 2.7 2.00 2.25 17 3.56 *16 <. 005 
Experimental vs Control Gains: I=ediate Posttest vs Pretest 
Mean Gain 
Class (Immediate Posttest) s. d. N t df p 
vs Pretest 
Experimental 5.94 2.86 19 4.80 34 <. 001 
Control 1.70 2.29 17 
Experimental vs Control; Comparison of Pretest Performance 
10- 10, 
8., 8. 
Frequency 6 Frequency 6-. 
4. 4-. 
2 2. 
0 1234 Score 0 1 2 34 Score 
The control class was taught introductory'algebra-usLng the textbooks 
and procedure usually used in'that school (Ace Appendix 11 for details). 
This teaching occurred between pre- and irmnediate posttcsts. Tile content 
of the control class programme was essentially similar to that of the 
experimental teaching module, so that the test itetis were as appropriate 
to the control group as to the experimental group. 
No algebra teaching was covered for either group between the immediate 
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algebra (see Table 8-7). This may be regarded as supporting the 
suggestion that conjoining is the result of a more fundamental process 
or conception, and is not, for example, the result of a confusion with 
the abbreviated algebraic product consequent upon the teaching of the 
latter notation. 
Also high was the pretest level of 'letter as specific unknown' 
responses to the level of letter interpretation items (Figures 8.8 and 
8.9). This suggests that children may have a 'natural' tendency to 
view a letter as standing for one value (when the letter is viewed as 
representing number rather than something else), and to regard 
different letters as representing different values. In the absence of 
specific teaching to the contrary, it would perhaps not be surprising 
if children adhered to these ideas. 
Whilst the teaching programme appeared not to have been effective 
in assisting children to reassess their interpretation of letters in 
this way, it did seem to have been useful in promoting a positive 
attitude amongst children in this group towards letters and their use. 
This is indicated by the teacher's comments on the programme, for 
example: 
"One of the most beneficial results of the work has been the 
positive attitude of the children towards this topic. They 
have developed an enthusiasm for algebra and using letters 
which I have found difficult to get using the usual text 
books and worksheets. 
Particularly striking is the module's encouragement of the 
child's understanding of the subject, as opposed to rote 
learning of techniques or the mere production of answers 
***. Instead of searching for the right arithmetic answers, 
which is not a strong point (of this class)v the children 
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Table 8.7 
. Proportion of Children in Each Year Group 
Giving Indicated Error Answer to Selected Pretest Items 
I tem 
fear Group (Ability Band) 
lst Yr 2nd Yr 3rd Yr 4th Yr 
(Middle) (Top/Middle/Lower) (Middle) (Middle) 
Conjoining (n-19) (n-27)(n-20)(n=15) (n-16) (n-25) 
Add 3 to 4n, . 32 . 37 . 60 . 53 . 19 .. 
42 
Perimeter 4h+t . 37 . 00 . 55 . 47 . 31 . 17 
Perimeter 2u+16 . 32 . 30 . 
'75 
. 53 . 38 . 50 
Simplify 2a+5b . 37 . 33 . 70 . 60 . 31 . 22 
Letter as Specific 
Unknown 
L+M+N - L+P+N? . 53 . 56 . 65 . 53 . 44 . 65 
c+d 10s c<d . 42 . 48 . 50 . 87 . 56 . 42 
I 
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were being encouraged to explore what they were doing and 
the methods they were using .... This focus is particularly 
important in teaching mathematics to children at this 
ability level, as there is a real danger of mathematics 
teaching becoming, for them, a process of indoctrination 
into meaningless procedures and techniques. The approach 
of the module enabled the children to achieve more success 
with a greater feeling of control. " 
The teacher also commented upon one or two useful outcomes of 
particular sections of the work, for example: 
"In discussing (an example concerning with writing the 
instructions to find the perimter of 'any rectangle'), one 
boy noticed that 2x + 2y could be expressed as 2(x+y), which 
I found surprising and most rewarding. This led the class to 
the observation that 2n +2-2 (n+l). " 
There were, however, several criticisms of the material, including 
that concerning the level of language used (some of the work-sheets 
use words such as 'multiply' and 'divide' whereas 'times' and 'goes 
into' are more readily understood by many children). In addition, one 
or two of the problems are somewhat wordy, and furthermore are rather 
artificial. There is a real need to supplement the material with many 
more simpler and more 'meaningful' problems, and this weakness has 
been commented upon by other teachers, as well as being recognised by 
the researcher. 
School B. Individual changes in total score over the pre- and 
posttests for each of the three experimental classes are shown in 
Figure 8.10. 
The gains in total score obtained between pretest and immediate 
posttest averaged 4,6.9 and 4.3 for the top, middle and lower ability 
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2nd Year (Top Band) 
2nd Year (Lower Band) 
t 
I- - 
2nd Year (Middle Band) 
0 
Figure 8.10 Total test score obtained on the protest# immediate 
posttest-, (PI) and delayed posttest (P2) by individual 
children in the three 2nd year (age 13) experimental 





Comparison of Pre- and Posttest Performance for 
2nd Year (Age 13) Experimental and Controla 
Classes (School B) 
Pretest vs Immediate Posttest (Experimental Groups) (Maximum Score - 21) 
Ability Pretest Posttest Mean s. d. 14 t df p 
Band Mean Mean Gain 
Top 12.4 16.4 3.96 1.95 27 10.35 26 <. 001 
Middle 2.9 9.8 6.90 3.61 20 8.33 19 <. 001 
Lower 0.7 5.0 4.27 2.22 15 7. -20 14 <. 001 
Pretest vs Delayed Posttest (Experimental Groups) (Maximum Score - gl) 
Top 12.4 16.5 4.04 2.23 27 9.24 26 <. 001 
Middle 2.9 7.8 4.85 3.07 20 6.89 19 <. 001 
Lower 0.7 3.7 3.00 1.51 15 7.43 14 <. 001 
Pretest vs Delayed Posttest ('Control' Groups) (Maximum Score 21) 
Top 14.7 15.1 0.40 2.37 25 0.83 24 NS 
Middle 6.3 10.1 3.75 3.09 24 5.82 23 <. 001 
Lower 1.6 2.1 0.55 2.04 20 1.18 19 NS 
a. The control classes received no algebra teaching during the period of 
investigation from pre- to delayed posttestst except for the middle 
ability band control class who were taught this topic immediately 
prior to the delayed posttest (see text). The control classes received 
only the pre- and delayed posttests, in an ottempt to monitor any 
changes in performance due to maturation. 
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classes respectively (see Table 8.8). The average gain for the top 
ability class between pretest and delayed posttest was 4 and for the 
lower ability class was 3, as compared with the respective control 
classes' mean gains of 0.4 and 0.6 for these two ability groups. 
These latter figures provide support for the view that the gains 
observed for the experimental classes were not due simply to 
maturation. The picture isq however, clouded by the results for the 
middle ability classes, where the pretest to delayed posttcst mean 
gain was 4.9 for the experimental group and 3.8 for the control group. 
However, in this case the teacher of the control class did not 
administer the delayed posttest until three weeks after the 
experimental class had received the test, and was in fact teaching 
algebra to the control group during this time. This effectively makes 
the test an immediate posttest following an alternative teaching 
programme, so that gains in performance would be expected for this 
particular group. From this point of view, the resulting mean gain of 
3.8 is perhaps more meaningfully compared with the mean gain of 6.9 
between pretest and immediate posttest for the experimental class. 
The results for individual items for each of the three 
experimental classes are shown in Figures 8.11,8.12 and 8.13. For 
the top ability band class, an improvement in performance as measured 
by an increase in the incidence of correct answers and a decrease in 
the. frequency of target errors, was apparent for each of the areas of 
difficulty under study (see Figure 8.11). With the exception of tile 
items relating to the use of brackets, this improvement was maintained 
on the delayed posttest. In the case of the use of brackets items, 
the marked drop in performance between immediate and delayed posttests 
indicates that the ideas relating to this aspect were generally not 
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to the mathematics machine context may be partly responsible for this 
occurrence. 
This difficulty over the use of brackets, already highlighted in 
the earlier teaching studies, tests and interviews, was indicated 
again in the data for the middle and lower ability mathematics groups 
(see Figures 8.12 and 8.13). These show little or no overall increase 
in facility for the use of brackets items, and either no change or an 
actual increase in the frequency of errors (in terms of bracket 
omissions). However, the items for which this increase in error 
occurred (namely the farea of a rectangle measuring 5 by e+2' item for 
the middle ability group, see Figure 8.12, and both this and the 
'multiply n+5 by 4' item for the lower group, see Figure 8.13), were 
also marked by a substantial decrease in the number of children giving 
a. purely numerical answer. Since the omission of brackets is rarely 
detectable in a numerical answer, it is likely that the increase in 
bracket-omission errors was noted precisely because children had moved 
from a numerical to an algebraic answer. Nevertheless, the programme 
was evidently relatively ineffective, as far as these children were 
concerned, in its attempt to structure their thinking with respect to 
the use of brackets. 
Both middle and lower mathematics groups appeared to have made 
gains on the items in which conjoining is a potential errorg though 
these gains were substantially greater for the middle group than for 
the lower. Also notable was the general improvement for both groups 
on the formalization of method items, which were marked by a 
pronounced decrease in the frequency of related arrort although the 
increase in correct responses was not great, particularly for the 
lower ability group. This would seem to suggest that while these 
children had come to appreciate that a numerical or alphabetic answer 
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was not appropriate to the questions concerned, they were as yet 
still unable to produce the correct algebraic expression. Further 
work on the representation of method in arithmetic as well as algebra 
would probably be beneficial to these children. As in the case of 
several of the other groups of children, the issue relating to letters 
as generalised number was not well handled by the programme in the 
case of these children. 
Schools CD, E. Table 8.9 and Figure 8.14 show the changes in 
total score on the pre- and posttests for the three classes from 
schools C, D and E. In each case, mean performance on the immediate 
posttest was significantly higher than the mean pretest performance. 
For all three classes there was a decrease in performance between 
immediate and delayed posttests, but the mean delayed posttcst score 
was still significantly higher than that of the pretest, showing that 
there had been some overall improvement of a more lasting kind. 
The results for change in performance on individual items over 
the three tests are giving in Appendix 12. The data generally support 
the findings from the other class trials in showing a greater 
effectiveness of the programme where the foregoing of conjoining in 
algebraic addition (or the acceptance of unclosed answers) is 
concerned, and also for the representation of method aspect. While an 
initial increase in facility for the use of brackets items was 
observed for the fourth year classes in particularl this was generally 
not maintained on the delayed posttest, and the proportion of bracket- 
omission errors remained high on all three tests. Results for the 
fourth year groups on the interpretation of letters items were also 
equivocal, in that while there was evidence of a maintained increase 
in facility on these items following the teaching programme$ and the 
error incidence showed an initial decrease, there was some recovery in 
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3rd Year (School C) 
4th Year (School D) 
I 
I 
4th Ycar (School E) 
Figure 8.14 Total test score obtained on tile pretesto 
immediate posttest (Pl) and delayed posttest 
(P2) by individual children in the 3rd year 
(age 14) and 4til year (age 15) experimental 
classes (schools C, D and E) in the class 
teaching'(otlier teachers) study. 
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Tablc 8.9 
Comparison of. Pre- and rosttest Performance for 
3rd Year (Age 14) and 4th Year (Age 15) 
Experimental Classes (Schools Cj D and E) 
Pretest vs Immediate Posttest 
School Year Group Protest Posttest Mean s. d. -N t, df p 
(Age) Mean Mean Gain 
C 3rd Year 5.5 10.5 4.94 2.59 16 70 39 15 <. 001 
(Age 14). 
D 4th Year 10.7 14.6 3.93 2.37 14 5.98 13 <. 001 
(Age 15) 
E 4th Year 9.8 12.7 2.91 2.55 11 3.61 10 <. 005 
(Age 15) 
Pretest vs Delayed Posttest 
C 3rd Year 5.5 9.4 3.94 2.33 16 ' 6.55 15 <-001 
(Age 14) 
D 4th Year 10.7 14.3 3.57 3.81 14 3.38 13 <. 005 
(Age 15) 
E 4th Year 9.8 
(Age 15) 
12.9 3.09 2.91 11 3.36 10 <. 005 
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the frequency of error between the immediate and delayed poattests, 
and the level of error remained relatively high. 
A General Note 
on average, the gains in performance resulting from the class teaching 
programme were in the order of 3 to 7 items correct out of a total of 
21. During the class teaching (researcher) phase the mean gains had 
been in the order of 8 to 12 (out of 21 items) and 7 (out of 16 
items). The results are not comparable, however, since: 
(a) in the latter case the children had been specifically chosen 
because they were making the identified errors, whereas in 
the 'other teacher' phase the groups were intact classes and 
so would have contained a proportion of children who were 
not making the errors, and to whom the teaching programme 
would therefore have been less appropriate; 
(b) pretest levels of performance were higher in the 'other 
teacher' phase, even when the subgroups of children 
identified as making the errors in question are considered 
apart from the intact classes (see Table 8.10). 
A partition of the 'other teacher' whole class groups into 
'error' and 'non-error' types respectively, reveals a higher mean gain 
on the part of the former children as might be expected in the light 
of the comment made in point (a) above (see Table 8.11 and Figure 
8.15). The classification of children as 'error' types (or not) was 
made for this purpose on the basis of the same criteria used 
previously in the 'researcher' taught phase of the study (given in 
Chapter 5). The separation of results in this way creates a set of 
subgroups (the 'error' groups) for the 'other teacher' phase which are 
now more akin to the groups used in the researcher-taught phase, but 
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Table 8.10 
Pre- and Posttest Mean Performance of 'Error' Subgroups 









P1 P2 n 
lst - 10.0 12.0 14 1.1 7.1 6.2 13 
(Age 12) 
2nd 3.5 14.4 15.4 1"6 10.2 a 14.8 15.6 14 
(Age 13) 
3rd 1.0 8.6 8.0 8 5.0 11.1 10.0 11 
(Age 14) 
4th 5.2 13.1 12.6 12 9.3 14.1 14.6 8 
(Age 15) 8.0 12.3 13.5 4 
a. 2nd year data are for the top ability band; as this group 
was most comparable to the top stream 2nd year group used 




Mean Gains in Performance of 'Error' and 'Non-Error' 
Subgroups Between Pre- and Posttests in Class 
Teaching (Other Teachers) Study 
Subgroup 
Year 
Group/ 'Errorta 'Non-Errorob 
Level Pre- P1 Pre-P2 n Pre-Pl Prc-P2 n 
lst (Age 12) 6.0 5.1 13 3.0 2.2 6 
2nd (Age 13) 
- Top 4.6 5.4 14 2.8 2.2 13 
- Middle 7.7 5.6 16 5.0 3.5 2 
- Lower 4.3' 3.0 15 - - 
3rd (Age 14) 6.1 5.0 11 3.0 3.0 2 
4th (Age 15) 4.8 5.3 8 3.2 1.0 6 
4.3 5.5 4 3.0 3.0 4 
a. For criteria for children identified as making errors 
under studys see Chapter 5. 
b. Data exclude results for children included in the whole 
class analysis (Tables 8.6 to 8.9) but who were absent 
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the problem of non-comparability in terms of different pretest levels 
of performance still remains. A reanalysis of the data showing 
change in performance over pre- and poattests on individual items for 
the 'error' groups only reveals a general pattern which is essentially 
similar to that already presented for the whole class data (Figures 
8.8,8.11 to 8.13 and Appendix 12) so that this reanalysis has not 
been illustrated here. 
The separation of results in this way also permits consideration 
of the overall effect of the teaching programme on those children in 
the class-groups who were not making the errors under study. On 
average, it can be seen from Table 8.11 that those children's 
performance was not adversely affected by the teaching programme, but 
indeed that there was a general improvement in mean test score, albeit 
slight, for this group of children as well. This is supported by an 
analysis of the number of errors made by individual children in each 
error category (namely 'conjoining', 'use of brackets'9 letter 
interpretation' and Iformalisation of method') on the pre- and delayed 
posttests (Table 8.12). This analysis indicates a tendency on the 
part of all children to make fewer errors on the delayed posttest than 
on the pretest. The analysis also gives general support to the 
remarks made earlier concerning the differential effectiveness of the 
teaching programme with regard to the various areas of difficulty 
addressed. 
A Note on 'Levels of Understanding' 
Whilst the teaching experiment described here was not addressed 
specifically to increasing children's 'level of understanding' in 
algebra in the sense defined by the CSMS research, it was nevertheless 
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about as a result of the teaching programme might be reflected inn 
movement across 'levels' (as defined by CSIIS). The use of an 
abridged and modified version of the CSMS algebra test (Appendix 10) 
as pretest and delayed posttest enabled levels 0 to 3 to be assigned 
to individual children, but not level 4. A comparison of the levels 
thus assigned to each child on the pre- and delayed posttests shows 
that of the 122 children involved in the 'other teachers' phase of the 
teaching experiment, a total of 60 children increased their level of 
'understanding' as defined by CSHS by one or more levels, while a 
further 61 children maintained the same level, in general greatly 
consolidating their position at that level. Table 8.13 gives the 
percentage*of children maintaining, or improving their level of 
understanding in this way, for each of the four year-groups used in 
the 'other teachers' study. As a basis against which to consider the 
data presented in Table 8.13, attention might be given to the 
percentage of second year (age 13) children maintaining or improving 
their level of understanding over the two-year period monitored by the 
CSMS longitudinal studyq as given in Chapter 4 (Table 4-5). 
Summary 
In general, the results of the class trials suggest that the 
teaching programme developed on the basis of the information obtained 
from the clinical interviews was effective in improving children's 
general level of understanding in elementary algebra, as measured by a 
sustained improvement in performance on test items in this topic. 
As far as the various areas of difficulty identified from tile 
interviews and upon which the teaching programme was built are 
concerned, the programme appeared to have had some varied effects. 
The main gains for all groups appear to have been in tile area of 
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Table 8.13 
Percentage of Children Maintaining or Improving 
Their Level of Understanding (CSMS Algebra) between 
Pre- and Delayed Posttest in Class Teaching 




Ist (Age 12) 
n-19 
Year Group 




4th (Age 15) 
n-25 
0 47 60 so 28 
1 53 31 50 64 
2 8 8 
Regressed 1 - 
a. Note that the use of an abridged version of the CSMS Algebra 
test meant that only levels 0-3 could be assigned (see 
Appendix 1B for a description of the levels). 
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foregoing conjoining in algebraic addition, or in accepting the notion 
of an unclosed answer, an aspect which was also reflected in the gains 
generally observed in the formalization and symbolisation of method. 
The 'use of brackets' aspect was generally not well handled by this 
programme, but in view of the somewhat complex nature of this problem 
and the impossibility of dealing with all its aspects within the 
confines of the rather brief teaching module, this was perhaps not 
surprising. Of greater interest were the results obtained for the 
items concerned with the level of letter interpretation. That the 
programme could be effective on this issue was suggested by the gains 
on the relevant items observed for the two top stream second year 
groups, and, though to a lesser degree, for two of the fourth year 
classes. That the programme was generally not effective in this 
regard for the remaining groups is suggested to be worthy of further 
investigation. 
Also of interest was the observation of high levels of specific 
errors among children not previously exposed to algebra, and the 
occasionally observed gains in performance over time in the absence of 
further teaching or practice in the topic. The possible 
implications of these findings, and the relevance of otherg more 
particular, details for children's learning in elementary algebra, are 




DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
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CHAPTER 9: SUMMARY AND DISCUSS10N 
The clinical interviews and teaching experiments described in 
this thesis have led to the delineation of several areas of difficulty 
experienced by children in elementary algebra or 'gencralised 
arithmetic'. In general, the teaching designed to help children 
overcome these difficulties has been shown to be successfult though 
with varying degrees of effectiveness. This chapter summarizes the 
research procedure and its main findings and discusses these in the 
light of other empirical and theoretical presentationss suggesting 
possible reasons for the variations in success of the teaching 
programme. In the next chapter, consideration is given to the 
implications of these findings for the teaching of algebra and for 
further research in this area. 
Summary of Research Procedure 
The research described in this thesis comprised three main 
phases, namely: 
(1) an investigation of the causes of some particular errors 
in generalised arithmetic which the earlier CSMS 
(Mathematics) project had shown to be widely prevalent 
among second year (age 13) to fourth year (age 15) 
secondary school children, this investigation proceeding 
by means of individual interviews with children 
identified as making the errors in question; 
(2) a series of small-group teaching experiments in which 
children's interaction with a teaching programme based 
on the information derived from the interviews was 
monitored; and 
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(3) the development and trial of an instructional programme 
derived from the findings of the small-group teaching 
experiments, designed for use with whole classes, and 
which aimed at helping children restructure their 
thinking so as to avoid making the errors under study. 
A total of 72 interviews involving 55 children aged from 12 to 16 
years from five schools was held in the first phase (111 above)g while 
the second phase (121 above) was conducted in two schools with two 
groups of 14 year old children (each comprising five children), and 
one group of six 13 year olds. In the third phase (131 above), four 
groups of children, comprising fourteen 12 year olds, sixteen 13 year 
olds, eight 14 year olds and twelve 15 year olds respectively (a total 
of 50 children) provided the data for the trials of the modified 
teaching programme derived from phase two and taught by the 
researcher, and the effectiveness of this programme with whole 
classes was assessed using seven classes (162 children) at first year 
(age 12) to fourth year (age 15) level in five schools, these classes 
being taught by their usual class teacher. (All the numbers given for 
phase three refer to the number of children in any group for whom 
complete sets of data were available. ) 
Summary of Findings 
The areas of difficulty substantiated by the present research may 
be de tailed as follows. These observations arc, of course, limited to 
difficulties which appear to be experienced by children making the 
particular errors studied. Whether the same aspects do present 
problems to other children, but arc by some means more successfully 
overcome in their case, has not been ascertained in the present study. 
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The interpretation of letters: 
(a) Children have difficulty in grasping the notion of 
letters as generalised numbers. Evidence from 
children who have not previously encountered 
algebra suggests that children may have a 'natural' 
tendency to interpret letters as standing for 
specific numbers, with different letters 
necessarily representing different values. 
(b) Whilst children may readily accept that letters 
represent numbers (albeit specific ones), they may 
nevertheless in some instances handle them as. 
though they were entitites rather than quantities. 
This is particularly apparent in more abstract 
examples such as the simplification of 2a+5b+ao 
where children do not interpret the letters at all, 
but merely 'symbol push', inventing such rules as 
'add all the numbers and then write down the 
letters'. 
(c) Some children are confused over the distinction 
between letters as representing the value(s) or 
number(s) relating to a measure or object, and 
letters as representing the measure or object 
itself. For example, children may interpret 16P 
as '6 as or '6'-apples' rather than as '6 times 
the number represented by a. In line with this, 
children often interpret the particular letter used 
as initialling the object represented (e. g. 'a is 
for apples', 'y is for yachts'). 
2. The formalization of method: 
Children often do not understand the process of writing 
al 
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down a formal statement of mathematical method in 
arithmetic, and consequently have no structure from 
which to generalise in the algebraic case. This 
difficulty appears to have several components: 
(a) Many children do not make explicit the precise 
N 
procedures by which they solve arithmetic problems. 
Consequently they are not aware of 'the method' as 
distinct from the problem to which it applies, and 
so cannot record it. 
(b) The procedures which children use in solving 
arithmetic problems are often informal methods 
which are context -dependent and do not readily 
generalise to non-integer or algebraic cases. 
(c) Children are often not precise in how they write 
(or read) mathematical expressions, since they tend 
to interpret them in terms of intended meaning 
(i. e. with reference to a given context) rather 
than literal or Idisembedded' meaning (cf. 
Donaldson, 1978). 
(d) Children consider mathematics to be an empirical 
subject which requires the production of numerical 
answers. Even where children can formalize the 
required procedure and symbolise it correctly, they 
may not appreciate that this is an appropriate 
thing to do, i. e. they do not consider that a 
Imethod' statement can also be an 'answer'. 
3. The understanding of notation and convention: 
(a) Largely as a consequence of the desire to obtain an 
$answer' (single-term) to algebraic problems, 
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children may attempt to perform an algebraic 
addition, producing the conjoined term as outcome 
(e. g. Ia+bI is replaced by lab'). That this 
association of the conjoined term and the algebraic 
sum is not the result of confusion with the 
algebraic product is shown by the fact that the 
same error is made by children who have not yet 
been taught algebra. 
(b) Children ignore the use of brackets, mainly because 
they consider them unnecessary. This belief is 
largely founded upon the view that: 
M the context of the problem determines the 
order of operations; 
(ii) in the absence of a specific context, 
operations are performed from left to right; 
(iii) the same value will in any case be obtained 
regardless of the order of calculation. 
(c) Children show signs of other notational confusions. 
For example, 4y may be interpreted as '4 Y's' (not 
the same as 4 times y) or as 'forty-y', or as 4+y 
(note 3a above). Hence for a given replacement 
value for y, such as y-3,14y' may be interpreted 
as 12,7, or 43. 
The results of the teaching trials indicated that a teaching 
programme based specifically upon the difficulties indicated above and 
designed explicitly to address tile misconceptions upon which they -ire 
founded, can be successful (at least in part) in restructuring 
children's cognition with regard to the points at issue. Observations 
91 
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from the teaching and test results further indicated that: 
1. Cains in performance may be observed in the period 
following the teaching programme (as in the period 
between immediate and delayed posttests), and these 
gains may be independent of further teaching or 
practice. 
2. There may be maturation-linked factors contributing 
towards the child's likelihood of assimilating a given 
concept in the course of the teaching. 
3. Many of the errors in elementary algebra investigated in 
the present research are also made by naive (in the 
sense of lacking previous exposure to algebra) pupils. 
The proportion of naive pupils making these errors was 
in many instances comparable to that observed for older 
'more experienced' pupils. 
4. Children may respond correctly to questions requiring 
the use of certain notation or convention (such as the 
use of brackets or the writing of an algebraic sum), and 
yet be unable to discriminate between correct and 
incorrect representations, i. e. be unable to select the 
correct 'equivalents' from a list which includes both 
correct and incorrect alternatives. 
Discussion 
General Observations 
From the summary given in the preceding section, it can be seen 
that many of the difficulties which children appear to have in 
algebra, and which result in the kinds of error studied heret are not 
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difficulties in algebra as such, but are rather difficulties in 
arithmetic. Many children (i) do not explicitly consider method in 
arithmetic, (ii) may in fact use procedures which are not formalized, 
(iii) tend to interpret expressions in terms of context to that the 
need for precision and rigor in the form of mathematical statements is 
not appreciated, and (iv) even in the case of those mathematical 
procedures of which they are explicitly aware are not always 
proficient in their symbolisation. Since what is usually emphasized 
in school arithmetic is the final numerical answer, many of these 
shortcomings go largely unnoticed, at least as far as problems 
involving small whole numbers are concerned$ where a final answer can 
be obtained through more intuitive procedures. In algebra, however, 
as in more complex arithmetic cases involving large or non-intcgral 
values, the correct approach to problems requires precisely those 
processes and conceptions which the child may have successfully 
managed to avoid in dealing with simple arithmetic problems. In 
meeting algebra, therefore, these children are confronted with their 
own lack of understanding of arithmetic processes. In the same way, 
children's notational confusions in algebra, such as those caused by 
the omission of brackets, ref lect the uncertainty of their 
understanding of number, as for example in their views on the order of 
operations by which the value of a numerical expression is regarded as 
constant regardless of the order in which it is written or even 
computed. By this view, algebra merely makes explicit the 
misconceptions and confusions which children already experience in 
arithmetic, but which may go largely unnoticed in that domain. At the 
same time algebra is not arithmetic, and important distinctions 
between the two may also account in part for the difficulties which 
children experience in this topic. 
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The Interpretation of Letters 
The notion that children have difficulty concerning the meaning 
of letters is certainly not new and has been amply demonstrated by 
many researchers (see Chapter 4). Some of the misconceptions that 
children have may be due to inadequacies in the teaching-learning 
situation (for example, the notion that changing the letter implies 
changing the number represented, that letters which are later in the 
alphabet represent higher values (Wagner, 1981b), and/or the idea that 
the particular letter used is the first- letter of the name of the 
quantity or object represented). Wagner (1981a) has discussed as many 
as nine different usages of letters in algebra, including letters as 
place-holders, (specific) unknowns, generalised number, 
indeterminates, variables, paramenters and constants, pointing out 
that these different usages may present quite different conceptual 
problems for the pupil, and that these should be taken into account in 
the teaching process. However, some of the difficulty which children 
have appears to be related more to a 'cognitive readiness' factor. 
This is particularly so with regard to the apprehension of letters as 
representing generalised number rather than specific unknowns. Part 
of this problem may, of course, be exacerbated by the teaching 
process, by which letters are typically introduced as representing 
specific unknown values, thus reinforcing a predilection which 
children appear to have 'naturally' (as evidenced by the pretest 
results from the first year teaching trials in the present research). 
However, the view that there is a deeper basis to this conception 
appears to be supported by the data which indicated a strong 
resistance, on the part of children in the present study, to the 
assimilation of the idea of letter as generalised number even within 
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the context of a teaching programme specifically designed to address 
this aspect of algebra. 
A possible basis for children's difficulty in understanding the 
generalised nature of algebraic values, and which is expressed in 
terms of the child's level of cognitive maturation, has already been 
outlined in Chapter 4. The findings from the present study do not, 
of course, permit any evaluation of the validity of that explanation. 
However, the results do suggest a possible association between 
acceptance of the notion of generalised number and the attainment of 
particular levels of reasoning. Certainly the observation that 
children typically experience considerable difficulty in coming to 
terms with the generalised nature of algebraic representation, and 
that there appears to be maturation-linked factor in children's 
ability to assimilate this notion (as indicated by the teaching trials 
in the present study, in which noticable gains in this direction were 
made only by the second year top ability groups and the fourth year 
middle ability groups - the two third year classes involved being of 
lower mathematical ability), is at least not inconsistent with the 
suggestion that the attainment of this level of conceptualisation is 
related to the development of 'higher-order' cognitive structuresg 
perhaps in the manner derivable, as indicated in Chapter 4, from the 
Piagetian theory. However, to establish even this point more firmly 
requires a more systematic exploration of the notion of generalised 
number in terms of both a wider age and ability range of children and 
a more varied set of items relating to this issue (only two such items 
were used in the present study; the problem of designing items of 
this kind is not trivial and has been remarked upon elsewhere, e. g. 
Mchemann, 1980). 
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The Formalization of Method 
Informal methods in algebra. The observation that part of the 
difficulty which children have in algebra stems from their use of 
informal methods and their inability to make the nature of the 
procedures used explicit, has been indicated by several researchers 
investigating children's solution of equations (e. g. Bell & O'Brien, 
1981; Herscovics & Kieran, 1980; O'Brien, 1980; Petitto, 1979; 
Sleeman, 1982). Petitto's (1979) distinction between 'intuitive' and 
'formal' approaches in equation-solving has already been discussed in 
Chapter 4. Petitto also drew attention to the fact that children 
often did not formalize exactly what they had done in the 'easy' case, 
so that they were unable to apply the same method to the harder 
example even if this had been appropriate: 
"Interviewer: What were you trying to do? 
BC: Tried to do it the same as as I did that one 
(the easier one). 
Interviewer: O. K. 
BC: But I forgot how I did that one 
(Petitto, 1979, p. 77) 
Petitto also noted that some children switched from formal to informal 
strategies or vice versa, but indicated that the two approaches were 
not necessarily seen as being related: 
"Interviewer: Can you take a guess what it might be? 
HL: Well, if I did it without trying to do it 
mathematically I problably could. " 
(ibido p. 80)0 
a remark which seems to be closely akin to that made by a child 
interviewed in the CSMS research when trying to explain an incorrect 
answer she had produced: "I was doing it mathematically# not 
logically. " (Ilart, 1978, p. 6). Bell and O'Brien (1981) also noted 
that children's equation-solving strategies often change with the 
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demands of the question, and Iterscovics and Kieran (1980) pointed out 
that children's ability to solve simple equations was often dependent 
upon their ability to 'review the arithmetic facts stored in their 
memory', so that their obtaining of an answer amounted to mental 
arithmetic rather than any formal algebraic process (p. 573). Slceman 
(1982) observed that children had difficulty in solving more complex 
equations because they were endeavouring to use the same method of 
solution by inspection (or 'guess and test') which they used$ often 
successfully, in solving simple equations. The difficulty in solving 
the more complex problems therefore seemed to be related to the fact 
that children did not adequately formalize the procedures used in the 
simpler case, and were in fact using informal procedures in the latter 
instance which were difficult to represent in a manner which could be 
generalised to harder examples. 
Informal methods in primary mathematics. From the findings 
discussed in the previous section and from those of the present 
research, it seems possible that many children at secondary school 
level may be solving mathematical problems in a more intuitive manner 
without appreciating the appropriate general relationships. Where 
primary school children are concerned, the notion that children may 
develop and adhere to methods of their own in mathematics is certainly 
not new. With reference to young children's computational procedures, 
for example, Brownell (1935) had commented that "in spite of long- 
continued drilll children tend to maintain the use of whatever 
procedures they have found to satisfy their number needs" (p. 186), 
implying that some of their procedures were different from those which 
were the subject of drill. More recently, Plunkett (1979) contrasted 
the marked lack in variety of school-taught algorithms with the wide 
diversity of computational procedures which children actually use, 
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making reference to an investigation by Jones (1975) which obtained 16 
different ways of calculating 83 - 26 from 80 eleven year old 
children. The use by young children from pre-school to third-grade 
level of 'invented' addition procedures and algorithms had also been 
observed (e. g. Croen & Resnick, 1977; Croen & Parkman, 1972; Houlihan 
& Ginsburg, 1981; Russell, 1977; Suppes & Groen, 1967), and the 
dependence of these on counting procedures noted. Like Groen and 
Resnick (1977), Houlihan and Ginsburg (1981) suggested that children's 
informal procedures are based partly on what is taught in school, and 
partly on their own invention: "children assimilate what is taught 
into what they already know and the result is the 'invented strategy'" 
(p. 104). Other studies of young children's solution of addition and 
subtraction word problems have similarly revealed a range of pre- or 
un-taught informal strategies (e. g. Carpenter, lUebert & Moser, 1983; 
Carpenter & Moser, 1982; Ibarra & Lindvall, 1982; Moser, 1980). 
Ginsburg (1975,1977a, b) has drawn particular attention to a view of 
the young child as an lihtuitive mathematician', who develops an 
informal knowledge of mathematics which is then used as a basis from 
which arithmetic problem-solving methods are derived, these often 
seeming quite different to those taught at school. Ginsburg further 
suggested (1975) that teaching could not proceed effectively without 
attention to the child's informal knowledge, a point particularly 
stressed also by Case (1975,1978). Case drew attention to the fact 
that "young children tend to develop reasonable but oversimplified 
strategies" (1978, p. 442) for solving tasks, and suggested that part 
of their difficulty in learning was due to their "inability to 
overcome the natural way of responding to a situation" (1975, p-68). 
Consequently, Case considered that in order to be effective, teaching 
must take into account both the 'incorrect' and correct response, and 
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that instruction must be designed so that the limitations of the 
natural strategies would be apparent: 
"Until one understands what children do spontaneously, one 
will not be able to demonstrate the limits of this approach 
to them. Furthermore, until one does demonstrate the 
limits of whatever approach students use spontaneously, they 
will not thoroughly understand the necessity for using the 
approach to be taught. " 
(Case, 1978, p-433). 
This dif f erence between what the teacher teaches and what the 
child often does was also one of the main issues discussed by 
Cinsburg's colleague Erlwanger, as the result of a series of case 
studies into children's conceptions of mathematics (Erlwanger, 1973, 
1975). Erlwanger's interviews with children clearly revealed that 
elementary school children employ a variety of methods, many of which 
were not taught, and which the child should have abandoned after 
instruction in 'more mature ways' (1975, p. 163). He furthermore 
suggested that the child often did not perceive any relationship 
between his own intuitive ideas and those of school mathematics, and 
often developed a resistance to accommodating the taught procedures 
and perspectives, a possibility also suggested by Hart (1980a; see 
also Booth & Hart, 1983; Hart & Booth, 1981): 
"it seems likely that children do not assimilate a new method 
(or algorithm) if they find that they can manage (even if 
only for a limited period) with their own .... methods. " (Hart, 1980a, p. 9). 
Alternative conceptions in secondarX science. Although well 
documented at primary school level, the widespread use of informal 
methods among secondary school children remains to be established. 
However, it can be seen that the possibility of such an occurrence 
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could have profound consequences for children's understanding and 
performance in algebra as well as in mathematics generally. In 
secondary school science, the existence of 'primitive' 
concep tualisa t ions or 'alternative frameworks' (Driver, 1981) held by 
school-children has been well documented (e. g. Andersson, 1980; 
Champagne, Klopfer & Anderson, 1980; Erickson, 1979; Kargbo, Hobbs & 
Erickson, 1980; Novick & Nussbaum, 1978; Nussbaum & Novak, 1976), 
and evidence presented for the apparent persistence Of such 
conceptualisations despite instruction (Champagne, Klopfer & Andersong 
1980; Gunstone & White, 1981; Rowell & Dawson, 1977). Unlike the 
'alternative frameworks' described in science, however, the informal 
procedures apparent in mathematics appear to be essentially correct# 
and indeed often form the basis from which the more formal procedures 
are constructed. The problem associated with them is not one of 
incorrectness, but rather of limited applicability. Nevertheless, in 
mathematics as in science the consequences of the pre-existence of 
these 'alternative frameworks' can be profound: faced with an 
instructional sequence which is not in keeping with the child's own 
conceptual framework, the child has to either reconstruct his own 
conceptualisation, or keep two separate systems (Driver & Easley, 
1978). Whilst perhaps familiar to science educators, however, this 
idea of the possible co-existence of two 'cultures' within the 
classroom and the likelihood of the child's own system interfering 
with assimilation of the taught system, is by and large still 
relatively new to mathematics teachers. By means of its investigation 
into the conceptions and strategies underlying children's errors in 
mathematicsl the SESH project (of which the present resnarch is a 
part) has provided strong support for earlier research providing 
evidence for such an explanation of many children's lack of progress 
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in formal mathematics. It is the perseverance of firmly held 
'intuitive' notions of mathematical concepts and procedures on the 
part of these children that hinders their assimilation of the more 
formalised concepts and procedures which are the substance of school 
mathematics. 
'Intuition' and formal procedures. The existence of intuitive 
notions in mathematics areq of coursel essential to the child's 
understanding of mathematical concepts and procedures as Skemp (1968, 
1971) among others has pointed out. However, that 'intuition' can 
have a negative as well as positive effect on mathematical thinking 
has been remarked upon also by Fischbein (Fischbein, 1979; Fischbein, 
Tirosh & Hess, 1979). Discussing the self-evidence of various 
mathematical statements, Fischbein (1979) makes the point that this 
fact can both help children to understand the statements, and at the 
same time provide an obstacle to the apperception of the logical 
structure of mathematics: 
"Why is it necessary to prove that in a rectangle the 
diagonals are equai if it is absolutely evident that it is 
so? The intuitive obviousness of such a statement simply 
blocks the acceptance of the utility of the corresponding 
logical proof. " 
(Fishbein, 1979, p. 152) 
Similarly, the case with which young children can solve addition and 
subtraction problems by using counting techniques may dater them from 
struggling with the complexities of the addition and subtraction 
algorithms, or indeed from seeing the use of the latter. On 
reviewing college students' attempts at symbolising algebraically the 
relationship presented in a simple word problem, Clement (1982) also 
referred to the existence of intuitive conceptualisat ions or 
procedures in mathematics, and to the possible 'conflict' between 
these and the more formal taught procedures, pointing out that even if 
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the latter are taught successfully (in terms of the students' observed 
adoption of those methods), the more primitive procedure may still re- 
assert itself at a later date: 
"students who are successfully taught a standard method for a 
mathematical skill may still possess intuitive, nonstandard 
methods that can compete for control..... This implies that 
teaching a student a standard method is no guarantee that 
the student's own intuitive method will not 'take over' in a 
later problem solving situation. " 
(Clement, 1982, p. 28) 
This possibility of later reversion to an earlier procedure has also 
been indicated by Davis (e. g. 1980). Drawing particularly upon the 
work of researchers such as Clement as well as upon their own 
findings, Davis and his colleagues have suggested that students can 
deal with mathematics on at least two different levels, a surface 
level and a deeper, more intuitive level. While initial teaching may 
produce a correct response at the surface level, there is no guarantee 
that this has been accompanied by a corresponding correct 'deeper' 
level processing. Where this has not occurred, the surface response 
will disappear in time and the earlier mode of operation, which 
derives from the deeper structures, will reappear. 
A Co niti 9 ve explanation - Collis' interpretation. If the use 
of informal methods by children is as widespread as the research 
indicates, then it becomes of interest to know why this should be the 
case. Children are certainly taught the formal procedures, so that 
the continued use of informal approaches must proceed despite such 
teaching. In attempting to explain this phenomenon, reference may 
perhaps again be made to Collis' suggestion that differences in 
mathematical approach may be related to the piagetian distinction 
between concrete and formal operational thinking. Collis reminded us 
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that the concrete operational child's thinking is restricted to 
concrete-empirical experience so that the child tends to operate in 
terms of the particular situation presented, and does not obtain a 
content-free grasp of the structure of things. Consequently the 
concrete operational thinker has difficulty in working in an abstract 
mathematical system. From many points of view, all (formal) 
mathematical activity, and certainly much of what constitutes school 
mathematics, requires children to work within 'an abstract 
mathematical system'. While the teacher is concerned with the 
abstraction of general mathematical principles and relationships which 
can be operationalised in the development of formal procedures (and 
these generalised to the solution of a whole class of problems)v 
however, the child does not look beyond the particular solution of 
immediate, concrete, problems. The distinction between the 
comprehension and use of the formal taught procedures and the use of 
specific informal methods dependent upon the particular context of a 
problem, may therefore be associated with the distinction between 
formal and concrete operational thinking in the Piagetian sense. The 
importance of context in influencing both how the child solves the 
problem, and how the child interprets mathematical expressions, has 
been demonstrated in the present research. Nevertheless, the finding 
that children can gain from instruction aimed at assisting them to 
move towards operating in the more formal system suggests that the 
conceptual demands of this task are not beyond children in the age 
range studied. This observation seems to be at variance with the 
notion that this ability awaits the development of the same (formal 
operational7) level of thinking as does the notion of gencralised 
number. This point is touched upon later in the chapter. 
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Notion and Convention 
Conjoining in arithamtic and algebra Although the suggestion 
has been made that much of children's difficulty in algebra reflects 
difficulties of formalization in arithmetic, and that algebra in many 
ways involves the making explicit that which is implicit in arithmetic 
(albeit perhaps not even implicit for many children), algebra is not 
simply a straightforward generalisation of arithmetic (cf. Matz, 
1980). The shift to algebra represents a shift from concern with 
specific numerical context and as such is new to the child,, and has 
consequences which cover issues of symbolism as well as the whole 
question of the nature and purpose of algebraic as opposed to 
arithmetic activity. While, for example, algebra may be regarded (at 
least in part) as a generalisation of arithmetic statements, the 
representational rules used differ in important respects from one 
domain to the other. Thus in arithmetic, conjoining denotes implicit 
addition in both the place value sense (e. g. 43 -4 tens +3 units) 
and the representation of mixed fractions (e. g. 2ý - 2+ý)- In 
algebra, however, conjoining denotes not addition, but multiplication 
(e. g. 3a - 3xa). Discussing this distinction, Matz (1980) has 
suggested that some of the errors which children make in algebra are 
due to the false generalisation of rules which are appropriate in the 
arithmetic but not algebraic case. The observation that children with 
no previous exposure to algebra often use conjoining to symbolise the 
algebraic sum may provide support for this suggestion. 
Letters in arithmetic and algebra. The use of letters appears 
in both arithmetic and algebra, but in quite different ways. The 
letters m and p, for instance, may be used in arithmetic to refer to 
#meters' and 'pence' rather than representing the number of, meters or 
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the number of pence, as is the case in algebra. Some of the 
difficulties which children have in interpreting algebraic terms may 
well relate to this change in usage between arithmetic and algebra. 
13m' for example, is read in arithmetic linguistically as 13 mctcral, 
and statements such as 13m - 300cml are statements representing a 
static relationship and are also translated linguistically as 13 
metres are equivalent to 300 centimetres'. In algebra, however# 
statements of this kind are not read linguistically but rather are 
'dynamic' statements expressing 'active operational (see Clement, 
1982). This difference in usage may account for some of the 
difficulty which children appear to have in dealing with algebraic 
statements* For examplej a response often given to the question 
'write an algebraic statement to show the relationship between 
students and professors given that there are six times as many 
students as professors' is 16S - P' (see, for example, Clement, 1982; 
Rosnick, 1981). The giving of such a statement for this problem is 
consistent with an arithmetic interpretation, in the manner described 
above, Of 'six students are equivalent to one professor' or 'for every 
six students there is one professor', but it is not correct when 
viewed algebraically. In the latter case the expression means 16 
times the number of students is equal to the number of, professors', 
and so is not a correct description of the given relationship. Again, 
some of the difficulties which children have in the algebraic case may 
ref lect not so much a lack of arithmetic knowledge but rather the 
attempt to apply arithmetic notions which are apprehended to the 
algebraic situation in which they are not appropriate. 
The acceptance of unclosed answers. One of the most obvious 
distinctions between arithmetic and algebra, of course, lies in the 
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concern with numerical answers. In the case of arithmetic, a model of 
addition (for example) can be presented which is Isome sort of coffee 
grinder ... you throw, sayt "5" and "2" into the hopper ... and 
f inally a "7" comes out ... ' (Davis, Jockusch & McKnighto 1978, 
p-17). An algebraic expression, however, cannot be evaluated in this 
way; consequently by convention the result of the operation is 
labelled by the 'procedure call' (Matzo 1980, p. 132), The result of 
adding 7 and x, for example$ is represented as 7+x. This means thatp 
in order to work with algebraic elements, pupils must accept both the 
idea of unclosed operations, and the notation for representing them, 
which in turn means "relaxing arithmetic expectations about well- 
formed answers, namely that an answer is a number" (Matzo 1980t 
p-132). This notion may not be an easy one to accept. Davi so 
Jockusch and McKnight (1978) have noted that children frequently have 
difficulty with the idea of adding 7 and x: 
"This is one of the hardest things for some seventh-graders 
to cope with; they commonly say: 'But how can I add 7 to 
x, when I don't know what x is? '" 
(op. cit., P. 100). 
As mentioned earlier, Collis had drawn particular attention to 
the idea that children vary with respect to their 'acceptance of lack 
of closure' (Collis, 1972; see also Lunzer, 1973), or their ability 
to 'hold unevaluated operations in suspension' (Kieran, 1981a, 
p. 319), considering it to be an ability indicative of the formal 
operational stage. From this point of view, children's ability to 
accept the notion of unclosed operations may be more dependent upon 
the attainment of a particular level of cognitive maturation rather 
than upon instruction per se. Wollman, Eylon and Lawson (1979) have 
criticised this particular view, considering that many subjects' 
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reluctance to accept lack of closure relates more to their perception 
of what is required, rather than to any incapability in this 
direction. The whole of school experience, Wollman and his colleagues 
point out, works against any tendency to suspend closure, and leads 
subjects to presume that they are supposed to give an unequivocal 
answer. 
The meaning of symbols. Evidence from several studies of young 
children's handling of arithmetic operational statements shows that 
they are unwilling to accept open number sentences as 'answers', or 
even to leave them uncomputed (e. g. Behr, Erlwanger & Nichols, 1980; 
Ginsburg, 1977a). Ginsburg (ibid) related this occurrence to 
children's views of the symbols (e. g. '-0 and 1-1) used in such 
statements, pointing out that children interpret such symbols in terms 
of actions to be performed, so that 1+1 means to actually perform the 
operation and 1-1 means to write down the answer. For Ginsburg, 
therefore, young children's reluctance to accept lack of closure is 
related to the way in which the symbols involved are viewed by the 
child. Behr, Erlwanger and Nichols similarly showed that children 
regard such symbols as + and - as a 'do something signal' (Behr, 
Erlwanger & Nichols, 1980, P-15), and noted that this was as true of 
6th grade children (age 12) as of 1st graders (age 6) (see also De 
Corte & Verschaffel, 1981). Such an interpretation does not seem to 
be restricted to primary school children: thus Kieran (Kieran 1980, 
1981a, b; Iferscovics & Kieran, 1980) showed within the context of 
equations and arithmetic identities that secondary school children 
aged 12 to 14 years typically regard the equals sign as a uni- 
directional symbol which precedes a numerical answers and Wagner's 
(1977) 17 year old students were likewise observed to regard the 
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equals sign as a 'do something signal'. The idea that the equals 
sign be viewed as signalling a relationship rather than an operation, 
while perhaps essential to algebraic understanding, may be one which 
does not come easily to the child. Consequently, a move from 
arithmetic to algebra necessitates, besides a change in 
representational interpretation and a modification of the concept of 
operations such as addition, a possible change in view of the equals 
sign, and of the whole purpose of mathematical activityl which is now 
no longer the seeking of a specific numerical answer. 
Closure and cognitio The present research noted that the idea 
of an unclosed, non-numerical answer was initially not accepted by 
children in the age range investigated here, namely 12 to 15 years. 
However, the apparent effectiveness of the teaching programme in 
restructuring children's thinking in this regard would suggest that 
the notion was not beyond the conceptual grasp of these children. It 
also suggests that the acceptance of lack of closure, and the view of 
letters as generalised rather than particular number, may relate to 
different levels of conceptual difficultyq rather than be 
manifestations of a single cognitive structure as suggested by the 
Collis-Piaget formulation. 
The use of brackets. The issue relating to the use of brackets 
has been the subject of relatively little investigation. Kieran 
(1979a) drew attention to the fact that children typically do not use 
brackets, considering their use unnecessary since for children the 
written sequencing of operations defines the order of computation. 
The influence of context in varying this interpretation, and the 
expectation that the value of an expression remains unchanged even if 
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the order of computation is varied, has been indicated in thin study 
(see also Booth, 1982d, in Appendix 13). 
The problem of symbolic representation. it is clear from the 
above discussion that the question of symbolic representation is in 
itself not a trivial one. In particularg the nature of the kind of 
understanding of symbolic representation that a child has may require 
consideration, as will the child's ability to hold dual 
interpretations of certain symbols and to shift readily from one 
interpretation to another. The finding in the present research that 
many children were able to consistently produce a correct symbolic 
representation (as in the case of the use of brackets or the 
production of an unclosed answer), yet did not discriminate between 
correct and incorrect representations when presented with a choiceg 
suggests that the consolidation of symbolic meaning may itself 
progress via stages. The theoretical debate concerning the process by 
which the child comes to acquire knowledge of symbolic representation 
in mathematics or in language is an extensive one whose consideration 
is beyond the scope of this thesis. Certainly mathematics can be 
regarded in part as "a special kind of language developed from natural 
experience, but then formalized into an independent conceptual system 
with its own rules, symbols and meanings" (Bailin, unpublished, 
quoted in Ginsburg, 1975, p. 137). The processes by which the child 
comes to learn this formal language cannot be taken for granted but do 
themselves require careful and detailed analysis- Vergnaud (1982) 
has drawn particular attention to the problem of the role played by 
symbolic representation in mathematics, and asked how teaching can 
address itself to this issue. Ile suggests two main procedures in this 
regard, firstly that instructors must try to "make operational the 
problem of symbolic representation by finding tasks in which a 
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symbolic representation helps pupils to solve the task" (p. 349), and 
secondly that "it is sometimes better to differentiate between 
situations that are not the same for the child although they do come 
to the same numerical equation" (p. 350). The first ask is not so 
easy, as Vergnaud points out, since children often solve the problem 
first and then write its representation (if at all) afterwards. What 
is needed is a choice of task and symbol systems so that the former 
cannot readily be solved without the help of the latter. The value 
and purpose of symbolic representation is thus made apparent, and its 
meaning acquired by its constructive use. As regards the second 
point, it is suggested that the attainment of the most abstract formal 
meaning of symbols may be best approached by means of an intermediate 
step in which children use differentiated symbols to represent the 
different interpretations normally associated with the same 
mathematical sign (for example, using different symbols to signify the 
'write down the answer' and 'is equivalent to' meanings of the equals 
sign). Other procedures may also be useful in helping children 
acquire symbolic meanings; this point will be referred to again in 
the next chapter. 
TheoriesofCognition, and Children's Understanding of Algebra 
In Chapter 3, it was maintained that Piaget, s theory of cognitive 
development could usefully inform the present research from a 
theoretical as well as methodological point of view- it was also 
suggested that the 'framework of knowledge' which a child possessed 
relevant to a given area of study would also have implications for the 
child's level of functioning within that area. It will be useful to 
reassess those beliefs in the light of the findings obtained in the 
present research. 
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In order to be usefully applied to those findings, any 'theory of 
cognition must account for (i) children's difficulty in accepting the 
notion of letters as generalised number, (ii) their unwillingness to 
accept unclosed answers and (iii) their apparent inability to obtain a 
context-free grasp of the mathematical structure of problems, i. e. to 
dissociate the 'method' and the precise way in which it is symbolised 
from the features of particular problems. 
A_Piagetian view. The Piagetian formulation of concrete as 
opposed to formal operational thinking seems immediately to account 
for all these observations. As discussed both in this chapter and in 
Chapter 4, it may be inferred from Piaget's theory that concrete and 
formal operational thinkers would differ in precisely these aspects, 
namely their view of the meaning of letters in algebra, their 
requirement for closure of operations, and in their ability to look.. 
beyond the features of a particular situation in order to obtain a 
content-free grasp of the structure of things and so, for example, 
work meaningfully within an abstract mathematical system. The picture 
drawn in the present study of the difficulties experienced by children 
in elementary algebra is thus consistent with a 'Pingettan' ana , lysis 
of concrete operational thinking as it applies to the study of 
mathematics. 
An 'alternative frameworks' model. There mayq however, be an 
alternative explanation for thece findings. Prior to their 
introduction to algebra, children have been working within an 
arithmetic 'framework of knowledge' (see Matz, 1980) in which M 
'closed' (numerical) answers are required, (ii) the problem of the 
mathematical structure of problems has been subordinated to the 
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obtaining of a correct answer by means of whatever procedure makes 
sense, (iii) conjoining does imply addition (in both the place value 
sense and the representation of mixed fractions)t (iv) symbols 
representing quantities always signify unique values, and (v) letters 
are commonly used to refer to an object or measure rather than its 
quantification (as in 16m -6 metres'). In the absence of any 
alternative (more appropriate) framework of knowledge, it would not be 
surprising if, on meeting algebra, children adhered to the 'rules of 
the game' already established for the arithmetic case, with inevitable 
consequences as far as their algebraic performance is concerned. The 
same kind of explanation may also account for other examples of 
apparent errors in reasoning which have been associatedl in the 
Piagetian view, with a specific 'cognitive stage'. For example, young 
children's demonstrated lack of number conservation may be due not so 
much to the lack of attainment of a particular cognitive 'stage' 
structure, as to the fact that the framework of reference within which 
they have been working does not dissociate numerosity from space 
occupied. Ginsburg (1975) has discussed this issue in particular, 
drawing attention to various studies showing that very young children 
can distinguish numerosity beyond their counting range. This 
achievement appears to be based upon the fact that the child deals not 
with number as such, but with space occupiedl or density. This 
particular viewpoint promotes a strategy which often brings the child 
success in judging relative 'quantities', but which is unfortunately 
not appropriate in judging conservation situations where the space 
occupied/density configuration is deliberately distorted. The 
successful handling of the number conservation task, therefore, 
requires that the child's framework of reference be modified to admit 
the discrimination of number from space occupied, i. e. requires a 
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change in viewpoint and the 'rules of the game' (cf. Donaldson, 
1978). Consequently, it seems that the same findings that are so 
cogently accounted for by the Piagetian theory may also be explained 
by reference to a 'framework of knowledge' model, as in the case of 
the present research. Is it possible to discriminate usefully between 
the two? 
Observations from the teaching experiment results. The results 
from the teaching phase of the present study may help throw some light 
on the possibility of distinguishing between the role of general 
cognition and particular knowledge frameworks. Observations from the 
teaching experiments supported the view that children have difficulty 
in understanding the notion of letters as generalised number. As a 
result of the teaching programme designed to address this issue, 
however, gains in understanding of this notion (as measured by 
improved performance on items selected as relating to this notion) 
were obtained (see for example, Figure 8.4). of particular interest 
in this respect was the observed improvement in performance over the 
two months or more between the immediate and delayed posttests, and 
which occurred in the absence of further teaching or practice in this 
topic. These increases in performance with time seem consistent with 
Piaget and Inhelder's (1973) theory of a constructive memory, which 
postulates that memory can actually improve with time since it may 
permit the learner to construct certain connnections not immediately 
noticed in the first place. By this view: 
the act of comprehending and encoding into memory is a 
Piagetian assimilation-type proces of construction ... 
similarly, retrieval is conceptualised as an equally active 
and assimilative process of reconstruction rather than as a 
passive unedited copying out of what is stored in memory. " 
(Flavell, 1977, quoted in Herscovicst 1979, p. 106) 
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Hence the observation of improvement in performance over time and in 
the absence of further practice or instruction may indicate the 
construction of memory or other appropriate cognitive structures which 
take time to become established. This suggestion may, of course, 
apply equally wall to the construction of frameworks of knowledge, 
however. 
Also of interest with respect to the observed changes in 
performance on items relating to the notion of letters as generalised 
number, was that the improvements noted were obtained only by the 
second year top stream classes and the older (fourth year) children 
who were described as 'good CSE students'. In the case of the 
younger (first year) children, and the second to fourth year children 
who were in lower mathematical ability groups, there was virtually no 
gain in performance in this domain (see, for example, Figures 8.13 and 
9-1). Whilst the range of groups used in the present study did not 
allow this issue to be systematically investigated, the suggestion 
remains that there may be a maturation-linked 'readiness factor' 
associated with the acceptance of the notion of generalised number. 
Such a possibility is, of course, consistent with the 'Piagetian, view 
that this level of conceptualisation is linked to the attainment of 
formal operationality. 
The same results, however, were not observed in the case of 
acceptance of an unclosed answer. In this area all classes made 
notable gains, regardless of age or level of mathematical ability 
(see, for example, Figure 9.2). The apparent effectiveness of the 
teaching programme in restructuring children's thinking in this regard 
would suggest that the notions involved were not beyond the conceptual 
grasp of these children. It also suggests that the acceptance of lack 
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2nd yr, top lst yr, middle 
band (age 13) band (age 12) 
4th yr (age 15) 2nd yrp middle 
band (age 13) 
------- 3rd yr, lower middle 
band (age 14). 
Figure 9.1 Proportion'of children giving ýorrect answers to 
item relating to 'letter as generalised number' on 
pretest, immediate. posteest (Pl) and delayed 
posttest (P2): Comparison between groups of 
















lst yr, middle band 
(age 12) 
2nd yr, middle band 
(age 13) -4 
3rd yrq lower middle 
band (age 14) 
Figure 9.2 Proportion of children giving correct answers 
to item relating to 'conjoining in algebraic, 
addition' on pretest, immediate posttest (Pl) 
and delayed posttest (P2): Comparison between 
groups of different 'cognitive maturity'. 
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of closure, as defined in the present context, may not relate to the 
same level of conceptual difficulty as the notion of letters as 
generalised number. This would seem to imply either that acceptance 
of lack of closure is not a function of formal operational thinking 
(see, for example, Wollman, Eylon & Lawson, 1979 with respect to the 
comment that ALC is not an index of formal operational reasoning), or 
that the Piagetian 'unified stage' view that all indices of formal 
operational thinking appear simultaneously is again questioned (Brown 
& Desforges, 1977,1979). Alternatively, of course, the suggestion 
made in the present research that the tasks under consideration are 
relevant to the concrete-formal operational distinction may be 
invalid, in which case the consistency referred to earlier between the 
difficulties identified in this study, and the 'Piagetian' (as 
interpreted here) analysis of concrete operational thinking is merely 
fortuitous. 
The results with regard to the formalization of method are 
somewhat more equivocal. In some cases (ý. e- some items), notable 
gains in performance were obtained and these observed for all classes 
regardless of age or ability level. In other instances, however, the 
picture is less clear, with an initial improvement in performance 
being followed by some later decrease in performance, at least in the 
case of the younger or 'less able' children, or indeed with there 
being little observed improvement at all (see Figure 9.3). However it 
may be the case that this latter observation reflects not so much a 
difficulty in formlizing method as a difficulty in correct 
symbolisation of that method. This suggestion receives some support 
from two observations. Firstly, the formalization of method items 
which appeared to show the smallest improvement in performance tended 
to be those which were notationally more complex, such as the item 
1 
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2nd yr, top band 2nd yr, top band 
(age 13) (age 13) 
------- 3rd yr, lower middle ------- 2nd yr, middle band 
band (age 14) (age 13) 
see**** 4th yr. (age 15) 2nd yr, lower band 
(age 13) 
Figure 9.3 Proportion of children giving correct response 
to items relating toformalization of method' 
on pretest, immediate posttes, t (Pl) and delayed 
posttest 02): Comparison between groups on 
two different kinds of item. 
I 
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requiring the area of a rectangle measuring 5 by e+2 units, in which a 
correct answer often needs the use of brackets. Secondly, while 
little gain in performance in terms of obtaining the correct answer 
might have been observed, in many cases there was nevertheless a 
notable decrease in incidence of 'error' responses of the kind which 
signalled the avoidance of a 'method' statement, such as the giving of 
an alphabetic or numerical answer (see Figure 9.4). This suggests 
that children had moved towards the giving of an algebraic answer (and 
indeed this was shown to be the case by an inspection of their 
scripts), but were as yet not competent to symbolise that answer 
correctly. Consequently it may be that even in these instances the 
children had improved in their ability to formalize method, but still 
lacked the appropriate knowledge to permit a correct symbolisation of 
that formalization. In terms of the task given (namely the completion 
of written test papers) it was, of course, not possible to dissociate 
these two issues of formalization and symbolisation in order to assess 
their relative contributions to the results obtained. 
It is, therefore, not possible to draw any clear picture from 
these results with regard to the notion that ability to formalize 
method is related to the attainment of formal operational thinking. 
The observation of some maturation-linked differences in performance 
in this regard may support this view, but the finding that marked 
gains in performance were in other instances obtained for all groups 
of children mitigates against it. The involvement of symbolism- 
linked as well as formalization-linked aspects in successful 
performance of the tasks involved does not help clarify Lhe issue; 

























Correct answer, 2nd yr, 
middle band (age 13) 
------- - Error' answer, 2nd 
yr, middle band 
....... . Error' answer, 2nd 
yr, lower band 
.0 
Figure 9.4 Proportion of children giving correct and 'error' responses to item relating to 
formalization of method on pretest, 
immediate posttest (Pl) and delayed posttest 
(P2): Illustration of item showing little 
gain in proportion of correct responses but 
large decrease in proportion of related error. 
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The im2lication of a 'framework of knowledge'_. However, in 
general the results seem to indicate that the children were able to 
benefit from the relatively brief intervention occasioned by the 
teaching programme in order to improve their performance with regard 
to acceptance of lack of closure and, at least in some instancest the 
formalization of method. The relative ease of assimilation of the 
notions of acceptance of lack of closure and of isolation and 
representation of method apparently demonstrated in the present 
teaching experiments does suggest that the cognitive structures 
necessary for such assimilation were already available to the 
children. It therefore becoýes of interest to know why these children 
had not in fact already acquired these conceptuali sat ions, but were 
instead making errors symptomatic of their absence. It is suggested 
that this occurrence derives not from any cognitive inadequacy on the 
children's part, but rather from the inappropriateness of the 
framework of reference within which they are working. As indicated 
earlier in this discussion, the 'arithmetic' framework of reference 
appropriate to children's prior mathematical experience is consistent 
with the requirement for closed answers, does employ conjoining to 
denote addition, and rarely focusses attention on the precise 
recording of statements of formal mathematical method. Enabling the 
child to contruct a more appropriate framework of reference with 
regard to these issues in an algebraic context may therefore be 
expected to remove much of the difficulty associated with this 
particular source. Certainly it seems that if the change in 'rules 
of the game' needed for correct algebraic functioning is acknowledged 
by the child (as, for example, in the teaching module developed in the 
present study), then much of the 'conceptual difficulty' of such 
notions as acceptance of lack of closure and contemplation of formal 
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method or structure may vanish. By promoting such a change in 
framework of reference, it is suggested that the teaching programme 
utilised in this study was successful in helping the children to 
improve performance on items relevant to those potential areas of 
difficulty. 
The implication of 'cognitive maturation'. The apparent 
resistance on the part of children observed in this study to the 
notion of letters as generalised number seems to indicate the 
involvement of maturation-linked cognitive factors in addition to the 
establishment of more appropriate framework of reference. In 
addition, the observed similarity in the nature of the 'child-methods' 
used by different children in response to a variety of problems seems 
to indicate some communality in logic, or at least of approach, which 
requires recourse to general cognitive abilities for explanation. 
Finally, of course, whilst the child's particular framework of 
knowledge may have importance for the level at which the child will 
function in that domain, it is still necessary to explain how 
individual frameworks of knowledge are constructed, and this may well 
require recourse to theories of general cognitive capacities, perhaps 
of a Piagetian kind. The observation of 'stages' of cognitive 
functioning, or not, would therefore seem to depend largely upon one's 
point of view, as Entwistle (1979) has suggested. By concentrating on 
the similarities in task performance, one may well be led to a belief 
in the existence of 'stages' in general cognitive functioning. By 
focussing on the dissimilarities, however, such a construct appears to 
be less useful and one must look to the operation of task-specific 
structures. 
From a consideration of all these issues, it seems reasonable to 
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suggesto therefore, a picture of conceptual acquisition by which the 
child's understanding in a given area depends upon the attainment of a 
certain developmental cognitive level, which in turn permits the 
construction of spheres of ability or frameworks of knowledge which 
themselves require instructional or experiential intervention for 
their full realisation. Such a model has, in fact, been put forward 
by Demetriou and Efklides (1979,1981). on the basis of an 
examination of the empirical findings of research related to formal 
operational thinking, and on the basis of their own (1979) observation 
of lack of unity of the major aspects of formal thinking in a 
'structure dlensemblel, Demetriou and Efklides (1981) suggested the 
differentiation of two levels of formal thought which they termed 
'strategic' and 'tactic' respectively. Attainment of the strategic 
level provides the individual with a general problem-solving 
orientation which functions as a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for the attainment of various tactics which are "demarcated 
in respect of their logical constitution and their application domain" 
to form "spheres of formal thought" (Demetriou & Efklides, 1981). 
These spheres of formal thought which become differentiated out of the 
general strategic level of formal thought require specific experience 
(or instruction) for their effective crystallisation, and may have 
different 'ages' of appearance. Consequently) one can expect the same 
individual to manifest reasoning classified as 'formal operational' in 
one sphere, without necessarily functioning at that level in another. 
At the same time, the attainment of the strategic level which forms a 
common basis to the various spheres of formal thought would imply some 
degree of communality between performance in the different spheres, 
thus accounting for the reasonably high correlations between tasks 
representing different spheres observed in commonly-quoted correlation 
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studies, such as those of Bart (1971) and Lovell (1961a) (see also 
Shayer, 1979). 
The findings obtained from the present investigation may well 
have relevance for a model of this kind. Consideration of this 
question requires a closer and more careful examination of the areas 
of difficulty revealed by the research and in particular of their 
relative levels of difficulty. Certainlyt one moral of the 
observations noted in this study seems to be that in the 'real world', 
attempts to classify levels of reasoning without regard to the 
framework of reference or domain of knowledge within which an 
individual is working may well lead to distortions of description. 
Another might be that sole concern with the 'frameworks of knowledge' 
that an individual constructsv to the extent of denial of the 
operation of more general and maturation-linked reasoning processes, 
is similarly unwise. The theory of cognition capable of explaining an 
individual's performance within a given field will ultimately be that 
which succeeds in reconciling both these perspectives. 
Limitations of the Present Research 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the areas of dif f iculty 
established by the present research are those apparently experienced 
by children making the particular errors chosen for study. Whether 
other children who are more successful in algebra also experience 
similar difficulties, but are able by some means to overcome these, 
has not been established. It may be that the 'more successful' 
children have, as a result of their earlier experience, built up a 
more appropriate framework of knowledge in mathematics, so that these 
issues are at no stage problematic for them. Observations from 
interviews held after the study reported here, with a small number of 
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children from the top streams of a girls' selective school who were 
designated as 'mathematically able' by their teachers, indicate that 
this latter situation may be the case. However, the matter needs much 
fuller investigation. 
Other limitations of the research arise from the relatively 
restricted range of errors studied. Inclusion of a wider variety of 
errors would presumably reveal additional areas of difficulty$ thereby 
leading to a more complete picture of the kinds of conceptual problems 
children may face when meeting algebra. In addition, the difficulties 
identified in this study may be expected to lead to predictable errors 
in other areas of algebra than those studied here, but this has 
likewise not been investigated. 
A further limitation derives from the number and range of items 
used as indices of the various areas of difficulty delineated by the 
present research. In some cases (e. g. conjoining in algebraic 
addition) the number of items was relatively large, but in others 
(e. g. the interpretation of letters) the number was very small. The 
difficulty in designing items appropriate to this latter aspect has 
already been mentioned (see the section on 'The Interpretation of 
Letters' earlier in this chapter); nevertheless, the development of a 
more substantial set of items relevant to this aspect would permit a 
more detailed exploration of this particular issue. 
One final limitation relates to the fact that during the class 
teaching (other teachers) phase of the research, it was not possible 
for the researcher to observe the classes as they were taught. This 
restricts the usefulness of this phase of the research in terms of the 
extra information which might have been obtained from such observation 
(although one or two of the teachers involved did submit fairly 
substantial comments based on their own observations). It also means 
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that it was not possible to monitor directly each teacher's 
interpretation and method of implementation of the teaching programme 
(although again some indication of this was obtained from subsequent 
discussion with the teachers or from their written comments). In so 
far as the between-class differences obtained during this phase in 
general reflected those found during the researcher-taught phase, this 
may not have been important. Nevertheless, the possibility remains 
that some of the difference observed between classes of different age 
or ability level (such as that relating to children's level of letter 
interpretation, for instance) may have been due to differences in 
teaching emphasis on the part of the individual teachers concerned. 
The questions arising from a consideration of these limitations 
suggest some useful ideas for further investigation. 
Summary 
The findings of the present research indicate that children's 
errors in algebra arise both as the consequence of falsely 
generalising from notions already established in arithmetic, and as 
the result of not having appropriate arithmetic structures from which 
to generalise when such generalisation is in fact required. In 
addition, the possible operation of a cognitive growth process by 
which the assimilation of some concepts and procedures awaits the 
development of particular cognitive structures which take time (and 
require a particular level of maturation? ) to be established has also 
been indicated. Analysis of the nature of the difficulties which 
children have been observed to experience suggests a picture of 
conceptual growth which is generally not inconsistent with Piaget's 
description of the development from concrete to formal operational 
thinking. The observation of apparently maturation-linked factors 
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with respect to conceptual notions such as that of generalised number 
argues for a Piagetian-like picture of a general cognitive growth 
pattern which is common to different individuals, as does the 
observation of marked similarity in 'child-method' approaches across 
individuals and tasks. The general description of the features of 
these child methods (see Chapter 6) is also not inconsistent with the 
Piagetian description of concrete operationality. Howeverl the ease 
with which improvement in performance in other conceptual areas was 
obtained argues against the association of those abilities with as yet 
unattained cognitive stage structures, and supports the notion of the 
relevance of appropriate frameworks of knowledge for children's 
algebraic functioning. The observation that the (pretest) incidence 
of errors studied was of a similar order in groups of children from 
first year (age 12) to fourth year (age 15) suggests that the fact of 
cognitive development (in the Piagetian sense) does not in iteself 
ensure the growth of understanding in these particular areas (assuming 
that such cognitive development would be expected to be proceecing 
over this time span), and indicates that consideration must also be 
given to the kinds of knowledge framework that children are 
constructing during this period. 
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CHAPTER 10: IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH 
As will be clear from the discussion of the previous chapter, the 
findings of the present research may be seen to have implications for 
theory and for further research, as well as for the teaching of 
algebra and indeed for mathematics in general. This chapter outlines 
what some of these implications may be. 
Implications for Teaching 
The Meaning of Letters in Algebra 
As in the case of the research cited earlier, this project has 
drawn attention to the difficulties which many children have 
concerning the meaning of letters. Whilst some of this difficulty may 
have a more fundamental conceptual basis, nevertheless the research 
has also revealed sources of misconception which may be effectively 
addressed by the teaching process. In this regard the following 
recommendations are suggested: 
1. Since many children appear to be predisposed to the idea 
of letters as specific unknown values, it may be useful 
to adopt the generalised number interpretation of 
letters from the time that letters are first introduced. 
This can, of course, be done via the medium of a 
'mathematics machine' context as used in the present 
study. However, the same approach can also be used even 
in the more conventional approach to algebra. For 
example, in dealing with simple equations (e. g. x+5 - 
8), the assumption is usually made by child and teacher 
alike that the x represents only one value. However, it 
is just as correct, and algebraically perhaps more 
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useful, to view the x as taking values from a whole 
range of values, only one of which (in this case) makes 
the expression true. 
This approach also requires a careful assessment of the 
'general' nature of the proposed letter usage. Many 
teaching schemes, for example, utilise an approach in 
elementary algebra in which the child investigates a 
series of particular numerical instances of a given 
relationship (such as the area of different sized 
rectangles), writing down each individual numerical 
relationship before Igeneralising' the rule in the form 
of an algebraic statement. However, from the child's 
point of view, this algebraic statement can just as 
easily be regarded as indicating what will be true in 
the next specific instance, or as representing in 
shorthand form what the child has just done in a given 
specific case, rather than representing a summary 
statement of what is true in all conceivable instances 
of that kind. Consequently this usage may still be 
interpreted by the child in a 'specific unknown' rather 
than 'generalised number' sense. 
2. Since many children confuse the arithmetic and algebraic 
usage of literal expressions, it may be useful to make 
this distinction explicit by discussing, for example, 
the alternative meanings of terms such as 3m (13 times 
ml or 13 metres'). This discussion may usefully include 
consideration of the meaning of such symbols as the 
equals sign. 
3. Several work schemes use algebraic initialization such 
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as 1v - the number of vertices' as a mnemonic device. 
11owever, since some children do not always appear to 
make a distinction between 1v for vertices' and 1v for 
the number of vertices', such usage may be best avoided, 
at least initially. 
4. Children need to be encouraged to reflect upon the 
meaning of the mathematical expressions they meet. This 
is essential to an appreciation of the need for rigor in 
symbolising different mathematical operations (such as 
division and subtraction expressions) and so must form a 
part of any attempts to help children's understanding of 
the formalization of mathematical procedures (see 
below). It is also useful to the child's handling of 
algebraic simplification exercises of the kind 
'2a+5b+at. The consistently successful handling of 
examples of this type can only proceed from a awareness 
of the letters as representing possibly different 
numerical values. (Contrary to expectationo the 'apples 
and bananas' explanation for the non-combinativity of 
terms such as 2a and 5b is not to be relied upon: in 
the present research children giving this explanation 
were just as likely to produce an incorrect answer as a 
correct one. ) 
The Formalization of Method. 
The research reported here suggests that a fuller understanding 
of algebra (and perhaps of mathematics in general) requires that 
attention be paid to the kind of methods that children use, and to 
ways of assisting children to become aware of the uses and limitations 
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of different kinds of procedure. Attention is also required to the 
ways in which these procedures can be symbolised. As a first step, 
this requires the teacher to recognise that the child may be using 
informal methods rather than the taught procedures, and to investigate 
the kinds of informal method which are so used, drawing the child's 
attention to the nature of these methods, their usefulness, and their 
limitations. only when children become aware of the limitations of 
their own methods, it is suggested, will they be prepared to 
contemplate the value of the more formal methods which the teacher is 
attempting to teach. Ways in which this might be achieved may be 
suggested by reference to other areas of algebra besides those 
included in the present research. For example, despite the fact that 
teachers may use simple algebraic equations of the kind x+5 -8 as a 
medium by which to teach the formal equation-solving process, the 
children's method may be to proceed to the solution of such equations 
by inspection, 'guess and test', or the application of known number 
bonds. While these strategies can bring the children success on these 
easy items, however, they cannot be effectively utilized in the case 
of more complex equations, where a correct solution usually requires 
the application of the formal taught procedure. Hence as long as 
children do obtain success by the use of their own informal methods, 
they will be unlikely to attend to the (perhaps more obscure) 
procedures being developed by the teacher, with inevitable 
consequences when the more complex equations are eventually met. To 
remedy this situation, the child's method and its usefulness in 
solving easy equations must be recognised and the possibility of 
applying these procedures to complex equations must be assessed, by 
the simple process of attempting to use them in such an instance. For 
example, having discussed the usefulness and ease of application of 
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the child's trial and error method in the case of simple equations of 






with a view to discussing the possible application of the child's 
procedure to equations of this kind. 
The recognition of the limitations of the child's own informal 
methods in this regard will alert the child to the need to contemplate 
more powerful procedures. The way to a consideration of the formal 
methods will now be open; it will remain for the teacher to determine 
the most effective ways of assisting the child to deal with whatever 
conceptual complexities those methods may embody. The same process, 
of course, may be used in alerting children to the desirability of 
formalizing procedures in other areas of mathematics, and particularly 
in those aspects of arithmetic which form the basis for later 
algebraic representation. 
This is not to imply that children's informal procedures are of 
no value. Indeed, the formal procedures taught can only acquire 
meaning for the child if they are, at least initially, related to 
those more intuitable methods which the child already understands. 
Secondly, of course, the informal procedures are of value in their own 
right where the solution of simple problems is concerned, as in the 
case of the 'x+5 - 81 equation discussed earlier. The problem for 
teaching lies in the need to help children acquire facility with both 
kinds of approach, and to perceive the relationship between them. The 
Jump from the intuitable to the more formal procedures is likely to 
present difficulties for children, and is consequently a question 
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which requires careful consideration in order to develop processes by 
which the transition can be meaningfully brought about. 
This focus on the nature of the procedures required to solve a 
given class of problems may also help to shift children's attention 
from an over-concern with the final (numerical) answer. This emphasis 
on the final answer pervades much of children's early experience in 
arithmetic, and indeed proceeds into later mathematical work. In 
introducing work on equations, for example, many teachers define the 
activity to be engaged upon as that of 'finding "x"', rather than that 
of developing general equation-solving procedures which can be used to 
find the unknown value in a whole range of problems. A de-emphasis on 
the requirement for a final numerical answer has been suggested to be 
a pre-requisite for children's acceptance of the unclosed expression 
as a legitimate 'answer'. Certainly the approach taken by the 
teaching programme developed in the present study, by which this de- 
emphasis was attempted, was effective in promoting such acceptance. 
One other point may be appropriate. In terms of the strategies 
listed in Chapter 2 as being potentially useful in the study of 
children's mathematical behaviour, this thesis has been primarily 
concerned with two, namely the 'informal intuitive strategy' and the 
child's proceeding via the 'recognition of formal structure'. It was 
mentioned earlier that the involvement of trial and error or pattern- 
seeking procedures was not anticipated in view of the nature of the 
particular items being investigated. Indeed, in general these 
strategies were not observed, except for such instances as the child's 
tendency to complete as unclosed 'perimeter' shape by symmetry, which 
was noted in the early phase of interviews, and the child's 
replacement of a letter by the number signifying that letter's 
position in the alphabet, both of which may be regarded as procedures 
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exemplifying a pattern-seeking strategy. However, the 'search for an 
algorithm' strategy, by which was meant the utilization of a rote- 
learned procedure, might reasonably have been expected to occur, and 
yet was rarely observed. One exception to this was, of coursel the 
repeating of the 'apples and bananas' type of explanation for the non- 
combinativity of unlike algebraic terms. The teaching of this rule 
had not been completely successful, however, since children repeating 
it seemed just as likely to give the wrong answer as the correct one. 
This suggests that purely algorithmic or 'rule' teaching which is not 
based upon some prior understanding of the child's. may not be 
assimilated and hence not used correctly by the child at a later date 
when required. Certainly there was little evidence in the present 
study of children's rote repetition of what the teacher or textbook 
had saidý seemingly indicating that this approach was not one often 
used by these children. 
Notation and Convention 
Finally, the problems which many children have with symbolisation 
must not be underestimated. Some children do not readily assimilate 
the meaning of abstract representations, and care must be taken to 
ensure that attention is paid to the established processes by which 
meaning can be so attached. The value of loperationali sing' symbolic 
representation and of introducing intermediary signs has already been 
touched upon (Chapter 9). Other procedures include 'practice' in the 
sense of repeated use of a given notational representation; 
'discrimination' in terms of the consideration of both positive and 
negative instances of the symbol's referents; and 'reinforcement' by 
repeated interpretation of the symbol's meaning. The consideration of 
non-examples and in particular the distinction between a given form of 
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notation and one likely to be confused with it is especially important 
in the process of attaching meaning to symbolic representation (see 
also Gerace & Mestre, 1982). This is highlighted by the observation 
that children did not find the 'consolidation' exercises in the 
teaching programme used in the present research a trivial exercise, 
and is further indicated by the fact that many children who correctly 
answered the conjoining items and the first two 'use of brackets' 
items, nevertheless selected one or more of the incorrect options in 
the item presenting a range of possible responses for the product of 3 
and e+2. This item was particularly interesting in that virtually 
none of the children gave exactly the same answer twice (or more) over 
the three tests. Evidently children may find discriminating between 
correct and incorrect answers far harder than producing a correct 
response. It is suggested that this indicates that different levels 
of understanding are required to correctly handle the two kinds of 
problem, and that the obtaining of a correct response may only give a 
partial picture of the child's understanding. 
General Teaching Principles 
The work in the present study has also permitted the value of 
various general principles in mathematics teaching to be reiterated. 
In particular, interest in the present research has focussed upon; 
I. the need to anticipate areas of dif f iculty and 
understand their likely bases; this can be done most 
effectively by - 
2. the analysis of common errors made by children in the 
topic under consideration, which in turn may be done 
most efficiently by means of - 
3. discussion with children, both in an individual and 
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class context; in this regard it is important to pursue 
the reasons for common wrong answersq rather than merely 
concentrating on the correct answer; 
4. the value of setting teaching within a wider context 
which gives meaning to the concept or procedure to be 
taught (for example, the teaching of, procedures within 
the context of programming a computer, or the teaching 
of algebraic manipulations within the context of solving 
equations rather than as an exercise in its own right); 
5. the importance of giving attention to the procedures 
which children use, even when getting the correct 
answer; 
6. the need to pay deliberate attention to the problem of 
the teaching of notation; and 
7. the need to help children recognise and appreciate the 
equivalence of different conceptual viewpoints, and to 
be able to shift readily from one to another as required 
(as in appreciating that an expression such as ln+3'* can 
mean both an instruction to operate on the two elements, 
and the result of performing that operation). 
Other general principles for the teaching of mathematics, and which 
were utilized in the present study, have been indicated in Chapter 7. 
Implications for Further Research 
The Use of Informal Methods in Mathematics 
Perhaps the point of greatest interest arising from the present 
research is the indication that many children do not seem to have 
formal representations of the methods they use in solving mathematical 
problems, and indeed that they may not use the formal 'taught' 
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methods, but may instead use more informal procedures of their own. 
That these informal methods can be applied successfully in the case of 
simple examples may be readily demonstrated; many adults doubtless 
also use the same procedures (see Committee of Inquiry into the 
Teaching of Mathematics in Schools, 1982). However, the solution of 
more complex problems, and certainly the extension of mathematical 
knowledge, almost certainly requires the formalization of general 
procedures which can be applied to a much wider class of problems. It 
is suggested that this formalization requires the recognition (on the 
part of both teacher and learner) that the construction of such 
procedures should constitute a significant part of mathematical 
activity. This issue merits further investigation, particularly with 
regard to the following questions: 
1. How widespread is the use of informal methods among 
children at both primary and secondary school level? 
2. How do these informal methods develop, and why are they 
so resistant to change? 
3. Why do many children fail to assimilate the formal 
taught procedures? 
4. If it is desired that children develop an awareness and 
understanding of the formal methods, how can this best 
be achieved? 
5. Where children who are low attainers in mathematics are 
concerned, it may be considered that the development of 
a formal understanding of mathematics is less 
appropriate. In this case, can the informal or 'child- 
methods' be usefully developed and extended? This 
requires that the nature of such methods be fully 
explored. 
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With reference to these questions a new project based at Chelsea 
College and funded by the Social Science Research Council is 
investigating the development in young children (aged 8 to 13) of 
various formal and informal methods in mathematics (see CMF Research 
Proposal, 1982). In particular the project aims to study the nature 
of the interaction between the child and the knowledge presented by 
the teacher and to investigate the kinds of procedures which are 
subsequently constructed by the child. The general premise of the 
research is that many children develop successful commonsense methods 
at an early stage in their mathematical experience, thereby avoiding 
the development of a formal mathematical framework. In the light of 
its findings, the project will attempt to suggest means by which the 
transition from the informal to the more formal 'taught' procedures 
may be effected more efficiently. 
At the same time, the value of these informal procedures must not 
be overlooked, nor indeed must their appropriateness to the more 
simple mathematical problems which the child (and adult) may meet. 
The point is not that it is desired to move the child entirely away 
from these methods, but rather that the child be helped to perceive 
the relationship between formal and informal procedures and to choose 
that approach which is more appropriate to the particular problem in 
hand. As indicated in point '51 above, it may be that the 'informal 
approach' can be usefully developed and extended for, say, low- 
attaining children in mathematics, without losing the possibility for 
later transition to the more formal procedures should this be 
subsequently desired. A description of the features of the informal 
procedures used by children has been suggested by the SESH research 
(see Chapter 6) and is reproduced below: 
Informal methods used by children are characterised by being - 
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1- intuitive, i. e. based upon instinctive knowledge: not 
systematically reflected upon and not checked for 
consistency within a general framework; 
2# primitive, i. e. tied closely to early experiences in 
mathematics; 
3. context-bound, i. e. elicited by the features of the 
particular problem; 
4. indicative of little or no formal symbolised method; 
S. based largely upon the operations of counting, adding 
and combining; 
6. worked almost entirely within the system of whole 
numbers (and halves). 
The investigation of the validity of this description across a 
wider problem-base may usefully be pursued, with the aim of using the 
description in order to develop other procedures of similar kind which 
may form the basis for instruction with selected groups of children. 
The Nature of Cognition and Children's Understandingof Algebra 
Other areas of investigation suggested by the present research 
relate to the question of the nature of children's cognition and the 
relevance of this for questions of mathematical learning. The 
importance of context for children's problem-solving activity and the 
difficulty which children appear to have concerning the notion of 
generalised number, are both predicted by the Piagetian theory. At 
the same time, the relative ease in the assimilation of the notion of 
lack of closure, and the improvement in formalizing mathematical 
method demonstrated in the present study, would seem to indicate some 
inconsistency mitigating against the unqualified acceptance of the 
'unified stage' view of cognition which characterises the Piagetian 
formulation. Indeed, this view has been the source of much criticism 
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(see, for example, Brown and Desforges, 1979), and Collis himself has 
more recently proposed that the nature of the content or activity be 
taken into account, suggesting in preference to 'cognitive stages' a 
taxonomy of 'observed learning outcomes' - levels of performance based 
on Piagetian-like descriptors but which are topic or task specific 
(see Biggs and Collis, 1982). In this regard, the implications of the 
framework of knowledge or reference within which a child works for 
that child's level of performance in a given domain, and in particular 
for the kinds of errors which are made, require further investigation. 
Nevertheless, the observed- similarities in the nature of the informal 
methods used by different children, as well as the points concerning 
context and the generalized nature of algebraic representation 
outlined above, suggest some generality in cognition which requires 
explanation. The mechanisms by which these various task-specific and 
task-independent abilities are coordinated remain to be elaborated. 
In approaching this task, it is suggested from the present 
research that the notion of 'complexity' in describing the problems 
which are set children, and upon which inferences concerning level of 
cognitive functioning may be derived, may required careful definition. 
The psychological complexitities of a task may depend upon such 
aspects as (i) the kind of procedure or strategy that the child uses, 
(ii) the child's understanding of the 'rules of the game', (iii) the 
child's specific knowledge relating to that task and the degree of 
automaticity which such knowledge has acquired, (iv) the child's 
information-processing capacity, and (v) the child's general cognitive 
level. Any discussion of psychological complexity which does not 
take (at least) these factors into account must be necessarily 
incomplete. 
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Misconceptions in Algebra 
This project has suggested some of the areas of difficulty 
underlying children's misconceptions and error in elementary algebra; 
there may well be others. This research has been concerned with 
highly specific errors relating to a narrow range of algebraic items. 
Consideration of other types of problems and errors in algebra may be 
expected to reveal other sources of misconception. For example, the 
move from arithmetic to algebra, besides necessitating modifications 
in notational representation and conceptual and procedural viewpoints 
may also require a change in nature of the problem-solving process. 
Whilst more applicable to later work in algebra than that which forms 
the basis of this study, there are some indications from the present 
research that successful handling of algebra even at the generalised 
arithmetic level may accompany the beginnings of a change in problem- 
solving orientation. Many algebraic directives, such as 'solve', 
'simplify', 'factorisel, etc. describe the features of the desired 
result rather than prescribing a single specific procedure to execute, 
as is more commonly the case in arithmetic (see Matz, 1980), and this 
difference in specification may require a conceptually different 
problem-solving approach. Petitto (1979), for example, has discussed 
the relevance for algebra of the distinction between wholistic and 
algorithmic problem-solving styles (after Wertheimer, see Petitto, 
1979), while Davis (1975b) has noted that children can often do 'small 
steps' in mathematical problem-solving while having no overview of the 
total procedureq suggesting that these two kinds of mathematical 
thinking, which he terms 'algorithmic' and 'conceptual', may function 
differently and that a lack of emphasis during teaching on conceptual 
thinking may underlie much of the difficulty which children have in 
algebra, and indeed in mathematics generally. Children's apparent 
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inability to view algebraic problems globally has also been suggested 
by other workers to contribute to children's algebraic difficulties 
(e. g. Ilerscovics & Kieran, 1980; Matz, 1980; Wagner, 1981b; Wheeler, 
1981). More likely it is the ability to switch from one kind of 
reasoning to another which contributes to children's ability to 
perform successfully in this topic. Nevertheless, the fact that 
algebra may require a different kind of problem-solving style to that 
appropriate io arithmetic may indicate another aspect in which working 
within an arithmetic framework may lead to error when dealing with 
algebra, and is therefore one which merits investigation. 
There are doubtless other distinctions between arithmetic and 
algebra-as-generalised-arithme tic which can be drawn and which may 
reveal potential psychological complexities. Whether these can be 
easily surmounted by the learner must depend upon the latter's 
psychological characteristics which must consequently be investigated 
by studying the student rather than the topic per se. 
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Examples of CSMS Algebra Items 
Item 5 If e+f sit 
e+f+g 6*0000000 
Item 6 What can you say about a if a+5-8 
Item 9 This square has sides of length g. 
Sos for its perimeterp we can write pa 4g 
9 
What can you write for the perimeter of 




Part of this 
figure is not shown. 
There are n sides 
altogether, 
all of length 2. 
t 
Item 12 If John has J marbles and Peter has P marblesp 
what could you write for the number of marbles 
they have altogether? 
Item 18 When are the following true - alwayss never$ or sometimes? 
Underline the correct answer: 
A+B+C=C+A+B Alwayse Never. Sometimes, when ...... 




Levels of Understanding in_Algcbra Identified by CSMS 
(taken from KGchemanng 1981, pp llý-116 
Level 1 The items at this level are purely numerical as in (1) below 
or they have a simple structure and can be solved by using 
the letters as objects (2), by evaluating the letter (3)p 
or by not using the letters at all (4). For more complex 
items children at this level tended to give answers like 8ab 
instead of 3a + 5b. In the case of items that required 
specific unknowns these children were likely to evaluate 
the letter (5)f or not use the letter at all (6). 
(1) What can you write for the area of a rectangle 
measuring 6 by 10 units. 
(2) Write more simply 2a + 5a. 
(3) Find a if a+5 = 8. 
(4) Evaluate a+b+2 if a+b = 43. 
(5) 12 given instead of B+g as the expression for 
e+f+g given e+f - 8. 
(6) 7 given instead of 3n+4 in answer to 'add 4 to 3n'. 
Level 2 The clear difference between these items and those at Level I 
is their increased complexity, though the letters still only 
have to be evaluatedl or used as object. Children at this 
level could still not consistently cope with specific unknowns, 
generalised numbers or variables. 
It might be argued that the advance made at this level is due 
simply to an increased familiarity with algebraic notation. 
However, the children who coped with Level 2 items also 
performed more successfully on the test as a whole. More 
significantly, their average raw score on the Calvert DH IQ 
test which can be regarded as an indicator of ability external 
to the algebra, test, was also higher. This suggests that the 
use of correct syntax ist at least in parts conceptual. 
The improvement in the Level 2 answers over those of Level 1 
can also be seen as a first indication (which is much more 
fully realised at Level 3) of a willingness to accept answers 
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which are to some extent 'incomplete' or ambiguoust which 
Collis describes as 'acceptance of lack of closure'. Thus, 
for example, many of the children who wrote Bab as a 
simprification of 2a + 5b + as (of whom about three-quarters 
were at Level 1) may well have known how to write 3a + 5b but 
preferred their answer because it looked more 'proper' and 
complete. 
Level 3 The major advance made by children at this level is that they 
can use letters as specific unknownst though only when the 
item-structure is simple. These children are able to regard 
answers like 8+ gs 3n + 4l p- 2n as meaningful) even though 
the letters represent numbers and not objects, and despite 
the lack of closure of the answers. 
Level 4 At this level children can cope with items that require specific 
unknowns and which have a complex structure, as in (1) below. 
They can also cope with items like (2) which require; at a 
minimum, that the letters are regarded as specific unknownss 
but where there is a stong temptation to treat them as objects 
(e. g. cakes and buns). Other items involve generalised numbers, 
or the necessity to realise that a set x can equally well be 
represented by an expression like 5x and that, furthermorep this 
results in the transformationtdivide by 5"and notmultiply by 
on the values of x (e. g. if (x+l) 
3+x- 349 when x- 6s what 
value of x makes (5x+l) 
3+ 5x - 349 true? ). 
(1) Write more simply (a-b)+b. 
(2) What is the meaning of 4c + 3b (where cakes cost c pence 
each and buns cost b pence and 4 cakes and 3 buns are 
purchased. 
Note: Each -'level' comprises a set of 
items which are grouped 
in terms*of difficulty and mathematical cohesiveness. These 
groups of items are scalable in the sense that a child's 
success on any level (defined as correctly solving two-thirds or 
, 1. more of the items at that level) entails successp as defined, on 
all easier levels. 
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APPENDIX 2A 
SESM Alqebra-Marking Scheme 
The marking scheme used for the CSMS algebra screening test 
used in the present research was that used by the CSMS team (given 
in Hart, 1980b, pp. 178-180). For purposes of selecting children 
for interview, however, certain categories of error answer identified 
by CSMS were combined. 
The list of items used as a basis for selecting children for 
interview, together with the error answer categories adopted by the 
present research, are given here. A brief rationale for the combin- 
ing of CSMS error categories, in those cases where this was donet 




Item No. Item 
Add 4 to 3n 
4(111) Multiply n+5 
by 4 
5(111) c+f =8 
e+f+g = 





2u + 16 
9(iv) Perimeter 
2n 
12 J+P marbles 
13(it) 2a + 5b 
13(iv) 2a + 5b + 
13(viii) 3a - b+a 
14 r= s+t 
























15(11) k-3 diagonals 4 
6 
7 




20 Cakes and buns 






3n4l 7n Letter as object 
43n 
7l 12 Lctter ignored 
4n5p 20n Letter as object 
n54 
209 9 Letter ignored 
8g Letter as object 
9ý 12 Letter ignored 
15,8 Alphabetic 
532p 325 Letter as object 
l0ep 7e 
10,7 Letter ignorcd 
hhhht, 4ht Letter as object 
5ht 
uu556,2u16 Letter as object 
2u556, uu16 
n2; n; 2 Letter as object 
32 - 42 Letter ignored 
28s p Alphabetic 
JP; JOP Letter as object 
26. Alphabetic 
7ab, 8ab Letter as object 
3a5b, 8ab Letter as object 
8aba, 7aba 
4ab, 5ab Letter as object 
2ab 
18 Alphabetic 
10 Letter ignored 
Up 3k Letter as object 
31 -3 Letter ignored 
h, J, 82 9 Alphabetic 
single value Letter as 
specific number 
'Never' Letter as 
specific number 
4 cakes and Letter as object 
3 buns 
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Note on Justification for combining CSMS error cateRorics: 
Items 4(11), 7(iv), 9(11) 
13(11), 13(iv)p 13(viii) 
(Combining CSMS 
categories 3 and 5) 
Itere the significant feature was 
considered to be the conJoining of 
letters and numbers into a single termp 
e. g. 2a + 5b - 7ab or 8ab. 
5(111) 
(Combining CSMS - 
categories 6 and 8) 
9 (iv) 
(Combining CSMS 
categories 2 and 3) 
Here the significant feature was 
taken to be the omission of the 
letter# rather than the actual 
numerical value given. 
Here 'n2' was considered ambiguous 
and may represent a conjoining of 
elements rather than an unconventional 
ordering of the product term. 
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APPENDIX 2B 
Interview Items : Phase One 





Amended from n 
influence of add 
I 
m 





















Extension item to (4) to ascertain 
effect of absence of numerals. 




Figure has p sides altogether. 
Each side is 5 units long. 
(Amended from (5) to avoid 
possible confusions due to 
diagram). 
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C. West Ham scored x goals and Manchester United scored y goals. 
What can you write for the number of goals scored altogether? 
D. x+y+z-x+p+z 
Is this true: always never / sometimess when ........... 
(Amended from L+M+NL+P+N to check if any 
difference in interpretation due to use of upper case letters. ) 
E. 1. Add 3 on to 5y 2. Multiply k+2 by 3 
3. Write more simply if possible: 
a) 2x + 5y c) 5q - 3w 
b) 3x + 8y + 2x d) 5p -t+ 2p 
F. What can you say about k if k+m- 12 and k is less than m7 
Note: a. Each child received a selection from the items shown; 
no child was presented with every item. 
b. Numerical items were used where the child was unable to 
proceed with an algebraic item)in order to ascertain how the 




Interview Schedule Used as a Basis for Interviews 
















Question Asked (Example 
Please read the question out loud. 
What is the question asking you to do? 
What does ........... mean? 
How will you do this question7 Why7 
Work out the question and tell me what 
you are doing as you go. 
(Check for recollection of intermediate 
step). 
Now write down the answer. 
What does the answer mean? 
Is there any way you can check to make 
sure your answer is right? 
Suppose I said I didn't believe you, 
could you prove to me that your answer 
is right? 
Suppose I put 3 for x 
Another student said 
Can you make up a question like that one? 
Which of these questions is like that one? 
Why? Which is different? Why? 
(Solving problem of more complex or more 




Samples of exercises from each worksheet used in the small-scale teaching 
experiments ý-see Chapter 4). 
1. Introduction 
Worksheet No. 1 
Write down the instructions you would have to give the machine if 
you wanted it to do the following problems. Write the instructions 
both ways if possible. CHECK that you have written what you mean. 
1. Add 19 and 38. 
6. Add 17 and 34 and multiply the answer by 6. 
11. Divide 4 by 10. 
15. Multiply 7 by 39, add 169 and then take away 42. 
Now use your calculator to work out each answer and write your 
answers in the 'print-out pad' box. 
2. Number Operations I 
Worksheet No. 2 
Write down the instructions you would have to give the machine if you 
wanted it to do the following problems. Write the instructions both 
ways if possible. CHECK that you have written what you mean. 
1.1 drive 67 kilometres before lunch, and 98 kilometres after., 
How many kilometres do I drive altogether? 
10. A crate of soft drink holds 72 cans. I order 52 crates. How 
many cans of soft drink will I get7 
11. A fat man wants to lose 57 lbs. weight. So far he's lost 
29 lbs. How many more lbs. must he lose? 
15. Make up a problems and then write down the machine instructions 
for it. 
Now use your calculator to work out each answer and write your 
answers in the 'print-out pad' box. 
3. Generalisation I 
Worksheet No. 3 
Write instructions for the following. Write the instructions in as 
many different ways as you can. CHECK that you have written what 
you mean. 
1. Add 8 to any number I give. 
7. Subtract 9 from any number I gives and then multiply by 15. 
12. Take any number I give away from 100. 
15. Add any number I give to 23 and then double the answer. 
(Programme then requires consideration of the 'general answer' as 
well as specific answers obtained by particular replacement values). 
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Worksheet No. 4 
Write instructions for the following. Write the instructions in 
as many different ways as you can. CHECK that you have written 
what you mean. 
1. Add any number I give to itself. 
6. Think of a number; multiply it by 70 and then take away the 
number you first thought of. 
8. Multiply together any two numbers I give. 
15. Multiply any number I give by Ltselfq and then take away 
another number. 
(Programme requires consideration of 'general' and of specific 
answers obtained by particular replacement values. ) 
Worksheet No. 5 
Write down the print-out answer: 









4. Generalisation II 
Worksheet No. 6 
Write instructions for the following. Write the instructions in 
as many different ways as you can. CHECK that you have written 
what you mean. 
1. Find the area of any rectangle. 
4. Find the perimeter of any triangle. 
9.1 have b pupils. I'm going to give them y pencils each. 
How many pencils will I need? 
15. Find the perimeter of a shape which has x sides which are 
all 3cm. long. 
5. Notation 
Worksheet No. 7 
Find the perimeter of each shape: 
1.4-sided figure, all the sides must be the same length. 
6.5-sided figure, all the sides can be different lengths. 
10. A figure which has 20 sides altogethers 13 of which are 
all one lengths and 7 sides are all another length. 
11. Shape: n 
> 
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Worksheet No. 8 
What do these expressions mean? Write your answer as many 
ways as you can. 
1.3xa) + (4xa). 
6. (10xa) - (6xa). 
8. (2xt) + (7xm). 
9. (8xp) - (5xa). 
Worksheet No. 9 
What do these expressions mean? Write your answer as many 
ways as you can. 
1.2a 
7.5t 
9.2p + 7p 
17. a+b+a 
6. Consolidation 
Worksheet No. 10 
Some of these answers are wrong. Cross out all the wrong answers. 
Write the correct answers in the shortest way. 
Instruction Pad 
Divide 8 by any number 
I give 
Add together any three 
numbers I give 















Examples of amendments to worksheets following trial with the material 
in the small-scale teaching experiments dC3crLbed in Chapter 4. The 
worksheets amended as indicated below were then used in the class 
teaching (researcher) phase of the research (see Chapter 5). 
1. Introduction 
Amendment: The inclusion of non-integral values. 
Worksheet No. 1 
6. Add 12.3 and 7.01. 
12. Multiply 5.7 by 11.32. 
15. Divide 4.01 by 10.6. 
2. Number Operations 
Amendment: The inclusion of non-integral values. 
Worksheet No. 2 
4. A rocket ship goes 93 miles in 1 second. How far will 
it go in 17.5 seconds? 
12. I've got Z42.60. My brother has Z17.90 more than me. 
How much has he got? 
14. The length of a rectangle is 15.4cm and its width is 
7.6cm. What is the area of the rectangle? 
2a. Notation - Brackets 
Amendment: The inclusion of a section to point out the 
importance of brackets in mathematics in general# as well 
as for the 'mathematics machine'. The order of operations 
conventions were overridden and the rule introduced that brackets 
would be needed in order to indicate priority of operation. The 
purpose of the examples shown below was to highlight the fact that 
different values can be obtained for the same numerical expression 
according to the order in which operations are performed, and to 
show that some means must therefore be used to indicate which order 
of computation is required. 
Worksheet No. 3 
Work out the following in as many different ways as you can: 
1.3 x2+4. 
2.100 -., 10 r. *-15. 
6.7 +3x8 
9.3 +3x 10 -2 
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Put brackets in to show how I got the answers: 
1.3 x4+2 18. 
8.20 +2+3 13. 
9.20 -. ' 2+34. 
10.4 +5x85- 27. 
Worksheet No. 4 
Write down the machine instructions for the following: 
1. Add 5 and 7 and then multiply the answer by 3. 
4. Add 93 to the answer you get when you multiply 18 by 32. 
9. Take 17 times 4 away from 156. 
14. Multiply 4 by 7 added to 19. 
Generalisation I 
Worksheets No. 3 and 4 (see Appendix 3) now become Nos. 5 and 6j 
and worksheet No. 5 (Appendix 3) is omitted, with the material 
contained therein being included in the new worksheets No. 5 and 6. 
4. Generalisation II 
No amendments. Worksheet No. 6 (see Appendix 3) becomes worksheet 
No. 7. 
5. Notation 
Amendment: The inclusion of further practice examples. Workshoets 
No. 7,8 and 9 (see Appendix 3) become Nos. 8j 9 and 10. 
Worksheet No. 11 
Write down the print-out answers, in as many different ways as 
you can: 
1. Add 5 to n. 
2. Multiply x by 7. 
6. Multiply a+4 by 3. 
7. Add a six times. 
6. Consolidation 
No amendments. Worksheet No. 10 (see Appendix 3) becomes No. 12. 
Note 
a. In some instances the completion of worksheets was set as a homework 
exercise. . 1. 
b. In the class teaching (researcher) phase of the study (described in 
Chapter 5)# the first and third year classes followed a less 
extensive programme (see text). Much of the work on notation was 
omitted with these classes, and Worksheets No. 8,9 and 10 (i. e. 
Worksheets No. 71 8 and 9 in Appendix 3) were consequently excluded. 
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APPENDIX 5 
The_Algebra TcachinR Module (Final Version) 
I 
The module material is arranged as follows: 
1. Rationale and outline of the teaching programme 
2. Teacher's'notes: 
a) Introduction 
b) Number Operations I 
c) Generalisation I 
d) Notation I 
e) Additional Components 
3. Worksheets 
The module differs from the earlier versions described in Chapter 4 
and the class teaching (researcher) phase of the investigation described 
in Chapter 5 in the following ways: 
1. The work previously organised under the headings 'Generalisation V 
and 'Generalisation IV is now subsumed under 'Generalisation V. 
2. The work previously described under the heading 'Consolidation' 
now appears under 'Notation 1'. 
3. There is some re-arrangement of worksheets, and some condensation 
of the work on notation into a smaller number of worksheets. 
4. The worksheets on the use of brackets described in Appendix 4 
have been omitted (also see text, Chapter 5). 
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SESM Algebra: Teaching Module 
Rationale, 
This teaching module has been developed on thý basis of the findings of 
two research projects which set out to investigate the difficulties children 
were having in beginning algebraq and the reasons for these difficulties. 
These investigations revealed four main problem-areas in this topic# and the 
teaching-mo, dule consequently aims to address each of thesel as it was felt 
. that ignoring any one could only lead to an incomplete understanding in the 
other spheres. The areas of difficulty are as follows: 
1. Interpretation of letters. Children often do not understand that 
letters are representing numberss and that the number represented may be a 
unique value (as in x-F2-5)9 or an infinite range of values (as in x4yu7+X). 
They tend to cope with this problem by ignoring the letter completely# by 
substituting a particular value for it (perhaps based on an alphabetic code 
a-1, b-21 etc. ), or by treating the letters as objects which can be merely 
collected up. 
The teaching module seeks to address this problem by introducing letters 
at the generalised number/variable levels by which a given letter can take' 
on a range of values (whole number and non-integer), and by which examples 
such as x+2-5 are treated as a special case in that here there is only ohe 
value which will make the statement true (though an infinite range of values 
which might in fact replace the letter). It was considered that children 
may find algebra easier if they were to start from the general cases rather 
than move from particular to general as is the more usual situation. ' 
2. Symbolisation of method. Children often do not symbolise the 
, 
methods 
used to solve problems in arithmetic. Consequently they are unable to 
produce a generalised form of that method, as is often required in algebra. 
The reason why children do not symbolise their methods appears to have 
three main components: 
(a) Children often use their own 'common-sense' methods and not those 
taught in the mathematics classroom. These methods often do not lend 
themselves readily to mathematical representation. 
(b) Even where th4 child uses a formal (taught) method# he/she may 
not be able to symbolise it appropriately. 
(c) Even where the child can symbolise a formal methodg he/*she may 
not see. that this is an appropriate thing to do. 
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Children are often more concerned with getting an answer than with paying 
explicit attention to the method. - This may not matter in arithmetic, but 
-in algebralbeing able to represent the structure of a problemp operation 
or method is of central importance. If children do not have that structure 
available in the arithmetic case, they are unlikely to produce (or under- 
stand) it in the algebraic case. 
The teaching module attempts to address this problem by concentrating 
on the method rather than the 'answerlt and on the representation of that 
method. This is achieved by setting the teaching programme within the 
context of a 'mathematics machine' (cf. computer)s whereby the aim of the 
programme is to write instructions to enable given problems to be solved by 
the machine. This use of a 'mathematics machine' also permits the intro- 
duction of letters as generalised number/variable by using letters as call- 
signs for number locations. 
3. Legitimacy of the 'unclosed' answer. Children do not regard an expression 
such as 'n+3' as ananswerl, but rather as a sum which still needs doing. 
This can have two consequences: 
(a) Children are reluctant to give 'n+3' as an answerl since to them 
it isn't. Consequently they will either give no answer at alls or 
substitute some value for n in order to obtain a numerical answer. 
(b) Alternatively they attempt to perform the addition, and produce' 
n3 or 3n as the answerg leading to confusion when the same abbreviation 
is introduced for the product nx3. 
The teaching module addresses this problem by specifically considering 
the kinds of answer which the 'maths machine' can produce in response to an 
instruction such as 'add 3 to any number' (or 'n+3') when no replacement 
value for n is provided. Initially all operations are written in f ull 
(n+3 and nx3)1' and only later is '3n' introduced as an abbreviation for 
lnx3'. Because of the strength of children's tendency to confuse '3n' 
with 'n+3', it is considered that the nonequivalence of the two expressions 
must be repeatedly examined and stressed. The fact that the 'answer' is 
in some cases the same as the 'sum' or 'instruction' is also an observation 
which children need to be explicitly aware of. 
1 
1. 
4. Use of brackets. Children see no need for the use of brackets and 
consequently do not use them, thus leading to error in algebra when more 
than one operation is involved. Children's resistance to using brackets 
appears to be based upon the belief that: 
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(a) operations are to be performed in the order written 
(b) the particular problem will dictate which operation should be 
done first if different to the recorded order 
(c) the o rder is in any case irrelevant since*the same answer will 
always be obtained. 
The teaching module addresses this problem by incorporating a separate 
'sub-unit' on the need to use bracketst and by stressing this need within 
the 'maths machine' context. I 
The above four areas of difficulty# though treated separately here for 
ease of discussion, are almost certainly interdependent. In particulart 
an important aspect which is reflected in each problem-area relates to the 
'need' for or 'purpose' of using letters or giving general statements. 
Children often see no point at all in using letters9 and in the case of 
simple equations (e. g. x+3=5) or substitution exercises (a-39 b-5V evaluate 
a+b), it may in fact be difficult to justify their value. It is considered 
that children will not take the use of letters seriously until the value of 
their use is made apparent to them. It is also considered that the use of 
the 'maths machine' context may go some way towards fulfilling this objective. 
The Teaching Module: Outline 
Components of the module are as follows. Those marked with an asterisk 
are supplementary to the main programme and contain optional extensions. 
These two sub-units may be done separately from the main programme, but the 
unit on 'Brackets' is best completed before 'Generalisation IV. 
LNumber Operations I Number Operations 
11 *1 
order of operations 
and Brackets 
* 
For the purposes of the SESM (Algebra) research, only the units 'Introduction' 
through to 'Notation V are required. These units will therefore be described 
in full, and notes presented for the remainder. 
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Algebra Teaching Module: Introduction 
Teacher's Notes 
The programme is based upon introduction to a 'maths machine' (cf computer) 
which can be'instructed to perform, operations/solye problems. This machine 
is therefore a 'system' (cf algebraic system) with its own rules of opera- 
tion which model those of algebra. The aim is to program the machine to 
perform given tasks/operations. All instructions must be given since the 
machine will only do exactly what the instructions say (it can't# for instance, 
read your mind to know what you meant: it will only do what you tell it to do). 
All instructions must be checked by 'reading back' as the machine would read 
them, before the start button is pressed. The principles upon which the 
programme is based are: 
1. concentration on interpretation (letter as generalised number/variable; 
treading' of symbols and expressions), - 
2. concentration on method, and the representation of that method 
3. introduction to notion that an expression can be an 'answer' as well 
as a 'sums or. instruction, i. e. is another way of representing 
a value. 
4. concentration on full recording of method# i. e. writing in all 
operations, over-use of brackets (brackets will always be used when 
there are mixed operations to indicate which operation is to be 
performed first. There will consequently be no need to specify 
any particular 'order of operations' convention). 
5. concentration on equivalent'forms of method (e. g. 3x4 and 4x 3) 
and also on which forms are not equivalent (e. g. 12 -5 and 5- 12). 
6. concentration on training on explicit 'algebraic' reasoning process. 
The machine model (see diagram) consists of: 
1. an instruction pad: the machine 'reads' the instruction on the pad and 
does what it says. The machine can only read mathematical expressionsp 
so all instructions have to be given in maths language. 
2. a processing component which does the actual working out (cf calculator) 
3. a set of number storage locations labelled by letter call-signs, 
e. g. 'x' in an instruction calls up the number currently stored in 
that particular location. 
4. a print-out pad where the machine writes out the results of carrying 
out your instructions (again in maths language which must be read 
















The aims of machine programming are: 
1. to write out instructions so that the machine will 'understand, them 
and perform the required task 
2. to be able to read the print-out correctly and interpret what the machine 
has done. I 
Problem to be Addressed: 
1. Introduction to 'Maths machinýl 
2. Use of brackets. 
Materials Required 
'Maths machine' model 
Calculators for pupil-use 
Worksheet No. 1 + answer blanks 
Teaching Sequence 
1. Introduction to 'Maths Machine': 
a). display model and explain that children are going to learn how to 
program the machine i. e. give it instructions so that it can work out 
various problems. , %. 
b), describe machine: it's similar to a computer and has the same main 
parts as does a computer. Describe the function of the - 
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(i) instruct . ion pad (discuss various forms of giving machines 
instructions, e. g. punched cards, punched paper tape, magnetic 
tape like cassettes# etc): essential role of all these is to give 
the machine instructions on what to do. 
(ii) start button 
(iii) processing component (in what follows they will use the 
calculator to act as this part of the machine) 
(iv) print-out pad (discuss different forms of print-out# e. g. teletype 
on T. V. screen; typewritten print-out sheets; magnetic tape$ etc. ) 
(v) omit discussion of number storage locations at this stage. 
c) discuss rules for programming machine: 
M machine only does what instructions say 
(ii) care must therefore be taken to make sure that instructions are 
written clearly and in full (importance of checking before 
processing) 
(iii) all instructions must be in 'maths language' 
Uv) if the machine is given more than one operation to do, it will 
not 'know' which one to do first. We therefore have to tell 
it which operation to do first by putting brackets round it. 
(In this unit brackets are introduced as something the machine 
needs. The need for brackets in general is left to the unit 
'Order of Operations and Brackets'. ) 
2. Writing Instructions: Class Examples 
a) Notes: 
(i) concentrate on correct recording of operationst alternative ways 
of writing the same instruction$ and which operations are not 
commutative 
(ii) check recording of operation by 'reading. -backl-before using 
calculator 
(iii) check kind of answer expected (whole numbers decimal numbers 
'large' value, etc. ) 
(iV) use calculator as 'processing unit' to calculate answer and record 
on 'print-out pad'. 
(v) check kind of answer obtained: does it make sense, is that the 
kind that was. eacpectedq etc, 
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b) Demonstration Examples-1. 
WI want the machine to add 15 and 8. 
How will I write the instructions? 
add 15 and 8 15 +8 
8+ 15 
Discuss both expressions: are both correct, will I get the same 
answer# etc. Use calculator to check. 
(ii) I want, the machine to multiply 9 by 17 
Multiply 9 by 17 9x 17 
17 x9 
Discuss both versions, check using calculators. 
(iii) divide 24 by 8 24 -o* 8 (read '24 divided ýX 8) 
Discuss 8 24 how expression is read, i. e. '8 divided 
ly 24' meaning 'how many 24's in 8' 
kind of answer expected (less than 11 
i. e. decimal answer) 
check with calculator 
In this case expression cannot be written both ways. 8+ 24 means something 
different to 24 +8 and will give a different answer. 
Stress that sometimes I might want to divide 8 by 24: 1 don't always want 
to divide the big number by the small. If I want to divide 8 by 24 then 
I must write 8 -e* 24 and not 24 + 81 or I will get the wrong answer. 
(iv) Take 7 away from 23 23 -7 (read '23 minus/takeaway 
Discuss 7- 23 how expression is readp i. e. '7 take away 
23' 
kind of answer expected (negative number) 
-check with calculator 
Again in this case the expression cannot be written both ways# as 23 -7 means 
something different from 7- 23 and will give a different answer. 
Sometimes I might want to take 23 away from 7 and get a negative answerp in 
which case I must write 7- 232 etc. 
I (v) I dont always have to use whole numbersp of course: 
tell the machine to multiply 3.2 by 5.17: 
multiply 3.2 by 5.17 3.2 x 5.17 
5.17 x 3.2 
C) Class Exercises 1 (do with class, recording instructions and answers - 
using calculators - on front side of answer blank): 
M add 9 and 27 
(ii) multiply 1.4 
ýy 8 In each case, ask 
(iii) take 9 away from 28 can expression 
be written another 
ways discuss meaning of alternative 
(iv) divide 24 by 6 forms# kind of answer expected 
(V) divide 3 by 12 (decimals negative etc. 
) 
(vi) take 5.9 away from 1.1 
check using calculator 
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d) (optional): children to provide verbal instructionsp other children 
to supply mathematical equivalent# e. g. in 'team game' setting etc. 
C) Demonstration Examples 2: _ 
more than one operation. The rule intro- 
duced here will be that brackets are always needed to tell the machine 
which operations to do first. 
(i) add 15 and 90 and then add 7: (15+9) + 7* 
7+ (15+9) 
(ii) multiply 2.1 by 4 and then add 5.251 (2. lx4)+5.25 
5.25+(2. lx4) 
(iii) divide 19 by 4.7 and then take away 10: (19 + 4.7) - 10 
00 add 3.4 and 2.81 and take your answer away from 19: 19 - (3.4+2.81) 
(v) add 15.5 and 17.3 and double the answer: (15.5 + 17.3) x2 
2x (15.5 + 17.3) 
* In the case of all 'adds' and all 'multiply's' e. g. 15419+7,2x3x5 etc. # the 
same answer will be obtained no matter which part is done first (check). In 
this cases therefores you can leave out the brackets. However, it is not 
wrong to put them int so if in doubt, always use brackets. In every other 
case (e. g. 12-7-4$ 100 10 59 2x3+5 etc. ) you will not get the same answer 
so that brackets must be used to say which operation is to be done first. 
In each question check expression by 'reading back' to check with original 
instructions. Using calculatorsp record the print-out answers. Would we 
have got the same answer if we had done the o. ther operation first? Use 
calculator to show that a different answer would be obtained: this is why 
the brackets must be put in, to show which answer we want to get. 
3. Writing Instructions: Workshect No. 1 
Children to work independentlys giving both forms of expression where 
appropriate. Children to complete instructions first, checking by 'reading 
back' to themselves first (what do instructions mean)j before using calculator 
to record print-out answer, Instructions and answers to be recorded on reverse 
side of answer-blank. 
Check alternative'versions; discuss meaning of alternativesp whether 
both vers. ions are possible, reason why not if not equLvalentj etc. 
fV 
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Algebra Teaching Module: Number Operations I 
Problem to be Addressed 
1. Availability of formal method 
2. SymbolizIng formal method. 
Principles of Teaching Programme 
1. Required operation is decided by the structure of the problem and not, 
for-example, by saying 'divide the big number by the small one'. This 
point is addressed more fully in 'Number Operations IV. 
2. The commuted form of an expression is always , 
to be recorded in addition 
to the original form where valid. Children are not always clear which 
expressions are commutative and which are not. By recording both versions 
where appropriatep and by discussing cases where this is not valid 
(including 'proof' by calculation of the answers)# it is hoped that children 
will be made aware of the differences and also of the need for correct form 
of recording. 
Materials Required 
'Maths machine' model 
Calculators for pupil use 
Worksheet No. 2 + answer blanks 
Teaching Sequence 
1. Solving Problems: Class Examples 
a) Demonstration Examples 
Discuss how instructions should be recorded for each example. As 
befores discuss alternative forms and which ones are valid: 
(i) I've got 27 records) my sister has 34. How many records do we 
have altogether? 
(ii) I collect 35p from everyone to buy a present. If I collect from 
18 peoplep how much (in pence) will I have? 
(iii) My brother has L123. That's L49 more than I've got. How 
much have V 
(iv) Petrol costs Z1.54 a gallon. I buy 8 gallons. How much 
will it cost? 
M I've bought 7' Jýallons of petrol and it cost E11.76. How much 
a gallon was it? 
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b) Class Examples 
Use front of answer blank to record instructions. Both forms of 
expression are to be recorded where appropriate. 
Children'can use their calculators to fill in the 'print-out' section 
afterwards. 
Children to provide word problemsp class to record required instructions 
in each case. Try to encourage a variety of operations. There is room on 
the answer blank for 6 problems. 
As before, check that both forms of instruction are given when both 
are valid# and discuss why the alternative form is not valid in subtractions 
division examples (this requires consideration of the structure of the 
problem). 
2. Solving Problems: Worksheet No. 2 
Working independently, children to record instructions firsts using 
reverse side of answer blank. Encourage children to check their instructions 
by interpreting back before using the calculator to obtain print-outs. As 
before, children to record both forms where appropriate. 
Check both forms of instruction are given where validg-discuss why 




Algebra Teaching Module: Generalisation I 
Problem to be Addressed 
1. Interpretation of letters 
2. Formalization of general method 
3. Legitimacy of representing an 'answer' by an expression or 'procedure 
call (e. g. n+3) 
4. Justification for use of letters and general statements. 
Principles of Teaching Programme 
1. Concentration on interpretation of letters as generalised number/varLabless 
i. e. a given letter represents an infinite range of values. 
2. The same letter in the same expression represents the same value. 
3. Different letters can represent the same or different values) i. e. there 
is a choice (children find this idea difficult, partly because they tend 
to think in an 'either-or' fashions i. e. either it's the same or it's 
different. The notion is thus introduced rather gently at this stage). 
4. Children tend to think in terms of specific cases rather than generalities, 
e. g. 'any rectangle' is used by the teacher to mean the general cases 
i. e. what can be said of every rectangle in the world. Children, 
however, tend to interpret 'any rectangle' or 'any number' to mean 'any 
particular one you choose'. Consequently they will think of, and give as 
an answers the particular example they thought of (e. g. a rectangle 5 by 8) 
and think that this is what was intended. It will be necessaryl in 
discussing general statements# to discuss this difference in interpre- 
tation, e. g. if I write 5x8 for the area of any rectangle, this only 
tells me something about one particular rectangle. It doesn't give me 
a rule for every rectangle in the world. To do this, I need to write 
something like nxm or ax bs where n stands for how long the r66tangle 
is and m-for. hou-wide it is. 
The aim in what follows will be to give the machine rules for answering 
every problem of a given kind that I give it. 
All operations to be written in full. 
Materials Required 
Maths machine model 





a) Revision of 1maths machine' components$ using model 
b) Introduction to idea of number storage locAtions - places in the 
machine where numbers can be held. The numbers in these places 
are given labels or 'call signs'# i. e. a letter, Using a letter 
in a machine instruction will 'call up' the number storeds e. g. 
if I give the instruction 'add x'j the machine will add on 
whatever number is in the x-location. 
2. Use of Letters/General Statements: Class Exainples 
a) Demonstration Examples 
(i). I want the machine to add 5 to any number I give Ltv so I need 
to write a rule for the machine to do this 
Can I write 6+ 57 No, this Only tells the machine to add 
5 to 6. The machine hasn't got a rule for adding 5 to any 
numbir in the world. 
Instruction: x+5 (or 5+x) (or a+5 etc) 
This means 'add 5 to whatever number x stands for' and x can be 
aný number in the world. 
The machine now knows it has to add 5 to whatever number x is. 
If I now press the start-buttons the machine will look to see 
what number is in the x-location and add 5 to it. 
(Just discuss the 'instructions' at this stage. We'll come 
to the 'print-out' later). 
I want the machine to multiply any number I give it by 7. 
Instruction: nx7 (or 7x n) etc. 
Discuss meaning: multiply whatever number n is by 7. 
Againg discuss instructions such as '3 x 71-0 and the difference 
between this and nx7. 
(iii) Take 8 away from any number I give 
(iv) Divide any number I give by 13 
(v) Take Any'number I give away from 47 
(vi) Divide 2000 by any number I give and then add 50 (remind re 
use of brackets). 
Continue to reinforce distinction between commutative and non-commutative 
expressions. 
b) Class Exercise 
Using front of answer blank to record instructions (6 examples), children 
to supply examples of above type and class to record instructions using 
letters to represent general number values. Continue to record both 
forms of commutative expressions. Record all operations in full 
(e. g. 3xn not 3n). 
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3. Use of letters: Worksheet No. 3 
Working independently, children to record instructions only# giving both 
forms of expression where appropriate. 
Discuss instructions given, meaning of letters, examples of values 
letters might stand for (are there any numbers besides Iiole numbers) 
etc. ), meaning of brackets. Why are instructions y+8# for examplet 
and not e. g. 13+8? What does y+8 mean7 
4. Legitimacy of Expression as Answer 
a) Introduce'idea of replacement values. Using instructions recorded 
by children on front of answer blank in 2(b) above# discuss what the 
print-out will be for different values assigned to the letters. Values 
are assigned by writing e. g. x-5 underneath the general instruction on 
the instruction pad: 
e. g. Instruction: xx4 Print-out: 
x-5 ---9, Start ýýw 20 Write answer 
x-2.3 Start 9.2 on a level with 
x- 100 Start 400 assigned value. 
etc. 
(Each new value replaces the old one) 
b) Repeat for each of the 6 examples on the front Of the answer blank 
used in 2(b) above. Take 2 or 3 replacement values suggested by the 
children in each case) recording the replacement value as 'n-7.5' etc. 
on the instruction padp and writing in the appropriate print-out in 
each case (using calculators where necessary). 
c) Introduce idea of 'general answer': if no value is given for the 
letterss then the machine will not print out a particular number answer 
(why? ). The machine will therefore print out the 'general answer' 
e. g. xx 4s meaning 'whatever number x is# multiplied by 4' or 'the 
number which is 4 times x1. 
e. g. 
Instruction: xx4 Start --> Printout: xx4 




Instruction Pad Print-out Pad 
xx4xx4 






d) Using the instructions recorded for worksheet No. 3, children to complete 
the print-out section as follows: 
(i) What will the machine print out if no value is given for the letters? 
(Why won't it give a particular number answer? ) 
(ii) Select 2 replacement values for the letters in each case, recording 
these on the instruction pad (or allow children to choose their 
own values), and write in the corresponding print-out answerso, 
5. Use of More Than One Number Location: Worksheet No. 4 
a) Children to attempt worksheet on their own first, writing in the 
instructions only. Discuss Nos. 1 (e. g. a+a) and 7 (e. g. x4y) if 
necessary. Will brackets be needed? 
Discuss instructions: When does question require repeated use of the 
same letter and when. are different letters needed. What is the difference 
between (for example) a+a and x-+y? Introduce idea that different letters 
do not necessarily mean the values must be different: they can be 
different or they can be the sames e. g. there is nothing to stop me 
putting the number 3 in both x and y locations. The difference is 
that in a+a the number must be the same; in x4y I can have either the 
same number or different numbers (i. e. I have the choice). Check use 
of brackets. 
b) Children to complete print-out section for Worksheet No. 41 recording: 
(i) the answer the machine will give if no value is given for the letters 
(ii) the answers given in each example for one or two teacher-given 
or pupil-chosen replacement values for the letters used. 
(Remind children that these values do not have to be whole numbers). 
6. Problem-solving: Worksheet No. 5 
(a) Discuss S -or'4- exainP Ies with ., the clb'is. 
Record all operations in full: 
e. g. 1) Write instructfoni for finding týe. area-of any-sized rectangle. 
What is area? 
How do vou find the area of a rectanzle, ow 1 IL -- -----f- -- - ---- -- -- 
I ---I 
How shall we give the instruction 'multiply length 
by breadth' to the maths machine? 
Why not write e. g., ýD x 15 as the instruction? 
Record ilistiuctions only at this stage. 
2) Write instructions for finding the perimeter of any rectangle. 
What is perimeter? 
How do we find the perimeter of a rectangle? 
How shall we give the instructions 'add all the 
sides' to the machine? 




wnat co you nave to coi 
I 
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3) A factory embroidery machine does a design in cross-stitches 
and circles. 
First it stitches'a row of crosses: >000<5ý 
Then it stitches a row of circles along tfie top and bottom: 'I' 
RP Wx 
-xxx xxx CXX%=ýOCYO and then circles at each end: 
0' W>§: <, ý 
Write instructions to find how many circle stitchers I will need 
for any number of crosses I want to use. 
If I use 17 crosses, how many circles will I need? 
The aim in this example is to find the rule by Ireasoning'q e. g. 'it must 
be Wice, the number of crosses plus two'. (Remember brackets). 
However, introduce'the strategy of finding the rule by looking at several 
numerical examples Canother way of doing it is Point out that 
sometimes this is an easier way of doing it. 
e. g.: No. of crosses no. of circles 
38 therefore rule must be 
4 10 'double and add 2' 
5> 12 i. e. 
10 :> 22 etc. (2 x n) +2 
Use numerical example to check that the general expression recorded is 
correcto Leo does'work. 
N. B. Record numericalcases as examples of the general expression: 
Instructions; (2 x n) +2 Print-out: (2 x n) +2 
n- 17 36 
At each stage stress the following steps in problem-solving: 
a) what do I want the machine to find? 
b) what instructions are needed (how do we do it7) 
- do I need any number locations/how many? 
- what operation(s) needed? 
c) how do I write the instructions/method? 
- do I need brackets? 
d) what have I written/what does. it mean7 
- is that what I want? 
- is it correctly recorded? 
e) what will the print-out (answer) be? 
f) what does the print-out mean? 
- is it correct? 
- check by number substitution 
Children to complete WoT4heet 5, recording the instructions only on the 
reverse side of the answer blank., 
Discuss instructions. Check both forms for commutative expressions. 
I 
Discuss use of letters, e. g. questibh 3- find perimeter of any triahgle 
Why not write e. g. - a+a+a? . Does a+b+c cover the case of when all the sides 
are the same 1, e, ngt4? (N. B. if you wanted the perimeter oE a triangle yhere 
all. the sides were dýfinitely different,, you would have to wriie eg. ` 
a+b+c, a4b0 c). 
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Discuss what print-out would be (in most cases the lanswerý is the same as 
the instructions in this particular set). 
Some of these answers can be written in a shorter form. Lead into Notation I. 
4 t' 
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Algebra Teaching_Module: Notation I 
Problem to be Addressed 
1. Equivalence of a+a+a+a and 4xa 
2. Representation of 4xa by 4a 
3. Non-equivalence of 4+a and 4a 
Principles of Teaching Programme 
1. Reinforce the notion of letters as representing numbers by frequently 
referring to 'a' as 'the number which a stands for' and by occasionally 
asking children to provide examples of what 'a' is (not necessarily 
whole numbers). 
2. The replacement of a+a+a+a by 4xa is justified on the grounds 
of being shorter and quicker to write. 
3. The replacement of 4xa by 4a is really arbitrary, but can be given 
some kind of justification on the grounds that you could confuse the 
two answers '4 x a' and '4 + a'# whereas 14a' and 14 + a' are easier 
to distinguish. 
4. Children do not readily recognise the equivalence of 4xa and a+a+a+ a) 
especially in reverse. This should be assisted by frequently translating 
4xa as both '4 times the number which a stands for' and '4 lots of the 
'a' number' which is 'a +a+a+ a'. 
5. Children have a strong tendency to regard '4a' as a joining together'of 
4 and as i. e. as 4+a rather than 4xa. Hopefully this programme should 
discourage this. However, it is suggested that initially (and at inter- 
vals in later work) the presentation of the term 4a should be accompanied 
by a verbal interpretation '4 times the 'a' number'. In addition, for 
answers such as 4+a ask$ 'can this be written as 4a7 Why not? ' ate. 
6. Introduce idea of checking expressions by substituting numbers (especially 
important when brackets are involved). 
Materials Required 
Maths machine model (optional) 
Worksheets No. 5,617,19,9. 
Teaching Sequence 
1. Class Examples 
a)_Demonstration Exhmýles 
Refer to Worksheet No. 5; the 3 demonstration examples on the front of 
the answer blank: 
, 
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area of rectangle 
Instruction 
xxy 
2) perimeter of rectangle 
Instruction 







OR 2x. + 2y 
3) StLtches 
Instruction Print-Out 
(2. x n) +2 (2 x-n) +2 
Further examples: 
OR 2n +2 
4n? (why not? ) 
4) find the perimeter of a 5-sided shape with all sides the same length. 
Instruction Print-Out 
a+a+a+a+aa+a+a+a+a 
OR 5xa OR 5xa 
OR 5a 
5) What would the instructions be if the 5 sides could be different lengths? 
What would the print-out be? 
NB the 'answer' is usually written in the shortest form, i. e. 5a rather 
than 5xa or a+a+a+a+a. 
b) Class Examples 
Using reverse side of answer blank and the instructions recorded for 
Worksheet 51 discuss the 'print-outs' for each questions writing in 
all possible versions and stressing that the 'answer' is usually given 
in the shortest form. 
Check that sums such as a+b cannot be written lab' (why? ) 
2. Worksheet No. 6 
Children to record the shortest print-out answer for each instruction. 
Discuss answers, checking the interpretation of '5n' etc. (5 xn and 
n+n+n+n+ n) and checking why n+m cannot be written lnml. 
3. Worksheet No. 7 ' 
Using the reverse side of Worksheet No. 6p children to record the instructions 
for each questions an1l the print-out answers$ giving the shortest form. 
In discussing the instructionss discuss all alternatives, e. g. a+a+a 
and 3xa or ax 3# remembering to check with children what the letters 
used represent, asking for examples etc. 
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Discuss answerso again checking interpretation of 3n ate. and fact that 
n+a cannot be written 'na'. 
In question UP check answer 3n + 2a. Could that he written any shorter? 
Consider various alternatives# and what is wrong with each: e. g. 5na 
'5 times n times a' - do we have 5 lots of the 'n' number in the shape, 
etc. Check by substituting numbers. Also check Sheet 6p Nos. 3j 7. 
4. Worksheet No. 8 
a) Children to record instructions (using 'maths') on instruction pad side, 
then record print-out answer,. giving answers in the shortest form. 
Check use of bracketsp interpretation of expressions, possible alternative 
forms etc. Check any doubtful answers by both discussing what the answer 
meanss and by substituting numbers. 
b) Optional: using reverse side of sheet No. 8# children to make up 
instructions like those on worksheet 8, giving them to their neighbour 
to fill in the 'maths' instructions and answers. 
5. Worksheet No. 9 
a) Some of the answers given on the print-out side are wrong. Children 
to cross out all incorrect answers. 
Where possible, children to write in the 'shortest form' answers. 
Again discuss meaning of correct answerss and why incorrect answers are 
wrong. 
b) Optional: Using reverse sidej children to make up instructions 
together with correct and incorrect answers as on Worksheet 9j giving 
them to their neighbour to mark the correct and incorrect answers. 
6. Worksheet No. 10 
This is to provide practice in handling symbolic expressions and their 
simplification. Children are to record the *shortest form' print-out 
answers. In discussing the answersq discuss first the meaning of 
each instructiont what the letters stand forl whether only one value is 
involved (e. g. 4a+5a) or whether two possibly different values are involved 
(e. g. 3a+2b) and why the former can be simplified to 9a (4 lots of the 
'a' number plus 5 lots of the same number, also check by substitution) 
but the latter can't be simplified (5abs for example# would mean '5 lots 
of the 'a' number and we only have 3 lots in the expression, also check 
by substitution). 
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SESM Algebra: Additional Module Components 
Though not required by the demands of the project's aimsp which were to 
suggest a teaching programme which would only address certain specified 
errors, the following module components are suggested as providing a more 
rounded programme which will both extend and reinforce the understandings 
hopefully developed in the 'main core' programme outlined in the above 
'Introduction' through to 'Notation 1'. 
In order to ensure that children do make firm and thereby retain their 
understandings so far attained, and in order to enable those who assimilate 
the ideas involved more slowly to complete the process of assimilation, it is 
considered-that all the following module components with the possible exception 
of 'Number' Operations IV which is less essential to the development of specifi- 
cally algebraic notions at this stages should ideally be covered. However$ 
as they are not strictly essential to the requirements of the project as sucht 
the details and examples appropriate to each component are excluded at this 
stage, and the following-outline only is given: 
1. Number Operations II 
This will go into more detail concerning the recording of number operations 
and the interpretation of word problems in order to select the number opera- 
tions appropriate to their solution. 
In recording number operations children have difficulty in particular with 
subtraction and division statements. This difficulty appears to be basýd 
mainly on three problem areas which need to be addressed by the teaching 
programme: 
i) some children interpret 6+ 72 as '6 divided into 72's perhaps con- 
founding the expression with the 6 7ý72 form of recording division. 
'4 - 17' is similarly translated as 'take 4 away from 17'. 
ii) many children adhere to the rule that 'you always divide the large 
number by the small one (or take the small one from the large number)! 
Consequently they will either always write the operation in that form, 
regardless of the requirements of the question, or they consider that 
the order in which the operation is written doesn't matters as it 
will always be performed in accordance with the above rule. 
iii) some children believe that all operations are commutative. Consequently 
they regard such, epressions as 391 + 17 and 17 + 391 or 6.44 - 8.37 
and 8.37 - 6o44 as equivalent, and will hence write either. 
Selecting the appropriate number operation requires consideration of the 
structure of the problems and ofwhat the various operations actually meano 
It is considered that one way of addressing this problem is to look at several 
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different examples of additiong subtraction, multiplication and division 
problems to see what operation is involved and why; also to see what various 
multiplication. etc. problems have in rommon. Children can also be given 
'classification' exercises in which they select out all the addition etc. 
problems from a given set. 
2. Order of Operations and Use of Brackets 
The aim of this module component is to generalise the idea of the need 
to use brackets so that children do not perceive it only as a requirement of 
the 'Maths Machine' or computer context. The component will therefore be 
based on the consideration of the answers that will be obtained if given 
expressions are evaluated in different orders. The recognition that 
different 
answers will be obtained (except for all 'adds' and all 
'multiply's') is 
considered a necessary prerequisite to acceptance of the need to use brackets. 
Children will also be given exercises in which a particular value is given 
and the brackets have to be inserted in the corresponding expression in 
accordance with the value given. This activity can also be conducted via 
card games such as 'Krypto' (initially using a simplified version). 
3. Generalisation II 
This provides more investigation activities in which the aim is to de , 
rive 
the rule or instructions necessary in order to solve every particular numerical 
example of that problem type. 
The exercises thus reinforce all the notions previously introduced con- 
cerning use of letterss and use of brackets and appropriate simplifying notation. 
4. Notation II 
Part I will provide more practice on simplifying answers. Item types 
involved will include such expressions as 3+n+4, (3xn)+49 3x(n+4)p 3xnx4, 
(3xn) + (4xn), and (3xn) + (4xm). 
3 
Part 2 will introduce the notion of replacing eg. axaxa by a, and 
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MACHINE MATHS - SHEET I 
Write down the instructions you would have to give the machine if you 
wanted it to do the following problems. Write the instructions both 
ways if possible. CHECK that you have written what you mean. 
1. Add 19 and 38 
2. Take 16 away from 33 
3. Multiply 8 by 51 
4. Divide 24 by 3 
5. Add 9 and 28 and then take away 15 
6. Add 2.7 and 5.82 
7. Add 9.8 to the answer you get when you multiply 3.65 by 7.8 
8. Take 19 away from 57 and then multiply the answer by 4 
9. Take 497 away-from 153 
10. Divide 10 by 4. What kind of answer will you get? 
11. Divide 4 by 10. What kind of answer will you get? 
12. Multiply 7 by 91 and then take away 18 
13. Subtract 15.3 from 49.7. What kind of answer will you get? 
14. Subtract 49.7 from 15.3. What kind of answer will you get? 
15. 'Divide 2.4 by 9.7 - 
I 
Now use your calculator to work out each answer and write your answers in 
the 'print-out pad' box. 
. I. 
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MACHINE MATHS - SHEET 2 
I drive 67 kilometres before lunch, and 98 kilometres after. How 
many kilometres do I drive altogether? 
1 want to save 9185. So far I've saved Z127. How much more must 
I save? 
3.1 have 33 pupils in my class and I have to give them each 14p for 
their bus fare. How many pence do I need? 
4. A rocket ship goes 93 miles in 1 second. How far will it go in 
17.5 seconds? 
Spurs scores 194 goals in one season. Preston scores 238. How 
many goals do the two teams score altogether? 
6. I've got 372 records which I decide to give to 6 friends so that 
they all get the same number. How matiy will each person get7 
7.240 people are coming to see a show. The chairs are to be in rowsp 
and each row has 15 chairs. How many rows will be needed? 
8. I've got a large bar of chocolate which has 136 squares of chocolate 
in it. There are 17 squares of chocolate in a row. How many rows 
are there? 
9. A cup holds 4.8 ounces of flour. I empty 18 cups of flour into a bowl. 
How many ounces have I put in the bowl? 
10. A crate of soft drink holds 72 cans. I order 52 crates. How many 
cans of soft drink will I get? 
A fat man wants to lose 57 lbs. weight. So far he's lost 29.5 lbs. 
How many more lbs. must he lose? 
12. I've got L42.60. My brother has got L17.90 more than me. How much 
has he got? 
13. A train travels 1792 miles. I know it travels 58 miles every hour. 
How many hours did it take? 
14. The-length of a rectangle is 15.4 cms and its width is 7.6 ems. What 
is the area of the rectangle? 
15. Make up a problemt and then writeAown the machine instructions for it. 
6 1. 
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MACHINE MATIIS- SHEET 3 
1. Add 8 to any number I give. 
2. Take 17 away from any number I give. 
3. Multiply any number I give by 13. 
4. Multiply 16 by any number I give. 
Divide any number I give by 7. 50 
6. Add 18 to any number I give, and then multiply the answer by 4. 
7. Subtract 9 from any number I givel and then. multiply by 15. 
8. Double any number I give. 
9. Divide 329 by any number I give. 
. 10. Divide any number I give by 48. 
11. Divide any number I give by 18, and then add 22. 
12. Take any number I give away from 100. 
13. Divide 99 by any number I give, and then subtract 16. 
14. Multiply 61 by any number I give, and then take the answer away from 999. 




MACHINE MA711S - SHEET 41- 
Add any number I give to itself. 
2. Multiply any number I give by itself. 
3. Add any number I give to itself, and then multiply by 3. 
4. Divide any number I give by itself. 
5. Mul'tiply any number-I give by itself, and then subtract 15. 
6. Think of a numberg multiply it by 7, and then take away the number 
you first thought of. 
7. Add together any two numbers I give. 
8. Multiply together any two numbers I give. 
9. Divide any number I give by any other number I give. 
10. Multiply any two numbers I givet and then add 17. 
11. Multiply any two numbers I 9'ivej and then add another number. 
12. Add together any three numbers I give. 
13. Add any number I give to itself, and then multiply by another number. 
14. Multiply together any three numbers. I give. 




MACHINE MA711S - SHEET 5 
Write instructions for the following: 
1. Find the area of any rectangle 
2. Find the area of any square 
3. Find the perimeter of any triangle 
4. Find the perimeter of a triangle with 2 sides the same length 
5. Find the perimeter of a triangle which has all its sides equal 
6. Find the perimeter of a square 
7. A rocket goes p miles in one second. How far will it go in t seconds. 
8. A bus fare is x pence for each stage. How much does it cost to so 
y stages. 
9. Find the perimeter of a shape which has n sides which are all 3cm long 
10. Find the average of three numbers 
Write instructions for finding the area of the shaded shapes: 
11.12. 
4 //7 n 
yrt, 
14. A factory machine punches holes in metal strips to make Maccano sets: 
0 oc 00) 
The holes are to be all I inch apart and start 1 inch from the ends. 
Write instructions to find how many hole punchers I need to set for any 
number nf inthes length of metal strip. 
How many hole punchers will I need for a strip which is 27 inches long? 
15. Some strips are wide and are to have two rows of holes: 
C) 0 C; b C> C) 
-YIj 
IIA Cý-% Write instructions to find how many hole punchers I will need for any 
number of inches length of metal strip this time. 
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MACHINE MATHS - SHEET 7. 
Find the perimeter of each shape: 
4-sided shape, all the sides must be the same length. 
2.6-sided shape, all the sides can be differen t lengths. 
3.6-sided shape, all the sides must be the same length. 
4.3-sided shape, all the sides can be different lengths. 
5.3-sided shape, all the sides must be the same length. 
6.5-sided shape, all the sides can be different lengths. 
7.10-sided ýhapep all the sides must be the same length. 
8.24-sided shape, all the sides must be the same length. 
9. A shýpe which has 14 sides altogether, 8 of which are all one length, 
and 6 sides, are all another length. 
10. A shape which has 20 sides altogether, 13 of which are all one length, 
* 










All sides are of length m 
There are 18 sides altogether 
15. Shape: 
f: t. 1: ýr f: t. 
All sides are of length t 
There are 12 sides altogether 
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-f- L4-) 
n+a* nt ci 
Print-out Pad 389 
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Pretest used in the small-scale teaching experiments described in 
Chapter 4, and in the class teaching (researcher) phase of the 
investigation (see Chapter 5). 
The items included in the analysis are those circled, giving a total 
of 21 items. 
The pretest was also used as the delayed posttest in both phases of 
the research referred to above. 
However$ note that this pretest was not administered to the first year 
group of the class teaching (researcher) phase of the study (see text) 
Chapter 5), nor was it used as delayed posttest for the first and third 
year groups in the same study (see Chapter 5j also Appendix 9). 
When given the test as a pretest$ the children were asked to complete 
the trial items first and check their answers against those given on 
the back page (not shown). Any queries relating to the meaning of these 
items were answered by the researcher-teacher. This step was omitted on 
the posttest, and children answered only the test items proper. 
For an outline of which groups of items were suggested to provide an 
indication of understanding in each of the areas of difficulty identified 
by the research, see Chapter 5. Note, howevers the caution given in that 




Maine ...................... 6 0.. 0: *0 SchooZ ....................... Claca... '.... 
Data .................... 
Boy or Girl . 9osees. oos, 
Trial Item I 
Date of Birth . LýGý610-' 6" 
060;; 
'Infes MO 
What number does a+4 stand for if a 
What number does 4a stand for if a 
- 
- 
0 0ýý aa00 
04a*40a 
TriaZ Item 2x 3x x x+3 x 7x x X+8 
Fill in the gaps: 
265823 
(work down the Page) 54 
n ). 
Now check your answers against the answers on the back page. 




2. Write down the smallest and the largest of these: smallest largest 
n 
3. Which is the-larger, 2n or n+27 
00.. 0*. 0 
.. 
Explain: 
4.4 added to n can be written-as- n+4. n multiplied by 4 can be written. as 4n. 
I Add 4 onto each of these: - Multiply each of these 
by 4: 
x0 00 
n 3n n+5 3n 0 
S. If a+b 
0a0000 00&600 
- 43 
090000 000000 .a00-0 0009*0 
If n- 246 - 762 ()V If e+fw8 
2....... n- 247 
393 
6. What can you say about a if a+5-8 
Whatcan-you say about b if b+2 is equal to 2b 








'I. The perimeter of this shape is equal 
to 6+3+4+2, which equals 15. 
. 9. 
This square has sides of length g. 
So, for its perimeter, we can write p- 4g. 
What can we write for the perimeter 





















What can you say about u if u- v-+ 
and Vw 
e 





Work out the perimeter 














0060606a0604 a-a 00000040 
figure is not 
drawn. 
There arc n sides 
altogether, 
all of length 2. 
. (9) p. so -6.0.0.,. 
06 (9) pm 
" ". ".. ". """ 






If John has J marbles and Peter has P marbles, -what could 
you write for thý number of marbles they have altogether? ................. se. e. 9 
13. a+ 3a can be written more-simply as 4a. 
Write these more simply, where possible: 
2a + 5a - 
2a * 5b. - 
(a + b) +a 
2a + 5b +a 
(a - b) +b 
". "..... " "".... 
"CIIIIS55"SSS" 
55SSSS""SI"""S 
.. ".. ". """".... 
3a - (b + a) !*.... *. see** ! 
4 
(D3a -*b. + a at 
............... 
+ b) 
What can you say about r if r-s+ 
and r+s+t- 30 
15. 
In a shape like this 
you can work out the number , of 
diagonals 
takiný_away 3 from the number of sides. 
y 
So, a shape with 5 sides has 2 diagonals; 
a shape with 57 sides has ... diagonals; 
0a shape with k sides has e-ooe. -oot, diagonals'. 
What can you say about c if c+d- 10 
and c is less than d .. 0*.. 60.000a0.0000. 
When are the following true 17 -always, never, or sometiMes? _' Underline-the correct answer: 
A+B+C-C+A+B, Always. 
L+M+N-L+P+N Always. 
Never. Sometimes, when ........... saaess 




Immediate posttest used in the small-scale teaching experiments 
described in Chapter 4, and in the class-teaching (researcher) phase 
of the investigation (see Chapter 5)p where it was used with the 
second and fourth year groups only (the immediate poattest used 
with the first and third year groups is given in Appendix 9). 
The items included in the analysis are those circled, giving a total 
of 21 items. 
For an outline of which groups of items were suggested to provide an 
indication of understanding in each of the areas of difficulty identified 
by the researchs see Chapter 5. Notes however, the caution given in that 
















(0 What can you write for the area of this rectangle: 







Add 3 onto 4a 00000006 
Multiply by 3: a+5 
Multiply by 4-. 3a 
If p-Fq -6 
p-Fq+r 





How many records do we 
000f0000a00*e00*00000a0a0*0a 
What can you write for the perimeter of these shapes: 
n rv-) .-v., ý 
Perimeter a- ****go** o0 





Find the perimeter of a shape which has n sides which are all 4cm. long. 
Perimeter s! ......... 00& 
Ifa b+2- 
0 
If 3y +. I 
and- bI and y5 
t 
Write more simply where possible: 
2a + 7a - 
2a + 7b - 
v -- -- (a+b) +a=............. 0 
2a + 7b +a- 
5a - b+ a ý* ............ 
(a - b) +b = ........... 
If c+d=8 
and c is less than d 
what can you say about c? ................ 
a+b+c+m+c 
When is this true Always 
Never 
Sometimess when 
J 14 In a shape like this you can work 
S 
out how many diag6nals it has by 
taking away 3 from the number of 
sides. 
How many diagonals has a shape with 
p-'sides ........... 
What can you say about e if 
I 
ef+g 
and e+f+g 30 




Paper and pencil test designed to investigate various algebraic 
notation concepts among secondary school children at second to 
fifth year level (ages 13 to 16). The test includes items 










What does 5Y mean? Tick eve answer you think is correct: 
5+Y 
5 and y ................. 
5)-y ..................... 
5+5+5+5+5 ........ 6906960 
Y+Y+Y+Y+Y 00*0000009*0000 
other answer (please write) seesooseseeoese 
What does e3 mean? Tick every answer you think is correct: 
ex3 ..................... 




e and 3 ................. 
other answer (please write) ............... 
What does yz mean? Tick every answer you think is correct: 
y and z ................. 
YXZ 
Y+Z 
25+26 ........ 40600960069 
25w26 ............ 00000041 
other answer (please write) 9*99sooe-e-Pe 
4- What can you write for 3 added to 5y? ....... 
5. What can you write for m+5 multiplied by 3? 





If a-3, what does 4a equal? ooooooooo*, Dooooo*4l**ooooooooooootoossotoooo 
8. If b-5, what does b7 equal? 
399a 
q, Which of the following expressions can you write for 






5x(e+2) .... etee 
10e ................. 




100 Which of the following expressions can you write for 
2 added to 5a? Tick every one you think is correct: 





I OR 000000000000000000000000 
(2+5)a 
none correct 
Which of the following expressions can you write for 
e+2 multiplied bY 3? Tick everyone you think is correct: 
e+6 ........................ 
3x(e+2) 




none correct ............... 
11X. Write more simply if you can. If you think it ca ot be 
written more simply, write NO. 







Immediate and delayed posttests used with the first and third year 
groups in the class teaching (researcher) phase * of 
the investigation 
(see Chapter 5). These tests comprise shortened versions of the 
tests used with the second and fourth year groups in the same 
study (see text, Chapter 5). The items omitted from the latter 
tests are those concerned primarily with simplifying algebraic 
expressions. 
The items in the analysis are those circled# giving a total of 16 
items. 
For an outline of which groups of items were suggested to provide an 
indication of understanding in each of the areas of difficulty identified 
by the research, see Chapter 5. Note, howeverl the caution given in that 
chapter against viewing a given item as measuring one conceptual area 
only. 
4 11 
IMMEDIATE POST-TEST (FIRST AND THIRD YEARS) 
401 
SESM: RACHINE MATHS 
Name: ........... School: ............................. 
Date: ............ 06.060.06.0606 Class: .a6000.6046.40.0.00400660a0a0 
Write the instructions for adding. 5 to n 
2. Write the instruction for multiplying y by 7 ............................. 
3. Write the instructions for adding a number to itself 
0 Add 3 to 4a ......................................................... 
0 
Multiply a+5 by 3 ........................................................ 
G Multiply 3xa by 4 ......................................................... 
G If p+q = 6, then p+q+r . .............................. 0 ... 0 ....... 0 ...... 
I have c records and my siste-r has d records. What can you write for how 
many records we have altogether? 
........................................................................ 0. 
G) What can you write for the area of this rectangle: 
x Area: ................................... 
y 






a. 0.00.. 00 
11. What can you write for the perimeter of a square ......................... 
What can you write for the perimeter of these shapes: 
n 
Perimeter: ......... 
I ............. Perimeter: ....................... 
What can you write for the perimeter of a shape which has n sides whLch 
are all 4cm. long 
-t06. a. 00.......... 000.00*-00.00.0090.. -&0000.00000-0000.. 00000000 
If b+2 and b- 31 then a 
402 
If t- (3xy)+l and y=5. then t 
If c+d -8 and c is less than dy what can you say about c? 
SSSS""SSSSSSSSS"SSS"S"SS""S""SSS"SSSSSS"SSISaS"" 155 5"aSSIIISISSSSSIIIIISSSSS 
If e= f+g and e+f+g - 30, what can you say about e? 
........... 0.......... 
In a shape like this you can work 
out how many diagonals it has by 
taking away 3 from the number of 
sides 
How many diagonals has a shape 
with p sides 
a+b+c = a+m+c 



























1. Write the instructions for adding 5 to a ............ 000060 
2. Write the instructions for multiplying y by 4 .............. 
3. Write-the instructions for adding a number to itself ................. 
4. Add m to 7 and then multiply by .3 
0 Add 4 onto 3a .............. 
G Multiply by 4: a+5 ..... 0 ......... 
0 Multiply by 3: 4a ...... 0 ........... 
If a+b-8 
a+b+ c- 
I have n sweets and my sister has y sweets. Vhat can you write for how 
many sweets we have altogether .......... 
10. What' can you write for the perimeter of this triangle. ' 
Perimeter: 
What can you, write for the perimeter of these shapes!. (@ 
Lý0- >. *" Ltz, 0, \ ýt 
t, 
Perimeter z' Perimeter - 
I 
404 
- Find the perimeter of a shape which has p sides, which are all 4cm. long. 
Perimeter . ........... ol. 
If ab+c and b-1, then a 6 
If m- (3 x n-) +1 and n -49 then m 
What can you say about r if 
rs+t 
and r+s+t 30 
(Ans) r 
so a shape with 5 sides has 2 diagonals. 
"..... I......... 
0 What can you say about c if c+d- 10 and c is less than d? 
................... e......... 
In a shape like this you can work out 
how many diagonals it has by 
taking away 3 from the number of 
sides. 
How many diagonals has a shape with 
K sides ........... 
to 
a+m+y-a+p+Y' 





. S.. IItI. "" 
If 'Somet'imes', say when it would be true 00.0. 







Amended pre-7 and immediate posttests for use in class, teaching 
(other teacýers) study (see Chapter 5). The prdtest is also used 
as the delayed posttest. 
For an outline of which groups of items were suggested to provide an 
indication of understanding in each of the areas of difficulty 
identified by the researchp see Chapter 5. Note, however$ the caution 
given in that chapter against viewing a given item as measuring one 




A Igebra I 
N=. e ............................. Sclwol ..................... claas 
Date .................... 
Boy or Girl eeeseos see*, ** 
x 
Trial Item 1 What number does a+4 stand for if aw2 
What number does 4a stand for if a-2 
TriaZ Item 2x 3x x x+3 x 7x x X+8 
Fill in the gaps: 
265823 
(work down the page) 54 
n ). 
Now check your answers against the answers on the back page. 






Write down the smallest and the largest of these: smallest largest 
n 
3. Which is the large-, 2n or n+2? 
Explain: ................... ............................ 




006;; nI* 0a r. "60 
4.4 added to n can be written as n+4. n multiplied by__4 can be written as 
d4 onto each of these: Ifulriply each of these by 4: 




5. if a+b- 43 
5 3n 
6**000 




2....... n- 247 ac+f.. 00*0 
, 4,9,7 
0. What can you say about a if a+5m8 
n 







S. The perimeter of this shape is equal 







This square has sides of length g. 
So, for its perimeter, we can write p- 4g. 
What can we write for the perimeter 





11. What can you say about u if ua v-+ 
and Vn1 
What can-you say about m if m 3n, +I 




0a001.0 000a0*0*a00040 4t 0 
Work out the perimeter 







figure I-s not 
drawn. 
Part of t. his 
There are n sides 
aZtogether, 




m. 066Q60 0- -6- in ofooloosesso 
.-00a. 00000*0,,. 0*a0006 41 00 
06.0.. 00.0,, = 
-00 
0 qb 66 
hk 
408 
12. If John has J marbles and Peter has P marbles, '-what could 
you write for the number of marbles they have altogether? 
13. a+ 3a can be written more simply as 4a. 
Write these more simplys where possible: 
2a + Sa - 
2a + 5b - 
(a + b) +a 
2a + 5b +a 
3a. -b+a. 
.............. e 
....... ".. S.... 
SSSS" """S """"" 
14. What can you say about r if r-s+t 
and r+s+t- 30 
15. 
In a shape like this 
you can work out the number of diagonals by 
taking away 3 from the number of sides. 
So, a shape with 5 sides has 2 diagonals; 
a shape with 57 sides has ............. diagonals; 
a shape with k sides has ............. diagonals. 
16. What can you say about c if c+ d'- 10 




IT. When are the following true -always, never, or sometimes? 
UnderZine the correct answer: 
A+B +-C ýýC +A+B Always. Never. 
It +N-L+P+N Always. 
Sometimest when 00000000 
Never. Sometimess when ................ 
409 
18. Whidh of the following expressions can you write for e+2 multiplied by 3? 
Tick 
-every 
one you think is correct: 
e+6 ................... 
3x(e+2) ............... 




None correct .......... 
9 
19.1 put grey squares in a row like this: 
Then I put a row of white squares along each side to match, like this: 
What can you write for the number of white squares I will need if I use 
n grey squares? ......................... #0 ... 
How many white squares will I need if I use 50 grey squares? ................. 
s 
TriaZ Item 
What number does a+4 stand for if a-2 ANSWERSMWMý 
What number does 4a stand for if a-2 
x. ) 3x x X+3 
658 
)15 47 
n rl. -f-3 
x 7x 
2 jq- 








What can you write for the area of this rectangle: 
p 
q., 
2. What can you write for the area of this rectangle: 
1. 
3. Add 3 onto 4a ...... 6#9066 
4. Multiply by 3: a+5 
5. Multiply by 4: 3a 
6.1 f p+q -6 
P4, q+r . .............. 
tý 
7.1 have crecords and my sister has d records. Ilow many records do we 
have altogether? 00a000*00a040a600*000&000000 
8. What can you write for the perimeter of these shapes: 
n 
Perimeter Perimeter 
9. Find the perimeter of a shape which has n sides which are all 4cm. long. 
Perimeter *-so* 
10. If a- b+2 If t- 3y +1 
and b-1 and y=5 
at 
11. Write more simply where possible: 
2g, + 7a - 
2a + 7b - 
0 
(a4b) +aý oosose-see-Pe 
2a + 7b +a............ 
-5a -b +-a-! -! ............ 
6 
410a 
12. If c+d-8 
and c is less than d 
what can you say about c? 
13. a+b+c -% a+m+c 
When is this true - Always 
Never 
Sometimesp when 
14. In a shape like this you can work 
out how many diagonals it has by 
taking away 3 from the number of 
sides. 
How many diagonals has a shape with 
p sides 0 
15. What can you say about e if 
ef+g 
and e+f+g 30 
(Ans) e-e...... . .. 
16. Which of the following expressions can you write for the area of 




a53. %a5 ................ 
3(a+5) .............. 
a+5x3 9 ......... 
None correct 
17.1 put 'crossed' squares in a row like this: 
Then I put a row of plain *quares alopg, eacý side to match: 
Then I put 3 plain squares across the end: 
E4<H 
IIII L-1-1 I ýtýt #11 W*kk 
What can you write for the number of plain squares I will need if 
I use n 'crossed'. squares? ........ 0 .............. 0.0 .... 00.900. 
How many plain squares will I need if I use 50 'crossed' 
squares? ..... ........................ 
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APPENDIX 11 
outline of the teaching programme used with the control class in 
School A (gee Chapter 5, 'Class Teaching (Other. Teachers)'). 
The outline is organised as follows: 
Brief notes on the approach followed 
by the two textbooks usually used to 
introduce algebra in School A. 
2. Examples of the exercises used. 
4 %. 
412 
Notes on the Control Class Teaching ProRramme Used in School A 
The two text books generally used with the first year classes in 
school A are 'Headway Maths 2' by Roy Hollands and Howell Moses, and 
'Maths to i6(l)' by Ronald Bolt and Charles Reynoldsp although these 
are often supplemented with additional examples on the board or on 
worksheets and by extra teacher explanation. 
'Maths to 16(l)' 
The relevant chapter in 'Maths to 16(l)' is chapter 17 on 'Letters 
for Numbers'. Howeverp in earlier chapters in this book# some algebra 
is introduced in passing. For example in the second chapter on 
'Number', Exercise 11: 
'In the statement 7+n- 16s the letter n stands for a 
certain number. As 7+9- 16, n must stand for 8. ' 
'In the statement 5+7-p- 20 the letter p stands for a 
number. 5+7= 12 and so 12 -p-2. p stands for 10'. 
These examples are followed by questions in which the child is asked 
to solve simple equations involving addition and subtraction of single 
letters as above. 
In work on angles, letters are used to mark unknown angles in questions 
such as: 
'ýýýa 
'l. What is b if a is 40 0,71 0,61 01 10 0p 23ý 0V (Exercise 24) 
115. "1-, Figure 35 
In Figure 35, if a- 44 0 and b- 5900 calculate c. Give reasons. ' 
(Exercise 51) 
In work on volumes and areas (chapter 10), formulae are introduced: 
'We see that 
1 
1. 
Volume of a cuboid - Length x Breadth x Height 
Formula: V- lbh' 
413 
In chapter 11 on 'Long Multiplication and Long Division', letters are 
again used.. 
'Work otAt 142857 x 3p 142857 x2 and 142857 x 6. What do you 
notice about the answers? If 142857 xa enýs in 8, what is a? 
Do the multiplication. 
If 142857 xb ends in 5p what is W 
What happens for 142857 x8 and 142857 x 97' (Exercise 55) 
The algebra chapter (chapter 17) introduces letters by using the 
commutativity of multiplication as an example where a general 
statement would be useful ('m xn-nxm, where m and n are any 
two numbers'), and goes on to stress the non-commutativity of division. 
It also expresses the rule for the sum of angles on a straight line as: 
lp +q- 180' 
and asks for various substitutions into this: 
'If p- 60, what is q? ' 
It goes on from this to use a table of specific values of time and 
distance travelled'for an aircraft in order to derive general 
statements: 
I 
'In 5 hours, the aircraft travels 620 x5- 3100 km' 
All such statements are contained in the one statement: 
'In t hours the aircraft travels 620 xt kilometres. ' 
In this introductory section to the chapters the text has used algebra 
in a number of ways and to perform a number of functions. 
The exercise which follows the introductory section asks for generalised 
statements similar to that quoted above. The text then goes on to 
formally introduce the ideas that 'a+a+a+a+a -5xa- 5al and also 
'5a + 3a - 8a'. There follows an exercise based on these ideas 
asking the child to 'Write in shorter form'. 
The next section uses two or more variables and similar statements 
which need to be abbreyiated; the idea of substitution is also 
introduced. Following this are sections on multiplication and the use 
of indicesp and the chapter concludes with some miscellaneous exercises. 
'Headway 21 
'Headway 2' introduces algebra from the number puzzles point of view. This 
is followed by the solution of simple equations involving one operation. 
414 
Examples of Exercises Used 
Set 1 
1. How many minutes are there in: 0 
(a) 2 hours (6) 5 hours (c) n hours? 
Set 2 




Write in shorter form: 
1. a+a+m+m+m 
2.3x + 2a + 5x 
3.5e + 4e 
3.4m + 9y - 3y 
Set 4 
Write in simplest form: 
1.3 xtx42.3a x0x5 
3. When a= 2p b- 51 3, find: 
(a) a+c (b) abc (c) 3b + 2c 
Set 5 




4.2a + 5a 
5.3a + 2b 
6.6 x 5a 
7. A traingle has sides of no m and p cm. State the perimeter. 
8. A number y is multiplied by 3 and then 4 is added. Write down 
an expression for the result. 
Set 6 
Write algebra equations for these sentences: 
1.1 think of a number, call it m. I add 4, my answer is 11. 
Set 7 
Find the value of the letter: 
1. a+4a7 
2. y-3=901. 
3.5b - 15 
ST COPY 
AVAILABLE 





The following diagrams illustrate the changes in performance of children 
in schools C, D and E of the class teaching (other teachers) study on 
individual items from the pre- and posttests. The solid lines in each 
diagram represent changes in the proportion of correct answers, and the 
broken lines-represent changes in the proportion of the 'error' answers 
under study. 
Conjoining 
Add 4 Perimeter Perimeter Marbles Simplify 
2u+16 J+P 
Perimeter e+f -8 Diagonals nx2 Area 5 
. 01 
2a+5b 
Pre Pl P2 - Pre P1 P2 Pre Pl P2 Pre Pl P2 Pre P 
test test test test test 
kems: Use of Brackets 
Multiply 









Pre P1, P2 Pre P 
test test 
ii 
Pre Pl P2 Pre P1 
test test 
Formalization of Method 
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VI 
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2n e+f+g -? k-3 
- -1 1 %J - .. 
r- - -4- 
r*l %% 
P2' Pie Pj P2, Pýe Pi P2' Pie 
test test test 
. 1. 
Letter Interpretation 
Lr+M+N c if c+d= 10 








Squares by e+2 
P2' Pie P 
test 
p2 Pýe Pi P2 
test 
ýý, 
School C (3rd years age 14)s n-16 
















Add 4 Perimeter Perimeter Marbles Simplify Simplify 




I. - - -ý 
p1 P2 Pre Pi P2 
Use of Brackets 
I 
P- -ý . -0 
.. 0 ,., - 
. 10,1 
P.. 1 . 11 
b-:: r- -4 1-, ý- 
-0 1 
Pro P'l P2 Pie P'l P2 Pro P1 P2 
multiply Area 5 Multiply L+M+N if C-M - 10 
n+5 by 4bye -91 -2 e+2 by 3 -L+P+N? and c<d 
III Pre P1 P2 Pe Pl P 2' Pýe Pi Pi P4e P: 
test test test test 
-I. r-- I 
-I, L. 0 le IxII LIP --. ] I 
0.6I A-J _ UAI /I ____ 
test 
Perimeter e+f -8 Diagpnals 
2n e+f+ 







ux2 ýrea 5 
Squares by e+2 
rý . r, -ý 
Pie Pi Pj Pie Pi Pi Pre P 
test test test 
School D (4th yearl age 15), n-14 
p1= immediate posttests P2u delayed posttest 






. MS: Conjoining ý11 
Add 4 Perimeter Perimeter Marbles 
ý, 7)portion 
to 3n 4h+t 2u+16 J+P 
Pre PI P2 Pre P1 
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Pre PI P2 Pre 
test test 
e+f =8 Diazonals 
e+L-fZ = nm 2n 
Pre Pl P2 Pre P1 
test test 
nx2 Area 5 
3 Squares by e+2 
ý% 
sb - -1 N 
Pre Pl P2 Pre P1 P2 Pre P1 P2 Pre P1 P2. 
test test test test 
-. 0 4.0- WO 
School E (4th year, age 15), n=11 
p1= immediate posttest, P2- delayed posttest 
Letter Interpretation 
L4M+N c if C+d - 10 
=L+P+N? - and c<d 
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. : ýcrical 
"cap" or the earth bounded hy the circle or latitude 
on which P 11C. 1 must equal the area of the circle of N'Q 
on the map, %%'here Q is the Point On(O which P projects. The 
c3p is indicated bv the shaded area of Figure 6; c1carly because 
or the curvature of the earth, the radius XP of is bounding 
circle is less than NQ. 
The arca of the cap is impossible to find Nvithout the use of 
the intcgral calculus, or some method such as the Greeks used 
which clfcctively assumes the nitthods of the in(vgral calculus. 
The result is, however, comparatively known and rather 
surprising. It states that the area of the cap is equal to the area 
of the curved surface of the cylinder of radius R and height 
XN. Thus the arca of the cap is 
27cR. XN 
Mlilicniatic2l Associ2tion. ) Now 
Henct 
XN, - R(I - siri 0) 
nNQ"-'2it R'(1 -sin 0) 
and 
NQ-R-ý2 -(I -sin 0) 
This type of projection is uf great importance and should be 
used %vliciicvcr symbols nrc used to indicate the density of a 
fea(ure on the earth's surface. If' this is not done, a vcry ims- 
leading impression of the relative densities in differctit parts of 
the map may be given. 
Getting, 
- the answer 
byLcsIeyR. Booth, SE SNM P, ýa C. 
Tcachers are quite used 'to Elie idea that children sometimes (let a 
math-criiatics questions wrong. Sometimes the wrong answer is 
due to a "careless" mist3kc which is easily corrected; often 
howevcr, the teacher 15cels that the error is symptomatic of sonie 
rnisundcrst: indin,,,, on the part of the child. If only we could Z> 
rind out why the child had made that error, we nilghE be able 
to help the child restructure his or her concept of the prob- 
lem, and so avoid the error. Unfortunately, teachers usually 
don't have time to diagnose every child's mistakes in this way. 
Nor, of course, do research workers, but they may have a 
chance of studying "coninion errors" - particular wrong Zý 
answers which are made by large numbers of children. 
This is the tisk, which tlýe Strategies and Errors in Secondary 
Mathematics (SESM) Project' has set itself. Funded by the 
Social Science Research Council and based at Chelsea College, 
this project ainis to investigate pirticular mathematical errors 
identified by (he earlier Concepts in Secondary Mathcrnancs 
and Science (C&MS) Project"-". The errors chosen for Study. 
were those which were niad, - by a 1-., rge proportion (in sorne 
cases 50% or niore) of the jlý! drcn tested by CSMS on paper- 


























and-pencil tests of understanding in different topic areas, such 
as ratio, gencralised ari(hniccic, measurcnicrit, fractions, graphs 
and so on. Exannplcs oCtlic kinds of'wrong answer whic: 1 were 
found are shown in Figure 1. 
By carefully examining these w-rung answers, and the responses 
which children had given when asked about their answers in 
interviews conducted as part of the CSIMS rest developmcm 
programme, it was possible to suggest reasons why these par. 
cicular errors may have occurred. 
In essence it was suggested that many of these errors might 
be due to children's use of intuitive " child- mct hods" which are 
perfectly adequate for handling "easy" problems, but which 
do not gencrallse to harder questions, where success really 
requires (he use of the "proper" mathematical methods caught 
in the classroom"'. In addition, of course, it was thought 0 highly likely that there would be specific kinds of misconception 
associated with the differcrit areas of mathematics - algebra', 
number", fr3ctions", and so oil. Consequently, the SESM 
Proj'ecc set out to exarnine these ideas by in(erviewing indi. 
vidual children on relevant problems, in order to discover 
precisely which kinds of misunderstanding contribute most to 
the particular errors under study. 
While the results of this (still continuing) examination seem 
to support the notion that children often do have their own 
methods which break down when the questions get harder, the 
investigation into children's work on beginning algebra, or 
11 g, -ncrallsed arithmetic'', has also revealed another source of 
error. It seems chat in this topic 2( least, joýne or the inistakes 
which -children make are due not to heir misinterpretation of 
the question or their 'ideas of what letters mean, nor to the 
methods which they use to solve the problem, but rather to 
their misconceptions concerning the way in which the answer 
CSPAS 
ilefil 
What can you write for 






"Err or" giving 
onswer answer 
3 year old$) 
Se 2. e 10.1 Oe. 42 
e+ 10 
qqqm 
, J_4 be %uritten do,, %-n. For c%anipic, consider t0c conimoniv- 
Observed wrong inswers to Itern I in Figure -A. -rhesc 
gnored the i ans%%, cri could be due to (Ile fact that the child is 
while he (or she) multiplied the numhers toge(h. -r, replacing 
the Icitcr afterwards 23 it Prcsunl2bl! had to be in there some. 
where (a "IM-cr interpretation" problem). Or the child could 
have treated the e as a "thin, -, " which could be just collected 
up %vit'll all the numbers (another "letter interpretntion" error). 
Alternatively, of course, the child may have had the wron, 
nictliod, and thought that "area" incant multiplying ever)- 
thing together. Hoý%; cvcr, it is -also possible that the problern 
may have been correctly handled, but the answe, incorrcctlý 
rccýrdcd. Thus when a samplc of second-, third-, and fourth- 
year children from the ''middic ability" mathematics groups of 
five schools in Greater London were identiffied as making the 
particular "gencralised arithine[ic" errors under study, and 
subsequently interviewed oil the items in question, it was ob- 
served that 9 out of Elie 20 children intervic%vcd on this item 
(Item 1, Figure 2) realised that the letter repre5cntcd a number 
expressing part or the length of the base, and knew that the 
niethod required was to add the e and the 2 before multiplying 
by 5. Ho%vevcr, they then went on to perform the addition, 
recording the suni as e2 or 2e, which, when multiplied by the 
5 became 5e2, elO, or l0e. Sonic children went on to observe 
that one could alternatively multiply the numbers First, giving 
e+2x5=e+ 10=elO or 10e, which gave them 3 nice "check 
on the 2ns,. %-c, - obialned by the first method! 
This confusion over the conventions of recording algebraic 
3nsNVcrs possiblv reflects "psychological" stumbling blocks 
which are not adcquately addressed by the teaching Process. 
For example, children often show a strong tendency to apply a 
11 conibining" or "pucring together" model or addition (which 00 
they have possibly carried with thern since early primary school 
days) to a variety of situations, perhaps regardless of applic- 
ability. In addition, many children do not reg2rd an algebraic 
expression as an "answer". For such children e+2 is noL in its 
simplest form bit( still contains an instruction to act. This 
point of-view is perhaps hest illustrated from an earlier set of 
intcrvic-, Ys (the rectangle in this case measured p by a added to 
BR: Well, I would add a onto m, and times the answet 
by p. 
LB: Do you know how you'd write that, down? 
B R: No, I WOUldn't ... 
It'll be ... 
I'm riot sure really, 
how you'd do the a plus in, to get the length. 
L 13; flight, now what did ýou t, -Il me you'd 
do first? 
BR: I'd add the a and m. 
L 8: Right, well write that down first. 















And then what would you do? 
Um, well, we've never really been taught alge bra! . You're doing all right! 
Yes, but I can't remember how you write the a and 
fn down together, if you see what I mean. After a 
plussing ... 
Oh, I see ... It's a basic problem! (Laughs. ) 
Oh I see, but you've put down a +ni ... But I can't remember ... It's presumably ... I mean, times p is the question. but I don't know 
how YOU add up the a and the /n. to get one thing 
(wr iteSa 4- MX 0). 
So you're wondering how you can add the a and 
In together to get --- 
Yes, one thing. to timer. by p. 
Well. can you get one thing? Can you? 
Well. you should be able to! Presumably you can 
(laughs). but I can't think of any way --- 
other childrcn presurnabiy can think of a w2y, 3nd For thern 
the rnost scl, sible %: suit of such : In 2CIiOn (on e+2) would 
seem to , bc , 2. it is interesting that tkicsc ch: ldrcn, when given 
a numerical iijbititution valuce (or r or -. t, hen selecting one for 
themselves. tcrid to evaluate the expression as a sum, and not 2 
prcKiuc,.; ho-. %-cvcr, they appeir to do this by OPC'Ming Within 
the context of the originil problem rather than by "reading" 
the t2 staicnicni which the 
,Y 
have just recorded. Regardless of 
the source of this observcd nii. iusc of algebraic convention, it 
scerns clear that the error Is consistently made. Thus 12 out of 
16 children ý, %-ho were also giver, Item I in Figure 3 included 
5+e2 in their answers, stating that e2 nicant r plus 2. Thirteen 
childr, -n wc. -, also given the Items in Figure 4. Seven of the 8 
children who replaced h+3 by k3 or 3h in Item 3 also included 
3Xe2 as ap.. answer to Item 4, and the sarne 7 children also 
used (his principle in the area problems. That children do 
rcgard this "conjoining" in algebraic addition as a principle 
rathcr th3n producing it in a capricious or careless manner is 
P crhaps Illustrated by some of their explanations during inter- 
view, Consider the response of fourth-form student CC to 
Item 2 in Figure 3: 
2. Which of the following can you write for the area of this 











C C: 5x e2, and 5(e + 2). That's all. 
L B: Why do you say 5x e2? 
C C: 5 times e2. So that means the e plus 2, the e and 
2 put together, times 5. That's what the answer 
should be, 5 times e2. 
LB: What does e2 mean? 
CC: The answer to e add 2... 5 times e2 ... the e2 
means you have to add the e and 2 before. So it's 
... 
I think I'll just stick to that one (5 x e2) actually, 
because you've got to add the e and 2 first. 
LB: And e2 tells you to do that? 
CC: Yes, to get the answer. 
1-13: Do any of the others tell you to do that? 
C C: Just 5x e2 and 5(e + 2). 
'Xhechcr children use the ýamc "principle" in reverse and 
interpret cc-nis such as e2 and 2e as a sun,, *rather than a product 
has not, orcourse, been denions(rited 6y this example, though 
one rýiight p. edict at least sorne confusion in . interpreting the 
''hidden" produci. 'rhis was certainly so In the case of fourth. 
form student %VA whcn asked about the ineaning of y in the 
terni 5y. 
WA; y could be a number, it could be a 4, making that 
(5y) 54. Or it could be 5 to the power 4, making 
it 20 (writcs 54,5'). 
LB: How would you know which one it was. out of 
those tv-, o? 
WA: (Pause. ) I don't knovi! 
LB: Do you think it couýd be either, or do you think it's 
one of those only you're not sure which? 
WA: No, it could be either. you can't really say. 
LB: So it's either .., 
5 with a little 4. or it's ... read 
the other one out. 
WA: What ... five four no. 
fifty four! 
L B: Fifty -11 our? 
WA: Yes. 
L B: Could y be anything else, besides 4? 
WA: Yes - 7.8 anything! LB: So y could be any number? MA nods. ) Suppose I 
made it 23. What would you vvirite down them? 
hoff" I Ics ;, C,, f I,,., ., rt) I 
I)P. 7 
I 
Which of the followinq rin you %-., me fore +2 Mullinhad by 17 
Tick every one you think is correct: 
046 
3x (e + 2) 
3xa2 





WA: Oh! (Laughs. ) Well! (laughs) five hundied and 
twenty-three! But I dunno - it doesn't sound very 
proniising! I dunno. Wait, it could be 28,5 plus 
23 
... yes ... 
(pause). There again, it could be 
5 to the power 2 3. (Writes 5+ 23,511. ) 
Here the conjoined term is interpreted initially in a 1111ce- 
value sense (which itself denotes 1111PILcit addifion), nnd then 
subsequently as iddition in [lie sense of combining the internal 
structure of the numbers (i. e. ill the "oner" which comprise 
the nwnibcrs). The interpi-c-tacion of synibolic multiplication i 
does not sceni to be (lie one N%hich most ininiediately conics to 
thc child's mind. In chis connection another interesting possi- 
bility presents itself. If a child is interprezing (he con)oined 
(crin (e. g. 5y) is an implied surn, then one is tempted to sug- 
gesc illac he may ''read" the power term y' as oil implied mul- 
Elplicanon. Certainly niany children do this, and in a very 
consis(crit manner, though whether for (his or some other 
reason remains 3 mitter 11or conjecture. 
The implication oC-all this would seem to be ihit: we need to 
devote more attention to -, he way in which algebraic operations 
are recorded. A too ininiediatc ornission of the multiplication 
sign in algebraic products may not be wise, unless deternilned 0U 
C Moris to check the child's "re2dingg" of the term are continually 
madit. However, the niort fundamental problem would appear 
to concern [lie child's ýieslre to actually pci-Corm an x+y ad- 
dition and record a final "answer" ofxv. -This desire seems to 
have a fairly firin and deep-rooted basis, and may consequently 
be more resistant to "nicre" Icaching of notation. Nevertheless, 
an effort to find a way oF overcoming this particular diffiCulty 
may be well rewarded not only 11or its likely "pay-ofp' in terms 
of the child's achievemenc in the whole area of gcnerilised 
arithnictic, but also on mociva-, ional ground;. After all, it scems 
r2ther a pity thm 1 studcrit. who is correctly interpreting and 
processing a problern should-ý,, cc the answer wrong bcczu,, c of 
2 notational niisundcrs[indirig, and %, /hit, - the teacher may not V in, crprec 3 wrong ans%ver 2s indicitivc of a wrong method, 
call the sanic be said ofthe scudcrit? 
I. The SFS. 'ýI Proiect, whic)i will nin until Decernber 1982, is being cD. I. 
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Mat he m at ics- Science 
Links in the Secondary 
School: Collaboration 
between Mathematics and 
Science Departments 
Case Study - School A by A. 1). Turner 
Background 
School A 'Sall 11-18, olrls'cc)tllpreiýcilsl%'CscliooI oF700 pupils 
set in nlensant surround; n,, s in a town )ust within cornn; utirig 
clistancc to London. The school offers examinations at '0'- and 
W-level GCE in the scpar3te sciences and a Mode H Science 
at CSF_. In ma(hernatics, the SNP course is examined and a 
Niodc 11 Mathematics at CSE. Statistics is offered, too at '0' 
lcvcl. 
Thc school is led by 40 primary schools which c3uscs a 
problem in the teaching ofbasic number rules; subtraction is a 
particular diMiculry. The s-, aff are not awarc of -, ii: dclincs for 
the tenching of mathematics or science in the primary schools 
and (he SUb)cct advisers are seen infrequently. 
The school operates niL. x, -d-abihiy classes for the period of 
compulsory schooling. The machcrna(ics depirmnent LISCS the 
Sj'%AP Books (le(tcr series) as Elie main course for the first chrec 
years of school. III Science, [lie Scottish Integated SCINICC 
course is used for years on-- and two, rollo-wed by the three 
Separate sciences in the third forni. Biology, chemistry and 
physics arc taught sequentially on a 6-week rotational basis. 
The head of science is a physicist who, because other stafr, j 
are available, does riot teach physics. Ile has responsibillwy I-or 
the teaching of 'A'-Ic, icl and lower-school mathematics as well 
as 'eV-1cvel cherniscry and lowcr-school science for CS17.. 
Liaison 
The head of science vias appoInted "Co-ordinator of NUthe- 
mazics and Science" in 1973 %vith a wide brief, vhich included 
geography undcr his urnbreHa. Some itenis in the bricf we. e to 0 
make science staff aware oC the mathematical langu; ige and 
' to transmit to nwilhernitics techniques which the puý)ils usc, 
stafT, -sc)rncc ariLl gcog. -2phy problems for use as extensWil work 
in niathcr; I26cs; and to break down insularity between depart. 
The work of co-ordinalion got underway in 1979, through 3 
full Interldcpartmen; 2I mecting. At the end of ihe 1979180 
acadcriiic year the he3d (if mathcm2tics changed. *]'he new 
occupant is in full sympathy with the roall, of Co. ordinatloa but 
has yet to make in input into this work. 
There are 12 science and mathematics st. aff and two of these 
teach both subjects. 
At the present time, syllabuses have been exch2nged between 
I,, Sr,, Iool. tviatepi 1 982 
Your 
Operations 
by Lesley R. Booth, SESM Project, Chelsea College 
rhe suggestion has been made' ' that part of the difliculty 
, Yhich some children experience in mathematics is due to their 
use of intuitive "child-niethods" which, while being adequate 
for the "easy" questions, do not gencralise to the "hard" ones. 
One of the consequences of the intuitive approach is that you 
don't have to be so rigorous in what you write down, since this 
is always to be interpreted in terms of "common sense", or in 
terms of the context of the question. Conscquencly, in answer 
to the item in Figure 1, for example, it wouldn't matter ifyou 
wrote down 12 +3 or 3 -i- 12, since everyone would know that 
you MC2n( "the number of 3's in 12". Sonic children certainly 
see no problem in recording the operation either way, as 
Margaret Brown has pointed out. " '- ' An "intuitive" method is 
always bound up with the context of the question, so that for 
I 
A bar of chocolate can be broken into 12 squares. 
There ate 3 squares in a row. 
How do you work out how many rows there are? 
12 +33x4 12 x3 3- 12 
6 -r6 12+3 12-3 3 -1- 12 
Fig. I 
children operating in this way there is no ambiguity between 
12 +3 and 3+ 12 since the context has determined the meaning 
of the expression. It is only those people who are looking at the 
de-contextualised (formal) meaning or the two expressions who 
will be concerned with their difference in meaning. This intuitive "'Ode of approach may explain some other 
observations concerning what children do or do not see as 
necessary in mathematics. For CX2Mple, such an approach 21SO 
climin2tCS the necd for such rules as "order or opcrations" and -use of brackets", since the obvious thing to do with 3x2+4, 
for example, is to work it out the way it comes', unless, of 
course, the contcxc requires that the addition be done first, in 
which case the expression means 3x(2+4) and not (3x2)+4. 
However, where the child is concerned, there is no need to 
actually use brackets to indicate which interpretation is intended, 
since for the child there is no ambiguity: the meaning is defined 
by the context. In most mathematical problems this view of 
ordering operations goes unnoticed, since the children perform 
the operations in the order required by the question, regardless 
of the order in which they write them. It is only in exercises 
specifically addressed to the order of operations that such a 
mismatch may become apparent. 
Since children can handle many mathematical problems 
without worrying about the conventions for ordering operations 
or using brackets, one might ask how important 2 knowledge 
of these conventions is. However, while arithmetic problems 
may be unambiguously dealt with without reference to these 
rules, the same is not necessarily true of algebraic problems. 
Since algebraic operations such as x+y cannot be "performed" 
in the sense of being replaced by 2 single value, any need to 
record 2 sequence of operations immediately requires consider2- 
tion of the order conventions and the rules governing the use 
of brackets. If the child has riot seen the need for such notions 
in the C2SC of arithmetic problems, it is perhaps unlikely that 
he will concern himself with them in gencralised arithmetic. 
This possibility became apparent during the course or an 
investigation into the mis'takes children make in beginning 
algebra, or "kentralised arithmetic-. 'rhe investigation itself is 
part 
i 
of the larger Strategies and Frrors in Secondary M2the- 
MVICS Project which is funded by the Social Science Research 
Council and based 2( Chelsea College. ' Fony-eight children 
from the "middle" mathematics streams in the second, third 
and fourth forms of four Outer London Schools were inter- 
viewed on 2 series of gener2lised arithmctic items which 
"olheni3liCs n Schc,, I. "8V 1982 5 
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Jý Mu"iply *42 by 3 
0 
0M j 
; -, icrt%ifully avoiding the useorbrackets issue. Items I and 6 
Witte included to check on the possibility that choldrtn witir 
rheitly "rolititing" to wfitt the brackets in Faced with the 
choice between titprtssions which did Anti (lid not include 
braikkett. it was thought that any "careless" omission of brackets 
would be rictifitil. The items wtfe also inchided to give some 
information on the kinds of titpression that childtcri tow as 
equivalent. 
The results or this second study supported those of the first. 
Thus orthe 20 childrtn given item 3, none used bracketi thatigh 
II were able to explain the method correctly. sevtn recording 
their answer as 3xm 4-4 or #" +4x1, and four going on to 
'tcplace" the w+4 by 4m at P"4. Of the 16 who were also 
given ittm 5. only ant student seltcttd thit bracket txprtssions 
and nothing else; nine included at least one bracket "prission 
among other answers, but seven of these did not ritcogniss the 
equivalence of 5(e + 2) and 5x (i + 2); and six students excluded 
the bracket exprtisions from their answers alsootther -Similar 
results were obtained for items 4 and 6, though only 13 
children received these questions. Those children who included 
both expressions with brackets and ones without saw them as 
equivalent expressions in which "you can put the brackets in 
if you want, it's lust the some". The children who excluded 
the bracket -statements tended to do to because they didn't know 
what the brackets meant, or because they considered their 
presence unnecessary. 
Thus it would seem that many children have developed rot 
themselves a general "low" concerning the order or operations 
(even ir they do not state it in so many wotdsi). "an expttssion 
such as 2X3+4 or 4+)xI is to bd evaluated from left to 
right w"Iess the contest dictatts that the addition (or multi. 
plication) is to be performed rirst, in which cast the two ex. 
prenions ate equivalent and mean add (at multiply) first". 
The importance or context for meaning at understanding has 
been discuned in the psythological/philosophical literature. *, ' 
However, the apparent ease with which children may change 
their interpretation or the some arithmetic statement according 
to the deatands or the context and with no recognition or any 
corresponding ambiguity, is perhaps not widely appreciated. 
Conainly it would seem that as long as children do not recol- 
nise any ambtgwty in the way opdrstsons are ordered they will 
also not rtcognise any need for rules governing this order, not 
rot any requirement for the use or brackets And while children 
are approaching mathematical problems in on intuitive way, is 
is unlikely that they will recognise the ambiguity, Contequently, 
if we do in ract rtqturt children to have in understanding of 
these conventions (and rot those children who art going to be 
taught algebra such conventions may be essential), then it would 
seem that we must first address ourselves to the problem of 
creating an swatencts or the need for such conventions, and 
hence to the whole issue a( the "intuitive" status or many 
children's made of mathematical approach 
N. 2 
included two requiring the use of brackets (Figure 2). It was 
noted that while just over one-third or the children who received 
each item were sbk to correctly state the method and solution, 
only one child realised that it was necessary to use brackets in 
recording the answer. The remaining children recorded their 
answers as O+mxp or pxd+m and 3xh+2 or A+2x) 
respectively, even though they stated that tech problem re- 
quired the addition to be perrormed first. These children saw 
no ambiputy in the statements they had written: regardless of 
which form of expression was used, the interpreted order was 
for the addition to be performed first. One fourth-year student 
who was asked to justilly his pxa+m recording did so quite 
happily. His reply is characttristic of other students asked: 
NM. P times .. e plus m (wrttespxe+m). LB. Right, so you've writtcn'down pxa+m. And what 
would you actually do, what would you do first? 
NM- I'm not with you. 
LB: Right. Why did you say pxa+m? 
NM: Because you're timesing that side (p) by that side 
(s + m), and that side you can't do, to you've got to add 
that (a) onto that (m) to times it by the other side. 
LB: Right so which bit would you do first? 
NM. 
--- 
I*d add those two up ... and then 
I'd times it by p. 
LBý And is that what you've written? 
NM: Yes. 
LB: Suppose I said, I thought that (p xe+ m) meant ji times 
is. And then add m 
NM- Oh no, it can't be that - 
If you did p times a, you'd only 
get a bit of it. You've got to do the a plus w to get the 
whole length, and then times p. You've lot to odd a and 
w first. 
And from a student who wrote a+ wxp. and then wrote in 
brackets round the a+w after qucsuoning: 
LB: What have you done now? 
MS: I've just put br3ckctji round to show It's the answer (to 
-0 + m) you multiply by p. But pu V kewo that any"y, 
Six tnonthi sfter these interviews, 17 or the 48 children were 
tvinterviewtd, together with seven more children from a fifth 
sch(msl new to the investiption. Among the interview items 
wc" the four illustrated in Figure 3. There was virtually no 
Change in r"ponst shown by those children tiven Items I 
and/or 2 from the earlier set and 3 and/or 4 from the second 
set: The only exceptions were two children who round the area 
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SUMS AND BRACKET5 
'by Lesley R. Booth, Cl)clsca College 
Three recent articles in Mathemwi'cs in School looked at 
children's ability to choose the appropriate number opera- 
tion to model a given problem' and the degree to which 
children work effectively with two particular cxamples of 
mathematical notation and convention, nanicly using brnc- 
kcis and expressing algebraic surns", 
It was chought useful to examine aspects of this work 
further and to gain morc evidence concerning [hc scale of 
the problem (the work on notation and convention had 
involved only a small number of children in individual 
intervim). Four teachers frorn four schools volunteercd 
their assistance, and the results of' the investigation arc 
summarised bclo,, %,. 
Choosing the RUght Operation 
126 children aged 12 to 16 years were given items from ihe 
CSMS "Number Operations" test' and the CSMS test on 
"Place Value and Decimals" of the kind shown in Figure 1, 
where children are asked to select the operacion(s) needed to 
solve each problern. Of the 126 children tested, only rive 
gave correct ans%vers to every item, and 105 children had 
(%vo or more item-, wrong (Figure 2). 
Subsequent work with the children indicated that the 
errors made on this kind of task are due mainly to the 
following factors: 
(a) Somc children solvc these kinds of problem by using 
their own "chi Id-method s "": intuitive processes which 
(hey do not syrnbolise mathematically. These children 

















niathernatics: tile), do not consider the structure of the 
problem and then select the appropriate mathematical 
operation. When asked to operate in such a fashion, by 
choosing the correct "suni" to match a problem, they 
are consequently unable to do so. 
(b) Other children cati select the correct operation but 
believe that all operations are commutative, 
Consequently they regard such expressions as 391 -. 17 
and 17-- 391 or 6.44-8.37 arid 8.37-6.44 is cquiva- 
lent, and will choose either (or both). 
(C) many children adhere to the rule chat "you always 
divide the large number by the small one (or subtract 
the small from tile large ntimber)". Rcference to tile 
conEcNc of most of tile problems they meet supports this 
rule. Consequently the order in which tile operation is 
written is irrelcvint, since it will always be performed in 
accordance with the above rule. 
(d) Some children interpret 6-- 72 as "6 divided into 72", 
perhaps confounding the e. Npression with the 6): 72- form 
of recordinct divislon. "4 - 17" is similarly trinslatecl as 
IIt ýI 1-. C4 : 1, x ý! v 1: oIIII 'i'.. 
Brach. ets and Al-ebraic Addition t) 
991 children agcd 13 to I(, vrýirs , vere gjvcii a scr, cr, of' t, m, 
designed to test their recognition of the need to use brackecs 
in algebraic statements, and the degree to which children 
view expressions such as e+2 and e2 as equivalent. Two of 
Elie ltcin. s used are shown in Figure 3. A large proportion of 
children in each year group appeared to regard brackcis as 
superfluous in that they considered expressions with and 
without brackets to be equivalent. In addition, one-third of 
third-year and one-fifth of fourth-year students equated 
expressions such as e2 or yz with e+2 and v+z (Figure 4). 
The equivalence of expressions with and without brackets is 
not only illowed by the "weikcr" nimherriacics students. 
KL is 1 fourtli-year student who is top of' her class in a girls' 
sclcc[lvc high school (not used in the above sample): 
A 9,3rdener has 391 daffodils. 391 -23 23-391 
These are to be planted in 23 flowerbeds. 23-391 391 x 23 
Each flowe(bed is to have the same numbef 
of daffodils, 391 +23 
23+23 
How do you work out how many daffodils will be 
planted in each flowerbed? 23 x 17 
391 -23 
My car can go on 41.8 miles on each gallon 41.8+8.37 
8.37--41.8 
of petrol on a motorway How many miles 
can I expect to travel on 8 37 galloillý 41.8 ý 8.37 
8 37-41,8 
41.8-8.37 8.37 x 41.8 














0 22 22 
3 22 30 
0 11 12 
5 105 126 
E-- mim-Im 
r-I'lZiM, 
Which of the following can you write for the area ol this rectangle? Tick every one you think is correct: 
5x&+2 
5x (e + 2) 
loe 
5xe 2 
5(c + 2) 
e+2x5 
None correct 
2. What does yz mean? Tick every answer you think is correct: 




25 x 26 
Fig. 3 
ExPressions for area 5 by c +- 2: 
Correct 
Brackets and non-brackets equivalent 
Brackets excluded 
5x e2 included 
Meaning of yz: 
Ans. including y+z and/or 25 + 26 
Number tested: 
Fig. 4 














31(39%) 100(35%) 7308%) 
79 
KL (e. xplaining her inclusion of the c. \prcssion e+2x5 
in item 1, Figure 3): ... i't would be it-tie bill it's ... 
"I 
tvoidd be Pnore trite if it had the brackets round to shot-, 
3-011 ... 
bill I tivoidd say I't was rj',, ht. It 'S jUSI that I't's 
nor turt*tten ho-v i't ought to be zurt*tien. I'd knotv that 
someorte had understood i't if MeY put that, bill that 
it was necessary to pill the the test hadn't thought ' 
brackets romid. It 's correct reallv. 
Work with children on the use of brackets suggests that 
mos( children know about brackets but do not consider 
their use necessary. -I-\vo of the reasons for this ý%cre 
outlined in one of thc articles mentioned earlier', namely: 
(a) you perform a string of operations in the order written; J(b) 2 given context may require a particular operation to be 
done firsE, in which case you do this one first regardless 
of the way the expression is written. 
To these may be added a third reason: 
(C) yo u will in any case get the same answer regardless of the 
order in which You compute a sequence of operations. 
Evcn at fourth-ycar level, students expressed surprise that 
(3+4) x5 and 3+(4 x 5) did not produce the same answer. 
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